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Preface
1. PREAMBLE

The principal contribution of this book is an axiomatic approach to
the part of algebraic topology called homology theory. It is the oldest
and most extensively developed portion of algebraic topology, and may
be regarded as the main body of the subject. The present axiomatization
is the first which has been given. The dual theory of cohomology is
likewise axiomatized.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
algebra and of point set topology. No attempt is made to axiomatize
these subjects. This has been done extensively in the literature. Our
achievement is different in kind. Homology theory is a transition (or
function) from topology to algebra. It is this transition which is
axiomatized.
Speaking roughly, a homology theory assigns groups to topological
spaces and homomorphisms to continuous maps of one space into
another. To each array of spaces and maps is assigned an array of
groups and homomorphisms. In this way, a homology theory is an
algebraic image of topology. The domain of a homology theory is the
topologist's field of study. Its range is the field of study of the algebraist.
Topological problems are converted into algebraic problems.
In this respect, homology theory parallels analytic geometry. However, unlike analytic geometry, it is not reversible. The derived algebraic
system represents only an aspect of the given topological system, and
is usually much simpler. This has the advantage that the geometric
problem is stripped of inessential features and replaced by a familiar type
of problem which one can hope to solve. It has the disadvantage that
some essential feature may be lost. In spite of this, the subject has
proved its value by a great variety of successful applications.
Our axioms are statements of the fundamental properties of this
assignment of an algebraic system to a topological system. The axioms
are categorical in the sense that two such assignments give isomorphic
algebraic systems.
2. THE NEED FOR AXIOMATIZATION

The construction of a homology theory is exceedingly complicated.
It is true that the definitions and necessary lemmas can be compressed
'Vii
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within ten pages, and the main properties established within a hundred.
But this is achieved by disregarding numerous problems raised by the
construction, and ignoring the problem of computing illustrative examples. These are serious problems, as is well known to anyone who has
taught the subject. There is need for a perspective, and a pattern into
which the student can fit the numerous parts.
Part of the complexity of the subject is that numerous variants of
the basic definitions have appeared, e.g. the singular homology groups
of Veblen, Alexander, and Lefschetz, the relative homology groups of
Lefschetz, the Vietoris homology groups, the Cech homology groups, the
Alexander cohomology groups, etc. The objective of each variant was to
extend the validity of some basic theorems, and thereby increase their
range of applicability.
In spite of this confusion, a picture has gradually evolved of what is
and should be a homology theory. Heretofore this has been an imprecise
picture which the expert could use in his thinking but not in his exposition. A precise picture is needed. It is at just this stage in the development of other fields of mathematics that an axiomatic treatment appeared and cleared the air.
The discussion will be advanced by a rough outline of the construction of the homology groups of a space. There are four main steps as
follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

space
complex
oriented complex
groups of chains

~
~

~
~

complex
oriented complex
groups of chains
homology groups

In the first form of (1) it was necessary to place on a space the structure of a complex by decomposing it into subsets called cells, each cell
being a homeomorph of a euclidean cube of some dimension, and any
two cells meeting, if at all, in common faces. It was recognized that
only certain spaces, called triangulable, admit such a decomposition.
There arose the problem of characterizing triangulable spaces by other
properties. This is still unsolved. Special classes of spaces (e.g. differentiable manifolds) have been proved triangulable and these suffice for
many applications.
The assumption of triangulability was eliminated in three different
ways by the works of Vietoris, Lefschetz, and Cech. In each case, the
relation that the complex be a triangulation of the space was replaced
by another more complicated relatioIl, and the complex had to be
infinite. The gain was made at the cost of effective computability.
Step (2) has also been a source of trouble. The problem is to assign
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integers (incidence numbers) to each pair consisting of a cell and a face
(of one lower dimension) so as to satisfy the condition that the boundary
of a cell be a cycle. This is always possible, but the general proof
requires the existence of a homology theory. To avoid circularity, it
was necessary to restrict the class of complexes to those for which
orientability could be proved directly. The simplicial complexes form
such a class. This feature and several others combined to make simplicial
complexes the dominant type. Their sole defect is that computations
which usc them arc excessively long, so much so that they arc impractical
for the computation of the homology groups of a space as simple as a
torus.
Steps (3) and (4) have not caused trouble. They are purely algebraic and unique. The only difficulty a student faces is the absence of
motivation.
The final major problem is the proof of the topological invariance of
the composite assignment of homology groups to a space. Equivalently,
one must show that the homology groups are independent of the choices
made in steps (1) and (2). Some thirty years were required for the development of a fully satisfactory proof of invariance. Several problems
arising along the way have not yet been solved, e.g. Do homeomorphic
complexes have isomorphic subdivisions?
The origin of the present :1xiomatic tre:1tment was an effort, on the
part of the authors, to write a textbook on algebraic topology. We were
faced with the problem of presenting two parallel lines of thought. One
was the rigorous and abstract development of the homology groups of a
space in the mannpr of Lpfschetz or Cech, a procedure which lacks apparent motivation, and is noneffective so far as calculation is concerned.
The other was the nonrigorous, partly intuitive, and computable method
of assigning homology groups ,,-hich marked the early historical development of the subjPct. In addition the two lines had to be merged eventually so as to justify the various computations. These difficulties made
clear the need of an axiomatic approach.
The a.xioms which we use meet this need in every respect. Their
statement requires only the concepts of point set topology and of
algebra. The concepts of complex, orientation. and chain do not appear
here. However, the axioms lead one to introduce complexes in order to
calculate the homology groups of various spaces. Furthermore, each
of the steps (2), (:3), and U) is dprivl'd from the axioms. These derivations are an essential part of the proof of the categorical nature of the
axioms.
Summarizing, the construction of homology groups is a long and
diverse story, with a fairly obscure motivation. In contrast, the axioms,
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which are given in a few pages, state precisely the ultimate goal, and
motivate every step of the construction.
No motivation is offered for the axioms themselves. The beginning
student is asked to take these on faith until the completion of the first
three chapters. This should not be difficult, for most of the axioms are
quite natural, and their totality possesses sufficient internal beauty to
inspire trust in the least credulous.
3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER AXIOMATIC SYSTEMS

The need for an axiomatic treatment has been felt by topologists for
many years. This has resulted in the axiomatization of certain stages in
the construction of homology groups. W. Mayer isolated the step (4).
He defined the abstract and purely algebraic concept of chain complex,
and showed that it was adequate for the completion of step (4). He also
demonstrated that a number of mixed geometric-algebraic concepts and
arguments could be handled with algebra alone.
A. W. Tucker axiomatized the notion of an abstract cell complex,
i.e. the initial point of step (2), and showed that steps (2), (3), and (4)
could be carried through starting with such an object. This had the
effect of relegating the geometry to step (1) alone where, of course, it is
essential.
Recently II. Cartan and J. Leray have axiomatized the concept of a
grating (carapace) on a space. In essence, it replaces the notion of complex in the four-step construction outlined in §2. Their associated
invariance theorem has several advantages. Most important is the
inclusion of the de Rham theorem which relates the exterior differential
forms in a manifold to the cohomology groups of the manifold.
It is to be noted that these various systems are axiomatizations of
stages in the construction of homology groups. None of them axiomatize
a transition from one stage to another. Thus they differ both in scope
and in nature from the axioms we shall give. The latter axiomatize the
full transition from spaces to homology groups.
4. NEW METHODS

The great gain of an axiomatic treatment lies in the simplification
obtained in proofs of theorems. Proofs based directly on the axioms are
usually simple and conceptual. It is no longer necessary for a proof to
be burdened with the heavy machinery used to define the homology
groups. Nor is one faced at the end of a proof by the question, Does the
proof still hold if another homology theory replaces the one used? When
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a homology theory has heen shown to satisfy the axioms, the machinery
of its construction may be dropped.
Successful axiomatizations in the past have led invariahly to new
techniques of proof and a corresponding new language. The present
system is no exception. The reader will observe the presence of numerous
diagrams in the text. Each diagram is a network or linear graph in
which each vertex represents a group, and each oriented edge represents
a homomorphism connecting the groups at its two ends.
A directed path in the network represents the homomorphism which
is the composition of the homomorphisms assigned to its edges. Two
paths connecting the same pair of vertices usually give the same homomorphism. This is called a commutativity relation. The combinatorially
minded individual can regard it as a homology relation due to the presence of 2-dimensional cells adjoined to the graph.
If, at some vertex of the graph, two abutting edges are in line, one
oriented toward the vertex and the other away, it is frequently the case
that the image of the incoming homomorphism coincides with the kernel
of the outgoing homomorphism. This property is called exactness. It
asserts that the group at the vertex is determined, up to a group extension, by the two neighboring groups, the kernel of the incoming homomorphism, and the image of the outgoing homomorphism. Exact
sequences of groups I1nd homomorphisms occur throughout. Their
algebraic properties are readily established, and are very convenient.
The reader will note that there is a vague analogy between the
commutativity-exactness relations in a diagram and the two Kirchhoff
laws for an electrical network.
Certain diagrams occur repeatedly in whole or as parts of others.
Once the abstract properties of such a diagram have been established,
they apply each time it recurs.
The diagrams incorporate a large amount of information. Their use
provides extensive ~avings in space and in mental effort. In the case of
many theorems, the setting up of the correct diagram is the major part
of the proof. We therefore urge that the reader stop at the end of each
theorem and attempt to construct for himself the relevant diagram before
examining the one which is given in the text. Once this is done, the
subsequent demonstration can be followed more readily; in fact, the
reader can usually supply it himself.
6. STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

Chapter I presents the axioms for a homology theory, and a body of
general theorems deducible from them. Simplicial complexes and trian-
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gulable spaces are treated in Chapter II. This chapter is entirely
geometric. In Chapter III, a homology theory is assumed to be given on
triangulable spaces. We then derive from the axioms the classical
algorithms for computing the homology groups of a complex. Using
these, we show that the axioms are categorical for homology theories on
triangulable spaces.
The first three chapters form a closed unit, but one which is based
on the assumption that a homology theory exists, i.e. the axioms are
consistent in a nontrivial manner. In Chapters IV through x, the existence is established in four different ways. The singular homology theory is given in Chapter VII, the Cech homology theory in IX, and two
others in x.
The intervening chapters are preparatory. As noted above, the construction of a homology theory is complicated. Not only do we have the
four steps outlined in §2 for the construction of homology groups, but
also corresponding constructions of homomorphisms. Then the axioms
must be verified. Finally the dual cohomology theory must be given in
each case. With a total of eight theories to present, the tendency to
repeat constructions and parallel others is nearly irresistible. We avoid
most of this by presenting a number of steps on a sufficiently abstract
level to make them usable in all cases. These are given in Chaps. IV, v.
Chapter IV presents the ideas and language of category and functor.
These concepts formalize a point of view which has dominated the development of the entire book. We axiomatize here the notion of a homology
theory on an abstract category, and formulate a pattern which the subsequent constructions must fulfill. In Chapter v, the step from chain
complexes to homology groups is treated. The chapter is entirely
algebraic. Chapter VI presents the classical homology theory of simplicial complexes. In Chapter VII, the singular homology theory is defined
and proved to satisfy the axioms. This chapter is independent of VI
except possibly for motivation. A reader interested in the shortest
existence proof need only read Chapter IV, the first four articles of v,
and then Chapter VII.
Chapter VIII treats direct and inverse systems of groups and their
limit groups. This is the algebraic machinery needed for the development of the Cech homology theory given in IX. Chapter X presents
additional properties of the Cech theory. It is shown that the addition
of a single new axiom characterizes the Cech theory on compact spaces.
Two additional homology theories are constructed which are extensions
of the Cech theory on compact spaces. The first is defined on locally
compact spaces, and the second on normal spaces. Both are obtained by
processes of compactification.
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Chapter XI, which completes this volume, gives a number of the
classical applications of homology theory such as the Brouwer fixed-point
theorem, invariance of domain, and the ftllldamental theorem of algebra.
Homology theory and cohomology theory are dual to one another.
We treat them in parallel. Throughout Chapters I and III, each section
which treats of homology is accompanied by a section on cohomology.
The latter contains no proofs. It contains just the list of definitions and
theorems dual to those given for homology, and are numbered correspondingly, e.g. Definition 4.1c is the cohomology form of Definition 4.1.
The duality between the two theories has only a semiformal status. It
is true that, by the use of special "coefficient groups," Pontrjagin has
given a strictly formal duality based on his theory of character groups.
However, the duality appears to persist without such restrictions. The
reader is urged to supply the proofs for the cohomology sections. In
addition to constituting useful exercises, such proofs will familiarize the
reader with the language of cohomology.
The device of dlml sectiom; occurs rarely in later chapters. The greater
parts of the constructions of homology theories and their corresponding
cohomology theories deal with mechanisms in which the two aspects are
not differentia.ted. In the remaining parts, the two dual theories are
treated in equal detail.
At the end of each chapter is a list of exercises. These cover material
which might well ha\'e been incorporated in the text but was omitted as
not essential to the main line of thought.
There are no footnotes. Instead, comments on the historical development and on the connections with other subjects are gathered together
in the form' of notes at the ('nels of various chapters.
A cross reference gives the chapter number first, then the section,
and, lastly, the numbered proposition, e.g. x,2.6 refers to Proposition 6
of Section 2 of ('hapter x. The chapter number is omitted in the case
where it is the one containing the reference. A reference of the form (3)
means the displaypd formula. number 3 of the section at hand.
We acknowledge with pleasure our indebtedness to Professors S.
Mu.cLane, T. Rado, and P. Reichelderfer who read large portions of the
manuscript and whose suggestions and criticisms resulted in substantial
improvements.
S. ElLENBERG AND N. STEENROD
August, 1951
Columbia University
Princeton University
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CHAPTER I

Axioms and general theorems
1. TOPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES

The axioms for a homology theory are given in §3. In §§1 and 2,
we review the language and notation of topology and algebra, and we
introduce a number of definitions and conventions which, as will be
seen, are virtually enforced by the nature of our axiomatic system.
We dcfine a pair of sets (X,A) to be a set X and a subset A of X.
In case A = 0 is the vacuous subset, the symbol (X,D) is usually abbreviated by (X) or, simply, X.
A map f of (X,A) into (Y,B), in symbols
f:

(X,A)

~

(Y,B),

is a single-valued function from X to Y such that f(A) C B. If also
g: (Y,E) ~ (Z,e), then the composition of the t,YO functions is a
map gf: (X,A) ~ (Z, C) given by (gf)x = g(fx).
The relation (X',A') C (X,A) means X' C X and A' C A. The
map i: (X',.4') ~ (X,.'1) defined by ix = x for each x e X' is called
the inclusion map and is denoted by

i:

(X',A') C (X,A).

If (X',A') = (X,A), then the inclusion map i is called the 1'dentity
map of (X,.1).
It will be important for us to distinguish a function from those
obtained from it by seemingly trivial modifications of the domain or
range. Let f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) be given, and let (X',.4'), (Y',B') be
pairs such that X' C X, Y' C Y, f(X') C Y', and f(A') C B'. Then
the unique map f': (X',A') ~ (Y',B') sueh that f'x = fx for each
x E X' is called the map defined by f, and f is said to define f'. For
example any inclusion map is dcfincu hy the identity map of its range.
If f: (X,A) ~ (Y,R), the map of A into B defined by f is denoted by
flA:

A ~ B.
9
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The lattice of a pair (X,A) consists of the pairs
(X,O)

~

/
(0,0) - - . (A,O)

(X,A) - - . (X,X)

~

(A,A)

/

all their identity maps, the inclusion maps indicated by arrOWR, and
all their compositions. If f: (X,A) ----) (Y,B), then f defines a map
of every pair of the lattice of (X,A) into the corresponding pair of the
lattice of (Y,B). In particular flA is one of these maps.
A topological space X is a set X together with a family of subsets of
X, called open sets, subject to the following conditions:
(1) the set X and the empty set 0 are open,
(2) the union of any family of open sets is open,
(3) the intersection of 3. finite family of open sets is open.
The family of open sets of X is called the topology of X. The complement X - U of an open set U is called closed.
If A is a subset of X, then the union of all the open sets contained
in A is called the interior of A and is denoted by Int A. The intersection. of all the closed sets containing A is called the closure of A and
is denoted by A. A topology, called the relative topology, is defined in
A by the family of intersections A n U for all open sets U of X. With
this topology, A is called a subspace and (X,A) is called a pair of
topological spaces or, briefly, a pa£r. If X,X' are spaces, the relation
X' C X means that X' is a subspace of X.
A map f: X ----) Y of one topological space into another is said to
1
be continuous if, for every open set Vof Y, the set
(V) is open in X.
A map of pairs f: (X.A) ----) (Y,B) is continuous if the map X ----) Y
defined by f is continuous. The terms map, mapping, and transformation when applied to topological spaces or pairs will always mean
continuous maps. Identity and inclusion maps are continuous.
A space X is a Hausdorff space if, for each pair of distinct points
XlI~ e X, there exist disjoint open sets U I ,U2 in X with XI e U I , X2 e U 2 •
A space is called compact if it is a Hausdorff space, and if each covering
of the space by open sets contains a finite covering. A pair (X,A) is
called compact if X is compact and A is a closed (and therefore compact)
subset of X.
The foregoing is intended as a review of some basic definitions. We
shall assume a knowledge of the elementary properties of spaces and

r
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maps such as can be found, for instance, in the book of Alexandroff and
Hopf (Topologie, J. Springer. Berlin 1935) Chapters 1 and 2, or in the
book of Lefschetz (Algebraic Topology, Colloq. Pub. Amer. Math. Soc.
1942) Chapter 1.
DEFINITION. A family a of pairs of spaces and maps of such pairs
which satisfies the conditions (1) to (5) below is called an admissible
category for homology theory. The pairs and maps of a are called admissible.
(1) If (X,A) E a, then all pairs and inclusion maps of the lattice
of (X,A) are in a.
(2) If f: (X,A) -> (Y,E) is in a, then (X,A) and (Y,B) are in a
together with all maps that f defines of members of the lattice of (X,A)
into corresponding members of the lattice of (Y,B).
(3) If II and f2 are in a, and their composition Id2 is defined,
then fd. Ea.
(4) If I = [0,1] is the closed unit interval, and (X,A) E a, then the
cartesian product
(X,A) X I

is in

= (X X I, A X I)

a and the maps

given by
arc in a.
(5) There is in a a space Po consisting of a single point.
are in a, if f: P -> X, and if P is a single point, then f Ea.

If X,P

The following are examples of admissible categories for homology
theory:
a 1 = the set of all pairs (X,A) and all maps of such pairs. This is
the largest admissible category.
a c = the set of all compact pairs and all maps of such pairs.
aLC = the set of pairs (X,A) where X is a locally compact Hausdorff
space, A is closed in X, and all maps of such pairs having the property
that the inverse images of compact sets are compact sets.
This last example of an admissible category has the property that
both X and X' can be admissible, X' C X, and yet the inclusion map
X' -> X may not be admissible. This is the case if X is compact and
X' is an open but not closed subset of X.
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DEFINITION.

category

Two maps 10,!1:

in

(X, A) ---+ (Y,B) in the admissible

a are said to be homotopic in a if there is a
h:

[CHAP. I

(X,A) X I

---+

map

(Y,R)

a such that
10

= hyo,

or, explicitly,
10(x) = h(x,O),

The map h is called a homotopy.
2. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES

Let R be a ring with a unit element. An ahelian group G is C'allc·d
an R-module if for each l' E R and each g EGan clcmcnt rg EGis <ll'finc<l
such that

+

r(gl
g2) = 1'01
r1(r 2g) = (r 1r 2)g,

+ rg 2,
19

=

(1'1
g.

+ 1'2)0

= 1'10

+ r 2g,

A subgroup H of G such that rh E H whenever l' E R, h E l/ is called a
linear subspace of G. A homomorphism cjJ of G into another R-module
G' is called linear if cjJ(rg) = rcjJ(g) holds for all l' E R, g EG.
Only two special cases are of importance to us. In the first, R = F
is a field. Then G is a vector space over F. In the second, R = J is
the ring of integers. In this case G is an ordinary abelian group (without
additional structure). The unifying concept of module saves repetition.
In addition to R-modules, we shall also wish to consider compact
abelian groups. To avoid a complete duplication of the discussion, we
adopt the following convention:
Unless otherwise stated the word, "group" will be used to mean
either one of the following two objects:
1°. An R-module (over some ring R with a unit element), or
2°. A compact topological abelian group.
Whenever, in a discussion, several "groups" appear, the word "group"
is to be interpreted in a fixed manner. In particular, in case 1°, the
ring R is the same for all groups. All groups are written additively. If
G is a group, G = means that G consists of the zero element alone.
The word "subgroup" will mean correspondingly
1°. A linear subspace, or
2°. A closed subgroup..

°
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The word "homomorphism" will mean
1°. A linear map, or
2°. A continuous homomorphism.
If G and H are groups, the notation

q,: G

-->

H

means that q, maps G homomorphically into H. The kernel of q, is the
subgroup of elements of G mapped into the zero element of H. The
image of q, is the subgroup q,(G) C H. The statement "q, maps G onto
H" means q,(G) = H. We sometimes abbreviate "q, maps G onto H"
by "q, is onto." The symbolism q, = 0 is used to indicate that the
kernel of q, is all of G, or equally well that q,(G) = O. The expression
"q, has kernf'l zero" means that the kernel of q, contains only the zero
element. The symbolism

q,: G = H
means that the map q,: G --> H maps G isomorphically onto H, and q,
is called an i8omorphi.~m. Obsf'rve that q,: G = H implies q, -I: H = G.
In case 1°, this is obvious. In case 2°, it follows from the theorem that
the inverse of a continuous 1-1 map between compact spaces is continuous. It. is prf'ciscly tIl{' failurf' of q, - I to be continuous in the noncompact case which pren'nts our unifying the concepts of R-module
and compact group by the usc of topological R-modules.
If L is a suhgroup of G, GIL denotes the factor (or difference) group,
i.e. the group whose elements are the cosets of L in G. The natural
homomorphism
f/:

G

-->

GIL

is the function which attaches to each element of G the coset of L which
contains· it: f/(g) = g + L. In case 1° we define r(g + L) = rg + L so
that GIL is an R-module and f/ is linear. In case 2°, we introduce a
topology into GIL as follows: a subset U of GIL is open if and only if
f/ - I (U) is open in G. It can then be seen clearly that GIL is a compact
abelian group and that f/ is continuous.
If q,: G --> G' and LeG, L' C G' are subgroups such thatq,(L) C £I,
then the homomorphism 4>: GIL ~ G'I £I indw;ed by q, attaches to each
coset of L in G the coset of L' in G' which contains its image under q,.
The natural maps f/,f/' and the homomorphisms q,,4> satisfy the commutativity relation
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[CHAP. 1

It asserts that two homomorphisms of G into G'/ L' coincide. As shown
in the diagram

4>
G

--+

G/L

--+

G'

4>
G'/V

the first is obtained by moving down and then over, the second, by
moving over and then down.
If {G" l. a = 1, '" ,n, are groups, their (external) direct sum L::.l G"
is defined, in the usual way, as the set of n-tuples {g" l. g" e G", with
r {g,,}

L

=

{rg" l.

{g,,}

+ {g~}

= {g"

+ g~}.

In case 2°,
G" is given the product topology.
A set of homomorphisms i,,: G" ~ G, a = 1, ... , n, determine a
homomorphism i: L::.l G" ~ G by the rule i( {g" l) = L::.l i,,(g,,). If
i is an isomorphism of L: G" onto G, then the set {i,,} is called an
injective representation of G as a direct sum, and each component i" is
called an injection. If, in addition, G" C G and each i" is an inclusion,
G is said to decompose into the (internal) direct sum G = L: G".
A set of homomorphisms j,,: G ~ G", a = 1, ... , n, determine a
homomorphism j: G ~ L::.l G" by the rule j(g) = {j"g}. If j is an
isomorphism of G onto L: G", then the set {j,,} is called a projective
representation of G as a direct sum, and each component j" is called a
projection.
Given an injective representation {i,,} as a direct sum', one constructs
a projective representation {j,,} by defining j "g to be the a-coordinate of
i-1g. Similarly a projective representation determines an injective
representation. The advantage of having the two types is that they are
dual and one can state the dual of a direct sum theorem by interchanging
injection and projection. In Chapter v where we deal with infinite
direct sums, the distinction between the two types will be more than
formal.
DEFINITION. A lower sequence of groups is a collection {G .,4>.}
where, for each integer q (positive, negative, or zero), G. is a group,
and 4>.: G. ~ G.- 1 is a homomorphism. A lower sequcnce is said to
be exact if, fo~ eaeh integer q, the image of 4>.+ I in G. coincides with
the kernel of 4>•.
DEFINITION. An upper sequence of groups is a collection {G·,4>a}
where, for each integer q (positive, negative, or zero), G· is a group and

§ 2]
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q

G' - G + 1 is a homomorphism. An upper sequence is exact if, for
each integer q, the image of cP q - 1 in G' coincides with the kernel of cP q •
q
q
If IG.,cP.I is a lower sequence, and we set G = G_., cP = cP- q for
each q, then IG',cP'l is an upper sequence. This transformation sets up
a 1-1 correspondence between the set of all lower sequences and the
set of all upper sequences. In the sequel, definitions are made only for
lower sequences. The corresponding definitions for upper sequences are
to be obtained using this transformation.
DEFINITION.
A lower sequence G' = IG~,cP~ 1 is said to be a subsequence of the lower sequence G = {G.,cP.}, written G' C G, if, for each
q, G~ C G. and cP~ = cP.!G~. A subsequence is determined by any set
of subgroups {G~ 1 provided cPq(G~) C G~-l for each q.
REMARK.
The word subsequence is used here in a sense different
from the usual one--no terms of the original sequence are discarded. It
is not to be expected that a subsequence of an exact sequence should be
exact. For example, the subsequence K. = kernel cP q is usually not
exact.
DEFINITION.
If G,G' are two lower sequences, a homomorphism 1/1:
G - G' is a sequence of homomorphisms {1/I.1 such that, for each integer
q,1/I.: G. - G~ and the following commutativity relations hold:

cP

:

The subg;roups {kernel 1/1.1 form a subsequence of G called the kernel
of 1/1, and kernel 1/1 = 0 means kernel 1/1. = 0 for each q. Likewise image
1/1 = {image 1/1.1 is a subsequence of G'; and when G' = image 1/1, we
say that 1/1 is onto. If each 1/1. is an isomorphism, then 1/1 is said to be
an isomorphism.
The commutativity relations assert that, in the following diagram
of homomorphisms

1/1·-1
1 cP~
G~-l -

11/1·
G~

the two composite homomorphisms from Gq to G~-l coincide.
DEFINITION.
If L is a subsequence of the lower sequence G, the
factor sequence GIL of G by L is the lower sequence composed of the
factor groups G.ILq and the homomorphisms ¢.: GqIL. - Gq_1 IL q_1
induced by the cP.. Let 71.: G. - G.I Lq be the natural homomorphism.
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Since 4>•.". = "'.-IeJ>., it follows that." = I.".}: G --t GIL. It is called
the natural homomorphism of G onto GIL.
DEFINITION. If G',G" are lower sequences, their (external) direct
sum G'
G" is the lower sequence whose groups are G. = G~
G~',
and whose homomorphisms are defined by eJ>.(g.,g~) = (eJ>~(g.),eJ>~'(g~)).
DEFINITION. If G',G" are subsequences of the lower sequence G,
then G is said to decomposil into the (internal) direct sum of G' and G"
if, for each q, G. decomposes into the direct, sum of G~ and G~'.
The conventions and notations introduced for pairs of sets (X,A)
and their maps will also be used for pairs of groups, pairs of sequences,
and their homomorphisms.

+

+

3. AXIOMS FOR HOMOLOGY

A homology theory H on an admissible category a is a collection
of three functions as follows: The first is a function H.(X,A) defined
for each pair (X,A) in a and each integer q (positivp, negative, or zero).
The value of the function is an abelian group. It is called the q-dimensional relative homology group of X modulo A.
The second function is defined for each map
f:

in

(X,A)

--t

(Y,B)

a and each integer q, and attaches to such a pair a homomorphism
f ••: H..(X,A)

(1)

--t

H.(Y,B).

It is called the homomorphism induced by j.
The third function a(q,X,A) is defined for each (X,A)
each integer q. Its value is a homomorphism
a(q,X,A):

(2)

H.(X,A)

--t

In

a

and

H._I(A)

called the boundary operator.
Since, in (2), the symbol (q,X,A) is redundant, it will be omitted
in the future. Likewise the index q on f •• in (1) will be omitted.
According to the convention of the preceding section, H.(X,A) is
either always an R-module, or always a compact abelian group. The
corresponding conventions govern the homomorphisms a and f •.
In addition, the three functions nre required to have the following
properties:

1. If f = identity, thrn f. = identity.
Explicitly, if f is the identity map of (X,A) € a on itself, then,
for each q, f. is the identity map of H.(X,A) on itself.
Axiom

§ 3]
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11

(gf). = g.f •.

Explicitly, if f: (X,A) -> (Y,B) and g: (Y,B) -> (Z,C) arc admissible, then the composition of the induced homomorphisms f.:
H.(X,A) ---t H.(Y,B) and g.: H.(Y,B) ---t H.(Z,C) is the induced
homomorphism (gJ).: H.(X,.1) -> H.(Z,C).

Axiom 3. af. = (Jj.1).a.
Explicitly, if f: (X,A) ---t (Y,B) is admissible and flA: A ---t 13 is
the map defined by f, then there are two ways of mapping H.(X,A)
into H._.(B). As shown in the diagram,

f.
H.(X,A)

->

H.(Y,B)

the composition af. is obtained by moving over and then down, the
composition (JIA).a by moving down and over. The axiom requires
that the two homomorphism::; have the same value on each clement of
1I.(X,A).

Axiom 4 (EXACTNESS AXIOM). If (X,.1) is admissible and i:
A ---t X, j: X ---t (X,A) are inelusion maps, then the lower sequence of
groups and homomorphisms
i.
.. , +--

a

j.

Il._.(A) +-- H.(X,A)

<-

i.
a
H.(X) +-- H.(A) +--

is exact. This lower sequence is called the homology sequence of (X,A)
(abbreviated: H.S. of (X,A)).

To make the above statement precise, the groups and homomorphisms of the lower sequence must be indexed by integer,;. We
choose Hu(X,A) as the Olb group, i.e. G3 • = II.(X,A), 4>3. = a, 0 3 0+. =
1I.(X), etc.

Axiom 5 (HOMOTOPY AXIOM). If the admissible maps fa, f.:
(X,.1) ---t (Y,B) are homotopic in ct, then, for each q, the homomorphisms
fa .. '!... of H.(X,A) into H.(Y,B) coincide.
Axiom 6 (EXCISION AXIOM). If U is an open subset of X whose
closure U is contained in the interior of A (i.e. U eVe A for some open
set V of X), and if the inclusion map (X - U, A - U) ---t (X,A) is
admissible, then it induces isomorphisms 1I.(X - U, A - U) = H.(X,A)
for each q.
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An inclusion map i: (X - U, A - U) C (X,A) where U is open
in X and U is in the interior of A, will be called an excision map or
just an excision.

Axiom 7

(DIMENSION AXIOM).

sisting of a single point, then H.(P)

If P is an admissible space confor all q ..= O.

=

°

This concludes the list of axioms for a homology theory. In proofs
of theorems, use will be made of Axioms 1, 2, and 3 without comment
or explicit reference. The remaining axioms will be referred to by name.
The reasons for the names of Axioms 4, 5, and 6 are apparent. The
reason for calling Axiom 7 the Dimension axiom is not so apparent.
Suppose H.(X,A),a,f * is a homology theory satisfying Axioms 1 through
7. Define H~(X,A) = H._I(X,A). Define a' and f., in the natural
way. Then the new homology theory satisfies Axioms 1 through 6.
This is also true of the homology theory H~'(X,A) = H.(X,A) +
H._I(X,A). Thus, Axiom 7 tends to insure that the dimensional index
q shall have a geometric meaning.
The consistency of the axioms is easily verified by choosing each
H.(X,A) = 0. The interest, naturally, lies in the existence of nontrivial homology theories. The existence of such will be proved in
Chapters VII and IX.
The Homotopy axiom can be put in the following form, which is
sometimes more convenient:

Axiom 5'. If (X,A) is admissible and (10,(11: (X,A) ~ (X,A) X I
are defined by (lo(x) = (x,O), (l1(X) = (x,l), then (10. = (II.'
Indeed Axiom 5 implies Axiom 5' since (10 and (II are homotopic with
the identity map of (X,A) X I as homotopy. On the other hand, if
h is a homotopy of maps foJI: (X,A) ~ (Y,B), then fo = h(lo and
fl = h(ll and by Axioms 2 and 5'
fo* = h.(lo. = h.(ll. = fl.'

The Excision axiom may be reformulated as follows:

Axiom 6'. Let XI and X 2 be subsets of a space X such that XI is
closed and X = Int XI V Int X 2 • If i: (XIIXI (\ X 2 ) C (XI V X 2 ,X2 )
is admissible, then it induces isomorphisms i.: H.(XI,X I (\ X 2 ) =
H,(X I V X 2 ,X2 ) for each q.
The equivalence of this axiom with the original formulation is easily
seen by setting A = X 2 and U = X - XI' The new formulation of
the Excision axiom closely resembles the following theorem of group
theory: If G I and G2 are subgroups of a group G, then the inclusion
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map (Gi,G i n G2 ) -+ (G1 U G2 ,G2 ) induces an isomorphism of the factor
groups G1/G 1 n G2 = G1 U G2 /G 2 • Here G1 U G2 denotes the least
subgroup of G containing both G1 and G2 •
In all the homology theories that will be constructed in the sequel
it will be true that H.(X,A) = 0 for q < O. Because of the various
uniqueness theorems that will be established later, this is also true for
any homology theory provided that the pair (X,A) is triangulable (see
11,5). Because of these facts one could, without limiting the theory in
any essential fashion, incorporate the requirement that H.(X,A) = 0
for q < 0 into the axioms. One could go a step farther and assume
that the groups H.(X,A) are defined only for q ~ 0 and that a:
H.(X,A) -+ H._1(A) is defined only for q ~ 1. The Exactness axiom
would be the only one that would require modification. Indeed the
homology sequence is then no longer infinite in both directions, but
terminates on the left with

The modified Exactness axiom would assert, in addition to the kernel =
image property, that i. maps Ho(X) onto Ho(X,A). This is the precise
condition that the sequence remain exact when it is completed to a
nonterminating sequence by adjoining trivial groups and homomorphisms. This modification of the basic definition is mathematically
trivial since by defining H.(X,A) = 0 for q < 0 one obtains a homology
theory in the unmodified sense.
The remainder of Chapter I is devoted to general theorems concerning a homology theory on an admissible category. This hypothesis
will be omitted from the statement of each theorem. In addition, the
assumption that the pairs and maps occurring in theorems are admissible
will be omitted unless there is a special reason for calling attention to
this fact.
Sc. AXIOMS FOR COHOMOLOGY

A cohomology theory on an admissible category a is a collection of
three functions as follows: The first is a function H·(X,A) defined for
each (X,A) in a and each integer q. In each case the value of the
function is an abelian group. It is called the q-dimensional relative
cohomology group of X mod A.
The second function, 1*, is defined for each admissible map
f:

(X,A)

-+

(Y,B)
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and each integer q, and its value is a homomorphism

r:

HQ(Y,R) --. HQ(X,A)

called the homomorphism induced by f.
The third function, lJ(q,X,A), is defined for (X,A) e (j, and an integer
q. Its value is a homomorphism
lJ:

HQ-1(A) --. HQ(X,A)

called the coboundary operator.
NOTE: f * and 1* have reverse directions, likewise a and lJ. The
index distinction between homology and cohomology groups is easily
remembered by the following rule: H means homology since the index
below suggests that the corresponding operator (boundary) lowers the
dimension, H means cohomology since the index above suggests that
the corresponding operator (coboundary) increasefl the dimension.
These three functions have the following properties (the statements
are abbreviated since they parallel the corresponding homology axioms,
in particular, conditions that the appropriate pairs and maps be admissible are omitted):
Q

Q

=

Axiom Ie.

If f

identity, then

Axiom 2e.

(gf)* = f*g*,

Axiom 3e.

lJU!A)*

=

1* = identity.

rlJ.

Axiom 4e. If i: A --. X, j: X --. (X,A) are inclusion maps, then
the upper sequence of groups and homomorphisms
~

lJ

r

~

lJ

... --. H Q- 1 (A) --. HQ(X,A) --. HQ(X) --. HQ(A) --.
is exact. This upper sequence is called the cohomology sequence of (X,A)
(abbreviated: C.S. of (X,A)).
Axiom Se.
.f* = g*,

If the maps f,g:

(X,A) --. (Y,R) are homotopic, then

Axiom 6e. If V is open in X, and V is contained in the interior of
A, then the inclusion map: (X - V, A - V) --. (X,A), if admissible,
induces isomorphisms: HQ(X,A) = HQ(X - V, A - V).
Axiom 7e.

If P is a point, thf''n [rep) = 0 for q

~

O.

There is a duality relating homology and cohomology. It is based on
the Pontrjagin theory of character groups. Precisely, let HQ(X,A),!*,lJ
be a cohomology theory satisfying Axioms Ic through 7c; and suppose
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H·(X,A) is always a discrete abelian group (R = the ring of integers)
or always a compact abelian group. Let H.(X,A) be the character
group of H·(X,A), and let f .,a be the homomorphisms dual to 1*,5.

Then it is readily shown, by the usc of standard properties of character
groups, that H.(X,A),f .,a satisfy Axioms 1 through 7. It follows that
the dual of each theorem about IH .,!.,a I is a true theorem about
lH·,r,51. When passing from a theorem to its dual, arrows are reversed, subgroups are replaced by factor groups and vice versa.
In case the values of H·(X,A) are R-modules, with R unrestricted,
the duality has only a semiformal status. A partial duality is obtained
by treating H·(X,A) as a discrete abelian group, and ignoring the
operations of R. Then the strict duality above shows that the dual of
each theorem of homology is a true theorem of cohomology at least in
so far as the additive structures of the groups ll·(X,A) are involved.
Because of this duality, theorems on cohomology will not be proved,
and will be left to the reader as exercises. At the end of each section
on homology in Chapters I and III, the dual definitions and theorems
for cohomology will be stated.
4. HOMOMORPHISMS OF HOMOLOGY SEQUENCES

A map f:

(X,A)

(Y,B) defines maps

-t

fl:

X

-t

Y,

f2:

A

-t

B.

The map /2 is simply the map flA considered before.
THEOREM 4.1. The collection of homomorphisms f *' fl., and f2.
forms a homomorphism of the homology sequence of (X,A) into that of
(Y,R). It will be denoted by f ••.
PROOF. Consider the diagram
H.(X,A)

+--

if.
j~
+--

H.(Y,B)

+--

a

i.

j.
+--

H.(X)

lfl •
H.(Y)

+--

i~
+--

H.(A)

+--

H.+ 1 (X,A)

+--

1f2 •
H.(B)

+--

where i, j, i', jf are appropriate inclusions. We must verify the commutativity relations

f .j. = j~fl.'

fl.i. = i~f2.'

f2. d =

af.·

The first two relations follow from Axiom 2 since fJ' = j'fl and fd =
i'f 2' The third relation is a restatement of Axiom 3.
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'THEOREM 4.2. If f: (X,A) ....... (Y,R) and fl.: H.(X) = H.(Y),
f2*: H.(A) = H.(R) for all dimensions q, then f.: H.(X,A) =
H.(Y,R) for all dimensions q, and f •• is an isomorphism.
This theorem is a consequence of the following group theoretic
lemma:
LEMMA 4.3 (THE "FIVE" LEMMA). Let 11/I.l be a homomorphism of

an exact lower sequence IG.,ep.} into an exact lower sequence IG~,ep~}. If
for some index q, 1/1.+2' 1/1.+1' 1/1.-1, and 1/1.-2 are all isomorphisms, then
1/1. is also an isomorphism.
This lemma is a consequence of the following two lemmas:
LEMMA 4.4. If the kernel of 1/1.-1 is zero, and 1/1.+2 is onto, then
kemel1/l. = ep.+ 1(kernel 1/1.+1)'
LEMMA 4.5.

If 1/1.+1 is onto, and the kernel of 1/1.-2 is zero, then
image 1/1.

PROOFS.
diagram:

=

ep~-l(image 1/1.-1)'

Both lemmas are proved by chasing around the following

ep.-1
G.- 2 +--- GO- 1
11/1·-2

ep.
+---

11/1·-1

ep~-l

ep.+1
G.

+---

11/10
ep~

ep.+2
G.+ 1 +--- G.+ 2
11/1·+1

ep~+l

ep~+2

G~-2 +--- G~-l +--- G~ +--- G~+l

Since 1/I0ep.+l = ep~+11/l0+1l it follows that
epo+ 1(kernel 1/1.+1) C kernel 1/1•.
To prove the inverse inclusion, assume that the hypotheses of 4.4 are
satisfied and consider an element g e G. with 1/I0g = O. Then ep~1/I.g = 0,
so 1/I.-lepog = O. Since the kernel 1/1.-1 is zero, it follows that ep.(g) = O.
By exactness, thereisag1 eG•• 1 such thatepo+lg1 = g. Thenep~+11/l.+1g1 =
1/IocPo+1g1 = 1/I0g = 0, and, by exactness, there is a g~ e G~+2 such that
ep~+2g~ = 1/I.+lg1' Since 1/1.+2 is onto, there is a g2 e G.+ 2 such that
1/I0+2g2 = g~. Then, on the one hand, 1/I.+1(gl - ep.+2g2) = 1/Io+1g1 ep~+21/10+2g2 = 1/IO+1g1 ep~+2g~ = 0, while, on the othef hand,
epO+1(gl - ep.+2g2) = ep.+1g1 = g. Thus g e ep.+ 1(kernel 1/10+1).
The proof of 4.5 is similar.
THEOREM 4.1c. The collection of homomorphisms f*,n,g forms a
homomorphism of the C.S. of (Y,R) into that of (X,A). It will be denoted

by f**.
THEOREM 4.2c.

If f:

(X,A) ....... (Y,R) and

f~:

HO(Y)

= HO(X) ,

§ 6]
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f"2: Ha(B) = Ha(A) for all dimensions q, then
H<l(X,A) for all q, and 1** is an isomorphism.

.1*:

1'1

Ha(Y,B) =

G. INVARlANCE OF THE HOMOLOGY GROUPS

Two admissible pairs (X,A),(Y,B) are homeomorphic if t.here exist
admissible maps f: (X,A) ~ (Y,R) and 0: (Y,B) ~ (X,A) such that
both fo and of are identity maps. The mup f is then called a homeol
morphism, and 0 = r is the inverse of f.
THEoREM 5.1.
A homeomorphism f of (X,A) onto (Y,B) induces
isomorphisms f.: Ha(X,A) = Ila(Y,B).
PROOF. Since rtf = identity, (j-If)* = U-1)*f * = identity.
I
Similarly f*U- )* = identity. Therefore f* has an inverse U.)-I =

U- I ) ••
THEOREM 5.2. A homeomorphism f of (X,A) onto (Y,B) induces an
isomorphism of the H.S. of (X,A) onto that of (Y,E).
PROOF. Since f defines homeomorphisms fl:
X ~ Y and ft:
A ~ B, the theorem follows from 4.1 and 5.1.
THEOREM 5.1c.
A homeomorphism f of (X,A) onto (Y,B) induces
isomorphisms 1*: Ha(Y,B) = Ha(X,A).
THEOREM 5.2c.
A homeomorphism f of (X,A) onto (Y,B) induces an
isomorphism of the C.S. of (Y,B) onto that of (X,A).

6. THE BASE POINT Po AND THE COEFFICIENT GROUP G
DEFINITION 6.1. Let Po denote a fixed reference point and also the
(admissible) space consisting of this single point. The group Ho(Po) is
called the coefficient group of the homology theory and is denoted by G.
Its elements are denoted by O,g', etc.
One can construct the coefficient group without choosing a base
point by the following process: Let !If be a set, and, for each ex ~ M,
let G,. be a group, and, for every ordered pair ex,{3 ~ M, let 7I"~ be an
isomorphism G,. = G(I such that (1) 71": is the identity map of G,. for
each ex, and (2) if ex,{3,'Y ~ M, then 7I"~71"~ = 71";. Such a collection will
be called a transitive system of groups.. To such a system we assign a
single group G as follows: An element 0 ~ G is a function assigning to
each ex E M an element g", ~ G", such that ex,{3 ~ !If implies 7I"~0,. = 0(1.
Addition is defined by adding functional values (g + 0')0 = g",
O~.
Then G is a group uniquely isomorphic to each G", under the projection

+

g~g",.

If M is the collection of all spaces in

a each consisting of a single

18
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point, the Ga are the O&b homology groups of these spaces, and the 11'" ~
are the isomorphisms induced by the unique maps of one such space
into another, then the above conditions are satisfied and the associated
group G could be taken as the coefficient group.
DEFINITION 6.1c. The group HO(Po) is called the coefficient group
of the cohomology theory and is denoted by Gj its elements by g,g', etc.

7. THE REDUCED o-DIMENSIONAL HOMOLOGY GROUP

DEFINITION 7.1. If x E X and g E G, let (gxh denote the image of
gin Ho(X) under the homomorphism induced by the map f: Po -+ X
defined by f(Po) = x. The image of G in Ho(X) under f * is denoted
by (Gx)x.
THEOREM 7.2. If f: X -+ Y, X e: X, y = f(x), and g E G, then
f • (gx)g = (gyh. Thus f * maps (Gxh onto (Gyh.
The proof is trivial.
DEFINITION 7.3. If the unique map f: X -+ Po is admissible, the
space X is said to be collapsible. In such a case the kernel of the homomorphism f.: Ho(X) -+ G is defined. It is called the reduced 0dimens1'onal homology group of X, and is denoted by ilo(X).
LEMMA 7.4. If f: X -+ Y is admissible and Y is collapsible, then
X is collapsible. If (X,A) is admissible, and X is collapsible, then A
is collapsible and the map (X,A) -+ (Po,Po) is admissible.
The first statement is a trivial consequence of property (3) of an
admissible category. If (X,A) is admissible, the inclusion map A -+ X
is admissible. If, in addition, X is collapsible, the composite map
A -+ X -+ Po is admissible; so A is collapsible. Since X -+ Po is admissible, so also is (X,X) -+ (Po,Po). Therefore (X,A) -+ (X,X) -+
(Po,Po) is admissible.
REMARK. For each of the first two examples of admissible categories given in §1, it is true that each admissible space is collapsible.
However in the third example aLe of locally compact spaces, the only
collapsible spaces are the compact spaces.
THEOREM 7.5. If P is a space consisting of a single point, then
DoW) = 0 and HoW) = (GP)p.
This follows from 5.1 since P -+ Po is a homeomorphism.
THEOREM 7.6. If X is collapsible and x E X, then Ho(X) decomposes
into the. direct sum

and the correspondence g -+ (gx)x maps G isomorphically onto (Gx)x.
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PROOF. Let fl: Po ---+ X be defined by fl(P o) = x, and let f2:
X ---+ Po. Since f2f. is the identity map of Po, the composition of
the homomorphisms fl.: G ---+ Ho(X) and f2.: Ho(X) - G is the
identity. Therefore fl. maps G isomorphically onto (Gx)x and f2.
maps (Gx)x isomorphically onto G. Since Bo(X) = kernel f2.' it
follows that flo (X) and (Gx)x have only zero in common. If h £ Ho(X),
let h' = fl.f2.(h) and h" = h - h'. It follows immediately that
h' £ (Gx)x, h" £ flo(X), and h = h' + h".
THEOREM 7.7. If f: X ---+ Y, Y is collapsible, x E X, and y = f(x),
then X is collapsible and f * maps Il o(X) into flo(Y) and maps (Gxh
isomorphically onto (Gy) y.
PROOF. Let fl: Po ---+ X be defined by fl(PO) = x and let f2:
Y ~ Po. Then f2ffl is the identity map of Po. Therefore the composition G ---+ (Gxh ---+ (Gy)y ---+ G is the identity. By definition and 7.2,

each homomorphism is onto; therefore each is an isomorphism. Since
fd collapses X into Po. Ho(X) = kernel Ud). = f;l(kernel f2.) =
f;1 (fl o( Y)).
DEFINITION 7.8. If f: X ---+ Y and Y is collapsible, the map of
flo(X) into flo(Y), defined by f. (see 7.7), is denoted by
COROLLARY 7.9. Kernel 7* = kernel f •.
DEFINITION 7.1c. If x EX, h E HO(X), and f: Po ---+ X is defined
by f(Po) = x, let 1*(h) E G be denoted by hex), and let the kernel of
1*: HO(X) ---+ G be denoted by B~(X).
THEOREM 7.2c. If f: X ---+ Y, X E X, Y = f(x), and h £ HO(y),

7•.

then U*h)(x) = hey). Thus 1* maps fl~(Y) into fi~(X), and fl~(Y)
contains the kernel of 1*.
DEFINITION 7.3c. If f; X ---+ Po is admissible (i.e. X is collapsible),
the image of G in HO(X) under
is denoted by Gx . The factor group
fJO(X) = HO(X)/G x is called the reduud O-dimensional cohomology group
of X.
THEOREM 7.5c. If P is a space consisting of a single point, then
HO(P) = G p and fiO(p) = O.
THEOREM 7.6c. If X is collapsible and x £.X, then HO(X) decomposes
into the direct sum ~(X)
G x , and the map X ---+ Po induces an isomorphism G = G.T •
THEOREM 7.7c. Iff: X ---+ Y, Y is collapsible, x e X, and y = fex) ,
then X is collapsible and
maps fl~( Y) into fl~(X) and maps G y iSDmorphically onto G x .
DEFINITION 7.8c. If f: X ---+ Y and Y is collapsible, the map of
flO(y) into BO(X) induced by
is denoted by
COROLLARY 7.9c. Under the natural map HO(y) ---+ flo(y) the kernel
oj
is mapped isomorphically onto the kernel oj

r

+

r

r

r

J•.

J•.
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8. THE REDUCED HOMOLOGY SEQUENCE

LEMMA 8.1.

For each space X and each integer q, HQ(X,X)

=

O.

PROOF. Let i: X -) X and j: X -) (X,X) be inclusions. Consider the section of the H.S. of (X,X) around HQ(X,X):

Since each i. is an isomorphism onto, it follows by exactness that
o = kernel i. = image o. Therefore HQ(X,X) = kernelo. Similarly
HQ(X) = image i. Q = kernel j.Q' Therefore, image j. = O. Since,
by exactness, image j. = kernel 0, it follows that HQ(X,X) = O.
We shall give a second proof of 8.1 which uses the Excision axiom,
and uses only the part of the Exactness axiom which asserts that
j.i. = O. This proof will be of importance later when the full Exactness
axiom is not available.
The inclusion map (0,0) C (X,X) is an excision and therefore
HQ(X,X) = HQ(O). In the homology sequence of (0,0) we have the
homomorphisms
Q _\

Since i and j are identity maps, we have i. = j. =' identity. Since
j.i. = 0, it follows that HQ(O) = O.
THEOREM 8.2. If X is collapsible, then 0 maps H\(X,A) into flo(A).
PROOF. By 7.4, the map f: (X,A) -) (Po,P o) is admissible. If
he H\(X,A), then f .(h) e Hj(Po,P o) = 0 by 8.1. Therefore (fIA).o(~) =
of.(h) = O. Hence, by definition, o(h) e Ro(A).
DEFINITION 8.3. If f: (X,A) -) (Po,Po) is admissible (i.e. X is
collapsible), the kernel of f •• is called the reduced homology sequence
of (X,A).
THEOREM 8.4. The reduced homology sequence of (X,A) differs from
the homology sequence of (X,A) only in that the section

j.
i.
0
Ho(X,A) +- Ho(X) +- Ho(A) +- H\(X,A)
of the latter has been replaced by

J.
i.
0
Ho(X,A) +- Ro(X) +- Ro(A) +- H\(X,A)
where

J.,i.,a

are the maps defined by j.,i.,o respectively.
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COROLLARY 8.5.
If f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B), then f •• maps the reduud
homology sequence of (X,A) into that of (Y,B).
PROOF.
By 8.1 and the Dimension axiom, the H.S. of (Po,P o) has
just two nonzero terms: Ho(Po) = Ho(Po). Therefore the kernel of
f .. coincides with the H.S. of (X,A) except for the two corresponding
terms which, by 7.3, are Ro(X) and Ro(A). The corollary follows from
7.7.
THEOREM 8.6.
If the unique map f: (X,A) ~ (Po,P o) is admissible
(i.e. X is collapsible, see 7.4), A is nonvacuous and x e A, then the H.S.
of (X,A) decomposes into the direct sum of two exact suhsequences: (1)
the reduced H.S. of (X,A) (i.e. the kernel of f ..), and (2) the isomorphic
image of the H.S. of (Po, Po) under g.. where g: (Po,P o) ~ (X,A) is
defined by g(Po) = x.
Observe that g is admissible since (Po,Po) ~ (A,A) ~ (X,A) are
admissible.
Since fg is the identity map of (Po, Po) , this theorem is a special
case of the following one.
THEOREM 8.7.
Let f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) and g: (Y,B) ~ (X,A) be
admissible and such that fg is the identity map of (Y,E). Then the
homology sequence of (X,A) decomposes into the direct sum of two exact
subsequences: (1) the kernel of f •• , and (2) the isomorphic image of the
homology sequence of (Y,E) under (Iu'
This theorem in turn is a consequence of a purely algebraic proposition:
LEMMA 8.8.
If C,C' are two lower sequences and 1/1: C ~ C',
1/1': C' ~ C are homomorphisms such that #': C' ~ C' is the identity,
then C decomposes into the direct sum of two subsequences: (1) the kernel
of 1/1, and (2) the isomorphic image of C' under 1/1'. If C is exact, then
C' and the subsequences (1) and (2) are exact.
PROOF.
Let K = kernel 1/1, and £ = image 1/1'. Since #' is the
identity, 1/1' maps C' isomorphically onto L. For convenience, suppose
C,C' are so indexed that 1/1.: C. ~ C~ and therefore 1/1~: C~ ~ C•.
lf 1 e L., there exists a c' e C~ such that 1/I~(c') = 1. If 1/I.(l) = 0,
then 1/I.1/I~(c') = c' = 0, and therefore 1 = O. Thus K. n L. = O.
Suppose c e C•. Let 1 = 1/1~1/;.(~). Then 1 e L., and 1/1.(1) = 1/I.1/I~1/I.(c) =
1/1. (c). Therefore k = c - 1 is in K., and c = k + 1. This proves that
C. = K. + L.. Suppose now that C is exact. This implies that
¢.¢.+I = 0 (i.e. ¢2 = 0); hence (tjlIK)2 = 0 = (tjlIL)2. Suppose that
k e K. and ¢(k) = O. Since C is exact, there exists ace C.+ I such that
¢(c) = k. Let c = k l + II where k 1 e K.+ I and II e £.+1. Then k =
¢(k.) + ¢(ll)' Thus ¢(l) = k - ¢(k) lies in both K. and L.. Therefore ¢(IJ) = 0, and k = ¢(k). A similar argument shows that, if 1 e L.
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and fjJ(l) = 0, then there is an l. e L o +. such that fjJ(l.) = l. Thus K
and L are exact. Since L = C' , it follows that C' is exact.
LEMMA 8.1c.
For each space X and each integer q, HO(X,X) = O.
THEoREM 8.2c.
If X is collapsible, then GA lies in the kernel of
Cl: HO(A) - t H 1 (X,A).
Therefore Cl induces a homomorphism i
BO(A)

-t

H 1 (X,A).

DEFINITION 8.3c. If f:
(X,A) - t (Po,P o) is admissihle (Le. X is
collapsible), the factor sequence (see definition §2) of the C.S. of (X,A)
by the image of 1** is called the reduced C.S. of (X,A).
THEOREM 8Ac.
The reduced C.S. of (X,A) differs from the C.S. of
(X,A) only in that the section

j*
HO(X,A)

-t

i*
HO(X)

-t

Cl
lIO(A)

-t

BO(A)

-t

H 1 (X,A)

of the latter has been replaced by

j*
no(X,A)

-t

~

i*

BO(X)

-t

H 1(X,A)

where r,i*,~ are the coset mappings induced by j*,i*,Cl respectively.
COROLLARY 8.5c.
If f: (X,A) - t (Y,B), then 1** induces a homomorphism of the reduced C.S. of (Y,B) into that of (X,A).
THEOREM 8.6c.
If f: (X,A) - t (Po,P o) is admissible, and x e A,
then the C.S. of (X,A) decomposes into the direct sum of two exact subsequences: (1) the isomorphic image of the C.S. of (Po,P o) under 1**, and
(2) the kernel of g** where g: (Po,P o) - t (X,A) is defined by g(P o) = x.
Furthermore the second maps isomorphically onto the reduced C.S. of (X,A)
under factorization of the C.S. of (X,A) by the first subsequence. Thus
the reduced C.S. of (X,A) is exact.
THEOREM 8.7c.
Let f: (X,A) - t (Y,B) and g: (Y,B) - t (X,A)
be admissible and such that fg is the identity map of (Y,B). Then the
C.S. of (X,A) decomposes into the direct sum of two exact subsequences:
(1) the kernel of g**, and (2) the isomorphic image of the C.S. of (Y,B)
under 1**.
LEMMA 8.8c.
(Replace "lower" by "upper" in 8.8).
9. HOMOLOGICALLY TRIVIAL SPACES

All spaces in this section are assumed to be collapsible (see 7.3).
However, the results stated hold for noncollapsible spaces except
possibly in the dimensions 0 and 1.
DEFINITION 9.1. A space X is said to be homologically trittial if
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H.(X)
0 for q ~ 0 and flu(X) = O. If A is not vacuous, (X,A) is
said to be homologically trivial if H.(X,A) = 0 for all q.
The reason for the exception q = 0 in the definition is found in 7.6.
If the coefficient group is not zero, H o(X) cannot be zero for a nonempty
space X.
THEOREM 9.2. If (X,A) is homologically trivial and A is nonvacuous,
then the inclusion map i: (A,O) -+ (X,O) induces isomorphisms

i.: H.(A) = H.(X)
i.: flo(A) = flo(X).

for all q,

Conversely, if these relations hold, (X,A) is homologically trivial.
THEOREM 9.3. If A is homologically trivial and is a nonvacuous
subset of X, then the inclusion map j: (X,O) -+ (X,A) induces isomorphisms
j.:

i.:

H.(X) = H.(X,A)
flo(X) = Ho(X,A).

forq

~

0,

Conversely, 1f these relation.~ hold, A is homologically trivial.
THEOREM 9.4. If X is homologically trivial and A is a nonvacuous
subset, then the boundary operator of (X,A) is an isomorphism in each
dimension
iJ:
iJ:

II.(X,A) = H._,(A)
1I1(X,A) = fla(A).

for q

~

1,

Conversely, 1f these relations hold, X is homologically trivial.
COROLLARY 9.5. If both X and A are homologically trivial, so also is
(X,A).
These results depend on two algebraic propositions.
Ll<~MMA 9.G. If C = I C.,4>.1 is an exact lower sequence, and, for some
q, C. = 0 and C.+ 3 = 0, then 4>.+2: C.+ 2 = C.+ 1 •
PROOF. Since C.+ 3 = 0, image 4>.+. = kernel 4>.+2 = O. Since
C. = 0, ima/!;e 4>.+1 = O. Therefore C.+ 1 = kernel 4>.+1 = image 4>.+2'
LEMMA 9.7. If C = lC.,4>.1 is an exact lower sequence, and, for some
q,4>0+2: C.+ 2 = C.+ 1 and 4>.-1: C.- 1 = C.- 2, then C. = O.
PROOF. Since kernel 4>.-1 = 0, it follows that image 4>. = O. Therefore C. = kernel 4>. = ima/!;e 4>.+1' But image 4>.+2 = C.+ 1 implies
kernel 4>.+1 = C.+ 1 • Therefore C. = image 4>.+1 = O.
PROOFS OF 9.2, 3, AND 4. The hypothesis of 9.2 is that every third
term of the II.S. of (X,A) is zero (i.e. II.(X,A) = 0). By exactness
and 9.6, this implies that the remaining adjacent pairs are isomorphic
under the mappings of the sequence. The converse of 9.2 is obtained
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from 9.7. Theorems 9.3 and 4 are proved in a similar way using the
reduced H.S. of (X,A) ir.stead of the H.S. of (X,A). The exactness of
the reduced H.S. was proved in 8.6.
DEFINITION 9.1c. A space X is said to be cohomologically trivial if
HO(X) = 0 for q -;r. 0 and iJO(X) = O. If A is nonvacuous, (X,A) is
said to be cohomologically trivial if HO(X,A) = 0 for all q.
THEOREM 9.2c. If (X,A) is cohomologically trivial and A is nonvacuous, then i*: HO(X) = HO(A) for all q. Conversely, if these relations
hold, (X,A) is cohomologically trivial.
THEOREM 9.3c. If A is cohomologically trivial and is a nonvacuous
subset of X, then

j*:
j*:

HO(X,A) = HO(X)
HO(X,A) = flO(X).

for q -;r. 0,

Conversely, if these relations hold, A is cohomologically trivial.
THEOREM 9.4c. If X is cohomologically trivial and A is a nonvacuous
subset, then

-5:5: lIO-i(A)
n0(A) == HHO(X,A)
1(X,A).

for q -;r. 1,

Conversely, if these relations "t>ld, X is cohomologically trivial.
COROLLARY 9.5c. If both X and A are cohomologically trivial, so also
is (X,A).
10. THE HOMOLOGY SEQUENCE OF A TRIPLE (X,A,B)

Suppose that X :::::> A :::::> B and that the inclusions

i: (A,B) C (X,B),

j:

(X,B)

C (X,A)

are admissible. Then (X,A,B) is called an admissible triple. The
inclusion maps and boundary operators associated with the pairs
(X,A),(X,B),(A,B) are denoted by

i:

A -+ X,

i': B
iff:

-+

X,

B -+ A,

j: X
j': X
j": A

(X,A),
(X,B),
-+ (A,B),
-+

-+

A comparison of these maps with
DEFINITION 10.1.
triple (X,A,B):

a=

a:

j'~a

a:
a':
a":

Ho(X,A) -+ HO-i(A),
Ho(X,B) -+ Ho-i(B),
Ho(A,B) -+ Ho-i(B).

i and] suggests
is called the boundary operator of the

Ho(X,A) -+ Ho-i(A,B).
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The lower sequence of groups
-

a

.. , -

H._1(A,B) -

-

i.
//.(X,A) -

i•
H.(X,B) - H.(A,B) -

'"

is called the homology seqtwme of the triple (X,A,B). It is indexed so
that Ho(X,A) is the oth group.
THEOREM 10.2.
The homology seqtwme of a triple is exact.
The proof of this theorem is a lengthy and tricky exercise in the
use of axioms 1, 2, 3, and 4. The reader may save himself the effort
of following the proof if he is willing to replace the Exactness axiom
by the stronger proposition 10.2. It reduces to the fonner when B = O.
PROOF.
Reference to the diagram below will assist the reader in
following the proof.

l/.(X,A)

Commutativity relations hold in each square of the diagram. In
addition to the homomorphisms displayed in the diagram, we have:

a = j';a.
The proof breaks up into the proofs of six propositions:
(1) ).i. = 0,
(2) ~3. = 0,
(3) i'-a = o.
(*.) If x E H.(X,B) and i.x = 0, there exists an x' E H.(A,B) such
that i.x' = x.
_
(5) If y E H.(X,A) and ay = 0, there exists a y' E H.(X,B) such
that).y' = y.
_
(61 If z = H._ 1 (A,B) and i.z = 0, there exists a z' E 1I.(X,A) such
that az' = z.
PROOF OF (1).
The map ji: (A,B) -+ (X,A) can be expressed as
the composition of the inclusion maps k: (A,B) C (A,A) and 1:
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(A,A) C (X,A). By 8.1, H.(A,A) = O. Therefore k. = O. It follows
that ].i. = ({i). = (lk). = l.k. = O.
PROOF OF (2).
= j'~a]. = j'~i'~a'. Since the H.S. of (A,B)
is exact, j'~i'~ = O. _ _
_
PROOF OF (3). i.a = i.j'~a = i~i.a. Since the H.S. of (X,A) is
exact, i.a = O.
PROOF OF (4). Since ].x = 0, it follows that

a].

By the exactness of the H.S. of (A,B), the element
of i'~ is the image of an element

a'x

of the kernel

Then

-

a'(x - i.x1)

= a'x

-

- a'i.x 1 = a'x - a"Xl

= O.

By the exactness of the H.S. of (X,B), the element x - i.xI of the
the kernel of a' is the image of an element
U E

H.(X),

Then

i. u =

-

i.i~u =

-

-

i.(x - i.x

1)

=

i. x - i.i.x t

=

0

by (1) and hypothesis. By exactness of the H.S. of (X,A), the element
i. is the image of an element

u of the kernel of

V E

H.(A),

Define

Then

-

i.x'

PROOF OF

(5).

+ i.j'~v = i.xt + i~i.v
i.x + i~u = i.Xl + X - i.x

=

i.Xl

=

1

t

=

x.

Since
j'~ay

= ay = 0,

by the exactness of the H.S. of (A,B), the element ay of the kernel

of

j'~

is the image of an element
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Then, by exactness of the H.S. of (X,A), i.a = O. So
i~u = i.i'~u =

i.ay

=

O.

By exactness of the H.S. of (X,B), the element u of the kernel of
is the image of an element

i~

Yl e H.(X,B),

Then
a(y - 1.Yl) = ay - al.Yl = ay - i'~a'YI = ay - i'~u = O.

By exactness of the H.S. of (X,A), the element y - ].YI of the kernel
of a is the image of an element

v e H.(X),
Define

Then

-

-

}.Y' = }.YI
PROOF OF

+ }.j;v
= j.Yl + j.v = j.Yl + Y - }.Yl

(6).

Since

i.z =
a"z

= y.

0, it follows that

= a'i.z = O.

a"

is

By exactness of the H.S. of (X,B), the element i.u of the kernel of
is the image of an element

j;

By exactness of the H.S. of (A,B), the element z of the kernel of
the image of an element
j'~u

= z.

Then
}~i.u

Since

i.i'~

= i.j';u = i.z = O.

= i;, it follows that
i.(u -

i'~v)

= i.u -

i.i'~v

= i.u -

i~v

By exactness of the H.S. of (X,A), the element u of i. is the image of an element

z' e H.(X,A),

az' = u -

i'~v.

= O.
i'~v

of the kernel
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Then

This completes the proof.
A map f: (XI,AI,B I) ---+ (X,A,B) of one triple into another is a
map of XI into X which carries AI into A, and B I into B. The map f
defines maps
fl:

(XI,A I) ---+ (X,A),
f2: (AI,B I) ---+ (A,B),
fa: (XI,B I) ---+ (X,B).

The map f is admissible if fll f2' and fa are admissible. In this case,
the induced homomorphisms fl., f2., and fa. map the groups of the
H.B. of (XI,AI,B I) into those of the H.B. of (X,A,B).
THEOREM 10.3. A map f: (XI,AIlB I) ---+ (X,A,B) induces a homomorphism of the homology sequence of (XI,AI,B I) into the homology
sequence of (X,A,B).

The proof requires only the verification of three commutativity
relations and is left as an exercise for the reader.
THEOREM lOA. If B is nonvacuous, and anyone of the three pairs
(X,A),(X,B),(A,B) is homologically trivial, then the homology groups of
the remaining two pairs are isomorphic under the maps of the H.S. of
(X,A,B). Explicitly:
(1) If H.(X,A) =

ofor each q, then i.:

H.(A,B)
H.(X,A)
(3) If H.(A,B) = ofor each q, theni.: H.(X,B)
(2) If H.(X,B)

= Ofor each q, then

a:

= H.(X,B) for each q.
= H._I(A,B)for each q.
= H.(X, A) for each q.

Conversely, anyone of the three conclusions implies the corresponding
hypothesis.

The proof is the same as that of 9.2 except for notation.
THEOREM 10.5. Let (X,A,B) be an admissible triple. If B C A
induces isomorphisms H.(B) = H.(A) for all values of q, then (X,B) C
(X,A) also induces isomorphisms H.(X,B) = H.(X,A) for all q. Similarly, if A C X induces H.(A) = H.(X) for all q, then (A,B) C (X,B)
induces H.(A,B)

= H.(X,B) for all q.

PROOF. For the first assertion, the hypothesis and the exactness of
the H.B. of (A,B) imply that H.(A,B) = 0 for all q. The result follows
now from lOA.
Another proof is obtained by applying 4.2 to the inclusion map
(X,B) C (X,A).
The proof of the second part of the theorem is similar to that of the
first part.
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lJj"· is called the coboundary operator of the

triple (X,A,B):
~:

HQ-I(A,B) ~ H"(X,A).

The upper sequence of groups

-

-

...

~

HQ-1(A,B)

-

i·

j.

lJ

~

H"(X,A)

~

H"(X,B)

~

H"(A,B)

~

is called the cohomology sequence of the triple (X,A,B).
THEOREM lO.2c. The cohomology sequence of a triple is exact.
THEOREM 1O.3c. A mapping f: (X I ,A1>B1) ~ (X,A,B) induces a
homomorphism of the C.S. of (X,A,B) into that of (XI,AI,B 1).
THEOREM lOAc. If B is nonvacuous and anyone of the pairs
(X,A),(X,B),(A,B) is cohomologically trivial, then the cohomology groups
of the remaining two pairs are isomorphic under the maps of the C.S. of
(X,A,B).
THEOREM lO.5c. Let (X,A ,B) be an admissible triple. If B C A
induces isomorphisms HQ(A) = H"(B) for all q, then (X,B) C (X,A)
induces isomorphisms HQ(X,A) = HQ(X,B) for all q. Similarly, if
A C X induces isomorphisms JI"(X) = HQ(A) for all q, then (A,B) C
(X,B) induces isomorphisms HQ(X,B) = H"(A,B).
11. HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCE AND CONTRACTmnITY

In this article use will be made for the first time of the Homotopy
axiom. It is assumed here that all pairs, maps, and homotopies are in a.
DEFINITION 11.1. Two pairs (X,A) and (Y,B) are said to be homotopically equivalent (in a) if there exist maps
f:

(X,A)

~

(Y,B),

g:

(Y,B)

~

(X,A)

such that gf is homotopic to the identity map of (X,A), and fg is
homotopic to the identity map of (Y,B). The pair of maps f,g is called
a homotopy equivalence. Frequently each of the maps f,g separately
will be referred to as a homotopy equivalence.
THEOREM 11.2. A homotopy equivalence induces isomorphisms
f.: HQ(X,A) = H"(Y,B), and (1.)-1 = g., for all q.
PROOF. Since gf is homotopic to the identity, it follows from the
Homotopy axiom that (gf). = g.f. = identity. Similarly f .g. =
identity. Therefore f. has the inverse g•.
THEOREM 11.3. A homotopy equivalence induces isomorphisms of the
ordinary and reduced homology sequences of (X,A) with the corresponding
sequences of (Y,B).
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PROOF. A homotopy equivalence f,g of (X,A) and (Y,R) defines
homotopy equivalences of X and Y, and of A and R. Hence 11.2
implies that f induces an isomorphism of the H.S. of (X,A), and that
g induces the inverse isomorphism. The proposition for the reduced
H.S. now follows from 7.7.
LEMMA 11.4. If a space X is contractible on itself to a point, then
X is homotopically equivalent to a point.
PROOF. Let h(x,t) be a homotopy h: X X I - X such that
h(x,O) = x, and h(x,1) = Xo for each x e X. Let f: X - (xo) , and
define g: (xo) - X by g(xo) = xo. Then fg = identity map of (x o)
and h is a homotopy connecting gf and the identity map of X. Therefore
f,g form a homotopy equivalence.
THEOREM 11.5. Every space contractible to a point over itself is
homologically trim·al.

PROOF. 11.4 and 11.3 show that it suffices to prove that a space
consisting of a single point P is homologically trivial. By 7.5, flo(P) =
and by the Dimension axiom H.(P) = for q ,e 0; hence P is homologically trivial.
DEFINITION 11.6. A pair (X',A'), contained in a pair (X,A), is
called a retract of (X,A) if there exists a map f: (X,A) - (X',A') such
that f(x) = x for each x e X'. It is called a deformation retract if there
is a retraction f and the composition of f and the inclusion map
(X/, A') C (X,A) is homotopic to the identity map of (X,A). It is
called a strong deformation retract if the latter homotopy can be chosen
to leave fixed each point of X', i.e. h(x,t) = x for x e X/ and all t. (These
definitions depend on the category a since all maps must belong to a).
LEMMA 11.7. If (X',A') is a deformation retract of (X,A), the in-

°

°

clusion map g: (X',A') C (X,A) and the retraction f form a homotopy
equivalence of (X,A) and (X',A').
By the definition of a deformation retract, gf is homotopic to the
identity, and fg is the identity.
THEOREM 11.8. If (X',A') is a deformation retract of (X,A), then
the inclusion map (X',A') C (X,A) induces an isomorphism of the H.B.
of (X',A') onto that of (X,A).

This follows immediately from 11.7 and 11.3.
THEOREM 11.2c. A homotopy equivalence induces isomorphisms

= g*, for all q.
A homotopy equivalence induces isomorphisms of
the ordinary and reduced cohomology sequences of (Y,R) with the corresponding sequences of (X,A).
THEOREM 11.5c. Every space contractible to a point over itself is
cohomologically trivial.
f*:

HQ(Y,R) = HQ(X,A), and (1*)-1

THEOREM 11.3c.
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THEOREM 11.8c. If (X',A') is a deformation retract of (X,A), then
the inclusion map (X',A') C (X,A) induces an isomorphism of the C.S.
of (X,A) onto the C.S. of (X',A').
12. EXCISION

The Excision axiom asserts that an excision m~ induces isomorphisms of the homology groups. If the condition V C Int A on an
excision map is relaxed to V C A, then the conclusion is not generally
valid. However, it does hold in certain useful cases. We shall give
two such here. A full discussion of the various ways of strenll:thening
the Excision axiom will be given in x,5.
THEORE~.)2.1. Let (X,A) be a pair, and let V,V be open subsets of
X such that V eve A, the inclusion maps
g

f
(X -

V,A - V) -

(X -

V,A

V) -

(X,A)

are admissible, and (X - V, A - V) £s a deformation retract of
(X - V, A - V). Then the inclusion map gf induces isomorphisms of
the homology groups in all dimens1·ons.
PROOF. Since g is an excision map, g. is isomorphic. By 11.8, f.
is likewise isomorphic. Hence (gf). = g.f. is isomorphic.
THEOREM 12.2. Let (X,A) be a pair and let V be an open subset of
X with V CA. If there exists a subset B of X containing A such that
(i) the inclusion maps

f
(X -

V,A - V)

---+

(X,A)

lk

II
m

(X -

V,B - V)

---+

(X ,B)

are admissible, (ii) V C Int B, (iii) A is a deformation retract of B, and
(iv) A - V is a deformation retract of B - V, then f induces isomorphisms
in all dimensions.
PROOF. The Excision axiom and (ii) imply that m. is an isomorphism. From (iii), (iv), and 11.8 it follows that the inclusion maps
induce isomorphisms H.(A) = H.(B) and H.(A - V) = H.CB - V).
From 10.5, it now follows that l. and k. are isomorphisms. This
implies that f. = k;l m
is an isomorphism.
It is to be noted that if A - V is a strong deformation retract of

.l.
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B - V, the homotopy h: (B - V) X I ~ A - V can be extended to
a homotopy B X I ~ A by defining h(x,t) = x for x e V. If the extended homotopy is admissible, then A is a strong deformation retract
of B. This is the case for the main applications of 12.2.
The theorems of this section hold as stated with cohomology in place
of homology.
13. THE DIRECT SUM THEOREM
LEMMA

13.1.

In the diagram

G:

G.
of groups and homomorphisms, assume that commutativity holds in each
triangle, image i a = kernel ja (a = 1,2), and k l ,k2 are isomorphisms.
Then i l ,i2 are the components of an injective direct sum representation
i: G1 + G2 = G, and jl,j2 are the components of a projective direct sum
representation J: G = G: + G~.
PROOF. Since jd2 = k l is an isomorphism, it follows that jl maps
the image of i 2 isomorphically. Thus (kernel jl) n (image i 2) = O.
Since image i 2 = kernel j2, it follows that
(i)

If g e G, let g = ilk;l j2g + i 2k-;1 jig. Then jig = j 1i 2k-;1 jig
klk-;l jig = jig and similarly j2g = j2g. Thus g = g by (i). This
proves that g has a representation g = ilg l + i 2g2. For any such
representation, we have j2g = j2ilgl + j2i2g2 = k 2gl , thus gl = k;l j2g.
Similarly g2 = k-;l jig, hence the representation is unique.
To prove the second part, consider g: e GL g~ e G~, and g = i 2k-;lg: +
ilk;lg~. Then jig = j 1i 2k-;lg: = k1k-;lg: = g: and similarly j2g = g~.
This exhibits an element g E G with jag = g~ (a = 1,2). The uniqueness of g follows from (i).
REMARK. The proof as given remains valid if the hypothesis image
i l = kernel jl is weakened to image i l C kernel jl. The relation
image i l = kernel jl is a consequence.
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THEOREM 13.2.
Let X = XI U ... U X. be the union of disjoint
sets each of which is closed (and therefore open) in X. Let A. C X. and
A = AI U ... U A.. Assume that all pairs formed of the sets X"A,
and their unions are admissible and all inclusion maps of such pairs are
admissible. Let i Q: (XQ,A Q) C (X,A) (a = 1, ... ,n). Then the
homomorphisms i Q.: H.(X Q,A Q) ~ H.(X,A) yield an injective representation of H.(X,A) as a direct sum, i.e. each u in H.(X,A) can be
expressed uniquely as u = LQ iQ.u Q, where U Q e H.CXQ, A
PROOF.
The theorem is trivial for n = 1. Assume the validity of
the theorem for n - 1. Let X' = XI U ... U X._ I, let A' = AI U
... U A.-I, and consider the diagram of inclusion maps
Q ).

(X,X. V A)

(X,X'V A.)

~

1

k'

(X'V A.,A)

Y

(X,A)

Y
~

lk.
(x" V A,A)

1h'

Ih.

(X',A')

(X.,A.)

The maps h., Ie.h., h', k'h' are pxcisions, and thPfefore h.., k•• , h;, k; are
isomorphisms. Further, the exactness of the homology sequences of
the triples (X,X' U A.,A) and (X,X. U A,A) implies
kernel j;

=

image

I;,

Thus the conditions of 13.1 are fulfilled and I; and In. yicld an injective
direct sum representation of H.(X,A). It follows that i; and in., where
i': (X',A') C (X,A), also yield a representation of H.(X,A) as a
direct sum. By the inductive hypothesis, the maps i;.: H.CXQ,A Q)
~ H.(X',A') where i;:
CXQ,A Q) C CX',A'), a = 1, ... , n - 1,
yield an injective representation of H.(X',A') as a direct sum. Since
i
= i;i;. for i = 1, ... , n - 1, it follows that i a • Ci = 1, ... , n)
form an injective direct sum representation.
THEOREM 13.2c.
Under the conditions of 13.2 the homomorphisms
i:: H·(X,A) ~ H·CXQ,A Q) yield a projective representation of H"CX,A)
as a direct sum, i.e. for each sequence U Q e H·CXQ,A Q), a = 1, '" , n,
there is a unique element u e H·CX,A) with i:u = u a = 1, ... , n.
Q •

Q ,
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14. TRIADS
DEFINITION 14.1. A triad (X;X 1 ,X 2) consists of a space X and two
subsets X I ,X2 of X such that X, XI' X z, XI U X 2 , Xl (\ X z and all
pairs formed from these are admissible, and all their inclusion maps are
admissible. The triad (X;X ll X 2 ) is called proper if the inclusion maps
k 2 : (X ll X I ( \ X 2 ) C (Xl U X 2 ,X2 ), k l : (X2,X I ( \ X 2 ) C
(XI U X 2 ,XI ) induce isomorphisms of the homology groups in all
dimensions. Note that (X;X 2 ,X I ) is a triad distinct from (X;X I ,X2 )
unless XI = X 2 •
A triad may be proper with respect to one homology theory and not
another; but ~Ntain triads are proper for all theorieR. For example, if

where closure is taken in Xl U X 2 , then k l and k 2 are excision maps,
and, by the Excision axiom, the triad is proper relative to any homology
theory. Still weaker conditions for independence of the homology
theory can be based on the results of §12.
Observe that, if (X;X 1,X2 ) is a proper triad, then (XI U X 2 ;X I ,x2)
is also proper.
THEOREM 14.2.
A triad (X;X I ,X2 ) is proper if and only if the inclusion maps i a: (Xa,X I ( \ X 2) ---+ (Xl U X 2, Xl (\ X 2 ) yield, for
each q, an injective representation of H.(X I U X 2 , Xl (\ X 2 ) as a direct
sum, i.e. if and only if every u E H.(X 1 U X 2, XI (\ X 2) can be expressed
uniquely as u = il.ul + i 2.u2!or U a e H.(Xa,X I ( \ X 2), a = 1,2.
PROOF. Consider the diagram

(XI U Xt,X1)

lk
(X 2 ,X I

'*..
l

(\

y
X 2)

y
(Xl V X 2 , XI (\ X t)

(Xl V Xt,X t)

lk

2

~
(XliX. (\ X 2 )

The relation kernel ja.
image i a• follows from the exactness of the
H.S. of the triple (Xl U X 2 , X a , Xl (\ X 2 ). If the triad is proper, then
k l • and k 2 • are isomorphisms, and 13.1 implies the direct sum conclusion.
Conversely assume that the direct sum decomposition holds.
Then i l• has kernel ~ero. Thus, in the H.S. of the triple (Xl U X 2 , Xl'
Xl (\ X 2 ), we have a = 0, and therefore, by exactness, jl. is onto.
Now let u E H.(X I U X 2 ,X I ). Then u = j •• v for some v l!
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H.(X I V X 2, XI n X2). By the direct sum assumption, we have
v = il.uI + i 2.U2 so that

and kl • is onto.
Assume U E H.(X2,X I n X 2) and kt.u = O. Then jt.i2.U = o.
Thus by exactness, there is a v e H.(Xl,X t n X 2) with i1.v = i 2.u.
Then i l . ( -v) + i2 .u = O. By the direct sum assumption, this implies
u = O. Therefore kl • is an isomorphism. By symmetry, the same holds
for k 2•• Thus the triad (X;X t ,X 2) is proper.
DEFINITION 14.3. Let (X;X I ,X 2) be a proper triad. The composition of the homomorphisms
-+

k;~

l2.

iJ

H,(X,X I V X 2)

H._t(X I V X 2)

-+

H._I(X t V X 2 ,X2)

-+

H._I(Xl,X t n X 2)

where k2 ,l2 are inclusion maps, is called the boundary operator of the
proper triad and is denoted, ambiguously, by a. (Note that this new
boundary operator is just the boundary operator of the triple
(X, Xl V X 2 , X 2 ) followed by an excision.) The lower sequence

.- H._I(XI,X I

n

i.

iJ

X 2) .- H,(X,X 1 U X 2) .- H.(X,X 2)

i•
.-

H.(Xt,X 1 n X 2)

where i,i are inclusions, is called the homology sequence of the proper
triad.
THEOREM 14.4. The homology sequence of a proper triad is exact.
PROOF. As shown by the following diagram

a'

i~

H.(X,X 2) .- H.(X I V X 2,X2)

~.

tk

2•

.-

1I.+I(X,X I V X 2) .- 1I,+t(X,X2)

iJ.;

1I.(Xt,XI n X 2)
the H.S. of (X;X 1,X2) is obtained from that of (X, XI V X 2, X 2) by
replacing the group 1I.(X t U X 2,X2) by the isomorphic group
1I.(XI,Xt n X 2 ) under k 2 . , and defining a so that k 2.a = a'. Thus
the H.S. of (X;X h X 2) is isomorphic to the H.S. of (X, XI U X 2,·X2 ).
Since the latter is exact, so is the former.
Note that, if (XiXt,X2) is a triad with XI ~ X 2 , then (X;X lt X 2) is
a proper triad and its homology sequence reduces to the homology
sequence of the triple (X,X 1,X2).
THEOREM 14.5. If (XiXl,X2) and (Y;Y t ,Y2 ) are proper triads, and

.-
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f: (X;X I,X2 ) --) (Y;Y I,Y2 ), then f induces a homomorphism f •• of the
homology sequence of (X;X1>X 2 ) into that of (Y;Y I ,Y2 ). In particular, the
boundary operator for proper triads commutes with induced homOmorphisms.
PROOF. Since i., i., i;, i; are induced by inclusion maps, commutativity obviously holds in the squares not involving a. The latter
square extends into
H.(X1,X I n X 2 )

a'

k;'
+---

H.(X , V X 2,X2)

+---

1f2 •

k';'
+---

H.+,(X,X , V X 2)

a'

H.(Y , V Y 2, Y 2)

+--

1l.+I(Y, Y 1

v

where f l,f 2,f 3 are defined by f. By 10.3, commutativity holds on the
right. Since k,k' nre inclusions, we have k;f,. = f2.k.. Since k~,k.
are isomorphisms, this yields fl.k;1 = k~-'f2.'
THEOREM 14.6.
Let (X;X I,X2) be a proper triad with X = XI V X 2 ,
A = XI n X 2. Let f,,f2,f be maps (X,A) --) (Y,B) such that

f,(X 2 ) C B,
f2(X ,) C B.

f,IX 1 = fIX
f21X 2 = f1X 2",
Then f.

=

PROOF.

fl. + f2.'
Consider the diagram
(X 2 ,A)

(X.,A)

lk

~
2

(X,X 2 )

Y

y
lk

(X,A)

1f

~

l

(X,X.)

Y

"Z
(Y,B)

where f: is defined by f.. Observe that commutativity does not hold
in the lower two triangles; however we have
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If we pass to the induced homomorphisms on the homology groups, we
observe that the part of the diagram not involving the group H.(Y,B)
is a diagram of the type considered in 13.1. Thus, for each u E Ho(X,A),
we have

Then

f *u

=

f *il*k;;j2*U + f *i2*k~;jl*u

= fi*j2. U + f~*jl*u = fl*u

=

J:*k2.k;~j2*U

+ f2*u,

+ f~.kl*k~;jl*u

and the proof is complete.
The definitions of a triad and a proper triad relative to a cohomology
theory is an obvious analog of 14.1.
THEOREM 14.2c. A triad (XjX l ,X2) is proper if and only if, for each
q, the homomorphisms i:: W(X I U X 2 , Xl n X 2 ) - ; HO(Xo,X I n X 2 )
yield a projective representation of Ir(X1 U X 2 , XI n X 2 ) as a direct sum.
DEFINITION 14.3c. The coboundary operator of a proper triad
(X;X.,X 2) is the composition

HO-1(X\,X l

n X 2)

l:
0
-; W-l(X l U X 2'X 2) -; W-'(X l U X 2) -; W(X,X 1U X 2),

k~-l

and is also denoted by
is the upper sequence

o.

The cohomology sequence of the proper triad

o

-; H·-1(X1,X1

n X 2) -; W(X,X

1

j*
i*
U X 2) -; ll'(X,X 2) -; H'(X"X 1

n X2) -;

THEOREM 14.4c. The cohomology sequence of a proper triad is exact.
THEOREM 14.5c. If f: (X;X"X 2 ) - ; (Y;Y l ,Y2 ) is a map of one
proper triad into another, then f induces a homomorphism 1** of the
cohomology sequence of the second into that of the first.
THEOREM 14.6c. Under the conditions of 14.6,1* = f~ f~.

+

15. THE MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCE OF A TRIAD

Let (XiX1JX2) denote a proper triad such that
(1)

38
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The appellation "Mayer-Vietoris" is usually applied to a formula relating the Betti numbers (ranks of the homology groups) of X,X I ,X2 ,A.
It provides a method of calculating the Betti numbers of a space obtained by assembling two spaces. A purely group theoretic generalization of this formula has been given by several authors. It is shown
below that this group theoretic formulation can be simplified to the
statement that a certain lower sequence is exact. The purely algebraic
part of the construction is based on the following lemma, which we
refer to as the "hexagonal lemma."
LEMMA 15.1.
If, in the following diagram of groups and homomorphisms,

G:

kit
O2

~
~
J.

~

~

Go

1

io

G

12

~

/

h

I""
jo

G~

11

a;

rk

2

G.

~2
h

commutativity holds in each triangle, k. and k2 are isomorphisms onto,
image i a = kernel ja for a = 1,2, and joio = 0, then the two homomorphisms of Go into G~ obtained by skirting the sides of the hexagon differ in sign
only. Explicitly
jor each g eGo.
PROOF. By 13.1, G decomposes into a direct sum of the isomorphic
images of G. and G2 ; and for any g eGo,

iog = i 2k;lj\iog + i lk;lj 2i og
= i2k;lllg + i\k;ll 2g .

Applying jo to both sides, and using joio = 0 and commutativity relations, we obtain the desired result.
The construction and proof of exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence is based on the diagram below, in which all homomorphisms
other than a are induced by inclusion maps. We assume that relations
(1) hold. Observe that the lower hexagon satisfies the hypotheses of 15.1.
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H.(A)

Y

H.(X 2 )

Ii.

~

~
H.(X 1)

~

H.(X)

~

Ii.

H.(X,X.)

~

k··l

~
H.(X,X 2)

/:.

lk

H.(X,A)

/4.
la

H.(X 2 ,A)

~

~

2•

H.(X1,A)

~

H._,(A)
DEFINITION 15.2. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence of a proper triad
(X;X ll X 2 ) with X = Xl U X 2 and A = Xl (', X 2 is the lower sequence

A

q,

+- H._.(A) +- H.(X) +- H.(X I )

+ H.(X

1/1
2)

+- H.(A) +- '"

where A,q,,1/I are defined as follows

l/tu = (h l .u,-h2 .u),
q,(V I ,V2)
dW

= ml.vl + m 2 .v2 ,
= -alk;~II.W,

= a2k;~l2.W,
THEOREM

15.3.

H.(A),
H.(X I ),
WE H.(X),
by 15.1.

U E

VI E

(1) If

We must prove the usual six propositions.
H.(A), then

U E

H.(X 2 ),

The M ayer-V ietoris sequence of a proper triad

(X;X 1 ,X2 ) with X = Xl U X 2 is exact.
PROOF.

V2 E

40
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(2) If v = (V 1 ,V2 )
This implies

E

+ H.(X 2), then, by exactness, ll.ml.vl

H.(X 1 )

=

~ml.VI

-alk~;ll.ml.1JI

= O.

By 15.1, ~ = a2k;;l2.' Therefore ~m2.vZ = O. Thus
~¢v = ~(ml.vI

(3) If

W E

+ m 2.v2) =

+ ~m2.v2

~ml.vI

= O.

H.(X), then
h2.~W

-h2.alk~;ll.w

=

= 0

since h 2.a l = 0 by exactness. Using 15.1, we obtain similarly that
hl.~ = O. Hence Vt~ = O.
(4) If W E H.(X) and ~W = 0, then
aak~~la.w = 0,

By exactness, there exists

where n a:
becomes

Xa

C

v~ E

H.(X a ) such that

By 13.1, J.w splits into a sum which now

(Xa,A).

J.w

il.nl.vi

=

= J.ml.v;

+ i2.n2.v~
+ J.m2.v~.

By 'exactness of the H.S. of (X,A), there is a

If we let

VI

a = 1,2.

U E

H.(A) such that

+ hl.u and V2 = v~, it follows that ¢(lJ ,V
(V ,V
lJ.(X + lJ.(X and ¢v = 0, then

= vi

(5) If v =

I

1

2)

E

1)

2)

w.

2 ),

By 13.1, the images of it. and i 2 • have only the zero in common.
Therefore ia.na.v" = 0 (D! = 1,2). Again by 13.1, i a• has kernel
zero. Therefore na.v" = 0 (D! = 1,2). By exactness, there exists a
U a E H.(A) such that ha.u a = Va (D! = 1,2). Therefore

¢v =

ml.hl.ul

+

nl 2

.h2.112

=

i.(u 1

+ U2)'

Since ¢v = 0, by exactness there is an x E II H I (X,A) such that ax
Ut
U2' By 13.1, there exiRtR Xa E H.+I(Xa,A) (D! = 1,2) such that
x = il.x\
i2.X2. Then

+

+

ax = a2Xt
Let

U

+ a X2 =
1

UI

+ U2.
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1,.1

ht.u = ht.u 1 - h l.iJ2X t = ht.ut = VI' Similarly h 2.u = -V2' Therefore 1/;u = v.
(6) If u e H.(A) and 1/;(u) = 0, then ht.u = 0 and h 2.u
O. By
exactness, there exists x" e H.+t(Xa,A) (a = 1,2) such that

This implies
iJi1.x t

+

iJi2.x2 = iJ(i1.x t

+ i 2.x

2)

o.

=

By exactness, there is aWE H 0+ I (X) such that

Then
~W =

=
=

-iJlk~;ll.w =

-iJlk~~jt.j.w

iJlk~;jl.(il.XI + i 2 .x2 )
0
iJlk~~jl.i2.x2 = iJ 1X 2

+

=

u

since k l • = jl.i2•. This completes the proof of 15.3.
THEOREM 15.4.
If (XiXl,X2),(Y;Y1'y2) are proper triads with
X = X t V X 2, Y = Y t V Y 2, and f: (X;X 1 ,X2 ) -+ (Y;Y t ,Y2 ), then f
induces a homomorphism of the M ayer-V ietoris sequence of (X;X t ,X2 ) into
that of (Yi Y I'y2)'
If one observes that

f induces a map of the diagram preceding 15.2
into the analogous diagram for (Y;Y I,Y2), it is seen that the desired
commutativity relations follow from standard relations. The proofs
are left to the reader.
LEMMA 15.5. If (X;X I ,X 2 ) is a proper triad, then commutativity holds
in the diagram

a
1l.+1(X,X I V X 2 )

---+

H.(X1,X I

n

X 2)

where iJ is the boundary operator of the H.S. of the triad (XiXI,X2) and
~ is the boundary operator of the M ayer- V ietoris sequence of the triad
(XI U X2iXIIX2)'
PROOF.

Consider the diagram

al
l2.
H.+I(X,X I U X 2) -+ H.(X I U X 2) -+ H.V:I U X 2 ,X2)
k2 •

+- H.(X ll X I n X 2 )

02
-+

H._I(X t

n

X 2)

[CHAP. I
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where

l2

and k 2 are inclusion maps. Then, by 14.3 and 15.2,

which is the desired result.
We now proceed to define the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence of a
proper triad (XiXI,X2), (it is not assumed that X = Xl U X 2). The
definition and proof of exactness are based on the diagram below,
analogous to the one preceding 15.2. We note that a, j. are two consecutive homomorphisms in the H.S. of the triple (X,X I U X 2 ,X I ( \ X 2 ),
and therefore the lower hexagon satisfies the hypotheses of 15.1.

H.(X ,X, (\ X,)

Y
~

H.(X,X, V

H._I(X, V

<

x.,x)

d~

k··l
H.-.(X 2 ,X I

/
(\

X,)

~

Ii.

H.(X,X,.)

H.(X,X,)

~.

x.)

~

la

H._l(X, V X"X.)

~
d••

I

H._I(X, V X" X, (\ X,)

.'.

~

Ii.

-0

k••

H._,(X"X , (\

x.)

~

H._I(X,X, (\ X,)

DEFINITION 15.6. The relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the proper
triad (X;X I ,X2) is the lower sequence

~
+- H.(X,X I )

•.. +- H.-l(X,X I

(\

~

+ H.(X,X2) +-

!l
X 2 ) +- H.(X,X 1 U X 2)

H.(X,X 1

(\

X 2) +- ...
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where 11,q,,1/I are defined as follows:
llq(X,X. (\ X,),
VI E llQ(X,X I ), V2 E llq(X,X 2 ),
WE HQ(X,X. U X 2 ),

1/Iu = (hl.u, -h,.u),
q,(v.,v,) = ml.v l
m,.v 2 ,
I1w = n 2 .k;-;a2 w,

U E

+

= -nt.k;;olw,

by 15.1.

THEOREM 15.7.
The relative Mayer-Vietori.~ sequence of a proper triad
is exact.
The proof is analogous to that of 15.3 and is left to the reader.
The same applies to
THEOREM 15.8.
If f: (X;X I,X2 ) ~ (Y;Y.,Y 2 ) is a mapping of
proper triads, then f induces a homomorphism of the relative M ayerVietoris sequence of (X;X 1 ,X2 ) into that of (Y;Y I 'y2)'
DEFINITION 15.2c. The M ayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence of a
proper triad (X;X I ,X 2 ) with X = XI U X 2 , A = XI (\ X 2 is the upper
sequence

q,

11
...

~

HH(A)

~

HQ(X)

~

H"(X I )

+ H"(X

1/1
2)

~

Il"(A)

~

...

where
l1u

= -l~kr-I OIU,
= l~krlo2u,

U E

Hq-I(A),

by 15.1,'

q,w = (m~w,m~w),
1/I(V I ,V2) = MVI - h~V2'

WE

VI E

Hq(x),
HQ(X I ),

V2 E

Q
H (X 2 ).

THEOREM 15.3c.
The M ayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence of a proper
triad (X;X.,X 2 ) with X = XI U X 2 is exact.
THEOREM 15.4c.
If f: (X;X I,X 2 ) ~ (Y;YI'y2) is a map of one
proper triad into another, and X = XI U X 2 , Y = Y I U Y 2 , then f
induces a homomorphism of the M ayer-V ietoris cohomology sequence of the
second triad into that of the first.
LEMMA 15.5c.
If (X;X I,X2 ) is a proper triad, then commutativity
holds in the diagram

o
lr+I(X,X I U X 2 )

<--

HQ(X.,X. (\ X 2 )

where 0 is from the C.S. of the triad (X;X.,X 2 ) and 11 is (rom the MayerVietoris sequence of the triad (XI U X 2 ; XI,X,).
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DEFINITION I5.6c. The relative Mayer-Vieloris cohomology sequence
of the proper triad (X;X I ,X2 ) is the upper sequence
~

--+

HQ-\X,X I (\, X 2)

--+

HQ(X,X I V X 2)

~
--+

HQ(X,X I)

+ H Q(X,X2)

~
--+

HQ(X,X I (\, X 2)

--+

where (using the diagram preceding 15.6)
~u =

~2k~-ln~u,

u e HQ-I(X,X I (\, X 2),

=-

~Ik~-In~u,
epw = (m~wl,m~w),
~(VI,V2) = MVI - Mv 2 ,

we H"(X,X I V X 2),
Q
VI e H"(X,X I), V2 e H (X,X2).

THEOREM I5.7c.
The relative Mayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence of
a proper triad is exact.
THEOREM I5.8c.
If f: (X;X I ,X2 ) --+ (Y;Y I ,Y2 ) is a mapping of
proper triads, then f induces a homomorphism of the relative MayerVietoris cohomology sequence of (Y;Y I ,Y2 ) into that of (X;X I ,X2 ).

16. CELLS AND SPHERES
n

Let R be the euclidean n-space. Coordinates (XI , ••• , xn ) will
sometimes be abbreviated by the vector symbol x, and the norm of X is
defined to be Ilxll = (2:7 x~)t. Each of the following six symbols will
denote the subset of Rn defined by the algebraic condition to its right:
n-cell

E" :
(n - I)-sphere 8'-1:
I

IlxlI;;;;
IlxII =
Ilxll =
Ilxll =
Ilxll =
Ilxll;;;;

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

upper cap
E:- :
x n ~ 0,
X n ;;;; 0,
lower cap
FJ...- I :
(n - 2)-sphere 8'-2;
X n = 0,
(n - I)-cell En-I:
X n = 0.
Clearly, 8'-1 = E:- I V E~-I and 8 n - 2 = E:- I (\, E~-I.
If consists of two points, one of which is E~ and the other E:!. We
also define 8- 1 to be the vacuous set. RO and EO are single points.
Let R n - I be the euclidean subspace of R" defined by Xn = 0, and
let f be the projection of Rn into W- I :

f(xl' ... , xn ) = (XI' ••• , xn _ l , 0).
The function f defines maps
f +: e:- I --+ E"-\

f _: E:- I

--+

E"-I.

It is easy to verify that f + and f _ are homeomorphisms.
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We shall assume throughout this section that all the pairs and maps
employed are admissible. In particular all spaces will be assumed to be
collapsible. This is the case for all the admissible categories that we
shall have occasion to consider in the sequel.
1
LEMMA 16.1. E", ~-\ and (E", E:- ) are homologically trivial.
PROOF. Let x E E", 0 ;;i; t ;;i; 1. Using vector notation, define
h(x,t) = (1 - t):t. Then h(x,O) = x, h(x,l) = O. Therefore E" is contractible on itself to a point. Thus, by 11.5, E" is homologically trivial.
Since E:- 1 is homeomorphic to E"-t, it is also homologically trivial.
Finally (E", E:- 1 ) is homologically trivial by virtue of 9.5.
LEMMA 16.2.
The triads (E";E:-t, E:- 1) and (8"-\ E:-\E:- 1) are
proper.
PROOF. We must show that the inclusion maps

induce isomorphisms of the homology groups in all dimensions. Because
of symmetry, it suffices to consider k 2 only.
Let V be the subset of R" determined by the conditions

Ilxll

=

1,

Clearly V is an open subset of sn-I and V lies in the interior of E'::-I
relative to 8"-1. The homotopy
_
F(x,t) -

F(x,t) = x
(l - t)x
11(1 - t)x

+ tf-(x)
+ tf-(x)11

X

EE"..-I, 0 ;;i;

x

E

E"-.-I -

t ;;i; 1

V, 0

;;a t ;;a

1

shows that (E:- 1,sn-2) is a strong deformation retract of (sn-I V,E"-.-I - V). Now apply 12.1 with X = sn-\ A = E:-\ U = E"-.-I sn-2 to obtain that k 2 induces isomorphisms in all dimensions.
THEOREM 16.3.
The homology sequence of the triad (E";E:-\~-l)
reduces to the isomorphism

a:

Hn(E",sn-I)::::: H n_I (E:-t,8"-2)

All other groups in the sequence are trivial. The above iSJmorphism is
caZled the incidence isomorphism and is denoted by [En:E:-1j. The iso·
morphism [En; E:-1j is defined similarly using the triad (E"i~-\E"..-I).
THEOREM 16.4. The homology groups of (En,sn-I) are as follows:
H n(E",8"-I) ::::: G,
H.(E",8"-I) = 0

for q ¢ n.

PROOF OF 16.3 AND 16.4. By 16.1, (E",E"-.-I) is homologically trivial,
thus H .(En,E".:I) = OJ and, by the exactness of the H.S. of the triad
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(E"jE"..-t,E:- 1), we have a: Hq(E",S"-I) = Hq_I(E:-t,S"-'l). Since
the pairs (E:-"S"-2) and (E"-"S"-'l) are homeomorphic, we have
H/E",S"-I) = H q_I (E"-t,S"-2).
Iterating this result yields
Hq(E",S"-I) = Hq_ ..(eo,S-I) = Hq_..(EO). Since eo is a single point,
16.4 follows from the Dimension axiom and the definition of the coefficient group G. This also establishes 16.3.
THEOREM 16.5. Commutativity holds in the diagram
[E" :E"..-Ij
----> H .._1 (E:-t,S"-2)

H ..(E",S..-I)

where A is the boundary operator in the M ayer-V ietoris sequence of the
triad (S"-I;E:-1,E".:I). For n > 2 all four homomorphisms are isomorphisms. For n = 2 the same holds provided H .._2(S"-'l)
Ho(SO) is
replaced by flo(SO). In particular
A:
A:
THEOREM:

16.6.

n>

H ..(S") = H .. _I(S"-I),
HI(SI) = flo(SO).

1,

The homology groups of S" are as follows:

Ho(S") = G,
Ho(SO) = G
H .. (S")
G,
Hp(S") = 0,

=

flo(S") = 0,

+ G,

>

0,

n>

0,

n

flo(SO) = G,

p

¢ n,O.

PROOF. The commutativity relation of 16.5 is a consequence of
15.5. Since E" and E:- I are homologically trivial, it follows from 9.4
that

=

01: H.(E",S"-I)
H._I(S"-I),
01: HI(E",S"-I) = flO(s.. -I),
O2: H.(E'.--t,S"-2) = H q_I (S"-2),
02: H I(E"..-I,S"-2)
flO(S"-2).

=

q> 1,
q> 1,

These give all the conclusions of 16.5. Combining these isomorphisms
with 16.4 yields all the results of 16.6 except those concerning Ho(S").
Since S" is nonempty for n ~ 0, it follows from 7.6 that Ho(S") =
flo(S")
G. This concludes the proof.
The formulations and proofs of analogous results for cohomology
are left to the reader.

+
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NOTES

The ongms of the basic concepts. The basic machinery for constructing homology groups (namely: complexes and incidence numbers)
is due to Poincar6 [Analysis Situs, Jour. de l'Ec. Polyt. (2) 1 (1895),
1-123]. Using these he defined directly the Betti numbers and torsion
numbers. They are the numerical invariants which characterize the
homology groups based on the coefficient group of integers. For many
years, they were the primary source of interest. It was during the
period 1925-1935 that attention shifted from the numerical invariants
to the groups themselves. This shift was due in part to the influence
of E. Noether. It was also enforced by two directions of generalization:
(1) from complexes to more general spaces where the homology groups
are not characterized by numerical invariants, and (2) from integer
coefficients to arbitrary coefficients where, again, numerical invariants
are inadequate. Thus, although Poincare did not speak of the homology
groups themselves, he is to be credited with the origin of the concept.
The concept of relative homology (modulo a subcomplex) is due to
Lefschetz [Proc. Nat. Acad. 13 (1927), 614-622]. The operator a was
used by Lefschetz. It is not clear who first gave it formal recognition.
The origin of the induced homomorphism f * is likewise obscure. It
has been used, in a sense, since the time of Poincare, but for at least
thirty-five years it had no name nor any formal status. This lack of
formal recognition of a and f * is a natural consequence of the failure
to accord the homology groups a formal status.
Each of our axioms is a theorem of classical homology theory. In
most cases it is not clear who first stated and proved them. The
Axioms 1, 2, 3, and 7 are, perhaps, too basic and too well understood to
warrant such explicit treatment. One must be interested in an axiomatic
development before one thinks of writing them down.
The first formal recognition of the homology sequence and its exactness is due to Hurewicz [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 47 (1941), 562]. It
was subsequently exploited by Kelley and Pitcher [Annals of Math.
48 (1947), 682-709]. It should be noted though that the six parts of
exactness were well known and had occurred frequently in the proofs
of other less obvious propositions.
The excision property was implicit in Lefschetz's construction of
the relative groups. He often used the expression "the homology
groups of X - A" instead of "the homology groups of X mod A."
The homotopy axiom has had no more formal recognition than f •.
However the proposition "homotopic cycles are homologous" has been
known and used for many years.
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The origin of the cohomology groups is thoroughly confused. The
"co" terminology is due to Whitney [Duke Math. Jour. 3(1937), 3545). The existence of cohomology groups was implicit in the duality
theorem of Alexander [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 23 (1922), 333-349).
The complete group invariant form of the duality theorem was proved
by Pontrjagin [Annals of Math. 35 (1934), 904-914). Cocycles made
their first formal appearance under the name pseudocycles in the book
of Lefschetz [Colloq. Publ. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 12, 1930). The first
intrinsic definition of the cohomology groups was given by Alexander
at the Moscow conference in 1936.

Homotopy groups. The homotopy groups of Hurewicz are quite
similar to homology groups in that there are concepts analogous to
those of homology theory and they obey similar axioms. The q'b
homotopy group depends not only on a pair (X,A) but also on a reference point Xo E A and is denoted by 'lI'g(X,A,xo). It is defined when
q ~ 2. If A is a single point, it is also defined for q = 1 and is called
the fundamental group. The groups are abelian for q !E; 3, and 'lI'2(X,XO)
is also abelian. A boundary operator i): 'lI'g(X,A,xo) ~ 'lI'g_l(A,xo)
exists for q !E; 2. If j: (X,A,xo) ~ (Y,B,Yo), there are induced homomorphisms j.: 'lI'g(X,A,xo) ~ 'lI'g(Y,B,yo).
When suitably modified, all of our Axioms 1 through 7 hold for
homotopy groups with the sole exception of the Excision axiom. This
is the fundamental property distinguishing homology from homotopy.
It accounts for the computability of homology groups as contrasted
with our meager knowledge of homotopy groups.
As a simple example, let the n-sphere S" be divided into upper and
lower hemispheres, E:,E~, by an equator S"-I. Using a fixed reference
point X o E go-I for all groups, we obtain the diagram

where i and j are inclusion maps. All homotopy groups of a cell are
zero. This and exactness imply that i) and j. are isomorphisms onto.
Then we define E by E = j;li.i)-l.
Now i is an excision map, and we wish to state properties of i •.
We have introduced the equivalent homomorphism E since it can be
proved to coincide with the suspension (Einhiingung) homomorphism

NOTES
introduced by Freudenthal [Composito Math. 5 (1937), 299-314]. Since
r2(S') = 0 and 'lI'3(S2) is infinite cyclic, it follows that E, and therefore
i., is not always an isomorphism onto. Hence the Excision axiom fails
for homotopy groups in a very simple case. Freudenthal has shown
[ibid] that E is an isomorphism for each q < 2n - 1. We may interpret his results as asserting that the excision property does hold in
certain restricted cases. Most of the little we know about 11".(8") is
based on the results of Freudenthal concerning E.
The problem of axiomatizing the homotopy groups has not been
solved.· One would naturally spek a suhstitute for the Excision axiom.
There is a reasonable candidate. Let B be a fibre bundle over the base
space X with projection p: B --> X, let X o E X, Yo = p-'(xo), and
Yo e Yo. Then, for q ~ 2, p. maps r.(B,Yo,yo) isomorphically onto
'lI'Q(X,x o), This is proved using the covering homotopy theorem for
bundles. If 'lI' is replaced by H., then p. is usually not an isomorphism
onto. We have therefore a simple and useful property of homotopy
groups which may serve as a substitute for the excision property.
In axiomatizing the homotopy groups one would need an additional
basic concept, namely: the isomorphisms 'lI'Q(X,A,x o) = 'lI'.(X,A,x,)
assigned to a homotopy class of paths in A from X o to Xl. One would
deal not with single groups but with systems of groups connected by
isomorphisms assigned to the fundamental groupoid of A. The latter
would include the operations of 1I",(A,xo) on "'Q(X,A,x o).
Q

Cohomotopy groups. The Borsuk-Spanier cohomotopy groups [Annals of Math. 50 (1949), 203-245] are similar to cohomology groups.
If (X,A) is a compact pair of finite dimension n, then the q'b cohomotopy
group 'lI'Q(X,A) is defined for each integer q > (n + 1)/2 and is an
abelian group. The elements of 'lI'·(X,A) are homotopy classes of maps
of (X,A) into (SQ,yo) where SQ is a q-sphere and Yo is a point. The set
rQ(X,A) is defined for q ~ 0; but the addition is only defined for q >
(n + 1)/2. A mapping 0: rQ-'(A) --> 1I"Q(X,A) is defined for q > 0
and is homomorphic when both sides are groups. If j: (X,A) --> (Y,B),
then
,..Q(Y,B) --> ?rQ(X,A) is defined for all q and is homomorphic
when both sides are groups. Spa.nier has shown [ibid] that the cohomotopy groups satisfy the analogs of all the cohomology axiomsinsofar as they are meaningful.
The axiomatization of the cohomotopy groups has not been attempted. The chief distinction between cohomology and cohomotopy
is the absence of a group structure in rQ(X,A) for q ~ (n + 1)/2. This
makes it impossible to compute cohomotopy groups by an induction
starting with q = O. Our knowledge of cohomotopy groups is as meager
as that of homotopy groups.

r:

·An nxiomatization hUB Bubsequentl:v lwen given by J. Milnor [AnnalB of
Math. 63(1956), 272-284].
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EXERCISES
A. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 01<' EXACT SEQUENCES.

Establish the following propositions for an exact lower sequence

IG.,cP.l:

1. cP.+I = 0 if and only if kernelI/>. = O.
2. cP.-I = 0 if and only if I/>.(G.) = G._I.
3. cP.+I = 0 and 1/>.-1 = 0 if and only if cP.: G. = G.- t.
4. G. = 0 if and only if 1/>.+1 = 0 and cPo = o.
5. G. = 0 if and only if cPo+2(Go+ 2) = G.+ I and kernel cP.-t = O.

B. THE AXIOMS.
1. Show that Axiom 1 is a consequence of Axioms 2, 3, and 4.
2. Show that Axiom 1 is a consequence of Axioms 2 and 6.
3. Assume that, for every admissible pair (X,A), the map p:
(X,A) X I ~ (X,A) defined by p(x,t) = x is admissible. Show, using
Axioms 1 and 2, that the Homotopy axiom is equivalent to either of
the following if suitable maps are admissible:
Axiom 5". p. is an isomorphism.
Axiom 5/". The kernel of p. is zero.
In the following problems, assume that the homology theory is
defined on the category of all pairs and maps.

C.

RETRACTS.

1. If cP: G ~ H, 1/!: H ~ G, and 1/!1/> = identity, then I/> has kernel
zero and H decomposes into a direct sum
H

= image I/>

+ kernel1/!.

2. If r: X ~ A is a retraction, and i:
then H.(X) decomposes into the direct sum

A

~

X is the inclusion,

+ kernel r••,
+ H.(X,A).

H.(X) = image i ••

and
H.(X) = H.(A)

D. THE o-DiMENSIONAL GROUPS.
1. If x Ii! X, then Ho(X,x) = Bo(X).
2. Bo(X) = 0 if and only if Ho(X,A) = 0 for each nonvacuous
subset A of X. Assume that H_I(A) = O.
3. If X is an arcwise connected space, x,x/ Ii! X, and g Ii! G, then
(gx)x = (gx/)x and (Gx)x = (Gx/)x.
4. If X is a Hausdorff space consisting of just two points, then
Bo(X) = G.
5. If G ~ 0 and Bo(X)

= 0, then X is connected.
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TRIVIAL MAPS.

f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) is such that f(X) C B, then f.. = 0
for each q.
2. If f: X_~ (Y,R) is such that f(X) is a point of Y, then f •• = 0
for q ~ 0 and f.o = o.
1. If

F.

DIRECT SUM.

1. Prove 13.2 with the condition that the sets X" are disjoint replarcd by the followill/!: ('ollditions: (1) X is normal, (2) X" n A = An,
alld (;{) the sets X" - A" hu\'e disjoint rlosllrl·s.

G.

MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCES.

1. Let (X;X.,X 2 ) be a proper triad. Show that in the diagram

a

l

H.+I(X,X. U X 2 )

--

H.(XI,X I

n

X 2)

where al and a2 are the boundary operators of the triads (X;X I ,X2 ) and
(X;X2 ,X I ) the anticommutativity relation

aa + aa =
l

2

0

holds.
2. Let (X;X I ,X 2 ) be a proper triad; prove that a maps the relative
Mayer·Vietoris sequence into the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad
(XI U X 2 ;X.,X 2 ).
3. For any space X, show that the Mayer-Vietoris relative boundary
operator ~ (defined in 15.6) for the triad (X X I; X X 0, X X 1)
is an isomorphism, thercby establishing an isomorphism H.(X X I,
X X 0 U X X 1) = H._I(X). Prove this last result without explicit
use of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence.
4. Let (X;X I ,X 2 ) be a proper triad such that X = XI U X 2 , let
A = XI n X 2 , I = [0,1], and let
Y = (X. X 0) U (A X 1) U (X 2 X 1)
B = (X. X 0) U (X 2 X 1)

be the indicated subsets of X X I. Show, using the isomorphism of
problem 3, that the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (X;X.,X 2 ) is isomorphic
to the H.S. of (Y,B).
5. Show that the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (X;X I ,X2) is
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isomorphic to the homology sequence of a triple consisting of X X I
and suitable subspaces.
6. Examine the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad (X;X,X).
7. Consider a proper triad (X;X I ,X2 ) with X = XI V X 2 , A =
XI (\ X 2 ~ O. Define the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence and prove
its exactness.
H. RANKS OF GROUPS.
It will be assumed that all groups considered are D-modules over a
domain of integrity D (i.e. a commutative ring D with a unit element,
and such that d l ~ 0, d 2 ~ 0 imply d 1d2 ~ 0).
DEFINITION. The elements gl, ... , 0, of aD-module G are called
linearly independent, provided any relation dlYI + ... + drY, = 0
where d., ... , d, e D implies d l = ... = d r = O. The maximum
number of linearly independent elements in G is called the rank of G
and is denoted by r{G) (or rD(G) if we wish to indicate D). If this
maximum does not exist, we set r(G) = to. If D is a field, then r(G)
is the dimension of Gover D.
1. If H is a submodule of G, show that r(G) = r(H) + r(G/H).
2. Let IG.,~.} be an exact lower sequence of D-modules such that
each r(G.) is finite. Let 11". = r(kernel cP.). Then for m ~ n

1:" (-l)"r(G.)

.-'"

= (-1)"11"" - (-1)"'-111""'_1'

I. BETTI NUMBERS.
DEFINITION. Assume in this section that a homology theory is
given such that H .(X,A) are all D-modules and f .,iJ are linear over D.
The rank r[H.(X,A)] is then denoted by R.(X,A) and is called the r'b
Betti number of (X,A).
1. Let (X,A) be a pair. Consider the three sequences IR.(A)},
{R.(x)}'IR.(X,A)}. Show that, if two of these sequences contain
only finite numbers, then so does the third one. Show that, if in two
of these sequences only a finite number of tenns are different from zero,
then the same holds in the third sequence.
2. Show that (assuming all numbers involved are finite)
'"
1:
(-l)·R.(X)
.-"

-

'"
1:
(-l)·R.(A)
A:-_

-

'"
1:
(-l)"R.(X,A)
A:-,.
= (-l)"-I W "_l

-

(-l)"'w..

where w. is the rank of the kernel of the homomorphism H.(A) - H.(X)
induced by the inclusion A C X.
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DEFINITION. If the integers {R.(X,A) I are all finite and only a
finite number of them are different from zero then the integer

L'" (-l)·R.(X,A)

x(X,A) =

is called the Euler characteristic of (X,A).
3. If (X,A) is a pair and two of the Euler characteristics x(A),
x(X), x(X,A) are defined, then so is the third, and
x(X)

=

x(A)

+ x(X,A).

4. Let (X;X l ,X 2 ) be a proper triad with X = Xl V X 2 , A = Xl (\ X 2 •
Let N. be the intersection of the kernels of the homomorphisms

induced by inclusion maps A C XI' A C X 2 •
Vietoris formula
R.(X! V X 2 )

+ R.(X

I (\

X 2 ) = R.(X I )

Prove the Mayer-

+ R.(X + r(N.) + r(N._
2)

I)

and derive from it the formula
x(X I V X 2 )

+ x(X

I (\

X 2 ) = x(X I )

+ x(X

2)

provided all four Euler characteristics involved are defined.
5. Formulate the Mayer-Vietoris formula for cohomology. Formulate relative Mayer-Vietoris formulas for homology and cohomology.

CHAPTER II

Simplicial complexes
1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter develops the analytical geometric tools needed in subsequent chapters. These are: simplex, complex, subcomplex, simplicial
map, triangulation, and simplicial approximation. Homology theory
is not mentioned; its study is resumed in Chapter III. The reason for
this hiatus is the necessity of singling out a class of spaces (triangulable
spaces) sufficiently simple that an algorithm can be given for computing their homology groups. The nature of this class is nearly predictable on the basis of the results of Chapter I. Knowing the groups
of a point, the groups of a contractible space are determined. We
choose a class of contractible spaces (i.e. simplexes) and form more
complicated spaces (Le. complexes) by assembling these in a smooth
fashion. Then the groups of the latter spaces can be computed by the
use of Mayer-Vietoris sequences or similar devices.
It is not enough to be able to compute groups: it is also necessary
to compute homomorphisms. This requires singling out a simple class
of maps-simplicial maps. Although these are quite restricted, it is
shown that any map of one triangulable space in another is homotopic
to one such: indeed, simplicial maps are dense in the function space
of all maps. This is achieved by barycentric subdivision and the
simplicial approximation theorem.
Although triangulable spaces appear to form a rather narrow class,
a major portion of the spaces occurring in applications of topology to
geometry and analysis are of this type. Furthermore, it is shown in
Chapter x that any compact space can be expressed as a limit of
triangulable spaces in a reasonable sense. In this sense, triangulable
spaces are dense in the family of compact spaces.
2. SIMPLEXES

+

DEFINITION 2.1. An n-simplex s is a set of n
1 objects called
vertices, usually denoted by {A I, together with the set of all real-valued
functions a defined on {A I satisfying

(1)

L: a(A)

1,

a(A)

A

5..

~

o.
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A single function a is called a point of 8. The values of a on the vertices
of 8 are called the barycentric coordinates of the point a. The distance
p(a,f3) of two points a,f3 of s is defined by
p(a,(3)

=

[L: (a(A)

- (3(A))21'.

A

The topological space thus defined is denoted by 181 and is called the
space of 8. Clearly the barycentric coordinates are continuous functions
on lsi.
The usc of the term "barycenter" stems from the fact that, if the
vertices I A I of 8 are points of a euclidean space, then the point a
corresponds to the center of gravity of the system of masses obtained
by assigning to each vertex A the mass a(A).
DEFINITION 2.2.
A simplex 8 together with a simple ordering
A ° < ... < A' of its vertices is called an ordered simplex. Let R"+l
be the cartesian space of all coordinates (x o, .•• , x.). The correspondence a ~ (a(Ao), ... , a(A")) is then an isometric map 8 ~ RO+\
called the canonical imbedding of 8 in R"+1. The image of 8 in R·+ 1 is
denoted by 6,' and is called thc unit simplex of R"+l. Clearly 6,' is the
intersection of the plane L~ x, = 1 with the sector x, ~ 0 for i = 1,
... , n.
Since 6,' is closed and bounded in W+t, it is compact. Hence 181 is
compact for any simplex 8. Clearly, the dimension of \sl, in the euclidean sense, is n. Observe that an unordered n-simplex has (n + 1) I
canonical imbeddings in R·+ 1 corresponding to the various orderings of
its vertices.
DEFINITION 2.3.
A q-face s' of an n-simplex 8 is a q-simplex whose
vertices form a subset of the vcrtices of 8.
A point a' of s' is a function defined over a subset of the vertices
of s. It can be extended to a function a on all vertices by setting
a(A) = a'(A) if A is in 8', and a(A) = 0 otherwise. Then a is clearly
a point of 8. In view of the conditions (1) on a,a', the extension a of
a' is unique. The map a' ~ a imbeds \8'1 isometrically in 181. Following the custom, we identify a' with a so that 18'1 is a subset of Is!.
It is surely a closed subset of lsi- It is defincd by the equations a(A) = 0
for A not in 8'.
A O-simplex has just one vertex A, and just one point a(A) = 1.
It is customary to identify the vcrtex with the point and to denote
either by A. With this convention the vertices A of 8 are the O-faces
of 8, and are points of 8. As a result, A (B) is defined for any two
vertices, and A(B) = 0 if A ;;6. B, and A(.1) = 1 for each A. In the
unit simplex 6,' in R·+ 1 the verticcs appear as the unit points on the
coordinate axes. In addition 6,' is the smallest convex set in R·+l
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containing these unit points. For this reason the simplex is said to
span its vertices.
DEFINITION 2.4. The point set boundary of s, denoted by lsi, is the
set of points of s having at least one coordinate equal to zero. Clearly
lsi is a closed subset of lsi. The open set lsi - lsi is called the interior
of s and is also referred to as the open simplex.
If aD, ••• , a are points of an n-simplex s, and Wo, ••• , W are nonW = 1, then the function
negative real numbers such that Wo
a defined by
Q

+ ... +

is again a point of s. For clearly a(A)

~

Q

Q

0 for each vertex A of s, and

L: a(A) = L: L: w,a'(A) = L: Wi L: a'(A) = L: w, = 1.
A

A,

i

A

,

2.5. If aD, ••• , a are points of a simplex s, and if wo, ... ,
W are positive numbers of sum 1 such that the point
w,a' is a vertex
A of s, then each a' = A.
PROOF. For any vertex B ~ A of s, we have
w,a'(E) = A(B) =
O. Since each Wi > 0, each a'(E) = O. As this holds for each B
different from A, it follows that a' = A.
LEMMA

Q

L:

Q

L:

3. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES
DEFINITION 3.1. A simplicial complex K is a collection of faces of
a simplex s satisfying the condition that every face of a simplex in the
collection is likewise in the collection. The space IKI of K is the subset
of lsi consisting of those points which belong to simplexes of K.
The same simplicial complex K may lie in two different simplexes
S1 and S2'
In such a case K also lies in the simplex s spanning the
vertices common to SI and S2' Since the topology of s is the subspace
topology of both IS1\ and IS21, it follows that the topology of K is independent of the particular simplex s in terms of which it is defined.
The collection of all faces of s including s itself is a simplicial complex. This complex is also denoted by s. The collection of all faces
of s, excluding s itself, is a simplicial complex and is denoted by 8..
DEFINITION 3.2. A simplicial complex K is said to be n-dimensional
(briefly: an n-complex) provided K contains an n-simplex but no
(n
I)-simplex (and, therefore, no simplex of dimension >n).
DEFINITION 3.3. If K is a simplicial complex, a subcomplex L of K
is a subcollection of the simplexes of K such that each face of a simplex
in L is also in L. Clearly, L is a simplicial complex.
LEMMA 3.4.
If aD, ••• , an are points of K, where K is a simplicial

+
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+

+

complex, and W o, .,. , w" are positive numbers such that W o
w" = 1, then the point a = woc/ + '" + w"a" is in K if and only if
the points aO, ...• a" are in a simplex of K.
PROOF. Let s be the simplex containing K and let s' be the lowest
dimensional face of s containing the points aO, ... ,a". Then a E s'.
H aO, ... , a" are in a simplex of K, then s' is in K and a E IKI.
Thus the condition is sufficient.
Suppose now that a E IKI. If A 0, ••• , A" are the vertices of s', then
a

=

a(AO)AO

+ ... +

a(A")A",

where
a(A') =

L, w,aj(A').

Since w, > 0 and s' is the least simplex containing aO, ... , a", it follows
that a(A ') > 0 and a is in the interior of s'. Hence a E IKI implies
that s' is in K and thus aO,
, a" are in a simplex of K.
COROLLARY 3.5. If aO,
, a" E IKI, then all the poin18

.

where W o + ... + w" = 1, w, > 0 are in K if and only if aO,
,a
are in a simplex of K.
DEFINITION 3.6. For each vertex A of K, the open star of A is the
subset st(A) of K defined by the condition a(A) > O.
An equivalent definition is that st(A) is the union of all open simplexes of K having A as a vertex.
LEMMA 3.7. If AO, ... , A" are distinct vertices of the simplicial
complex K, then their open stars hal'e a nonempty intersection if and only
if A 0, ••• , A" are the vertices of a simplex of K.
PROOF. If A 0, ••• , A" are the vertices of a simplex s, then the
interior of s is in st(A ') for each i, so that t\st(A ') -;t. O. Conversely,
suppose that a E t\ st(A '). Then a(A ') > 0 for i = 0, ... , n. and
therefore A 0, ••• , A" are the vertices of a simplex of K by virtue of 3.4.
4. LINEAR AND SIMPLICIAL MAPS

DEFINITION 4.1. If K, K' are simplicial complexes and f: IKI---+ IK'I
is a map, then we say that f is linear (Notation f: K ---+ K') if f is
linear in terms of the barycentric coordinates. Precisely, if a,ao, ... ,
a" are points of IKj and

.
LW,
°

1,

Wi ~

0,
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then
A linear map which carries vertices into vertices is called simplicial.
Let L,L' be subcomplexes of K,K' respectively. By a linear [simplicial] map f: (K,L) ~ (K',L') is meant a map of (IKI,IL\) into
(IK'I,IL'J) which defines a linear [simplicial] map of K into K'.
Two trivial consequences are
THEOREM 4.2. The identity map (K,L) ~ (K,L) is simplicial.
THEOREM 4.3. If f: (K,L) ~ (K',L') and g: (K',L') ~ (K",L")
are both linear [simplicial], then gf: (K,L) ~ (K",L") is linear [simplicial].

The following theorem expresses a fundamental property of simplicial complexes, namely: linear maps are described by their behavior on
vertices.
THEOREM 4.4. A linear map f: (K,L) ~ (K',L') is uniquely determined by its values on the vertices. A map ¢ of the vertices of K into
points of K' can be extended to a linear map J: (K,L) ~ (K',L') tf
and only if the q,-image of the set of vertices of any simplex of K or L is
contained in a simplex of K' or L' respectively. If ¢ maps vertices into
vertices, then .f is simplicial.
PROOF. If f: (K,L) ~ (K',L') is linear, and a is in a simplex 8
of K, then
a = a(AO)AO + ... + a(A")A",

where .110, •.• , A" are the vertices of s. Then

so that f(a) is determined by its values on vertices. Further, if a is
an interior point of s, then a(A ') > 0 for i = 0, ... , n; and by 3.4,
f(A 0), ... , f(A ") are in a simplex of K'. Similarly, if s is a simplex
of L, then f(AO), ... , f(A") are in a simplex of L'. This proves that
the condition stated in 4.4 is necessary for the extension of a vertex
map ¢.
To prove that the condition on ¢ is also sufficient, consider the
simplexes sand s' spanning the vertices of K and K' respectively.
Let .110, ••• , A" be the vertices of s. Given a vertex map ¢ satisfying
the conditions of 4.4, for each a in s, defiIJ.c f(a) by
f(a)

=

a(AO)¢(AO)

+ ... +

a(An)¢(A n).

It is readily seen that f(a) is in s', and f is a linear map s ~ s'.
Now let a E IKI (or a ElL\) and let BO, ... , B" be the subsequence
of .110, ••• , An consisting of those vertices with a(A i) > O. Then
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+ ... +

a = a(BO)B"
a(B")B" with a(B') > 0, and by 3.4, the vertices
BO,
, B" are those of a simplpx of K (or of L). Hence the points
¢(BO),
,¢(B") are all in a simplex of K' (or of L'), so that
f(a)

=

a(B°)¢(BO)

+ ... +

a(B")¢(B")

is in K' (or in L'). Thus f defines a linear map f: (K,L) ---+ (K',L'),
and the proof is complete.
A trivial consequence of Definition 4.1 is
THEOREM 4.5. If f: (K,L) ---+ (K',L') is linear [simplicial], and if
(K,L),(K',L') are subcJmplexes of (K,L),(K',L'), respectively, such that
f maps IKI into IK'I and ILl into \L'I, then the map of (K,L) into (K',L')
defined by f is linear [simplicial].
LEMMA 4.6. If f: K ---+ K' is linear and maps IKI onto IK'I, then
each vertex of K' is the image of at least one vertex of K.
PROOF. Let B be a vertex of K'. Then B = f(a) where a is a
point on K. Since a =
a(A ')A' where A' are the vertices of K, it
follows that B = f(a) =
a(A ')f(A '). This implies that, if a(A ') > 0,
then B = f(A ') by 2.5.
THEOREM 4.7. If a simplicial map f: K ---+ K' is a homeomorphism,
l
then
is simplicial.

L
L

r

PROOF. It follows from the preceding lemma that f establishes a
1-1 correspondence between the vertices of K and K'. Let ¢ be the
vertex map of thc vertices of K' onto those of K given by l • Consider
the vertices BO, ... , B" of a simplex of K' and let f3 be a point in the
interior of that simplex. Then

r

= voBo + ... + v"B"
v, = 1 and v, > 0. Also r (f3) is a point of K, and
r l (f3) = woAo + ... + w",A'"
f3

where

L

l

where A 0, • • • , A" are distinct vertices of K,
It follows that

f3 = wof(A 0)

+ ... +

L

w,

1, and w,

>

O.

w•.!(A "').

This implies that m = nand f(A 0), ... , f(A") is a permutation of
••• , A" are the vertices of a simplex of K, it
follows that ¢(BO), ... ,¢(B") are the vertices of a simplex of K. Hence,
l
by 4.4, ¢ extends to a simplicial map g: K' ---+ K. Clearly g =
•
THEOREM 4.8. If f: K ---+ K' is a homeomorphism, and both f and
l
are linear, then f is simplicial.
PROOF. Let A be a vertex of K. Then

BO, ... ,Bn • Since A 0,

r

r

f(A) = voBo

+ ... +

vnB",
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where BO,
, B" are the vertices of a simplex of K',
> O. Applying 1 we find

Vi

r

A = vor1(BO)

+

L

v,

= 1, and

+ v"r1(B").

Hence, by 2.5, A = r1(BO) =
= r1(B"), and therefore BO =
= B", and f(A) is a vertex of K'.
Ii. TRIANGULATED SPACES
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a pair (X,A), a triangulation T = It,(K,L) I
of (X,A) consists of a simplicial pair (K,L) and a homeomorphic map

t:

(IKI,IL\) ~ (X,A).

The pair (X,A) together with a triangulation T is called a triangulated
pair. If a triangulation of a pair (X,A) exists, the pair is called triangulable.
Let (X,A),(X',A') have triangulations T
It',(K',L') I respectively. A map

f:

(X',A')

~

= It, (K,L) },

T'

=

(X,A)

is called linear [or simplicial], with respect to T,T', if the map t-1ft' is
a linear [or simplicial] map of (K',L') into (K,L).
The definition of triangulated triples and their maps is similar.
As a direct consequence of the definition we have
LEMMA 5.2.
The identity map of a triangulated pair is simplicial.
The composition of two linear or two simplicial maps is linear or simplicial.
As consequences of 4.7 and 4.8 we have
LEMMA 5.3.
The inverse of a simplicial homeomorphism is simplicial.
LEMMA 5.4.
A linear homeomorphism, whose inverse is linear, is
simplicial.
If T =

It,(K,L) I is a triangulation of (X,A), then the various
simplicial concepts in K can be carried over into X by means of the
map t. Thus a simplex of the triangulation T will mean the t-image of
a simplex of K, etc.
DEFINITION 5.5. The mesh of a triangulation T = I t,K I of a metric
space X is the maximum of the diameters of the simplexes of T. Precisely,
mesh T = max [diam t(ls\)],

where s is any simplex of K.
DEFINITION 5.6. Let T = It,KI be a triangulation of a space X.
A function f: X ~ R", mapping X homeomorphically onto a subset of
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euclidean space R~ is called a linear imbedding of X into R" (relative to
T) provided the map ft: K ~ R" is linear, i.e. provided the cartesian
coordinates of the point ft(a) are linear functions of the barycentric
coordinates of the point a on K. If f is a linear imbedding, then the
distance function in X defined by
p(x,y)

=

If(x) - f(y)l,

x,yeX

is called a linear metric in X (relative to T).
LEMMA 5.7.
Every space X with a triangulation T

It,KI

has a

linear imbedding.
PROOF. The complex K is a subcomplex of a q-simplex s.
Let
l: lsi ~ W+ 1 be a canonical imbedding as defined in 2.2. Then f =
It- I is a linear imbedding of X in W+ 1 •
COROLLARY 5.8.
Every triangulated space has a linear metric.

6. BARYCENTRIC SUBDIVISION

Let K be a simplicial complex, and let s be a simplex of K with
vertices A 0, ••• , A~. The barycenter b. of s is the point defined by

In particular, if A is a vertex, then bA = A.
We assign to K a second complex, denoted by Sd K, defined as
follows: Its vertices are the barycenters of the simplexes of K. For each
sequence so, s), ... , s. of simplexes of K such that s, is a face of S'+I
(i = 0, ... , q - 1), the sequence of corresponding barycenters is the set
of vertices of a simplex of Sd K. Only simplexes obtained in this manner
are in Sd K.
With the notation as above, the vertices b•• , ... , b' of a simplex
of Sd K lie in the simplex s. of K. Therefore the identity map of the
vertices of Sd K into K has, by 4.4, a unique linear extension to a map
t

lK:

Sd K

~

K

DEFINITION 6.1. The pair consisting of the complex Sd K and the
linear map lK is called the barycentric subdivision of K.
If L is a subcomplex of K, then Sd L is a subcomplex of Sd K and
h = lK!Sd L. The pair consisting of the pair (Sd K, Sd L) and the
linear map
l(K,L): (Sd K, Sd L) ~ (K,L)

defined by lK, is called the barycentric subdivision of (K,L).
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LEMMA 6.2.
The map lK is 1-1. Therefore Sd K is (linearly) homeomorphic to K.
PROOF. Let

(1)

a

= wob••

+ '" + wob"

be a point in the simplex of Sd K with vertices b•• , ... , b... Since
b. o , ••• , b" are in a simplex of K, the same symbol (1) represents a
point of IKI. Thus, in this symbolism, lK becomes an identity map.
Without loss of generality we may assume that each s, is an i-simplex
and a face of S,+I' Let then AO, ... , A ° be the vertices of s. ordered
in such a fashion that A 0, ••• , A i are the vertices of s" i = 0, ... , q.
Then, by definition of the barycenter,

+1 1 A ° + ... + i +1 1 A

b. o = i

i

.

Substituting this in (1) we find that
a

=

a(AO)AO

+ ... + a(AG)A

O

where
.

(2)

a(A')

1

G

=

are the barycentric coordinates of

L:, J-:--+1 w,
a

in K. From (2) we deduce

a(A 0) ~ ... ~ a(A 0),

(3)

and that
(4)

w, = (i
W o = (q

+ l)[a(A')
+ l)a(A

- a(A'+I)]

for i

= 0, '" , q - 1,

O

).

These formulas show that lK maps the simplex of Sd K with vertices
b,o , ... , b" in a 1:1 fashion onto the portion of the simplex with
vertices A 0, ••• , A ° determined by conditions (3). Any point a of
A ° ... A ° lies in some set defined by (3) for some order of the A's.
H it lies in two such sets, then a(A ') = a(A 0+1) for one such order.
In this case w, = 0, so the tram,formation defined by (4) is uniquely
defined. It is obviously the inverse of lK'
The folIowing lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition
of Sd K.
LEMMA 6.3.
If K is an n-complex, then Sd K i.~ an n-complex.
DEFINITION 6.4.
Let T = It,(K,L) I be a triangulation of (K,A).
Consider the barycentric subdivision (Sd K, Sd L) and its linear homeomorphism l(K,L) onto (K,L). The triangulation
Sd T

= ltl(K.L),(Sd K, Sd L)l
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is called the barycentric subdivision of T. The i'h barycentric subdivision
of l' is defined inductively by

'1'
LEMMA 5.5.

= Sd ('-IT),

For every triangulation l'

=

i = 1,2, ....

{t,KI of a metric space X,

we have

lim mesh '1' = 0
Since X is compact, the limit in question (if equal to zero) is independent of the choice of the metric. Hence, by 5.8, we may assume
that the metric in X is linear. Suppose that K is an n-complex; then,
by 6.3, the successive barycentric subdivisions of K also are n-complexes. Lemma 6.5 is thus a consequence of the following stronger
lemma.
LEMMA 6.6. Let X be a space with a metric linear relative to a triangulation l' = It,K I, where K is an n-complex. Then

~n ~

mesh Sd l'

1 mesh T.

This lemma follows readily from the following succession of elementary lemmas concerning points in a euclidean space.
Let Po, ... , Pn be a sequence of points of a euclidean space R Q•
Consider the set C(Po, ... , P.) of all points x e R" of the form (in vector
notation)

=

x

where w, ~ 0 and

Iy -

(1)

WoPo

L: w,

= 1.

xl ~

Iy -

+ .,. + WnPn,

Observe that, if x,y e C, then
for some i

p,l

= 0, ... , n,

because

Iy -

xl

= IL:

L:

(w,y - w,p,)1 ~
w, Iy - p,l
~ (max Iy - p.l)
w, = max Iy - pil·

L:

Applying (1) again, we find that Iy - xl ~ Ip, - p,l for some p, and
p,. Hence
LEMMA 6.7. diam C(Po, ... , P.) = diam (Po, ... , Pn).
LEMMA 6.8. If
b

=n

~

1 (Po

+

+ P.),

b'

=

i

~

1 (Po

+ ... + P.),

then

Ib - b'l ~

n

~ 1 diam (Po, •.• , Pn).

i

~

n,
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Indeed by (1) we have
Hence

Ib - b'l

~

=

Ib -

PII

n

1

1_+1_

~n

(Po

Ib - b'l

~

Ib - Pil for some j = 0,

+ ... + Pro)

+1 1 ~" Ip,

- P, I
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~n

-

... , n.

pil= n_1_1
+ 1 t'-0 (P, - Pi)1

.
+n 1 dlam
(Po,

.•. , p,,).

Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 imply that, if s' is a simplex of the barycentric
subdivision of an n-simplex s of T, then, in the linear metric, diam
s' ~ n/(n + 1) diam s. This implies 6.6.
7. SIMPLICIAL APPROXIMATION

Let X and X' be spaces with triangulations
{t',K'1 respectively, and let a map f: X -+ X'
be given. A simplicial map g: X -+ X' (with respect to T,T') is called
a simplicial approximation to f if, for each x EX, g(x) lies on the closed
simplex whose interior contains f(x).
LEMMA 7.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a simplicial map
g: X -+ X' to be a simplicial approximation to f is that, for every vertex
A of X,
DEFINITION

7.1.

T = {t,KI and T'

=

f(st(A»

c: st(g(A».

PROOF. Suppose g is a simplicial approximation to f. Let x E st(A),
i.e. x has a positive barycentric coordinate relative to A. It follows
that g(x) has a positive barycentric coordinate relative to g(A). Since
g(x) lies in the closure of the open simplex containing f(x), it follows
that f(x) has a positive barycentric coordinate relative to g(A), i.e.

f(x)

E

st(g(A».

Conversely, suppose that the condition of 7.2 is fulfilled. Let
x E X and let s be a simplex of X (relative to T) containing x in its
interior. Similarly let s' be a simplex of X' (relative to T') containing
f(x) in its interior. For every vertex A of s we have x E st(A), so that
f(x) E st(g(A». Thus g(A) is a vertex of s' and g maps s onto a face
of s'. Thus g(x) lies in the closed simplex s'.
The main result of this section is the following existence theorem:
THEOREM 7.3. Let X be a triangulable metric space, X' a triangulated
space with triangulation T' = {t',K'1, and let a map f: X -+ X' be
given. There is a number E > 0 such that, for any triangulation T of X
of mesh < E, there exists a simplicial map g: X -+ X' relative to T, T'
which is a simplicial approximation to f.
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This theorem and 6.5 yield
7.4. Let X,X' be topological spaces with triangulations
T,T' and let a map f: X ~ X' be given. There is an integer 11.0 &uch
that for every h ~ 11.0 there exists a simplicial map g: X ~ X' relative
to "T,T' which is a simplicial approximation to f.
The proof of 7.3 will be preceded by the following lemma:
LEMMA 7.5. If X is a compact metric space and ~ a collection of open
sets covering X, then there exists a positive number E su£h that each subset
of X of diameter < E is contained in at least one set of the family~. The
least upper bound of all su£h numbers E is called the Lebesgue number of
the covering ~.
PROOF. Suppose this is false. Then, for each positive integer n,
there exists a subset A" of X of diameter < lin not contained in any
set of q,. Let x" £ A". By the compactness of X, there is a point x I X
such that each neighborhood of x contains infinitely many points of
{x,,}. Let V be an open set of q, containing x, and let d be the distance
from x to X-V. Select n so that n > 2/d and p(x,x,,) < d/2. Then,
for each yeA",
COROLLARY

p(y,x) ~ p(y,x,,)

+ p(x,x,,)

1

~ ~

+ d2 < d.

V and A" C V, a contradiction.
7.3. Let B', ... , B m be the vertices of the triangulation
T', let V, = st(B') (in T'), and let Vi = r'(U,). Since {Vd is an
open covering of X', {V,} is an open covering of X. Let '1 be the
Lebesgue number of {V,}, let E = f//2, and let T = {t,K} be a triangulation of X with mesh < E. Then, for every vertex A of the triangulation T, the set st(A) has diameter < f/, so that st(A) C Vi for
some i = 1, ... , m. Choose such an i and define g(A) = B'. Then

Hence y

£

PROOF OF

(1)

st(A) C r'(st(g(A»),

where st(A) is in T and st(g(A» is in T'. If AO, ... ,A" are the vertices
of a simplex of T, then, by 3.7, n st(A ') ;c O. This and (1) imply
n st(g(A'» ;c O. Hence by 3.7 the vertices g(AO), ... , g(A") are in
a simplex of T'. Therefore by 4.4 the vertex map g extends to a map
g: X ---+ X' which is simplicial relative to T,T'. To be precise, the
vertex map g defines a vertex map (t')-'gt of the vertices of K into
those of K'. This vertex map extends to a simplicial map g: K -+ K',
and g: X -+ X' is defined by g = t'gC I • The inclusion (1) implies
f(st(A» C st(g(A»; so, by 7.2, g is a simplicial approximation to f.
THEOREM 7.6. Let (X,A),(X',A') be pairs with triangulations T =
{t,(K,L)}, T' = {t',(K',L')}. Consider a map f: (X,A) ~ (X',A')
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and the maps fl: X ~ X', f2: A ~ A' defined by f. If gl is any
simplicial approximation to fl' (relative to T,']"), then gl(A) C A' and
gl defines maps
g:

(X,A) ~ (X',A'),

The map g is simplicial on T to T'. The map g2 is a simplicial approximation to f2 relative to the induced triangulations of A and A'. Finally,
and most important, the maps f and g are homotopic in such a way that,
during the homotopy, the image of a point x e X stays in the simplex whose
interior contains f(x).
PROOF. If x e A, then fl(x) e A', and fl(x) is in a simplex of A'.
Hence gl(x) e A'. For each x e X, the points f(x) and g(x) lie in the
same simplex of X', hence the corresponding points !(x),g(x) of K' lie

in the same simplex of K'. Then the required homotopy is given by
h(x,r)

=

t/[rj(x)

+ (1

- r)g(x)] ,

O~r~1.

8. PRODUCTS OF SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES

The cartesian product of two simplicial complexes is not directly a
simplicial complex. This fact introduces a difficulty in the study of
the cartesian product of triangulable spaces. The difficulty is circumvented by the introduction of a simplicial product. This type of
product arises naturally in connection with cartesian products of spaces
and their coverings by open sets.
DEFINITION 8.1. Given two simplexes Sl and S2 of dimension p and q
respectively, the simplicial product Sl A S2 is the simplex of dimension
(p + l)(q + 1) - 1 whose vertices are the pairs (A,B) where A is a
vertex of Sl and B is a vertex of S2' If K I and K 2 are subcomplexes of
Sl and S2, then the simplicial product K I A K 2 is the subcomplex of
81 A S2 consisting of all simplexes sf A s~ with sf C K I , s~ C K 2 , and of
all faces of such simplexes.
This last addition is due to the fact that a face of 8 1 A S2 need not
be the simplicial product of faces of Sl and S2' because the vertices of
Sl A S2 are the cartesian product of the vertices of Sl and S2, and a subset
of the product need not be a product of subsets.
The following five lemmas are obvious consequences of these definitions.
LEMMA 8.2.
A simplex oj Sl A S2 with vertices (A O,BO), ... , (A n,B")
is in K I A K 2 if and only if A 0, • • • , An are the vertices of a simplex of
K 1 with repe f 'tion8 allowed, and BO, ... , B n are the vertices of a simplex
of K 2 with repetitions allowed.
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LEMMA 8.3.
If L I and L 2 are subcomplexes of K I and K 2 respectively,
then L I t. L 2 is a subcomplex of K I t. K 2. The simplicial produd of the
pairs (KI,L)) and (K 2,L 2 ) is defined then as

(KI,L,) t. (K 2,L 2) = (K, t. K 2, L, t. K 2 U K, t. L 2).
In reading this formula it is understood that the operations t. precede the
operation U.
LEMMA 8.4.
If fl: (KI,L I ) ~ (K~,LD and f2: (K 2,L2) ~ (K~,Ln
are simplicial maps, then the vertex map (A,B) ~ (f)(A),f2(B)) defines
a simplicial map
fl t. f2:
LEMMA

8.5.

(KI,I.JI) t. (K 2,L2) ~ (K~,LD t. (K~,L~).

The vertex maps (A,B) ~ A and (A,B) -

B define

simplicial maps

which will be referred to as the projections of the simplicial product onto
its factors.
LEMMA 8.6.
The vertex map A - (A,it) defines a simplicial map

t.:

(K,L)

~

(K,L) t. (K,L),

called the diagonal map.

DEFINITION 8.7. A simplicial complex K is ordered if, for each
simplex, a simple order of its vertices is given such that the order of
each simplex agrees with the orders of its faces. The order in a subcomplex will always be assumed to be the order induced by the order
inK.
Every complex K can be ordered by selecting a simple order of its
vertices (i.e. ordering the least simplex containing K).
Clearly an order in a complex K is equivalent to a binary relation
A ;;;;; A' for the vertices of K subject to three conditions: (i) A ;;;;; B
and B ;;;;; A imply A = 13, (ii) A and B are vertices of a simplex of K
if and only if A ;;;;; B or B ;;;;; A, and (iii) if A,B,C are vertices of a simplex
of K, and A ;;;;; Band B ;;;;; C, then A ;;;;; C.
DEFINITION 8.8. Let K, and K 2 be ordered simplicial complexes.
Define a partial order in the set of vertices of K I t. K 2 by (A,B) ~
(A',B') if A ;;;;; A' and B ;;;;; B'. (In general this is not an order in
K, t. K 2 ). The carteS1'an product K, X K 2 is the complex consisting
of those simplexes of K, t. K 2 whose vertices are simply ordered by this
relation. If L, and L 2 are suhcomplexes of K, and K 2 , then (Je,L,) X
(K 2,L2) is defined as (K I X K 2, L, X K 2 U K) X L 2).
We proceed now to compare the cartesian product K) X K 2 of
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ordered complexes K I and K 2 with the cartesian product IKII X IK 2 1 of
the spaces IKII and IK2 1. Let x be any point of K I ..:1 K 2 • Then the
projections 'lI"1(X) and 'lI"2(X) are points of K I and K 2 respectively. Thus
'lI"(x) = ('lI"I(X),'lI"2(X)) yields a map

IK I ..:1 K 2 1 -.

'lI":

IKd

X IK 2 1.

If K I and K 2 are ordered, the map 'lI" defines a map

IKI

71:

X K 21

-.

IKII

X

IK2 1.

LEMMA 8.9. The map 71 is a homeomorphism, and {71,K I X K 2 } is
a triangulation of IK I \ X IK2 1. If L I and L 2 are subcomplexes of K I and
K 2 , then 71 carries ILl X L 2 \ onto ILII X IL 2 1. Furthermore, this triangulation has the property that, for each vertex B of K 2 , say, the correspondence x -. (x,B) is a simplicial map of K I into IKII X IK2 1.
PROOF. We shall define a map 71: IKII X IK2 1-. IKI X K 2 1 that
will be inverse to 71. Let a E IKII, fJ E IK2 1. We can express a and fJ
uniquely in the form

a = a(AO)AO

fJ

= fJ(BO)BO

+
+

where AO < ... < A P , BO <
a(A i) = L fJ(B i ) = 1. Let

~

m

~ p

<

B·, a(A')

>

0, fJ(B i )

>

0,

L

'"

La(A'),

a'" =

where 0

+ a(AP)A P
+ fJ(B·)B·

.-0

and 0

~

n

~ q.

Now let

be a single sequence obtained by rearranging the symbols aO, ..• ,
aP,bo, ... , b· in order of magnitude. For each r = 0, ... , p + q let
C' = (A',B') where i and j are the numbers of a's and b's, respectively,
in co, "', C·-I. Theni + j = randC· H is either (A· ... \B') or (A',B iH ).
depending on whether c' is a' or b'. It follows that CO < ... < Cp ... ••
and they are therefore the vertices of a simplex of K I X K 2 • Now set
p ....

'Y =

L (c'
.-0

- C'-I)C',

~P"'. ( ,
h
were
c- l=O.S 'mce £..J'-O
c - c'-I) = cp.... - c-I = l
,'Y'IS a weIIdefined point of K I ..:1 K 2'
In the definition of C' the following ambiguity may occur: If a' =
bi , then Cl+iH could be either (A· ...\B i ) or (A',B iH ), depending on
whether a' or bi was labeled as C''''i. In either case C· ... ; ... I - c· H = O.
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so that the choice of Co+ i + has no effect on 'Y, which is thus defined
without ambiguity. We define 7j by setting 7j(a,{3) = 'Y.
To prove that 7j is the inverse of 7/, it suffices to establish the following two propositions:
1

(1)
(2)

7j maps IK11 X IK 21 onto IK 1 X K 2 1,
7/7j is the identity map of jKd X IK 2 \.

L:-o

To prove (1), consider any point'Y in K 1 X K 2 • Then 'Y =
drDr where Dr < D r+l • Let AO < ... < A" be the distinct first coordinates of DO, ... , D' and similarly let BO < ... < BO be the second
coordinates. By adjoining extra D's with coefficient zero when necessary, it can be arranged that, if Dr = (A',B'), then D r +1 = (A\B ' +1 )
r 1
or D + = (A '+t,B'). Define cr = L~ d•. Let Cr = (A "B\ if CHI =
(A o+t,B'), then set a' = cr, if C r+1 = (A',B'+I), then set bi = cr.
This defines aO ~ ... ~ a" = 1 and bO ~ ... ~ bO = 1. Finally set
a = L~ (a' - a'-I)A' and {3 = L~ (b' - b,-I)B'. It is then easy
to verify that 7j(a,{3) = 'Y.
To prove (2) it suffices to show that if 'Y = 7j(a,{3), then 1I"1('Y) =
rH be all the vertices in Co, ... ,
r
a and 71'2('Y) = {3. Let C , ... , C
C"+o with A' as first coordinate. Then Cr+l = (A',Bl+ 1) where r =
rH +1 = (A o+t,B i +k ).
I
i
j and 0 ~ l ~ k, while
= (A '-t,B') and C
Then from the definitions of 11"1 and of 'Y,

+

cr-

k

11"1 ('Y) (A

') =

=

L

(c r + 1

-

C,+l-I)

=

C,H _

C,-l

1-0

a' - a,-l = a(A ').

Since this holds for every i, it follows that 71') ('Y) = a. Similarly
71'2('Y) = {3. This concludes the proof.
COROLLARY 8.10. If (X,A) and (Y,B) are triangulable pairs, then
so are (X X Y, A X B) and (X,A) X (Y,B) = (X X Y, A X Y U
X X B).
The previous discussion shows that the simplicial product K 1 ~ K 2
contains as subcomplexes the cartesian products K 1 X K 2 for the
various orderings of K 1 and K 2 • The next lemma implies that IK 1 ~ K 2 1
and IK 1 X K 2 1 are homotopically equivalent.
LEMMA 8.11.
IK 1 X K 2 1 is a deformation retract of IK 1 ~ K 2 1.
PROOF. Consider the maps 71' and 7/ introduced above. Then r =
7/-171' is a retraction of IK 1 ~ K 2 \ into IK 1 X K 2 1. Further, for each
x in K 1 ~ K 2 , the points x and r(x) lie in a simplex of K 1 ~ K 2 • Therefore (1 - t)x + tr(x) yields the desired homotopy.
Both the retraction r and the homotopy remain valid for subcomplexes £1 and £2 of K 1 and K 2 • This implies that (K 1 X K 2I
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L I X L 2 ) is a deformation retract of (K I A K 2 , L I A L 2 ) and that
(KI,L I ) X (K 2 ,L2 ) is a deformation retract of (KhL 1 ) A (K 2 ,L 2 ).
The closed unit interval I = [0,1] may be regarded as an ordered
1-simplex with vertices
< 1. Thus the above discussion yields the
definition of K X I for any ordered simplicial complex K. If we write

°

A o = (A,O),

Al

=

(A,l)

where A is any vertex of K, then each simplex of K X I has vertices
A~,

where A

, A~, A:,
, A~, A:+l,

A~,

or
O

<

, A~
, A~,

(0 ~ i ~ q)

< A' and are vertices of a simplex of K.
9. REGULAR NEIGHBORHOODS

We show in this section that, if L is a subcomplex of K, then ILl
is smoothly imbedded in IKI in the sense that ILl is a strong deformation
retract (see 1,11.6) of a closed triangulable neighborhood of ILl in IKI.
DEFINITION 9.1. Let L be a subcomplex of K. The open set
N(L) = Ust(A)

where the union is extended over all the vertices A of L, is called the
regular neighborhood of Lin K.
It should be observed that, in general, L is not a deformation retract
of N(L). For example, let K = s be a 1-simplex and L = s its boundary,
then N(L) = lsI; and the fact that lsi is connected, and lsi is not, shows

that lsi is not a deformation retract of lsi. Consideration of this example
leads to the following definition:
DEFINITION 9.2. L is called a full subcomplex of K, if L contains
each simplex of K whose vertices are all in L.
Clearly, in the above example L is not a full subcomplex.
LEMMA 9.3. Let L be a full subcomplex of K.
For each 0: e N(L),
define

v(0:)
f(o:)
In each case, the sum is taken over the vertices of L. Then f(o:) e \LI, and
f is a retraction of N(L) into ILl. Moreover, the homotopy h: N(L) X
I ~ N(L), defined by
h(o:,t)

= tf(o:)

+ (1

- t)o:,

is a strong deformation retraction of N(L) into ILl.

Finally, the bary-
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centric coordinate of h(a,t) with respect to a vertex A is a nondecreasing
function of t if A is in L, and is a nonincreasing function if A is not in L.
PROOF.
First note that f(a) is a point of the least simplex s con-

taining a. Furthermore its barycentric coordinates are zero for vertices
not in L. Thus f(a) belongs to a face s' of s, all of whose vertices are
in L. Since L is full, f(a) is in L. If a is in L, then v(a) = 1 and
f(a) = a, so that f is a retraction. Since a and f(a) are in the same
simplex s, the point h(a,t) 11.11;;0 lies in s. The last statement of the
lemma is a direct consequence of the formulas for f and h. It follows
that h(a,t) is in N(L) for all a e N(L) and t e I. This completes the proof.
The following lemma shows that the assumption of 9.3 that L is
full is not a severe restriction from the topological point of view.
LEMMA 9.4.
If L is a subcomplex of K, then, in the barycentric subdivision, Sd L is a full subcomplex of Sd K.
PROOF. A simplex "8 of Sd K has vertices b•• , ... , b., where s;
are simplexes of K and s, is a face of Sdl' If all the vertices of "8 are
in Sd L, then the last vertex b., of s is in Sd L. Then s. is also in L.
Hence s is in Sd SQ' and thus in Sd L.
Note that the deformation of 9.3 is not defined on the closure of
N(L). To obtain a closed neighborhood of which L is a deformation
retract we resort to further subdivision.
1h
DEFINITION 9.5. If L is a subcomplex of K, the k
regular neighborhood Nk(L) is the image in K of the regular neighborhood N(Sd k L)
under the natural map Sdk K ---'> K. In pal'tieular N(L) = N°(L).
LEMMA 9.6.
If L loS a full subcomplex of K, then a point a of K is in
N'(L) if and only if there is a vertex A of L such that a(A) > a(B) for
each vertex B of K not in L.
PROOF.
Let a e K. Then a is in a simplex s whose vertices A 0,
... , A· may be labeled so that a(A 0) ~ ... ~ a(A .). Let s, be the
simplex spanning the vertices A 0, .,. , A'. The point a' = l~'(a) in
Sd K, which corresponds to a (see proof of 6.2), is given by

+ ...

w.

=

(i

Let j be the least index sHeh that w,

>

O.

a' = wob••

+ w.b. "

+

l)[O'(A ') - a(A d')].

If now a e N'(L), that is, if a' e N(Sd L), then, for some index i,
we must have b. o e Sd Land w. > O. Then s. is in Land AO, ... , A;
are in L. Since i ~ j, it follows that A 0, ••• , A i are in L, and the
condition of 9.6 is satisfied.
ConvNsely, if the condition of 9.6 is satisfied, then A 0, • • • , A i are
in L and, since L is full, the simplex s, is in L. Thus b., is in Sd L
and, since w, > 0, it follows that a' e N(Sd L). Thus a e N'(L) and
the lemma is proved.
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LEMMA 9.7.

If L is a subcomplex of K, then the closure of Nh1(L)

i8 in Nl:(L) for k = 0,1, ....
PROOF. It suffices to prove that the closure of N1(L) is in N(L).
If L is full, this follows from 9.6 since, in passing to closure, the inequality a(A) > a(B) becomes a(A) E:;; a(B). If L is not full, let L'
be the subcomplex of all simplexes of K with vertices in L. Then L'
is full, and N(L)·= N(L') and N1(L) C N1(L').
As observed in 9.3, the homotopy h does not disturb the relation
a(A) > a(B) for A in Land B not in L. Consequently, if a E N1(L)
and L is full, then h(a,t) E N1(L) for each t. Since the closure of N1(L)
is in N(L), we have
LEMMA 9.8. If L is a full subcomplex of K, the homotopy h of 9.3
defines a strong deformation retraction of N1(L) into ILl.
Combining this with 9.4 we obtain the main objective of this
section:
THEoREM 9.9. If L is a subcomplex of K, then ILl is a strong deformation retract of the closure of the second regular neighborhood N 2 (L).
EXERCISES

A. SIMPLEXES.
1. If a,{3 are distinct points of a simplex s, show that f: I ~ 8
defined by f(t) = (1 - t)a + t{3 is a 1-1 linear map of I into 8. It is
called the line segment from a to (3 in s, and jet) is said to divide this
segment in the ratio t: (1 - t). Show that each point of s other than
its barycenter lies on a unique line segment from the barycenter to a
point of lsi.
2. If s is an n-simplex, and s' is an (n - I)-face of s, show that the
two triples (8,S,8') and (E",sn-t, E....- 1 ) are homeomorphic.
B. EUCLIDEAN COMPLEXES.
DEFINITION. The points AO, ... , A a of euclidean n-space Rn are
called linearly independent if they are not contained in a hyperplane of
dimension <q.
1. Show that A 0,
, A a are linearly independent if and only if
the matrix
a~, ... , a~,1

a~,

... , a:,1

where a~, ... , a~ are the coordinates of Ai, has rank q + 1.
2. Show that, if A 0, ••• , A a are linearly independent, then every
subset of A 0, ••• , A a is also linearly independent.
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3. Let s" be a q-simplex with vertices A 0, ••• , A·. Let f: s· - R"
be a linear mapping. Show that f is a linear imbedding if and only if
the points f(A 0), ... ,f(A") are linearly independent.
4. Show that R" contains an infinite sequence of points each n + I
of which are linearly independent.
5. Using 4, prove that each n-complex K admits a linear imbedding
in R 2"+1.
DEFINITION. Let AO, '"
, A" be linearly independent points of
R". The least convex set CT containing A 0, ••• , A" is called the euclidean q-simplex with vertices A 0, ••• , A". The faces of CT are the
euclidean simplexes whose vertices form a subset of A 0, ••• , A·. A
finite set 2; = {CT} of euclidean simplexes in R" is called a euclidean
complex if the intersection of any two simplexes of 2; is either vacuous
or is a common face of both of them.
6. Show that if f: K - R" is a linear imbedding of a complex into
R", then the images of the simplexes of K form a euclidean complex in
R". Conversely, if 2; is a euclidean complex in R", then there is a
simplicial complex K and a linear imbedding f: K - R" such that
the simplexes of 2; coincide with the images of the simplexes of K.

C.

SPACES WITH OPERATORS.

A group W (not necessarily abelian, and written
multiplicatively) is said to operate on the space X if, for every W E W
and x E X, an element wx E X is defined such that w2(WtX) = (W2Wt)X,
Ix = x, and that x - wx is a continuous map w: X-X. If W
operates on X and Y, then a map f: X - Y is called equivariant if
f(wx) = wf(x) for all w E W, X EX.
W is said to operate on the simplicial complex K if, for each w ! W,
a simplicial map w: K - K is given such that the fixed points of w
form a subcomplex of K and w2(WtX) = (W2Wl)x, Ix = x for each x
DEFINITION.

E

IKI.

If W operates on X, and T = {t,K} is a triangulation of X, then T
is said to be invariant if, for every W E W, the map rtwt: K - K is
simplicial and its fixed points form a subcomplex of K.
1. If W operates on X, and an invariant triangulation of X exists,
then W contains an invariant subgroup W o such that W jW o is finite,
and WoX = x for all Wo E W o, x eX.
2. If the triangulation T of X is invariant., then so is the barycentric
subdivision of T.
3. In theorem 7.3 assume that W operates on both X and X', that
the triangulations T and T' are invariant, and that f: X - X' is
equivariant. Show that the simplicial approximation g can be chosen
equivariant.
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D. JOINS OF COMPLEXES.
DEFINITION. The join K 0 M of two disjoint complexes is the complex whose vertices form the union of A\ ... Ar,B\ ... , B' of the
vertices of K and M, respectively. A set of vertices are those of a
simplex of the join if its subsets in K and M, if not vacuous, span
simplexes there.
1. K and Mare subcomplexes of K 0 M.
2. If Sl is a p-simplex and S2 a q-simplex, then SI 0 S2 is a (p
q
1)simplex, and its boundary is (8 1 082) U (SI 0 82).
3. jKI is a deformation retract of IK 0 Mj - IMI.
4. Let L be the subset of points a of K 0 M such that
a(A ')
a(B;) = 1/2. Show that L is homeomorphic to IKI X IMI. Show
that IK 0 MI - IKI - IMI is homeomorphic to the product of L with
an open interval.
5. Let 0 ~ p ~ dim K. In Sd K, let L(resp. M) be the subcomplex of simplexes whose vertires are barycenters of simplexes of dimensions ~ p(resp. > p). Show that Rd J( is isomorphic to a suhcomplex
of [.J 0 M.
6. Define the join X 0 Y of two spaces; and show that IKI 0 IMI is
homeomorphic to IK 0 MI.
7. If X is contractible on itself to a point, show that the same is
true of X 0 Y.
8. Show that the join of a p-cell and a q-sphere is a (p + q + I)-cell.
Show that the join of a p-sphere and a q-sphere is a (p
q
I)-sphere.

+ +

L

L

+ +

E. ELEMENTARY SUBDIVISION OF A COMPLEX.
DEFINITION. If 8 is a simplex of K, the complement K ...:. 8 is the
subcomplex consisting of all simplexes of K that do not have s as a
face. The boundary of K ...:. s, written Bd(s), is the closed subcomplex
consisting of simplexes in K ...:. s which are faces of simplexes not in
K ...:. s. The elementary subdivision of K with respect to 8, written
Sd,(K), is the complex (K ...:. s) U (b, 0 Bd(s)), where b, is the barycenter of s.
1. Show that the linear map of Sd,(K) - K defined by the identity
transformation of the vertices is a homeomorphism.
2. If the simplexes of K are ordered SI,8 2 , ••• , s" so that dim
s; ~ dim S;+1 for each j, show that the barycentric subdivision of K
is the result of the succession of elementary subdivisions
Sd,. (Sd,._, ( ... Sd,. (K) ... )).

F. INFINITE COMPLEXES.
DEFINITION. Let W be an infinite set of objects called vertices. An
infinite complex K with vertices in W is an infinite collection of (finite
dimensional) simplexes whose vertices are in W, subject to the condition
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that a f!tce of a simplex in the collection is also in the collection. Each
point a of K is described by barycentric coordinates a(A) ;;;; o' for
A E W, where a(A) > 0 only for a finite number of elements of W,
and LA a(A) = 1. The complex K is said to be locally finite if each
vertex of K is a vertex of at most a finite number of simplexes of K.
If a and (3 are points of K, then p(a,{3) = (LA [a(A) - {3(A)]2}~ is
a distance function in K, and defines the metric topology.
The weak topology in K is obtained by considering as open all sets
whose intersection with every (closed) simplex s of K is an open subset
of lsi.
Thus to the infinite complex correspond two topological spaces
IKI .. and IKI ...
1. The identity map IKI.. -+ IKI.. is continuous.
2. The weak and the metric topologies coincide if and only if K
is locally finite.
3. Linear and simplicial maps (defined as in the finite case) are
continuous in both topologies. In particular, for any vertex A, the
barycentric coordinate a(A) is continuous in a for both topologies. A
subcomplex is closed in either topology. For every vertex A of K,
the set st(A) is open in either topology.
DEFINITION. A subdivision (K',l) of an infinite complex K is a pair
consisting of an infinite complex K' and a linear map l: K' - K which
is a homeomorphism in the weak topology.
4. If (K',l) is a subdivision of K, and L is any finite subcomplex
of K, then l-l(L) is a finite subcomplex of K'.
5. Given a family I V} of open sets covering the space IKI .., there
is a subdivision (K',l) of K such that, for every vertex A' of K', the
set l(st(A'» is in one of the sets of the family {V}.
DEFINITION. An infinite triangulation of a space X is a pair
T = {t,K} where K is an infinite complex and t: IKI.. -+ X is a homeomorphic mapping of IKI.. onto X.
DEFINITION. If T = {t,K} is a triangulation of X, and I V} is a
family of open sets covering X such that, for every vertex A of K,
the set t(st(A» is in one of the sets of I VI, then the triangulation T
is said to be finer than the covering I V}.
6. (Simplicial approximation theorem). Let X be a space which is
triangulable as an infinite complex, X' a space with (infinite) triangulation T', and let a map f: X - X' be given. There is a covering {V}
of X by open sets such that, for every triangulation T of X which is
finer than I V}, there is a map g: X -+ X' which is a simplicial approximation (relative to T,T') to f.
7. If K and Mare nonempty complexes one of which is infinite,
then the join K 0 M is not locally finite.

CHAPTER III

Horrwlogy theory Of simplicial complexes
1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter it is assumed that a homology theory is given such
that the groups HQ(X,A) are defined for all triangulable pairs and that
f. is defined for every map f: (X,A) -+ (Y,B) of one triangulable
pair into another. In other words, let:> denote the category of triangulable pairs and maps of one such pair into another. It follows from
11,8.10 that :J is an admissible category for homology theory as defined
in 1,1. It is assumed in this chapter that the homology (cohomology)
theory considered is defined on an admissible category a which contains :>.
The first main objective of this chapter is the derivation from our
axioms of the classical algorithm used to define and compute the
homology groups of a simplicial complex. This motivates our use of
this algorithm in the existence proofs in later chapters.
The second objective of this chapter is a uniqueness theorem which
asserts that any two homology theories, with isomorphic coefficient
groups, are isomorphic on the category :> of triangulable pairs. This
asserts, to a certain extent, that the axioms are categorical, i.e. admitting an interpretation unique up to isomorphisms. This result will
be extended later (Chapter XII) to a larger class of spaces.
As in Chapter I the statements concerning cohomology are listed at
the end of each section, without proof.
2. EXCISION AND DIRECT SUM THEOREMS

It will be shown here that, for triangulable pairs, excision and
direct sum theorems are valid in more general situations than those
encountered in Chapter I.
THEOREM 2.1.
If K 1 and K 2 are subcmnplexes of a complex K, then
the inclusion map

i:

(K1,K 1 n K 2 ) C (K 1 U K 2 ,K2 )

induces isomorphisms in each dimension.
is a proper triad (see 1,14.1).
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Consequently

(IKI;IK1 !,IK2 i)
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PROOF. Without loBS of generality we may assume that
K = K I V K 2 • Let X = N 2 (K I) be the closure of the second regular
neighborhood of K I , and let A = X n IK2 1. Then (X,A) is a triangulable pair, since both X and A correspond to subcomplexes of the
second barycentric subdivision of K. The map i may be factored into
inclusions

(IKII,IK,
Since

IKI

IKI =

=

n

it

K 2 1)

2

--+

i2

(X,A)

--+

(IKI,IK2 1).

C Int X V lnt IK it follows that:
n IK 2 1, IKI = Int X V Int IK2 1.

N (K 1 ) V (\KI - \KII)

X V

IK2 1,

A = X

2 \,

Thus, by the Excision axiom, the map i 2 induces isomorphisms in all
dimensions.
By II,9.9, IKII is a strong deformation retract of X. Throughout
this deformation each point of IK2 1 remains in IK 2 1. Thus the pair
(IKII,IK I n K 2 1) is a deformation retract of (X,A). Hence, by 1,11.8,
the homomorphisms induced by i l are isomorphisms.
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X,A) be a triangulable pair, and let V be an
open subset of X such that V C A. If (X - V, A - V) is a triangulable
pair, then the inclusion map f: (X - V, A - V) C (X,A) induces
an isomorphism in each dimension.
PROOF. Let T be a triangulation of (X,A) (see 11,5.1) and let V
be the interior of A (relative to X). Then X - V and A - V are
subcomplexes of X relative to the triangulation T, so that by 2.1 the
inclusion map i: (X - V, A - V) C (X,A) induces isomorphisms.
Set X' = X - V, A' = A - V, and let V' be the interior of A' relative
to X'. Then, by the same token, the map i': (X' - V', A' - V') C
(X',A') induces isomorphisms. Since the pairs (X' - V', A' - V') and
(X - V, A - V) coincide, and since i' = ji, it follows that j. =
i~i;1 is an isomorphism.
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a simplicial complex with subcomplexes
K I, ... , K"L such that

K = K I V ... V K, V L,
Let L; = K;

n

K;

n

K j C L,

for i

¢

j.

L, and let
k;:

(K;,L,) C (K,L).

Then, the homomorphisms k;.: H.(IK;I,IL;I) --+ H.(IKI,ILI) (i = 1,
.•. , r) form an injective representation of H.(IKI,IL\) as a direct sum.
PROOF. The case r = 1 is covered by 2.1 since K = K I V L and
L I = Kin L. Assume, inductively, that the theorem has been proved
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for r = n ~ 1, and suppose that r = n
K .. U L a.nd consider the inclusion maps

+ 1.

Set K' = K I U ... U

k~
j
(K"L,) ~ (K',L) ~ (K,L)

k'

[CHAP. III

(i = 1, ... ,n),

j'

(K n+1,Ln+l ) ~ (K n+ 1 U L,L) ~ (K,L).

Clearly k•• = j*k~. for i = 1, ... , n, and kn + l * = j~k~. Further, by
2.1, k~ is an isomorphism. Since (IKI;IK'I,IK n+ 1 U LI) is a proper triad
with
K' U (K.+ I U L) = K,

K'

n

(K.+ 1 U L) = L,

it follows, from 1.14.2, that j. and j~ yield an injective representation
of Ho(IKI,ILI) as a direct sum. By the inductive hypothesis, the maps
k~* (i = 1, ... , n) yield an injective representation of Ho(IK'I,ILI) as
a direct sum. This implies the conclusion of 2.3.
THEOREM 2.3c.
The maps k~ of 2.3 yield a projective representation
of HO(\KI,IL\) as a direct sum.
3. THE INCIDENCE ISOMORPHISM

Let SO be a q-simplex, SO its boundary, and so-I a (q - I)-face of so.
Let A be the vertex of SO opposite SO-\ and co-I the closed star of A
in so, i.e. co-I is the subcomplex of SO consisting of all faces of SO excepting SO and so-I. Thus

For each

a

e so, the function
(1 - t)a

+ tA,

is a homotopy contracting the pair (!sOI,\cO-Ij) into the point pair (A,A).
Hence, by 1,11.5 and 1,9.5
LEMMA 3.1.
IsO\,lcO-11 c;,nd (lsOI,lco-11) are homologically trivial.
Next we turn to the discussion of the triad (\s·I;JS·-II.lcO- I\). By
2.1, this is a proper triad.
THEOREM 3.2.
The homology sequence of the triad (ls·I;I.~O-II.IC·-ID
reduces to the isomorphism

All other groups in the sequence are zero.

§ 3]
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The homology groups of Cls·\,\s·1) are as follows:

H.(!s·\,WI) = G
H,,(ls·\'ls·1) = 0

forp ~ q.

1

PkOOFS. By 3.1, H,,(\s·I,lc·- D = 0 for all q, and therefore, by
the exactness of the H.S. of the triad, we have a: H"Cls·I,ls·D =
1
H"_IC!so-ll,W- 1). Iterating this isomorphism yields H"C!s·j,ls·1) =
H,,_.(lsOI,lsOI) = H.-.Cls°l). Since Isol is a single point, the assertion of
3.3 follows. This also establishes 3.2.
DEFINITION 3.4. If S·-I is a Cq - I)-face of the q-simplex s·(q > 0),
the incidence isomorphism
[s·:so-l]:

H.(!s·I,WD

is defined to be the isomorphism
defined from the diagram

H.(ls·l, [s·l)

a
--+

i.

H.-ICWI)

--+

=

H._ 1(l so-ll,ls·- 1 D

a of 3.2.

Explicitly, [s·:s·-11 may be

j.
Ho-lCWI, [C·-II) ~ H._I(!S·-II,lso-ll)

where i,j are inclusions-;-by setting
[S·:S·-I] = j;li.a.

LEMMA 3.5. If q > 0, G?~d f: C\s·\,\s·l) --+ (ls~I,ls~l) is such that
Is·-II and Ic·-II are mapped into Is~-Il and Ic~-II, respectively, then commutativity holds in the diagram

[SO :s·-~]

1I.(ls·I,ls·[)

If.

1I.(ls~I,18m

JI.-1(jS·-II,W-II)

---+

[s~ :8~-1 J
---+

Ih •

H._I(18~-11,18~-II)

where fl is the map defined by f.

PROOF. The incidence isomorphism is the boundary operator of the
triad (ls·\;\S·-II,\c·-Ij), and the commutativity of this boundary operator
with induced homomorphisms is contained in the statement of Theorem
1,14.5.
DEFINITION 3.6. If A is a O-simplex (i.e. a vertex) and g E G, let gA
denote the element of HoCA) mapped on g by the isomorphism induced by the map A --+ Po. CIn the notation of 1,7.1, gA = (gA)A')
Let s· be an ordered q-simplex with vertices A ° < A I < ... < A·.
Define st (k = 0,1, ... , q - 1) to be the ordered simplex with vertices
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A G-k < A G-.+1 < ... < A G. For each g
Ho(lsGI,lsOD is defined inductively by
••-1]-1 gs.
.-1
(1)
gs • = [s:s

E

[CHAP. III

G, the element gsG of

Thus

r

gsG = [sG: sG- 1 1 ••• [sl;AOr lgA G.
THEOREM 3.7. For every ordered q-simplex so, the correspondence
g - t gso is an isomorphic mapping of G onto the group Ho(lsOI,!soD.
PROOF. The proposition follows from the fact that the incidence
isomorphisms are isomorphisms, and g - t gAO maps G isomorphically
onto Ho(AO) (See 1,7.2).
THEOREM 3.8. If SI and s~ are ordered q-simplexes, and f is a simplicial map (SI,SI) - t (S2'S~) preserving the order, then f • (gSI) = gS2.
PROOF. Consider the simplexes s7 (i = 1, 2; n = 1, ... , q) as
defined in 3.6. Since f is order-preserving, it defines maps

Consider the diagram
Ho(ls~I,18m ---+ HO_l(ls~-11.18~-ID ---+

where the horizontal arrows are the incidence isomorphisms. By 3.5,
commutativity holds in each square of the diagram. Since f o. maps
gA~ into gA; (see 1,7.2), it follows that fo. maps gs~ into gs;.
THEOREM 3.2c. The cohomology seq~nce of the triad (!sOI,lso- 1 1,lco- I D
reduces to the isomorphism~: H O- 1 (!s"-II,!s"-ID = HO(!s"\,!s"D.
THEOREM 3.3c. H"(ls"I,WD = G, H"(ls"I,WD = 0 for p ~ q.
DEFINITION 3.4c. If 8"-1 is a (q - I)-face of a q-simpl~x s", the
incidence isomorphism

[S"-I: S"]: H"-I(lsO- 1 1,!so-1D
is defined as the isomorphism

~

= H"(ls"I,WD

of 3.2c or equivalently as

[S"-1 :s"] = U·j·-I.
LEMMA 3.5c.

Under the conditions of 3.5

f* [S~-1 :sn

= [8 0 - 1 :s"]ft

§ 4]
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DEFINITION 3.6c. If A is a vertex and g e G, let gA e HO(A) be the
image of g under the isomorphism induced by the map A -t Po. (In
the notation of I,7.1c, gA = gA(A).) If s" is an ordered q-simplex with
vertices A ° < A I < ... < A" and g e G, define gs" e H"(!s"I,\S"1) inductively by
(Ie)
Thus

gs" = [S"-I: S"] ... [A":sllgA".
THEOREM 3.7c. The correspondence g -t gs" is an isomorphism of G
onto H"(\s"I,ls"\).
THEOREM 3.8c. If SI,S2 are ordered q-simplexes, and f: (SI,81)-t
(S2,S2) is simplicial and order preserving, then f*(gS2) = gSI'
4. AUTOMORPHISMS OF A SIMPLEX

In the preceding section we introduced the symbol gs" e H"(ls·\,\S"I),
which is a function of g e G and of the order of the vertices of the qsimplex sq. Our immediate objective is to determine the extent of the
dependence on the order. The result obtained (4.3) is fundamental in
connecting our axiomatic system with the classical homology theory, in
particular, with that part dealing with orientation. As a preliminary,
we study the group H o of a space consisting of two points (the 0dimensional sphere) in greater detail.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A and B be the vertices of the I-simplex 8 1 • We
shall use the simplified notation: SO = WI (the O-sphere). Using the
notation of 1,7.1, every element he Ho(SO) can be written uniquely as
h

= (gA)so + (g'B)so

The element h is in flo(SO) if and only if g
h

=

(gA)s. -

+

g,g' e G.

g' = 0, or, equivalently,

(gB)s •.

PROOF. The first part of the theorem is a direct consequence of 1,7.1,
and of the direct sum theorem 1,13.1. To prove the second part, consider the map f: SO -t Po where Po is the space consisting of a single
point that was used to define the coefficient group G (1,6.1). Then, by
1,7.2,

f.h = g
so that f.h

+

= 0 if and only if 9 + g'

g'

= 0.
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DEFINITION 4.2. An automorphism of a simplex is any 1-1 simplicial
map of the simplex on itself.
By 11,4.4, the automorphisms of a simplex are in 1-1 correspondence
with the elements of the group of permutations of its vertices. Any
permutation is a product of simple permutations, each of which interchanges two vertices and leaves all others fixed. In general, a permutation can be expressed in many ways as a product of simple permutations; but the number of such factors is either always even or always
odd. Accordingly the permutation is said to be even or odd. The same
adjective is used to describe the corresponding automorphism.
ThEoREM 4.3.
Let f: (s,s) -+ (s,s) be an automorphism of the qsimplex s, and h e H.(lsl.ls\). Then

h if f is even,

f .(h) = \

) -h if f is odd.
PROOF. For q = 0, the theorem is trivial. Consider the case q = 1.
Let SO = Isll consist of the points A and B, and let fa: SO -+ SO be
defined by f. If f = identity, the result is trivial; thus we may assume
that f(A) = Band f(B) = A. Then commutativity holds in the
diagram (see 1,8.4):

Let h

£

HI(ls1j,SO): then, by 4.1,
ah

=

(gA)so - (gB)so

for some g £ G, and, by 1,7.2,
lJf.h

=

!o.lJh

=

(gf(A»so - (gf(B»so

=

(gB)so - (gA)so

a

=

-ah.

Since HI(ls \) = 0, the kernel of is zero; hence f.h = -h.
Suppose, inductively, that the theorem is true for the integer q - I,
q ~ 2. Since every permutation is a product of simple permutations,
it is sufficient to consider the case of a simple permutation ! on the
vertices of s. Since s has more than two vertices, there is a vertex
A o such that f(A o) = A o. Let s' be the (q - I)-face of s opposite the
vertex A o• Then f maps s' onto itself and defines an automorphism
1

1':

(s',s')

-+

(s',s')

§ 4]
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Moreover, by 3.5, the commutativity relation [s:s']f. = f ~[s:s'] holds.
Let h e Ho(lsl,lsi). Since l' is a simple permutation of the vertices of
s', and 4.3 is assumed for the dimension q - 1, we have

f ~[s:s']h = - [s:s']h.
This implies

[s:s']f.h

=

[s:s'](-h),

and, since [s:s'] is an isomorphism, f.h = -h.
THEOREM 4.4. Let s\ and S2 be two ordered simplexes both carried by
the same unordered q-simplex s. Then

gSI = ±gS2
according as the order of S2 differs by an even or an odd permutation from
the order of St.
PROOF. Let f be an automorphism of (s,s) which maps S2 onto 81 in
an order preserving fashion. Then, on one hand, 3.8 yields
f • (gS2) = gs\.
On the other hand, 4.3 implies

f • (gS2) = ±gS2'
Consequently gs\ = ±gS2'
THEOREM 4.5. Let s be an ordered simplex with vertices A 0 < ... <
A 0, and let Sk be the face obtained by omitting the vertex A k and not changing
the order of the others. Then

[S:Sk]gS = (-I)kgsk.
PROOF. If k = 0, this is formula (1) of 3.6. The general case can
be reduced to the case k = 0 as follows: Let s be the new ordered
simplex obtained from s by moving the vertex A k in front of all the
others. Then Sk = So and gSk = gso, while, by 4.4, gs = (-I)kgs. Hence

[S:Sk]gS = [8:80]( -1/gs = (-I)k gso = (-I)k gsk .
THEOREM 4.Ic. Every element h E HO(SO) is uniquely described by
the elements h(A) = g and h(B) = g' of G (see I,7.Ic), and every pair
g,g' may thus be obtained. The element h is in the subgroup Gs • (see
I,7.3c) if and only if g = g'.
THEOREM 4.3c. If f is an automorphism of the q-simplex s, and
h E HOOsl,lsi), then
f*(h) =

I

h if f is even,
-h if f is odd.
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THEOREM 4.4c. If SI,S2 are ordered q-simpleus on the same unordered q-simplex s, then gSI = ±gS2 according as the orders differ by an
even or odd permutation.
THEOREM 4.5c. If S,St are as in 4.5, then

[St:s]gSt = (-I)k gs.
15. CHAINS IN A COMPLEX

DEFINITION 5.1. If K is a. simplicial complex, the q-dimensional
skeleton K· of K is the subcomplex of K consisting of all the simplexes
of K of dimensions ~ q.
In this and the subsequent sections, (K,L) will stand for a pair
consisting of a simplicial complex K and a subcomplex L.
LEMMA 5.2. If P ~ q, then H..(\K· U LI, IK·- I U LI) = O.
PROOF. Let SI,
, s. be the q-simplexes of K which a.re not in L.
Then K· U L = SI U
U s. U K·- I ULand s... = s... (\ (Ko-J U L)
(m = 1, ... , r). Thus the direct sum theorem 2.3 can be applied.
Since, by 3.3, H .. (ls... I,ls... 1) = 0 for p ~ q, the proposition follows.
DEFINITION 5.3. The group of q-chains of (K,L) , denoted by
C.(K,L), is defined by
C.(K,L) = H.(IK· U LI, IK·- I U LI).
If f:

(K,L)

-+

(KI,L I) is simplicial, the map

(K· V L,K·- 1 V L)

-+

(K; V L 1 ,K;-1 V L 1),

that f defines, induces homomorphisms

f.: C.(K,L)

-+

C.(K I,L1).

They are called the chain homomorphisms induced by f.
THEOREM 5.4. C.(K,L) = 0 for q < 0 and for q > dim K.
PROOF. If q < 0, then C.(K,L) = H.(ILj,jLI), while, if q > dim K,
then C.(K,L) = H.(IKI,IKI). In either case C.(K,L) = 0 by 1,8.1.
DEFINITION 5.5. Let A 0, ••• , A· be a finite sequence of vertices
of some simplex of K (with possible repetitions). For each g e G define
the element gAo ... A· of C.(K,L) as follows: Let S be a simplex with
ordered vertices B O < ... < B·. Let f: (s,s) -+ (K· U L, K·- I U L)
be the simplicial map such that feB') = A'. Then

gAo ... A· = f*(gs).
It follows from 3.8 that the definition of gA o . .. A· is independent
of the choice of s.
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THEOREM 5.6. The assignment of g to gA o . .. A G defines a homomorphism G -+0 CG(K,L), i.e.
(gl
g2)AO ... A = glAO ... A
g2AO ... A G.

+

G

O

+

If i o, ••• , i. is a permutation of the array 0,

, q, then

gA'· ... A" = ±gAO

AG

according as the permutation is even or odd. If some vertex occurs at least
twice in AO, ... , A G, then gAo ... A O = O. If AO, ... , A G are in a
simplex of L, then gA ° ... A G = O.
PROOF. The first and the second part follow respectively from 3.7
and 4.4. If A 0, • • • , A 0 involve a repetition or are in a simplex of L,
then the map f: (s,s) -+0 (K O U L, K G- l U L) carries s into K O- I U L.
Thus f may be factored into maps (s,8) -+0 (KG-I U L, KG-I U L) -+0
(KG U L, K o- I U L). Since HG(K O - I U L, Ko-J U L) = 0 (see 1,8.1),
it follows that gAo . .. A G = O.
THEOREM 5.7. Let Sl, ... , Sa, be the q-simplexes of K which are not
in L. Suppose that for each simplex s.. an order of its vertices A~ <
... < A': has been chosen. Then each q-chain c of (K,L) can be written
uniquely in the form

f

c=

g.. A~ ...

A~,

g", e G.

PROOF. Let i ..: (s..,8..) C (KG U L, Ko-J U L). Since K O U
L = Sl U ... USa, U K o- I ULand 8.. = s.. (\ (K O- l U L), the
direct sum theorem 2.3 can be applied to yield a unique representation
C

=

a. .'
L: i ... h..,

h.. e H o(ls.. I,!8",1).

ft-l

By 3.7, each h", can be written uniquely as h.. = g",S",. Since i...g",s", =
... A~ by Definition 5.5, the conclusion of 5.7 follows.
One of the consequences of 5.7 is that the symbols gAo... A G
generate the group Co(K,L). Observe further that, using 5.6, any linear
combination (with integer coefficients) of such symbols can be brought
to the normal form given in 5.7. Thus the group Co(K,L) may be
regarded as the group generated by symbols gAo . .. A 0, where g e G
and A 0, ••• , A 0 are in a simplex of K, with relations given in 5.6.
THEOREM 5.8. If f: (K,L) -+0 (KI,L I) is simplicial and gAo . .• A·
is a q-chain of (K,L), then
fo(gAO ... A O) = gf(AO) ... f(A G).

g",A~

PROOF.

Let

8

be an ordered q-simplex with vertices BO, ••• , Btl,
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and let h: (8,8) - (K O U L, K o- I U L) be a simplicial map with
h(B') = A'. By Definition 5.5, gAo . .. A 0 = h.(g8). Let
of: (K OU L,K o- I U L) _ (K~ U LI,K~-I U L I)
be the map defined by f. Then f 0 = of. and
fo(gAO ... A O) = foh.(gs) = of.h.(gs)
= (ofh).(gs) = gf(AO) ... f(A O).
Consider the inclusion maps

i
j
L - K _ (K,L).
The symbol gAo ... A O then represents an element of the group Co(K)
as well as of the group Co(K,L). If in addition AO, ... , A O are in a
simplex of L, then gA o . .. A 0 may also represent an element of Co(L).
To avoid all ambiguity we may write (gAo . .. A O)K or (gA o . .. A 0) (x. L)
or (gAo . .. A 0) L to indicate in which group the symbol gAo . .. A 0 is
to be taken. From 5.7 follows
io(gAO
jo(gAO

AOh = (gAo
AO)K = (gAo

AO)x,
AO)(X.L)'

As an immediate consequence of 5.6-5.8 we have
THEOREM 5.9. The sequence

o-

i.
jo
Co(L) - Co(K) - Co(K,L) -

0

is exact and the image of i o is a direct summand of CoCK).
LEMMA 5.2c. If P ;;c q, then W'(IK OU LI, IKo-l U Li) = O.
DEFINITION 5.3c. The group of q-cochains of K is denoted by
CO(K,L) and is defined by
C·(K,L) = HO(IK OU Lj, IKo-l U Li).
If f:

(K,L) -

(KI,L) is simplicial, the map
O
U L)
(K U L , K o- 1 U L) _ (K O
I U L 1, Ko-l
I
1,

that f defines, induces homomorphisms

They are called the cochain homomorphisms induced by f.
THEOREM 5Ac. CO(K,L) = 0 for q < 0 or q > dim K.
DEFINITION 5.5c. Let c e CO(K) be a q-cochain of (K,L), and
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A 0, ••• , A ° a finite sequence of vertices of some simplex of K (with
possible repetitions). Define
c(A 0, •.. , A 0)

=

g eG

as follows: Let s be a simplex with ordered vertices BO < ... < BO,
and let f: (s,s) - 4 (KO V L, Ko- 1 V L) be the simplicial map such
that f(B i ) = Ai. Then g eGis the unique element satisfying

f*c

=

gs.

By 3.8c, g is independent of the choice of s.
THEOREM 5.6c.
(c,

+ c )(AO,
2

'"

, AO)

=

c,(AO,

, AO)

+ c (AO,

, AO).

2

If i o, ••• , i o is a permutation of 0,
, q, then c(A i.,
, Ail)
±c(A0, ... , A 0) according as the permutation is even or odd. If some
vertex occurs at least twice in A 0, ... , A 0, then c(A 0, .,. , A 0) = o.
If AO, ... ,Ao are in a simplex of L, then c(AO, ... ,AO) = O.
THEOREM 5.7c.
Let SI, ••• , Sa, be the q-simplexes of K which are
not in L. Suppose that for each Sm an order of its vertices A~ < ... <
A~ has been chosen. Then, if g.. e G for m = 1, ... , aI, there exists a
unique q-cochain c e CO(K,L) such that
c(A~,

... , A~)

=

g..,

m

=

1, .. , ,ao.

In view of 5.7c and 5.6c the group CO(K,L) may be described as
the group of functions with values in G defined for arrays of vertices
A 0, ••• , A I which are in a simplex of K and subject to the conditions
listed in 5.6c. In view of S.7c, we may also use the linear form notation
for cochains; i.e. the symbol

can be interpreted to mean the cochain c which has the value gm on
As the next theorem shows, the functional
notation for cochains is much more convenient.
Tm::OR~;M 5.8c. If f:
(K,L) - 4 (KI,L I ) is simplicial, c e C"(K.,L,)

A~, ... , A~ for each m.

and A 0,

•••

,

A ° are vertices lying in a simplex of K, then

U"c) (A 0,
THEOREM

5.9c.

o

... , A 0) = cUA 0, '"

, fA ").

The sequence

j"
-4

C"(K,L)

is exact and the image of

l

-4

i"
C"(K)

-4

CO(L)

-4

0

is a direct summand of C"(K).
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6, THE BOUNDARY OPERATOR

DEFINITION 6.1. The boundary operator for chains

a,:

C,(K,L)

~

C,_I(K,L)

is defined to be the boundary operator of the triple (!K· V L[, IK·- V LI,
jK,-2 V L[). Explicitly a, is the composition of the homomorphisms
I

o

k.

H.(IK· V LI, IKq-! V LI) ~ H,_l(IK,-l V LI) ~ H._I(IK,-I V LI, IK,-2 V LI)

where k is the indicated inclusion map.
THEOREM 6.2. a.a.+ 1 = O.
PROOF. If a, = k'_I.o and a'+1 = k,.a', then 0,0.+1
Here aand k,. are the homomorphisms

= k._I.ak••o'.

k..
0
H.(IK'V LI) ~ H,(!K'V L[, IK'-I V LI) ~ H,_I(!K·- I V LI).

Since these are two consecutive homomorphisms in the H.S. of the pair
(\K" U LI, [K'-l V LI), we have ak,. = 0 and thus a.a'+1 = O.
THEOREM 6.3. If f: (K.L) ~ (KI,L I) is simplicial, then f ,_la, =

a,f"
This is a consequence of corresponding commutativity theorem
(1,10.3) for triples.
In order to give an explicit form to the boundary operator a, for
chains, we introduce the following notational convention.
If A0 , . , A" is an ordered array of vertices, the same series of vertices
with a circumflex over one or more vertices means the ordered array obtained
from the first array by deleting those vertices with circumflexes, e.g.
AOA I

.,.

At ,., A"

= AOA 2 , ••

At-IAt+l ,., A",

THEOREM 6.4. The boundary operator for q-chains 0, satisfies
o,(gAO ... A')

= L•

(-l)tgAO , ..

,tt ... A·,

t·O

PROOF. Assume first that the complex K coincides with the ordered
q-simplex s with vertices A ° < ... < A·, and that L = O. Then
K' = K = sand K,-I = s. Let St denote the ordered simplex with
o
vertices A < ... A ... < A'. Define Ct as the subcomplex of s
consisting of all faces of s except for s and St. The proof is based on
the diagram
~t
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where all maps that occur are either a or are induced by inclusions.
Now a.(g8) is in H._ 1 (lsl,W- 2 1). By theorem 5.8,
(1)

ao(gs)

=

•
L
g.A ° ... A' ...
.-0

A·

=

•
L
j:.(g,8,)
,-0

for some elements (f. e G. Now apply It. to both sides of (1). If i ~ k,
then s. C Ct and the map ltj: may be factored into inclusion maps
(8"S.) ~ (Ct,Ct) ~ (s,c t ).

Since, by 1,8.1, H.-1(iCt!,lctl) = 0, it follows that (ltjD. = O. Therefore
(1) gives
(2)

Now factor

a. into i;a, and use l.i'

=

it. Then (2) reduces to

(3)

Now

it.

is an isomorphism, and by 3.4,
j;;it.a = [s:St)

is the incidence isomorphism. Hence (3) gives
[S,8t](g8)

= (ft8t.

If this is compared with 4.5 and 3.6, we obtain immediately that g. =
(-l)t(f. Since this holds for each k, (1) reduces to the required formula
for a simplex.
Returning to the general case, let (fA ° '" A· be a q-chain in an
arbitrary pair (K,L). Let 8 be an ordered q-simplex with vertices
BO < ... < B· and let f: 8 ~ (K,L) be a simplicial map such that
feB') =
i = 0,
,q. Then by 5.8,

A"

f.(gBO
fo(gBO

BO) = gAo ... AO,
Bt . , . BO) = gAo ..•

,p ...

AO.
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Since f.-la. = a.f., we have
o.(gA ° ... A·) = a.f.(gBO ... B·) = f ._la.(gBO ... B·)
= f._lL:(-l)kgBO ... fl··· B·) = L:(-l)kgAO ...

Ak ...

A".

This completes the proof.
REMARK. Since the excision map (K·,K·- 1 U L") C (K· U L,
K·- l U L) induces isomorphisms, an isomorphic theory could be obtained by defining C.(K,L) = H.(\K·\,IK·- l U L"\). This alternative
definition has the advantage of employing only skeletons of dimension
~q and thus yielding C.(K,L) = C.(K·,L·). On the other hand the
boundary operator iJ. for chains would have to be defined as the composite of three homomorphisms, one of which is the inverse of an isomorphism induced by an excision.
DEFINITION 6.lc. The cobourulary operator.
6·;

C·(K,L) ~ C·+1(K,L)

is the, coboundary operator of the triple

IK·-

1

(IK.... 1

U

LI,

IK· U L\,

U L\).

THEOREM 6.2c. 6.+ 1 6. = O.
THEOREM 6.3.c. If f: (K,L) ~ (KI,L) £s simplicial, then 1"+1 6• =

0·1".
THEOREM 6.4c.

If

C E

6.c(AO, " ' , A·+I)

C·(K,L), then

=

.+1

L:(-l)kc(AO, " ' ,

A\ ... , A·+I).

k-O

7. CYCLES AND HOMOLOGY GROUPS

DEFINITION 7.1. Let (K,L) be a pair consisting of a simplicial
complex K and a subcomplex L. The kernel of a.: C.(K,L) ~
C._1(K,L) is called the group of q-cycles of (K,L) and is denoted by
Z.(K,L). The image of 0.+1: C.+I(K,L) ~ C.(K,L) is called the group
of q-boundaries of (K,L) and is denoted by B.(K,L). Since 0.0.... ) = 0,
B.(K,L) is a subgroup of Z.(K,L); the factor group H.(K,L) =
Z.(K,L)/B.(K,L) is called the q-dimensional homology group of (K,L).
If f: (K,L) ~ (K1>L I) is simplicial, then f. carries Z.(K,L) into
Z.(K1,L 1) and B.(K,L) into B.(K1,L 1), thereby inducing homomorphisms.

f,: H.(K,L)

~

H.(K1,L 1).

REMARK. The group H.(K,L) is not to be confused with the group
H.(iKI,IL\) given by the axioms. An isomorphism of these two groups
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will be established in the next section, and is the main step in our
uniqueness proof.
According to 5.9, the inclusion maps

i

i
L

-+

K

-+

(K,L)

induce exact sequences

o -+

J.

i.

C.(L)

-+

C.(K)

-+

C.(K,L)

-+

O.

We shall explore this fact to define homomorphisms a,: H.(K,L)-+
H._I(L).
LEMMA 7.2.
I.L we define Z.(K,L) = i;l[Z.(K,L)], B.(K,lJ)
i;I[B.(K,L)], and H.(K,L) = Z.(K,L)/B.(K,L), then

Z.(K,L)

=

a;l[i._IC._I(L)],

B.(K,L)

= B.(K) U

i.[C.(L)]

where V is the operation of forming the smallest subgroup of C.(K) containing the two groups. Further, the homomorphism i. induces isomorphisms
j: H.(K,L)

= H.(K,L).

PROOF. Let e e C.(K).
Then e e Z.(K,L) if and only if i.e e
Z.(K,L), i.e. if and only if a.i.e = 0. This is equivalent to j._IiJ.e = 0,
and since kernel Jrl = image i,_I, this is equivalent to a.e Ei._I[C._t(L)].
Suppose e e B.(K,L). Then i.e e B.(K,L) and i.e = iJ.+1b for
some b e C.+I(K,L). Let d e C.+ 1 (K) be such that j.+ld = b. Then

i.(e - a.+ld) = j.e - a.+d.+td = j.e - a.+lb = 0,
so that there is an e E C.(L) with i.e = e - a.+td. Thus e = a.+ 1d +
i.e, and therefore e e B.(K) V i.[C.(L)]. Conversely, if e = a.+ld + i.e,
the!!.. i.e = i.a'+ld + i.i.e = a.+li.+ld and i.e e B.(K,L). Thus
e e B.(K,L).
The last part of 7.2 is now a direct consequence of the Noether
isomorphism theorem.
LEMMA 7.3.
The boundary homomorphism a.: C.(K) -+ C._I(K) defines homomorphisms

Z.(K,L)
B.(K,L)

-+

i._I[Z._I(L)],

-+

i._I[B._I(L)].

Since the kernel of i._ 1 is zero, the composition i;~la. defines homomorphisms
Z.(K,L)

-+

Z._t(L),
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and thereby induces a homomorphism
~:

Ho(K,L)

-+

HO-1(L).

PROOF. Let c £ Zo(K,L). By 7.2, we then have aoc = io-1d for
some d It Co-I(L). Then i o- 2 ao- Id = ao_Iio_Id = ao_Iiloc = 0, and
therefore a,_ld = 0 since the kernel of i'-2 is zero. Thus d £ ZO-I (L)
and aoc £ iJ-I[Zo-l(L)).
If c £ Bo(K,L) , then, by 7.2, c = aO+ld
ioe for some d e Co+I(K),
aoioe = io_laoe, and aoc £ io-I[Bo-I(L)].
e It Co(L). Then aoc = aoaO+ld
DEFINITION 7.4. The homomorphism

+

+

a,:

Ho(K,L)

-+

H,_I(L)

is defined to be the composition a, = ~]-I.
THEOREM 7.5. Consider the diagram

Jo

/I

7/

Ho(K,L)

+---

Zo(K,L) ---. Co(K,L)

Ho_I(L)

+---

/II

7/1
i O- 1
Zo-I(L) ---. Co-I(L) ---. Co-I(K)

in which 71,711 are inclusions and /1,/11 are natural homomorphisms. Let
x It Ho(K,L), yeHo_I(L). Then y = a,x if and only if for any c £ Zo(K,L)
and any d £ Co(K) such that x = /lC, 7/C = jA there is an e £ Zo_I(L) with

The proof follows by inspection of the definitions of ], ~, and a,.
DEFINITION 7.1c. The kernel of 150 : CO(K,L) -+ CO+l(K,L) is called
the group of q-cocycles, and is denoted by ZO(K,L). The image of
80 - \ denoted by BO(K,L) , is called the group of q-coboundaries. The
factor group HO(K,L) = ZO(K,L)/BO(K,L) is called the q-dimensional
cohomology group of (K,L). If f: (K,L) -+ (KilL I ) is simplicial, then
1': HO(KI,L I) -+ HO(K,L) is the homomorphism induced by
LEMMA 7.2c. In the sequence

r.

jO

o -+

1

CO(K,L)

-+

iO

CO(K)

-+

define 0 (L) = (iO)-IZO(L), JiO(L) =
ZO(L)JB'(L). Then

CO(L)

-+

0,

(iO)-IBO(L), and HO(L) =

JiO(L) = BO(K) V l[CO(K,L)),
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Q

and i induces isomorphisms
i: HO(L) = HO(L).
LEMMA 7.3c.
Under ~Q: CO(K) ~ co+I(K), ZO(L) is carried into
j"+lzo+I(K,L) and jjO(L) is carried into f+IBQ+l(K,L). Since the kernel
of j"+1 is zero, the composition (j0+I)-I~O induces a homomorphism

d:
DEFINITION

7.4c.

~

HQ(L)

HO+l(K,L).

The homomorphism
~':

HO(L)

~

HO+I(K,L)

is defined to be the composition ~. = di- I •
THEOREM 7.5c.
Consider the diagram
JI

71

HO(K,L) _ _ ZO(K,L)

---+

JlI

711

CQ(K,L)

l
---+

i O- 1
CO-I(L) _ _ CO-I(K)

and let x E HO-I(L), y E HQ(K,L). Then ~'y = x if and only if, lor any
c E ZO-I(L) and any d E CO-I(K) such that x = JlIC, 71IC = iQ-Id, there
is an e E ZO(K,L) with
Jle

= y.

8. THE MAIN ISOMORPWSM

Let (X,A) be a pair with a triangulation T = {t,(K,L)}. In this
section we establish the basic result that Ho(X,A) and H.(K,L) are
isomorphic.
LEMMA 8.1.
In the diagram

i.

i.

I
H.(IKJ,IL\) - H'(IK o U LI,IL\) ~ Ho(IK· U LI,IK·- U L\)
Q
where i: (K O U L,L) C (K,L) and l: (K U L,L) C (K· U L,
I
o
K - U L) are inclusion maps, the lollowing relations hold:
(a) the kernel of i. is zero,
(b) the image oIL. is Z.(K,L),
(c) i. is onto,
(d) the kernel of i. is l;I[Bo(K,L)].
As an immediate consequence of this lemma we have
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l.

T/

/I

-+ C.(K,L) +- Z.(K,L) -+ H.(K,L)

where T/ is an inclU8ion and II the natural. map, the homomorphisms t.i.
and IIT/ -11. are onto and their kernels in H.(!K· V LI,ILI) are equal.
Therefore Or = JlT/ -ll.i;lt;1 is single valued and is an isomorphism
Or: H.(X,A) == H.(K,L).

Explicitly, if X e H.(X,A) and y e H.(K,L), then y = Orx if and only
if there exist elements c e Z.(K,L) and d e H.(IK· V LI,ILI) with

x

= t.i.d,

l.d

= 1/C,

/lC

= y.

The properties of this isomorphism will be established in the next
section. We proceed now with the proof of 8.1. The following simplified notation will be used:

X= IKI,

X· = IK· V

LI,

A=

X-I

=

ILl.

Of the theorems of this chapter, the proof uses only the following
proposition, which is a restatement of 5.2:
LEMMA 8.3. If P ~ q, then H.(X',x'-I) = O.
Two lemmas will be needed.
LEMMA

8.4. The homomorphism
H.(X',A) -+ H.(X'+"A)

induced by the inclusion map (X',A) -+ (X'+l,A) is (1) onto if q ;c p + 1,
(2) of kernel zero if q ~ p, and (3) an isomorphism if q ~ p,p + 1.
PROOF.

Consider the section

H.+I(X,+l ,X') -+ H.(X',A) -+ H.(X'+"A) -+ H.(X'+"X')

of the homology sequence of the triple (X'+\X',A). By 8.3, the left
term vanishes if q ;c p and the right term vanishes if q ~ p 1. Thus
(1) and (2) follow from the exactness of the H.S. of the triple (see
1,10.2). Statement (3) follows from (1) and (2).
LEMMA 8.5, H.(X·-"A) = O.
PROOF. From 8.4 it follows by induction that H.(X·-\A) ==
H.(X·~',A) for r = 2, ... , q 1. Since H.(X-\A) = H.(A,A) = 0
by 1,8.1, the proposition follows.

+

+

PROOF OF 8.1. The homomorphism
may be factored into homomorphisms

~.

i~

t.

i.:

H.(X·,A) -+ ll,(X.A)

H.(X·,A) -+ ll.(X·+\A) -+ ... -+ H.(X·+' A)

= H.(X,A)
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where q + r
dim K, and where jl,j2' ... are inclusion maps. By
8.4, jl. is onto, while j2.,i"., '" are isomorphisms. This implies
that j. is onto, thus proving part (c) of 8.1. It also follows that
kernel j. = kernel jl.'

(1)

The proof of the remaining three parts of 8.1 is based on the fol
lowing diagram:
H.+I()C+\)C)

~a
H.(X·-\A)

-

~'+1

H,(X',A)

l.
-

H.(X·,X·- I)

-

H._I(X·-\A)

~'

1;'1.
H.(X·+I,A)

! l.
H._ I (X·-\X·- 2)

The commutativity conditions in the two triangles are obvious consequences of the definitions of the appropriate boundary operators.
The middle row is a portion of the H.S. of the triple (X·,X·-\A).
Since H.(XP-\A) = 0 by 8.5, it follows that the kernel of l. ~ zero,
thus proving part (a) of 8.1. Furthermore image l. = kernel aI, and
since the kernel of l. is zero, we have
-

-

kernel a l = kernell.a l = kernel a. = Z.(K,L).
Thus image l. = Z.(K,L), and part (b) of 8.1 is proved.
_
_
The vertical column is a portion of the H.S. of the triple (X'+\X',A);
therefore, by (1) and exactness,
kerne!j.

= kernel jl. =

image a.

Thus
l·[kernel j.] = l·[image 8] = image l*8 = image a.+1 = B.(K,L)
and therefore, since the kernel of l* is zero, kernel j. = l;I[B.(K,L)].
This proves (d) and concludes the proof of 8.1.
THEOREM 8.6.
If (X,A) is a triangulable pair, then H.(X,A) = 0
for q < O.
PROOF.
In view of the main isomorphism, it suffices to show that
H.(K,L) = 0 for q < O. By 5.4, we have C.(K,L) = 0 for q < O.
This implies Z.(K,L) = 0, and thus also H.(K,L) = O.
LEMMA 8.1e.
In the diagram
j.
l.
I
H'(IKI,ILI) - H'(IK' V LI,ILI) - H'(IK' V L!,IK·- V LI)
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where j and l are inclusions, the following relations hold:
(a) l* is onto,
(b) the kernel of l* is B"(K,L)
(c) the kernel of j* is zero,
(d) the image of j* is l*Z"(K,L).
THEOREM 8.2c. In the diagram
~

r

p

H"(X,A) ~ H"(IKI, ILl) ~ H"(IK" V LI, ILl) -

C"(K,L)
I'

7]

-

Z"(K,L)

~

H"(K,L)

t* is an isomorphism, the kernel of j* is zero, the images of j* and l*7]
coincide, and the kernels of l*7] and I' coincide. Therefore 8T =
is a single-valued isomorphism

1'7]

-ll*-l j*t*

8T : H"(X,A) = H"(K,L).
Explicitly, if x ! H"(X,A) and y ! H"(K,L), then y = 8T x if and
only if there is a c ! Z"(K,L) such that

j*t*x = l*7]c,

= y.
1
P
LEMMA 8.3c. If P ¢ q, then H"(XP,X - ) = O.
LEMMA 8Ac.
The homomorphism H"(XP+\A) ~ H"(XP,A) induced
by the inclusion map is (1) of kernel zero if q ¢ P + 1, (2) a homomorphism
onto if q ¢ p, and (3) an isomorphism if q ¢ p,p + 1.
LEMMA 8.5c. H"(Xo-1,A) = O.
THEOREM 8.6. If (X,A) is triangulable, then H"(X,A) = ofor q < o.
I'C

9. PROPERTIES OF THE MAIN ISOMORPHISM

The following three important properties of the isomorphism 8r of
the last section will now be established.
THEOREM 9.1. In the diagram
8r

H.(X,A)

la
H"_I(A)

-+

8T ,
----+

H"(K,L)

la•
H"-I(L)

where T' = {t',L} is the triangulation of A defined by T, the commutativity
relation a,8r = 8T ,a holds.
THEOREM 9.2. If (X,A),(X1,A 1) are pairs with triangulations T =
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{t,(K,L) J, T 1 = Itt,(KIIL 1) I respectively, and if f:
is simplicial, then, in the diagram

(X,A)

91
~

(X1,A 1)

H.(X,A)

Or.
H.(X1,A 1)

--+

H.(K1,L t)

where g: (K,L) ~ (KilL]) is the simplicial map g = t~lft, the commutativity relation g,Or = OTJ. holds.
Let Po be the space consisting of the single reference point. Regarding Po as a simplicial complex K o, we have Zo(K o) = Co(K o) = G
and Bo(Po) = 0 so that Ho(K o) = G.
'THEOREM 9.3.
0: Ho(Po) ~ Ho(K o) is the identity map G ~ G.
The last proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition
of O. Theorem 9.2 follows from standard commutativity relations in
each square of the following diagram
H.(X,A)

-

1f.

H.(IKI,ILJ)

-

1h.

1 g.

H.(X1,A 1) -

JI.(IK·I,IU-1i)

-7

Z.(K,L)

~ II.(K,L)

1 go

1 g,

H'(IK11,IL1J) ~- H.(IK~I, IL~-li) ~ Z.(K1,L 1)

-7

H.(K1,L 1)

where h is defined by g.
The proof of 9.1 requires some preparation
LEMMA 9.4.
The homomorphism

induced by inclusion, is a homomorphism onto.
PROOF. The homomorphism k. may be factored into homomorphisms

induced by appropriate inclusion maps. Since L· = K· n L, the
homomorphism k2 * is an isomorphism by the excision theorem 2.1.
To examine k 1* consider the portion

H.(IKOI,IU-1i)

k 1*
-7

H.(IK"I,IUi) ~ JI._1(1L"1,IU-1J)

of the H.S. of the triple (K·,L·,U- 1 ). By 8.3, the end term is zero.
It follows from exactness that k 1* is onto. Thus k* is onto.
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9.1.

Consider the following diagram
H.(K,L)

jv

-1.

j.

-t.

H.(X,A)
10

H._I(A)

tf

•

1

-(J.

H.(IKI, ILl)
10f

H.(IK· V LI, ILl)
j k.
H.(!WI,IU-II)
10 1

)I •

H.-1(ILI)

f.

fl.

H._I(!U-II)

I

[I.

)

Z.(K,L)
17/

C.(K,L)

iJ.
C.(K)
10.

C._I(K)
j i._I
C._I(L)

j

7/1

Z._I(L)
1 VI
H._I(L)

In this diagram 71,711 are inclusions, V,VI are natural homomorphisms,
and all other homomorphisms are either boundary operators, or are
induced by t and t', or by appropriate inclusion maps. The commutativity relations in each square are easy to verify.
Let x E H.(X,A). By definition of (Jr there exist elements

with
x = t.j.b,

l.b = 7/C,

vC

= 8r x.

By 9.4, k. is onto, and therefore there is an a
k.a = b. Define d = f .a. Then
j.d

Thus, by 7.5, there is an e

= l.k.a =
E

l.b

=

E

H.(IK"I,!U-II) with

7/C.

Z._I(L) with

Since
t~jl.ola = ot.(J.a = ot.j.b = ax,
i._lll.ola = o.f.a = o.d = i.- I7/ le,

and since the kernel of i.- 1 is zero, it follows that

Thus, by the definition of

(JT-,

it follows that

(JT'OX

=

vie

=

0.(J7'X,
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9.1c,
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In the diagram
OT

HO(X,A) - - . HO(K,L)

HO-I(A) - - . Jr-I(L)
the commutativity relation OTfJ = 5·O T· holds,
THEOREM 9.2c.
If f: (X,A) ~ (XI,A I) is simplicial relative to triangulations T = It,(K,L)}, T 1 = Itl,(KJ,L I)}, then in the diagram
OT

HO(X,A)

HO(K,L)

rg'

V*

OT.

HO(X1,A I)

----+

HO(KI,L I)

the commutativity relation lOT, = OT.f* holds, where g = t~lft.
THEOREM 9.3c.
0: Ho(P o) ~ Ho(K o) is the identity map G
where K o is the simplic1'al complex consisting of the single vertex Po.
LEMMA 9.4c.
The homomorphism

~

G,

indw;ed by the inclusion map, has kernel zero.
The proof of 9.1c is not quite dual to that of 9.1, and will therefore
be given here. Consider the diagram
HO(K,L)

ill
ZO(K,L)
l*

j*
I

t*
HO(X,A)

-4

t

t'*

fJ

HO-I(A)

~

I
HO(!KI, ILl)
t

5'
HO-I(ILI)

g*
~

Ji'*
~

HO(IKO U LI, ILl)

f-

1k*

f*

HO(IW\' \£0- 1)
j 51
1

HO-I(!£O-II)

f-

f~
f-

l_~

17]
CO(K,L)

UO
COCK)
j fJo
CO-I(K)
1iO
CO-I(L)

i

7]1

ZO-\L)

1"I

HO-I(L)
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Let x eHO-I(A). By the definition of Or', there exists ace ZO-I(L) with

Since i O is onto, we may select d e CO-I(K) so that iOd =
7.5c, there is an e e ZO(K,L) satisfying

7/1C.

Then, by

Then
k*j*t*fJx

= fJdW*x = fJll~l'/IC
= k*l*l'/e.

= fJll~iod = f*fJod

= f*g°l'/e

Since, by 9.4c, the kernel of k* is zero, it follows that
j*t*fJx = l*l'/e.

Thus the definition of Or implies OrfJx = lie = fJ·Or,x.
10. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM

Let Hand H be two homology theories defined on admissible categories containing all triangulable pairs and their maps. The main
result ~ this chapter is that every isomorphism of the coefficient groups
G and G yields an isomorphism of the theories Hand H over the class
of triangulable spaces and their maps.
THEOREM 10.1 (UNIQUENESS THEOREM). Given two homology theories,
Hand H, and given a homomorphism
ho : G

~

G

of their coefficient groups, there exists a unique set of homomorphisms
h(q,X,A): H.(X,A) ~ 1l.(X,A)
defined for each triangulable pair (X,A) and each integer q, such that
(1)

h(O,Po) = ho

(2) if f: (X,A) ~ (XI,A 1 ) is a map, an~ (X,A) and (XI,A I) are triangulable, then the commutativity relation f *h(q,X,A) = h(q,X.,AI)f.
holds in the diagram
h

h

llo(XI,A I)

--+

Ho(XI,A I)
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(3) the commutativity relation dh(q,X,A)
diagram

=

h(q -

101

1,A)d holds in the

h
H.(X,A) - - H.(X,A)

h
If ho: G = G is an isomorphism, then each h(q,X,A) is also an
isomorphism.
PROOF,

We shall construct homomorphisms
r(q,K,L):

H.(K,L) ~ H.(K,L)

for each simplicial pair (K,L) and each integer q satisfying the following
conditions:

no, Po)

(4)

= ho,

(5) i~ f; (K,L) ~ (KI,L l ) is simplicial, then the commutativity relation !.r(q,K,L) = nq,KJ,L I )!. holds in the diagram

r
H.(K,L) - - H.(K,L)

r
1l.(KIlL I )

--

H.(Kl,L I )

(6) the commutativity relation d.nq,K,L) = nq - 1,L)d, holds in the
diagram

r
H.(K,L) - - H.(K,L)

H._J(L) - - JI._J(L)

Let g

E

G and let gA

O

'1(gA °

, ••

."

A· be a q-chain of K.
A·)

=

ho(g)A °

Define

,,. A·

It follows from 5.4-5.7 that '1 yields a homomorphism
'1:

C.(K) ~ C.(K).
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From 5.8 and 6.4 it follows that 'T/ commutes properly with
Consequently 'T/ defines homomorphisms
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f. and

a•.

B.(K,L) ~ B.(K,L),

Z.(K,L) ~ Z.(K,L),

and thus induces homomorphisms of their quotient groups

r:

H.(K,L)

~

H.(K,L)

satisfying (4)-(6).
Now, given a pair (X,A) with a triangulation T = It,(K,L)}, consider the diagram
Or

-

r

Or

H.(X,A) ~ H.(K,L) ~ H.(K,L)

II.(X,A)

+-

where Or and Or are defined for Hand H in 8.2.

Define

then
hr(q,X,A):

H.(X,A) ~ H.(X,A).

We will show that h r is independent of the triangulation T and satisfies
(1)-(3).
Observe that, if (X,A) = Po, then Or: G = G and Or: G = G
are identity maps, so that hT(O,PO) = r(O,p o) = k o as desired.
Now let (X,A),(X"A,) be pairs with triangulations T = It,(K,L)},
T, = !t"(K,,L\) \, and let f: (X,A) ~ (X"A\) be a map (not necessarily simplicial). In addition, we consider the identity map i:
(X,A) ~ (X,A). Theorems II,8.4 and II,8.6 imply the existence of an
integer n and of maps

i.:

(X,A) ~ (X,A)

with the following properties: f .. is simplicial relative to the triangulations "T = I"t,("K,"L) \, T\ = It,,(K,,L , ) \, and is homotopic to
f, while i" is simplicial relative to the triangulations "T = l"t,CK,'L) \,
T = It,(K,L) I, and is homotopic to i. Define the simplicial maps
k:
by

("K,"L)

~

(K,L)

§ 10]
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We now have the diagram

-(J

(J

H.(X,A)

~

H.(K,L)

lk ,
(J
~

1l.(nK,"L)

~

!
---+

H.(X,A)

lk, _
(J

H.("K,"L) ___

19,_

19,
(}

H.(K,L)

!

(}

1l.(X"A ,) ~ H.(K"L,) ~ H.(K"L ,)

1l.(X"A ,)

The commutativity relations involving! follow from (5) since 3 and 9
are simplicial. The commutativity relations involving (J and (J follow
from 9.2 since i" and f" are simplicial. Rince i" is homotopic to i, it
follows that in. and i". are i<.!entity_maps. Since f n is homotopic to i,
it follows that In. = f. and i". = f.. Thus we obtain
(7)

f.hr(q,X,A) = hr,(q,X"A,)i•.

Applying this relation to the special case (X,A) = (X I ,I1 ,), and
f = identity, we find hr(q,X,A) = hT,(q,X,A) so that indeed hr(q,X,A)
is independent of the triangulation T, and may be written as h(q,X,A).
Consequently (7) yields (2).
To prove (3) consider (X,A) with a trian~lation T = It,(K,L) I
and denote by T' the induced triangulation of A. In the diagram

(}
H.(X,A)

--+

H.(K,L)

la

la,
(J

H._1(A)

---+

-

r

H._,(L)

--+

r
~

(J

H.(K,L) - - - H.(X,A)

la, _ la
(J

H._,(L) - - - H._1(A)

commutativity in the center square is asserted by (6) \~hile commutativity in the outside squares follows from 9.1. Thus oh(q,X,A) =
h(q - 1,A)o as desired.
We now prove that the homomorphisms h(q,X,A) satisfying (1)-On
are unique. Two auxiliary propositions will be established fir.9t.
H s' is an ordered q-simplex and 9 e G, then
(8)

h(q,Js·I,ls·l)(gsO) = ho(g)s·.

If q = 0, the proposition is an immediate consequence of (1).
Assume then that q > and that (8) holds with q - 1 in place of q.

°
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Let A 0 < ... <-A· be the vertices of s· and let
with vertices A I < ... < A·. Then, by 3.7,

=

[s· :S·-I]gS·

Since [S·:S·-I]

= j;li.(J, it follows from

S·-I

[CHAP. III

be the face of s"

gS·-I.
(2) and (3) that

1, Is·-II,W-I\)[s·:s·-I] = [s·:s·-I]h(q, Is·J,WD.

h(q -

This implies

=
=

[s·:s·-I]h(q, Is~l, 18·\)(gs·)

h(q -

1, Is·-II, 18.- 1 \)(gS·-I)

ho(g)S·-1 = [SO :s·-I]h(g)s·

Since [S·:S·-I] is an isomorphism, the proposition follows.
Let gAo ... A· E C.(K,L). Then
(9)

h(q,IK" U LJ, IKG-I U LI)(gAO ... A G)

By 5.5, we have gA 0 ••• A· =
and f is a suitable map f: (S,8)
(2) and (8),
h(gA

O
•••

A·)

=

h(f.(g))

=

=

ho(g)A O

•••

A·.

f. (g) where s is an ordered q-simplex,
->

(K· U 1." K·- I U 1.,).

f.h(gs)

=

f.ho(g)s

=

Then, by

ho(g)A o ... AQ

as required.
N ow let hand h' be two families of homomorphisms satisfying (1)(3). Let (K,L) be a simplicial pair. We introduce abbreviations:
hi = h(q,IK GU LI,IK·- I U L\),
h2 = h(q,IK· U £I,IL\),
and similarly define h~ and h~. By (9) we have hi = h~. Let
(K· U 1.,,1.,) -> (KG U 1." K·- I U 1.,) be the inclusion map. Then
by (2)

l:

l.h 2

=

hll.

=

h:l.

=

-

l.h~.

Since, by 8.1, the kernel of l. is zero, it follows that h2
consider the inclusion map j: (K· U L,L) -> (K,L). Then
h(q,IKI,IL\)j.

=

).h2

= ].h~ =

h~.

Now

h'(q,IKI,IL\)j•.

Since, by 8.1, j. is onto, it follows that h(q,IKI,IL\) = h'(q,[KI,IL\).
Let (X,A) be a triangulable pair and T = (t,(K,L)} a triangulation
of (X,A). Then
l.h(q,X,A)

=

h(q,IKI,IL\)I.

=

h'(q,IKI,IL\)I.

=

l.h'(q,X,A).

Since t. is an isomorphism, it follows that h(q,X,A) = h'(q,X,A).
Thus h = h' and uniqueness has been proved..
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Now let ho: G:::: G be aI!.. isomorphism, and let ho: G:::: G be
the inverse isomorphism. Let h(q,X,A): H.f.X,A) -+ H.(X,A) be the
homomorphisms satisfying (1)-(3) relative to ho• Then
h(q,X,A)h(q,X,A):

H.(X,A) -+ H.(X,A)

are homomorphisms satisfying (1)-(3) relative to th~ identity map G-+
G. Therefore, by the uniquen~s property, we have h(q,X,A)h(q,X,A) =
identity. Similarly hiq,X,A)h(q,X,A) = identity. Thus h(q,X,A) is
an isomorphism with h(q,X,A) as inverse. This concludes the proof of
the theorem.
THEOREM 1O.lc. Given two cohomology theories Hand H and a
homomorphism

of their coefficient groups, there exists a unique set of homomorphisms
h(q,X,A):

H·(X,A) -+ H·(X,A)

defined for each triangulable pair (X,A) and each integer q, such that

(1)
(2)
(3)

h(O,Po) = ho,
= h(q_+ I,X,A)~.
(X,A) -+ (X.,A I ), then J·h(q,X Il A.) = h(q,X,A)f*.
_

~h(q,A)

If f:
If ho:

G::::

G,

then each h(q,X,A) is an isomorphism.
EXERCISES

A.

INCIDENCE ISOMORPHISMS.

1. Let S~-I ,S;-I be (q - I)-faces of a q-simplex s· and let
their common (q - 2)-face. Verify that
[S~-1:8·-2][S·:S~-I] =

Hint:

B.

8.-

3

be

- [S;-I :S·-2][S·:S;-I].

use 4.5.
CELLS AND SPHERES.

1. Using the notations of 1,16, consider the map hi: (E",S"-I)-+
(E",8"-I) defined by h.(x l , • • • , Xi, ... , x~) = (XI' ... , -X" ... , X.).
Prove that h•• z = -z for z E H~(E",S"-I).
2. Consider the map I.: 8"-1 -+ 8"-1 defined by hi in problem 1.

Prove that fi.z = -z for z E H~_.(S"-·).
3. Consider the map h: (E",8"-I) -+ (E",S"-I) defined in vector
notation by hex) = -x. Prove that h.z = (- t)~z for z E H~(E",S"-l).
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4. Consider the map f: sn-l _ sn-l defined by h in problem 3.
Prove that f .. z = (-Itz for z E Hn_,(sn- ' ).
C. THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC.
Assume that the values of the homology theory are D-modules (see
exercises I,H and 1,1), and assume that the coefficient group has rank 1.
1. Let (X,A) be a pair with a triangulation T = It, (K,L) I. Let
a. be the number of q-simplexes of K which are not in L. Show that
the Euler characteristic x(X,A) exists and satisfies
n

x(X,A)

=

L

(-I)"a•

• -0

where n = dim K.

(Hint:

prove r[C.(K,L)] = a.)

D. n-CIRCUITS.
DEFINITION. A simplicial pair (K,L) is called a simple n-circuit if
(1) each point of K is a point of some n-simplex of K, (2) each (n - 1)simplex of K - L is a face of two n-simplexes of K - L, and (3) if
(f and T are two n-simplexes of K L, there exists an ordered set

of alternately nand (n - I)-simplexes of K - L such that each (n - 1)simplex is a face of the nei!!:hboring n-simplexes.
1. Assume that the coefficient group G of the cohomology theory is
infinite cyclic (i.e. isomorphic to the inte!!:ers). Let A 0, ••• , An be
the vertices of an n-simplex of K - L where (K,L) is a simple n-circuit.
If g £ G, show that gA 0 • • • An is an n-cocycle of K mod L (sec Remark
after 5.8c), and show that any n-cocycle of K mod L is cohomologous
to one of this form. Show that Hn(K,L) is either infinite cyclic or
cyclic of order 2. In the first case (K,L) is called an orientable n-circuit,
in the second case, nonorientable.
2. Let (K,L) be a simple n-circuit and let the coefficient group be
infinite cyclic. If (K,L) is orientable, show that Hn(K,l,,) is infinite
cyclic, and Hn_,(K,L) has no elements of finite order. If (K,L) is
nonorientable, show that Hn(K,L) = 0, and the subgroup of Hn_,(K,L)
of elements of finite order is cyclic of order 2.
3. Define real projective n-space pn to be the space obtained from
an n-sphere by identifying each point with its antipode. Show that
pn is triangulable as an n-circuit which is orientable or not according
as n is odd or even.
4. Show that the cartesian product of any finite number of spheres
can be triangulated so as to be an orientable simple n-circuit.

lor
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5. Let K be a 2-circuit. Show that the numbers ao,
plexes of dimensions 0, 1, and 2 satisfy the conditions
3a2

aI, a2

of sim-

= 2a 1 ,

a. = 3(ao - x(K)),
ao ~ ! (7
V49-=-24x(K)).

+

6. Show that 2-sphere 8 , projective plane p2, and the torus T 2 can
be trian~ulated as simple 2-circuits. Their Euler characteristics are
respectively 2, 1, and 0. Show that, for any such triangulation, the
following inequalities hold:
2

82 :

ao ~ 4,
p2: ao ~ 6,
T 2: ao ~ 7,

6,
15,
~ 21,

al ~
al ~
al

a2 ~ 4.
a2 ~ 10.
a2 ~ 14.

Find triangulations in which the minimal values are attained.

CHAPTER IV

Categories and functors
1. INTRODUCTION

The first objective of this chapter is to introduce and illustrate the
concepts of category, fnnctor, and related notions. These are needed in
subsequent chapters to facilitate the statements of uniqueness and
existence theorems. Only as much of the subject is included as is used
in the sequel. A thorough treatment can be found in a paper of Eilenberg and MacLane [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 58 (1945), 231-294].
The ideas of category and functor inspired in part the axiomatic
treatment of homology theory given in this book. In addition, the point
of view that these ideas engender has controlled its development at
every stage.
The second part of the chapter is devoted to homology theories defined on abstract h-categories. An admissible category for homology
theory, as defined in 1,1, has much more structure than is needed for
the statement of the axioms for a homology theory. Abstracting the
essential elements leads to the notion of an h-category. There is a
corresponding concept of h-functor. It is shown that the composition
of an h-functor and a homology theory, when defined, is again a homology theory. We thereby obtain a rule for deriving one homology
theory from another. It is used frequently in subsequent chapters.
2. CATEGORIES

The definitions below arise from the consideration of the common
properties of collections such as (1) topological spaces and their continuous mappings, (2) groups and their homomorphisms, and (3) simplicial complexes and their simplicial maps. An examination of the
properties of continuous maps, homomorphisms, and simplicial maps
leads to the following definition:
DEFINITION 2.1. A set e of elements b} is called a multiplicative
system if, for Borne pairs 'Yl,'Y2 E e, a product 'Y2'Y1 E e is defined. An
element E E e is called an identity (or a unit) if E'Yl = 'Yl and 'Y2E = 'Y2
whenever E'Yl and 'Y2E are defined. The multiplicative system is called
an abstract category if the following axioms are satisfied:
108
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(1) The triple product 'Ya('Ya'YI) is defined if and only if ('Ya'Yahl is
defined. When either is defined the associative law
'Ya('Ya'Y!) = ('Ya'Yahl

holds. This triple product will be written as 'Ya'Ya'YI'
(2) The triple product 'Ya'Ya'YI is defined whenever both products
'Ya'Ya and 'Ya'YI are defined.
(3) For each 'Y E! e there exist identities EI,Ea E e such that 'YEI and
Ea'Y are defined.
LEMMA 2.2.
For each 'Y E! e, the identities EI and Ea such that 'YEI and
Ea'Y are defined, are unique.
PROOF. Suppose 'YEI and 'YE~

are both defined with El,E~ both identiThen ('YEl)E~ = 'YE~ is defined. Hence EIE~ is defined and EI =
EJ E~ = E~. Similarly Ea is unique.
DEFINITION 2.3. A category e consists of a collection {C} of elements
called objects and a collection {'Y} of elements called mappings. The
mappings form an abstract category in the sense of 2.1. The objects
are in a 1-1 correspondence C ~ i e with the set of identities of the abstract category. Thus to each mapping 'Y there correspond unique
objects C I and C a such that 'Yie. and ie.'Y are defined. The objects CI,Ca
are called the domain and the range of 'Y respectively; notations CI =

ties.

D('Y), C a = R('Y), 'Y: C I ~ Ca.
LF.MMA 2.4.
The product 'Ya'Yl is defined if and only if R('YI)
If 'Ya'YI is defined, then R('Ya'YI) = R('Ya), D('Ya'Yl) = D('YI)'

=

D('Y.).

In other words the lemma states that, if 'YI: C I ~ C a, 'Ya: C; ~ C.,
then 'Ya'YI is defined if and only if C a = C; and then 'Ya'YI: C I ~ Ca.
PROOF. Let E = i Rll ,). If 'Ya'YI is defined, then 'Ya(E'YI) = 'Ya'YI
is defined. Thus 'YaE is defined and R('YI) = D('Ya). Conversely, if
R('YI) = D('Ya) , then 'YaE and E'YI are both defined for E = i Rll ,) and
therefore ('YaEhl = 'Ya'YI is defined. If 'Ya'YI is defined and E = i Dll ,1I
then 'YIE is defined. Hence 'Ya'YIE = ('Ya'YI)E is defined so that D('YI) =
D('Ya'YI)' Similarly R('Ya'YI) = R('Ya).
DEFINITION 2.5. A map 'Y: Cl ~ Ca in e is called an equivalence
if there exists a map 'Y': C a ~ C I in e such that 'Y''Y = ie" 'Y'Y' = i e ,.
LEMMA 2.6.
The map 'Y' of 2.5 is unique and is called the inverse of
'Y, notation: 'Y- I• 'Y- l is also an equivalence with ('Y-l)-I = 'Y. If
C I ~ C a, 'Ya: C a ~ C a are equivalences, then 'Ya'YI is an equivalence
= 'Y~I'Y;I. Each identity E is an equivalence with E- I = E.
PROOF. Suppose that 'Y' and 'Y" satisfy 'Y''Y = 'Y"'Y = Ee"
yy' = yy" = Ee,. Then

'YI:

with ('Ya'YI)-1
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The fact that 'Y -I is an equivalence and that ('Y-I)-I = 'Y follows directly
from the definition. If 'Y2,'Yl are equivalences and 'Y2'Yl is defined, then
('Y2'YI)('Y~I'Y;I) is defined and equal to Ee ., similarly ('Y~I'Y;I)('Y2'Yl) = Ee"
Thus ('Y2'YI)-1 = 'Y~1'Y;1. If E is an identity and E' = ED(.), then EE'
is defined and E' = EE' = E. Thus E = EE so that E = i D (.) = i n (.) and
-1

E

=

E.

2.7. A subcategory eo of e is a subaggregate of e such
that
1°. if C E eo, then i e E eo,
2°. if 'Y2,'Y1 E eo and 'Y2'Yl is defined, then 'Y2'YI E eo, and
3°. if'Y E eo, then D('Y) and R('Y) are in eo.
A subcategory eo of e is called full if, for each 'Y E e, conditions
D('Y) E eo, R('Y) E eo imply 'Y E eo.
It is easy to see that a subcategory is itself a category. However a
map 'Y E eo may be an equivalence in e without being an equivalence
in eo.
The process of obtaining a subcategory may be broken up in two
steps. First select a subset of the objects of e and consider the full
subcategory determined by these objects. Then without further limiting
the objects select a subaggregate of maps satisfying 1° and 2°.
DEFINITION

3. EXAMPLES OF CATEGORIES

The first example of a category is composed of topological spaces
and continuous maps. The objects are topological spaces, the maps are
continuous maps of one topological space into another. The composition (product) of two maps is the usual function of a function. The
equivalences in this category are the homeomorphic maps of one space
onto another.
The category of prime importance in our axiomatic treatment has,
as its objects, pairs (X,A) where X is a topological space and A C X;
and has, as its mappings, continuous maps f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B). This
category will be denoted by a l • The admissible categories discussed
in 1,1 are all subcategories of a 1 • In an admissible category a the
equivalences are precisely the homeomorphisms as defined in 1,5.
In 1,2 we encountered the categories 9c and 9n; the objects in these
categories are, respectively, compact abelian groups, and modules over
a ring R. The mappings in these categories are the continuous homomorphisms in the first case, and linear maps in the second. When R
is the ring of integers, 9n is just the category 9 of ordinary abelian
groups and their homomorphisms.
For the categories 9c,9R we may consider the categories S,9c,S,9n
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whose objects are lower sequences of groups in Sc or SR' The mappings
are the homomorphisms of one such lower sequence into another. The
exact lower sequences form subcategories eISC,els R • The similarly
defined categories of upper sequences and exact upper sequences will
be denoted by SYSC,euS c, etc.
The categories studied in Chapter II are denoted by XI,X,; the
objects in both these categories are pairs (K,L) where K is a simplicial
complex and L is a subcomplex. The mappings in XI are linear mappings, while in X, they are simplicial. Clearly X, is a subcategory of
XI. Theorem II,4.8 states that every equivalence in XI is in X,.
In III,1 the important category ::l of triangulable pairs is introduced.
The objects are triangulable pairs (X,A), the mappings are continuous
maps of one such pair into another. Clearly::l is a full subcategory of a l
and is an admissible category for homology theory.
4. FUNCTORS

Let e and :D be categories and let l' be a function which maps the
objects of e into the objects of :D and, in addition, assigns to each map
fee a map T(f) e:D. The map l' is called a covariant functor (from e
to :D) if it satisfies the following conditions:
1°. If f: C 1 ~ C 2, then T(f): T(C t ) ~ T(C 2 ).
2°. TUc) = iT(c).
3°. If fdl is defined, then T(fdl) = T(f2)T(fI).
The map T is called a contravariant furu:tor if these conditions are replaced by:
I'. If f: C 1 ~ C 2 , then T(f): T(C 2) ~ T(C 1 ).
2'. T(i c ) = iT(c).
3'. If fdl is defined, then TUdl) = T(fI)TU2)'
The condition 1° can be rewritten: T(Dj) = DT(f) and T(Rj) =
RT(f). Thus l' is a covariant functor if it commutes with the operations of the category.
In view of condition 2° a functor l' is completely determined by the
function T(f) defined for maps f only. Thus a covariant functor l' is
essentially a homomorphism of the abstract category associated with
e into the abstract category of :D subject. to the condition that identities
be mapped into identities. A contravariant functor yields a~ antihomomorphism of the abstract categories.
If l' is a functor from e to :D, and 1" is a functor from :D to e, they
can be composed in the obvious way to form a functor 1"1' from e to e.
If 1'1" have the same (opposite) variance, then 1"1' is covariant (contravariant).

llS
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6. EXAMPLES OF FUNCTORS

Let <1 be an admissible category on which a homology theory is
given. Let q be a fixed integer, and define for an admissible map
f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B)

= f.:

Ho(f)

Ho(X,A) ~ Ho(Y,B).

Then Axioms 1 and 2 for a homology theory assert that the pair of
functions Ho(X,A),Ho(f) is a covariant functor H o on the category <1
with values in the category SR or Se.
Instead of using the category SR we may use the category elS R of
exact lower sequences in SR' We then define H(X,A) to be the homology sequence of (X,A), and H(j) to be the homomorphism f •• of
the H.S. of (X,A) into that of (Y,B) induced by f (see 1,4.1). Then
Axioms 1, 2, 3, and 4 insure that H is a covariant functor on <1 to elS R
or elSe. This functor is referred to briefly as the homology functor.
In a similar way, the cohomology functor is a contravariant functor
on <1 to e~SR or e~Se.
Another covariant functor on <1, this time with values also in <1, is
obtained by setting
T(X,A) = A,

T(f) = flA

where flA is the map A ~ B defined by a map f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B).
A covariant functor on X, to <1 e (compact pairs) is obtained by
setting
T(K,L)

=

(IKj,ILj),

T(j)

=

f.

6. TRANSFORMATIONS OF FUNCTORS

Let T and S be two covariant functors from e to:D. A function
which assigns to each object CIS e a map r(C) IS :D such that
1°. r(C):

T(C)

~

r

S(C),

2°. if f: C1 ~ Ca, then r(Ca)T(f) = S(f)r(C1),
is called a natural transformation of the functor T into the functor S.
In case T and S are contravariant functors, the condition 2° on r is
replaced by
2'. if f: C1 ~ C2 , then r(C1)T(f) = s(j)r(C 2 ).
If the map r(C) is an equivalence for each C e e, then r is called a
natural equivalence of the functors T and S (notation: r: T p S).
In this case, 2° can be written
r(C1)T(j)r(C1)-1

=

S(f).
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The condition lOis equivalent to the condition that the compositions in 2° are always defined. Condition 2° asserts that commutativity
holds in the following diagram:
T(f)
T(C I )

----+

1r(c,)

T(C 2 )

1r(c

2)

S(f)
S(C,)

----+

S(C 2)

It is easily verified that the composition of two natural transformations is also natural. If r: T ---+ S is a natural equivalence, then
r-'; S ---+ 7' defined by r-I(C) = [r(c)r' is also a natural equivalence,
and r o = rr-' = r-'r has the property ro(C) = iT(c). Thus
r 0: T <=± T. It follows that the concept of natural equivalence is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
7. EXAMPLES OF TRANSFORMATIONS OF FUNCTORS

Let a be an admissible category on which a homology functor H
is given, and let T be the functor from a to a defined by
T(X,A) = A,

T(f)

= fiA.

Let q be a positive integer and let H.,H._! be the homology functors
from a to the category SR (or Sc). Then Axiom 3: af. = (f!A).a is
precisely the condition 2° that the homomorphism

a: H.(X,A)

---+

H._,(A) = H._!(T(X,A»

shall be a natural transformation of the functor H. into the composite
functor H._IT.
In Chapter III it was proved that a is an equivalence a: H. <=± H._IT
over the subcategory of pairs (lsl,I.~I) where s is a simplex and .3 is its
boundary.
The group of q-chains C.(K) is a covariant functor on X, to SR (or
Sc), provided we define C.(f) = f. for each simplicial map f: (K,L)---+
(KI,L!). In the same fashion the groups Z.(K,L) of the q-cycles mod
Land B.(K,L) of the bounding q-cycles mod L are functors on X, to
SR (or Sc). Since B.(K,L) C Z.(K,L), the former is called a subfunctor of the latter. The quotient functor 1l.(K,L) = Z.(K,L)jB.(K,L)
has the same domain and range. The map IJ.(K,L): Z.(K,L) ---+
ll.(K,L) which assigns to each cycle its homology class is a natural
transformation of Z. into ll•.
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In order to distinguish this q-functor from the qth homology functor
defined on a to SR we shall write fl. for the qlh homology functor on X,.
For each simplicial pair (K,L) we may regard (IKI,ILI) as a triangulated pair with the triangulation T = {t, (K,L) I where t is the
identity map of (IKI,ILI). The isomorphisms 8 = 8T : H.(IKI,IL\)----.
H.(K,L), defined in III,8, yield a natural equivalence of two functors
H.T +=t

8:

fl.

where T is the covariant functor on X, to a defined by T(K,L)
(IKI,IL\), T(f) = f. Theorem 11,8.4 is the statement of the naturality
of 8.
8. c-CATEGORIES AND C)-FUNCTORS

In order to achieve uniformity and avoid repetition in the chapters
ahead, it is useful to introduce concepts similar to the homology and
cohomology theories of Chapter I but defined on more general categories than admissible categories for homology. The analogy with
homology and cohomology theories is complete as far as the first four
axioms are concerned.
DEFINITION 8.1. A category with couples (briefly: a c-category) is a.
category e in which certain pairs (a,{3) of maps, called couples, are
distinguished, subject to the sole condition that the composition {3a is
defined. If a: A ----. B, {3: B ----. C is such a couple, we write
(a,{3):

A ----. B ----. C.

e ----.

A covariant [contravariant] functor T:

:D of a c-category into

a c-category, is called a c-functor if for each couple (a,{3) in e, the pair
of maps (Ta,T{3) [(T{3,Ta)] is a couple in :D.
As an example of a c-category consider an admissible category a in
the sense of 1,1. For each pair (X,A) in a consider the inclusion maps
i: A C X, j: X C (X,A) as forming a couple
(i,j):

A ----. X ----. (X,A).

The same admissible category
which the couples
(i,j):

a

gives rise to another c-category

III

(A,B) ----. (X,B) ----. (X,A)

are the appropriate inclusion maps of an admissible triple (X,A,B).
Another example of a c-category is obtained from the category SR
(or Sc) of groups by defining couples

(4J,1/!): G1

----.

G2

----.

Ga
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Ga is onto, and kernel

is exact.
DEFINITION 8.2. Let (a,{3): A -+ B -+ C and (a.,.8.):
A I -+
B I -+ C I be couples in a c-category e. We define a map (a,{3) -+ (a.,.8I)
to be a triple of maps

in

e

such that commutativity holds in the two squares of the diagram
{3

a

A

--+

B

--+

1~2

1~1

1~3
{3.

al

Al

C

--+

BI

--+

C1

It is easy to verify that, with the maps thus defined, the couples
A c-functor T: e -+ ::0 induces a functor on the category of couples of e into that of ::0.
We now come to the main objective of this section. Let e be a
c-category. We shall consider systems H = IH.(A),a.,a(a.~) I where
(1) for each object A E e and each integer q, H .(A) is a group, (2) for
each map a: A -+ B in e and each integer q, a.: H.(A) -+ H.(B) is
a homomorphism, (3) for each couple (a,{3): A -+ B -+ C and each
inte/!;er q, a(a.~): H.(C) -+ H._1(A) is a homomorphism. The groups
and homomorphisms belong to just one of the categories SR or Sc.
Such a system H will be called a covariant a-functor on the c-category
e provided the following four axioms hold:
AXIOM 1. If a = identity, then a. = identity.
AXIOM 2. ({3a). = {3.a •.
AXIOM 3. If ~1,~2,~3 form a map of the couple (a,{3): A -+ B -+ C
into the couple (al,{3.): AI -+ B 1 -+ C I, then commutativity holds in
the diagram
(a ,{3) in C form a category of their own.

H.(C)

~'.

--+

la(a,~)

H.(C I )

la(a.. ~,)
~I*

H._I(A)

--+

H._I(A 1)
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a

fJ.

A

--+

B

--+
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C the sequence

a•

••• +- Hq_1(A) +- Hq(C) +- Hq(B) +- Hq(A) +- -..•

is exact.
These four axioms are precise replicas of the first four axioms for
a homology theory.
In an analogous fashion we define a rontravariant fJ-functor H =
IHq(A),a·,6(a.~) I where a*: Hq(B) --+ Hq(A) for a: A --+ Band
6(a.~): Hq(A) --+ Hq+1(C) for (a,fJ): A --+ B --+ C. The axioms are
replicas of the first four axioms of cohomology.
Let H be a covariant a-functor on a c-category :D and let T: e --+ :D
be a covariant c-functor. The composition

is then clearly a covariant a-functor on e. Similarly if H is a contravariant 6-functor on :D and T: e --+ :D is covariant, then

HT =

IH·(TA),(Ta)*,6(a.T~>l

still is a contravariant 6-functor on e. Thus the composition HT is
well defined whenever T is covariant.
If T is contravariant, HT may still be defined formally as above
but the result is neither a covariant a-functor nor a contravariant fJfunctor. This suggests the definition of two additional "mixed" types
of functors, namely of covariant fJ-functors and of contravariant afunctors. In a covariant 6-functor H = IH·(A),a*,6(a.~) I we hay;;
a*: Hq(A) --+ Hq(B) for a: A --+ B and 6(a.~): H·(C) --+ Hq+1(A)
for (a,fJ): A --+ B --+ C. In a contravariant a-functor H =
IHq(A), a*,a(a.~) I we have a*: H.(B) --+ H.(A) for a: A --+ Band
u(a.6l: ll.(A) --+ H.-l(C) for (a,fJ): A --+ B --+ C. The axioms required are the obvious reformulations of the four axioms listed above.
With the mixed theories at hand, the composition HT is always
defined. The situation is summarized in the following theorem, the
proof of which is immediate.
THEOREM 8.3.
Let T: e --+ :D be a c-functor and H a a-functor
[fJ-functor] on:D. The composition HT is then a a-functor [6-functor] on
e. Further HT is covariant if Hand T have the same variance, and HT
is contravariant if Hand T have opposite variances.
Each homology theory on an admissible category a furnishes an
example of a covariant a-functor on either of the c-categories associated
with a. Similarly each cohomology theory on a furnishes an example
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of a contravariant b-functor. Examples of mixed functors will occur
in Chapter v.
The connection between the mixed functors and the unmixed ones
can be further illuminated by a procedure that will be referred to as
"the sign-changing trick." Given a covariant ii-functor H
/II.(A),a.,d(a,lIl}, define a covariant b-functor 11 = /HO(A),a.,b 1a ,II'}
as follows:
HO(A)

=

H -o(A),

(precisely, a.: HO(A) --+ HO(B) is defined as a.: ILJA) --+ H_.(B)
etc.). Conversely applying the sign-changing trick to H we obtain H.
Thus the correspondence H --+ H establishes a 1-1 correspondence between covariant ii-functors and covariant b-functors. A similar discussion applies to contravariant functors.
9. h-CATEGORIES AND h-FUNCTORS

The introduction of the concept of a c-category was a step toward
the consideration of homology theories defined on categories more
gcncral and abstract than on admissible categories of spaces. We saw
that the first four axioms can be formulated with ease in this more
general setting. As for the remaining axioms, it is clear that they cannot be stated since, in a c-category, we lack the concepts of "homotopy,"
"excision," and "point." To complete the picture, we make the following definition:
DEFINITION 9.1. An h-category e is a c-category in which (i) a
binary relation a ~ f3(a homotopic to (3) is given for maps a,f3: A --+ B
in e, (ii) certain maps a: A --+ B in e are singled out and are called
excisions, and (iii) certain objects of e are singled out and are called
points. A covariant ii-functor [contravariant b-functor] on e which
satisfies the analogs of the Homotopy, Excision, and "Dimension axioms
will be called a homology [cohomology] theory on the h-category e.
It should be noted that since no properties of homotopies, excisions,
and points are required, the above definition has a purely formal character, and is made only to supply a language convenient for later uses.
DEFINITION 9.2. Let a: A --+ B, f3: B --+ A be two maps in an
h-category e. If f3a: A --+ A and a{3: B --+ B are both homotopic
to identity maps, then a and {3 are both called homotopy equivalences, {3
is called a homotopy inverse of a and vice versa. A map a: A --+ B
in e which is a composition of a finite number of excisions and homotopy
equivalences is called a generalized excision.
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THEOREM 9.3. If H is a homology [cohomology] theory on an he and a: A - B is a generalized excision, then

category

[a·:

H"(B)

= H"(A)].

PROOF. Let a = a 1 ••• an be a representation of a as a composition
of excisions and homotopy equivalences. Since a. = a; ... a;, it
suffices to show that each a~ is an isomorphism. If a i is an excision,
this follows from the Excision axiom. If a' is a homotopy equivalence
with tJi as homotopy inverse, then a~{3~ = (a i{3i). = identity and
similarly tJ~a~ = identity. Thus a~ is an isomorphism.
DEFINITION 9.4. A covariant c-fwlCtor T: e - :D on the h-category
e with values in the h-category :D is called an h-functor if T preserves
homotopies, generalized excisions, and points. Explicitly: if a "-' {3
in e, then Ta ~ TtJ in :D; if a is a generalized excision in e, then Ta
is a generalized excision in :D; and if A is a point in e, then T A is a
point in :D.
THEOREM 9.5. Let T: e _ :D be a covariant h-functor and H a
homology [cohomology] theory on:D. Then the composition HT is a
homology [cohomology] theory on e.
PROOF. By 8.3, HT is a covariant a-functor [contravariant
c}-functor]. There remains to prove that HT satisfies the Homotopy,
Excision, and Dimension axioms. This however is an immediate consequence of 9.4 and 9.3.
As in 8.3, Definition 9.4 and Theorem 9.5 could also be formulated
for contravariant functors T provided we consider theories H of a mixed
character, i.e. covariant c}-functors and contravariant a-functors satisfying the analogs of the last three axioms. These mixed theories do not
have any geometric analog, but will arise occasionally in later chapters.
In particular the following theorem will be used in v,12.
THEOREM 9.5c. Let T: e - :D be a contravariant h-functor and H
a covariant c}-functor [contravariant a-functor] on :D satisfying the Homotopy, Excision, and Dimension axioms. Then the composition HT is a
cohomology [homology] theory on e.
REMARK. In proving that a c-functor T is an h-functor, it suffices to
show that T preserves homotopies and points and carries excisions into
generalized excisions. Then it follows immediately that T carries generalized excisions into generalized excisions.
10. COMPARISON OF C)-FUNCTORS AND OF HOMOLOGY THEORIES

In this section the discussion will be limited to covariant a-functors
with values in the category gR, but all that will be said applies equally
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well to the contravariant case as well as to o-functors with values in

SR or SC.
PEFINITION 10.1. Let H = (II.(A),a.,a<a.8) I and H = (H.(A),
a.,a(a .8) I be two covariant a-functors on the c-category e with values
in SR' A homomorphism

h: H

--+

H

is a family of homomorphisms

h(q,A):

/I.(A)

--+

H.(A)

defined for each A e e and each integer q, subject to the following two
conditions. If a: A --+ B is a mapping in e, then the commutativity
relation a.h(q,A) = h(q,B)a. holds in the diagram

h
1I.(A) - - 1l.(A)

h
H.(B) _ _ 1I.(B)

If (a,(3): A --+ R --+ C is a couple in e, then the commutativity relation
1a .8 )h(q,C) = h(g - I,A)a(a,81 holds in the diagram

a

H.(C)

h
- - H.(C)

11

//._,(A) - - H._I(A)

If each h(q,A) is an isomorphism H.(A) = H.(A), then we say that
h is an isomorphism and write h: 1I = II.
The above definition applies automatically to homology theories
since a homology theory is a a-functor defined on an admissible category
(or an h-catrgory) and satisfyinll; additional axioms. Theorems 1ll,1O.1
and 1O.1c may now bp restated as follows:
1'Hl.;oR.~M 10.2.
Let Hand H be two homology [cohomology] theories
defined on the category :I oj triangulable pairs. Every homomorphism

ho : G

--+ G

oj their coefficient groups admits a lIniq1/e extension to a homomorphism
h:

IJ ho is an isomorphism,

1I --+ H on :I.

then so is h,
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DEFINITION 10.3. An admissible category ct is called a uniqueness
category for homology [cohomology] if, for any two homology [coho-

mology] theories defined over ct, each homomorphism of the coefficient
groups
ho : G-+G

can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism,
h:

H

-+

H on ct.

Whenever ho is an isomorphism, so also is h. This is shown by extending h;;l ~ h', ~nd observing that h'h and hh' are extensions of identities
G -+ G, G -+ G. Then uniqueness insures that hh' and h'h are identities.
In this terminology 10.2 may be restated as
THEOREM lOA.
The category 3 of triangulable pairs and their maps
is a uniqueness category both for homology and cohomology.
In Chapter XII a considerably larger uniqueness category 'U will be
constructed.
With the uniqueness theorem at hand, one can see why the mixed
types of homology theories are not considered for categories of spaces.
Suppose, for example, that H is a covariant Ii-functor defined on the
category 3 satisfying the Homotopy, Excision, and Dimension axioms.
Apply the sign-changing trick of §8 to H. There results a homology
theory H on 3. By the uniqueness theorem, H.(X,A) = 0 for q < O.
It follows that H.(X,A) = 0 for q > O. Thus, for mixed theories, the
positive dimensional groups are trivial.

NOTES

Logical foundations. The categories of "all topological spaces" and
"all groups," if not handled carefully, lead to the antinomies usually
associated with a "set of all sets." To avoid these, one must either
restrict the notion of a category and not speak of "the category of all
groups," or else place oneself in an axiomatic system in which the
"category of all groups" is a legitimate object not leading to antinomies.
Best suited for the latter purpose seems to be the system of von Neumann-Bernays-GOdel [Po Bernays, A system of axiomatic set theory,
Journal of Symbolic Logic 2 (1937), 65-77; 6 (1941), 1-17; 7 (1942),
65-89, 133-145; 8 (1943), 89-106; 13 (1948) 65-79: K Godel, The
consistency of the continuum hypothesis, Annals of Math. Studies 3,
Princeton 1940]. This system contains the notions of "class" and "set,"
each set being also a class, but not vice versa. Then the various categories introduced in Chapters I and IV can be proved to exist as classes.
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One must take care not to perform on these categories certain operations
(such as forming the set of all subsets) which can be performed on sets
but not on classes.
The transitivity of homotopies. In 9.1, no conditions were imposed
on the binary relation a ~ {3 (a is homotopic to (3). In most of the
h-categories that will be considered this relation will be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. It will also be compositive in the sense that,
if a,{3: A ---+ B, a',{3': B ---+ C, a ~ {3, and a' ~ {3', then a'a ~ {3'{3.
One may always expand the relation of homotopy in an h-category
e so as to obtain these properties. This is done as follows: As a first
step, define al ~' a2 if al = {3(Yl' a2 = {32"'12 with {31 ~ {32 and "'II ~ "'12'
The next step is to define a ~" {3 if there exists a finite sequence a =
al,a2, ... , an = {3 (n > 0) such that, for each i < n, either a. ",,' a,+1
or ai + I ~' a,. The new relation~" is reflexive, symmetric, transitive and
compositive. For any homology thcory on e, it is easy to prove that
a ~II {3 implies a. = {3.. Thus we may always replace the relation
~ by the relation ~".
If we use this broadened concept of homotopy, the relation of
homotopy equivalence defined in 9.2 becomes r£'flexive, symmetric, and
transitive.
EXERCISES

A.

FUNCTORS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES.

1. Given cate(l;ories e l , • . . , em,
of a functor T covariant in ell ' "

j)1 ,

,

•••

,

:D., f" define the concept
:D 1 , ••• , :D.

em contravariant in

with values in f,. Generalize the conc£'pts of natural transformation and
natural equivalence to such functors.
2. Exhibit the commutativity and associativity laws of the (external)
direct sum

G +G =
+ (0 + G;t) =
1

Gt

2

2

G2
(G t

+G
+G +
1

2)

G3

as natural equivalences of functors.
B.

FUNCTORS OF GROUPS.

1. Consider the category of all groups (including nonabelian groups)

and homomorphisms. Consider the functions which assign to each
group (1) its commutator subgroup, (2) its center, and (3) its group of
automorphisms. Convert these into functors on appropriate subcategories.
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DEFINITION. A functor T on one of the categories gR, ga with
values in the same or another of these categories is said to be additive
if T(rf>! + rf>2) = Trf>1 + Trf>2 whenever rf>1,rf>2: G ~ G'. The functor
T is said to preserve exactness if it transforms each exact sequence into
an exact sequence.
2. Let T be additive. If rf> = 0, then Trf> = 0. If G = 0, then
TG = 0.
3. Let T be a covariant additive functor. If i a : G a ~ G (a = 1,
. ,. , n) is an injective representation of G as a direct sum, then Ti a :
TG a ~ TG is an injective representation of TG as a direct sum.
4. Let T be a covariant additive functor. If

is exact, and the image of rf> is a direct summand of G, then the same
is true of

o ----+

Trf>
TG I

----+

TV-TG

--+

TG 2

----+

O.

5. Prove that a functor preserves exactness if and only if it carries
each exact sequence of the form 0 ~ G' ~ G ~ Gil ~ 0 into another
such exact sequence.

C. a-FUNCTORS AS FUNCTORS.
1. Given a covariant [contravariant] a or a-functor H on a c-category e, assi!!;n to each couple (a,(3) of e the exact sequence given hy
Axiom 4. Show that if ('Yl,'Y2,'b) maps (a,(3) into another couple (al,{3I),
then (1'1*,1'2*,1'3*) [('Y~,'Yt'Y~)] yields a homomorphism of the corresponding exact sequences. Rhow that one obtains thus a new covariant [contravariant) functor II* defined on the category of pairs of e
with values in the category of exact lower or upper sequence~ Formulate the Axioms 1-4 in terms of the functor II*. If II and II are two
a-functors and h: II ~ II is a homomorphism, then h induces a natural
transformation h*: H* ~ II*. What conditions must a natural transformation r: H* ~ H* satisfy in order that it be of the form r = h*?
2. Show that the operation of replacing superscripts by subscripts
and changing their sign at the same time carries a a-functor into a
a-functor of the same variance.
3. If H is a covariant a-functor and T is a covariant [contravariant]
functor on groups to groups which preserves exactness, then THis a
covariant a-functor [contravariant a-functor]. Examine the situation
for the remaining three cases for II. Show that the result also applies
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to homology and cohomology theories on an admissible category, or
on an h-category.

D. MODULES AND VECTOR SPACES.
Let G be a module over an integral domain D (see I,Exer. H).
Consider pairs (d,g), d eD, d ~ 0, 9 e G and define equivalence (d"gt) ,...,
(dz,yz) to mean that d'dzg 1 = d'd tY2 for some d' ~ O.
1. Show that this is a proper equivalence relation. Denote the
equivalence class of (d,g) by [d,g) and the set of all these equivalence
classes by O.
2. Show that 0 becomes a D-module under the operations
d'[d,g) = [d,d'g].

3. Show that the map 9 -+ [1,g] is a linear homomorphism G -+ 0,
and examine its kernel.
4. Consider the case D = G (i.e. D regarded as a D-module with
the obvious composition law). Show that b is a field, namely the field
of quotients of D.
5. Show that

0 is a

vector space over

b

under the operation

[dl>d 2 ][d,g] = [d 1d,d 2g].

6. Show that the rank of Gover D is the same as the rank of 0
over D.
7. Given a homomorphism q,: Gt -+ Gz of the D-modules Gt and
Gz, define ¢[d,g] = [d,q,g) and show that ¢: O. -+ O2 is linear over b.
Show that the pair of operations O,¢ is a covariant functor on the category 9D of D-modules with values in the category 90 of vector spaces
over b. Show that this functor preserves exactness.
8. Given a homology [cohomology] theory H with values in the
category 9D of D-modules, define H as the composition of H with the
functor of 7. Show that H again is a homology [cohomology] theory
with values in 9tl. Show that the Betti numbers are the same in H
andH.

CHAPTER V

Chain complexes
1. INTRODUCTION

The primary aim of this and the next four chapters is the construction of homology theories with prescribed coefficient groups. The construction divides roughly into three steps, namely: (i) space - complex (ii) complex - chain complex, and (iii) chain complex - homology
groups. This chapter is devoted to the third step and is purely algebraic
in character.
A chain complex (called a g;roup system by W. Mayer) is a lower
sequence of groups in which the composition of any two successive
homomorphisms is zero. The constructions on chain complexes leading
to their homology groups are suggested by the results of Chapter
III. Analogs of the Axioms of Chapter I are proved for these derived
groups. In this way we obtain a "Homology theory" for chain complexes.
Cochain complexes arc also defined. However, they bear only a
formal difference from chain complexes.
In order to introduce homology groups over a general coefficient
group, two methods of constructing groups out of groups arc discussed.
These are the tensor product, C @ G, of two groups, and the group of
homomorphisms Hom(C,G) of C into G. Using these, we assign u new
chain complex and a new cochain complex to any given chain complex
and a coefficient group G; and we obtain thereby the homology and
cohomology groups of the chain complex over G.
2. CHAIN COMPLEXES
DEFINITION 2.1.
A chain complex K is a lower sequence (c.CK),a.1
of groups and homomorphisms a.: C.(K) - C._t(K) such that
a._ta. = 0 for each integer q. C.(K) is called the group of q-chains of
K, and a. is called the boundary homomorphism. A map f: K - K'
of one chain complex into another is (as in 1,2) a sequence of homomorphisms f.: C.CK) - C.CK') defined for each q and such that
f.-t a• = a;f.·
DEFINITION 2.2.
Let K = {c.CK),a.1 be a chain complex. The
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kernel, Z.(K), of a. is called the group of q-cycles of K. The image,
B.(K) of a.+ 1 is called the group of q-boundaries of K. Since a.a.+ 1 = 0,
B.(K) is a subgroup of Z.(K), and the factor group II.(K) =
Z.(K)/B.(K) is called the q-dimensional homology group of K. If
J: K ---+ K' is a map, then J. sends Z.(K) into Z.(K') and B.(K) into
B.(K'), thereby inducing homomorphisms J*: H .(K) ---+ II.(K').
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the definitions:
THEOREM 2.3. IJ J: K ---4 K is the identity map, then J * is the
identity homomorphism. IJ J: K ---+ K' and g: K' ---4 K", then (gJ) * =
g*J *.
Chain complexes K and their maps J constitute a category denoted
by aS R or aS e according as the groups C.(K) arc in the cat('gory SR
or Se. Then 2.3 asserts that the pair H.(K),J * is a covariant functor
from dgR to SR [or from age to Sel·
The concept of a cochain complex K = I C·(K),o·1 differs from a
chain complex in that 0·: C·(K) ---4 C·+1(K) and that the dimension
is written as a superscript. Thus an application of the "sign-changing
trick" (Iv,8) converts a chain complex into a cochain complex and vice
versa. The discussion of cochain complex('s th('refore differs from the
discussion of chain complexes in terminology alone. o· is called the
coboundary operator, Z"(K) is the group of q-cocyrles, H·(K) is the
q-dimensional cohomology group, etc. The pair H·(K),J* constitutes
a covariant functor on the category oSu [or oSe 1of cochain complexes
with values in the category SR [or Sel.
3. COUPLES

In this section we shall convert the categories of chain complexes
into c-categories (Iv,8) and we shall extend H.(K),J* to a covariant
a-functor.
We begin with the ohservation that if K is a chain complex and L
is a subsequence of K (in the sense of 1,2), then both Land K/ L are
again chain complexes called the subcomplex and Jac/or complex respectively. Moreover the inclusion map i: L ---4 K, and the natural
map "I: K ---+ K/L yield an exact sequence
(i)

o ---+

"I

t

L

---4

K

---+

K/L

---+

O.

This suggests the following definition:
DEFINITION 3.1. Let L,K,M be chain complexes.

The maps
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4>: L -. K, y;: K -. M are said to form a couple (4),Y;):
provided the sequence

L -. K -. M,

(ii)

is exact, i.e. if the kernel of 4> is zero, y; is onto, and kernel y; = image 4>.
If, further, the image of 4> is a direct summand of K (i.e. if 4>(C.(L»
is a direct summand of C.(K) for all q), then the couple (4),y;) is called
direct.
It is clear that, with couples defined as above, the categories ag H
and age become c-categories. One obtains different c-categories by
taking direct couples only. Circumstances under which it is necessary
to consider direct couples rather than all couples will appear in §§11
and 12.
In the subsequent lemmas and definitions, we assume that an exact
sequence (ii) is given.
LEMMA--?2. "0:.l Z.(M) = y;-l(Z.(M», Ii.(M) = y;-I(B.(M», and
H.(M) = Z.(M)jB.(M). Then
Z.(M)

=

a- 1 (4)C._ 1(L)),

B.(M)

= B.(K) U

4>(C.(L»,

and y; induces isomorphisms
y;:

H.(M) = H.(M).

PROOF.
Let c € C.(K). Then c € Z.(M) if and only if y;c € Z.(M),
i.e. if and only if aV;c = 0. This is equivalent to Viac = 0, and since
kernel y; = imag~ 4>, this is equivalent to ac € 4>(G.-l(L».
Suppose c € B.(M). Then y;c € R.(M) and y;c = ab for some b €
C.+1(M). Let d € C.+1(K) be such that y;d = b. Then y;(c - ad) =
y;c - ay;d = y;c - ab = 0, so that there is an c € C.(L) with 4>e = c - ad.
Thus c = ad + 4>e, and therefore c € B.(K) U 4>(C.(L». Conversely,
if c_= ad + 4>e, then y;c = y;ad + y;4>e = ay;d, and y;c € B.(M). Thus
c € B.(M).
The last part of 3.2 is a direct consequence of the Noethcr isomorphism theorem.
LEMMA 3.3. The boundary homomorphism of the chain complex K
defines homomorphisms
Z.(M) -. 4>[Z._I(L)],
Ii.(M) -. 4>[B.- 1(L)].

Since

Ihe

kernel of 4> is zero, 4>- l a defines homomorphisms
Z.(M) -. Z._I(L),

and induces a homomorphism

Ii.(it!) -. B._1(L),
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PROOF. Let c e Z.(M). By 3.1, we have ac
fjJd for some d e
Then fjJad = afjJd = aac = 0, and therefore ad = O. Thus
de Z.-.(Ll and ac e fjJ[Z._t(L)].
If c e B.(M), then, by 3.2, c = ad + fjJe for some d e CHt(K) and
e e C.(L). Then ac = aad + afjJe = fjJae, and ac e fjJB._t(L).
DEFINITION 3.4. The homomorphism
C._t(L).

a.:

~

H.(M)

H._t(L)

defined as the composition a. = t:J.~-t is called the bourulary homomorphism of the couple (fjJ,"'): L ~ K ~ M.
It will be useful to have a more direct description of the homomorphism a•. Suppose h e H.(M). Choose z e Z.(M) belonging to the
coset h, and choose c E C.(K) with "'C = z. Then ac is in the image of
fjJ and fjJ-tac e Z._t(L) is a cycle in the coset a.h. Another description
of a. is obtained by stating the analog of III,7.5.
The star in a. has been inserted to distinguish it from the boundary
operator within the chain complexes. However, in later uses we shall
omit the star.
THEOREM 3.5. The system H = IH.(K),j .,a.1 is a covariant afunctor on the c-category aS R [asel of chain complexes with values in the
category Sl< [Sel.
Axioms 1 and 2 of IV,S are contained in 2.3, while Axioms 3 and 4
correspond to Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 that follow.
THEOREM 3.6. Let (g,j,h): (fjJ,"') ~ (fjJ',"") be a map of the couple
(fjJ,"'): L ~ K ~ M into the couple (fjJ',""): L' ~ K' ~ M', then
commutatt'vity holds in the diagram

a.
H.(M) ---. H._t(L)

a.
H.(M') ---. H._t(L')
PROOF.
diagram

This is a consequence of the commutativity relations in the

H.(M) _ '"

l

7.

17•

h
•

H.(M') _

t:J.
H.(M) ---.
H._t(L)

'"

19•
t:J.

H.(M') ---. H._t(L)

where
is induced by f. The commutativity relations in this diagram
are immediate consequences of the definition of", and t:J..
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THEOREM

3.7.

+-

If (I/>,if;):

L

~

K

~
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M is a couple, then the sequence

d.
if;.
1/>.
H._1(L) +- H.(M) +- 1l.(K) +- H.(L) +- •..

is ~xact.
PROOF.

(1)
(2)
(3)

By definition, we must prove three propositions:
kernel if;. = image 1/>.,
kernel d. = image if;.,
kernelI/>. = image d•.

Suppose that h e H.(L) and z e Z.(L) lies in the coset h. Then
0, and therefore if;.I/>.h = O. Thus, image 1/>. C kernel if; •.
Suppose now that h E ll.(K) and if;.h = O. Then, if z E Z.(K) lies in
the coset h, it follows that if;z e B.(M), i.e. if;z = de for some e EC.+1(M).
Let be C.+I(K) be such that if;b = e. Then if;(z - db) = if;z - oif;b =
de - de = 0, and therefore there is an a E C.(L) with I/>a = z - db.
Since I/>da = dl/>a = dZ - dab = 0, it follows that da = 0 and a E Z.(L).
If h' e H.(L) is the coset of a, then, since I/>a and z are in the same coset,
it follows that I/>.h' = h.
To prove (2) suppose that h E H.(K) and let Z E Z.(K) be in the
coset h. Then if;z is in the coset if;.h of H.(M). Since oz = 0, it follows
from the definition of d. that d.if;.h = O. Therefore image if;. C kernel
d•. Suppose now that hE 1I.(M) and that d.h = O. Let Z E Z.(M) be
in the coset h, and let e e C.(K) be such that if;e = z. Then I/> -Ide is in
Z._I(L), and is in the coset d.h. Since d.h = 0, there is abE C.(L)
such that db = I/>-lde or I/>db = dC. Then d(e - I/>b) = oe - I/>db = 0,
so that e - I/>b E Z.(K), and if;(e - I/>b) = if;e = z. Thus if h' is the
coset of c - I/>b in 1I.(K), it follows that if;.h' = h.
To prove (:3) suppose that h E H.(M), and let z E Z.(M) lie in the
coset h. Select C E C.(K) with if;e = z. Then there is abE Z._I(L) with
I/>b = de, and b lies in the coset d.h of 1I._I(L). Since I/>b E B._I(K),
it follows that I/>.d.h = O. Thus image d. C kernel 1/>.. Suppose now
that h E H.(L) and I/>_.h = O. Let Z E Z.(L) be in the coset h. Then
I/>z e B.(K), and I/>z = de for some e E C.+,(K). Then oif;c =-if;de =
if;l/>z = O. Thus if;e e ZO+I(M). If h' E H.+1(M) is the coset of if;c, then
it follows from the definition of d. that d.h' = h. This completes the
proof of 3.7.
The definitions and theorems for cochain complexes are quite
similar and are obtainable by the sign-changing trick. The analog of
3.5 is
THEOREM 3.5c.
The system H .., llI·(K),j .,0·1 ~'s a covariant 0if;l/>z =
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functor on the c-calegory 5g B [5g e l of cochain complexes with values in the
category gR [gel.
We return to the remarks made at the beginning of this section
and observe that whenever possible we usc the operation of factorization
in groups and chain complexes to pass from pairs to single objects.
Thus instead of the pair (K,L) where L is a suhcomplex of K we consider
the exact sequence 0 --t L --t K --t KIL --t O. Similarly instead of the
triple (K,L,N) we consider the exact sequence 0 --t LIN --t KIN --t
KIL --t O. This point of view will be followed systematically in the
future.
4. HOMOTOPIES, EXCISIONS, POINTS

In this section we define homotopies, excisions, and points in the
c-categories ag R and age, thereby converting them into h-categories.
ThesystemH = IHo(K),f.,a.} becomes then a homology theory. The
particular definitions of "homotopy," "excision," and "point" adopted
are motivated by the applications of the next two chapters.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K and K' be chain complexes and let f,g be
two maps of K into K'. A chain homolopy J) of f into g (notation:
J): f ~ g) is 11 sequence of homomorphisms

such that

a+
O

l ]).

+ DO-la.

=

g. - fo·

If such a homotopy D exists, f and g are called homotopic and we write
f ""-' g. If c E C.(K), then Doc is called the deformation chain of c.
LEMMA 4.2.
The relation f ~ g is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
PROOF. If D = 0, then D: f ~ f.
If D: f ~ g, then -D:
g ~ f. If D: f ~ g and D': g ~ h, then D + D': f ~ h.
LEMMA 4.3.
If f,g: K --t L, I',g': L ~ 11[, f ~ g and I' ~ g',
then I'f ~ g'g.
PROOF. Let D: f ~ g and D': I' ~ g'. Define D;': Co(K) ~
Co+l(M) by D;' = f;+1Do + D;g.; then a short computation gives
D": I'f ~ g'g.
THEOREM 4.4.
If f,g: K ~ K' are c~ain homotopic, then their induced homomorphisms

coincide:
PROOF,

= g•.

f.

~ g, and let
Bo(K') and f. = y.,

Let D: f

Thus yz - fz

E

Z

E

Zo(K).

Then aDz = gz - fz.

UO
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DEFINITION 4.5. A map f: K ~ L is called an excision if and only if
maps K isomorphically onto L.
THEOREM 4.6. If f: K ~ L is an excision, then f* maps H.(K)
isomorphically onto H.(L).
The proof of this "Excision axiom" is of course trivial due to the
very narrow definition of excision that has been adopted.
DEFINITION 4.7. A chain complex K = {C.(K),a} is called pointlike
if a.: C.(K) ~ C._I(K) is an isomorphism for q even and >0, and
also for q odd and <0.
THEOREM 4.8. If K is pointlike, then H.(K) = 0 for q ~ 0, and
Ho(K) = CoCK).
PROOF. Let q be even and >0. Since a.: C.(K) = C._I(K), it
follows that Z.(K) = 0 and B._I(K) = C._I(K). Thus H.(K) = 0
and H._I(K) = O. Similarly H.(K) = 0, H._I(K) = 0 for q odd and
<0. Since 0 102 = 0 and 0_ 10 0 = 0 and a2and a_I are isomorphisms, it
follows that al = 0, 00 = O. Thus Zo(K) = CoCK) and Bo(K) = O.
Hence HoCK) = CoCK).
Theorems 4.4, 4.6, and 4.8 combined with 3.5 yield
THEOREM 4.9. The system H = {H .(K),f*,a* I is a homology theory
on the h-category aS R [aSel of chain complexes, with values in the category

gR [Sel.
It should be kept in mind that actually aS R [agel represents two
h-categories, one with all couples and the other with direct couples only.
Theorem 4.9 holds with either meaning for ag R [aSel.
In the h-category aS R [aSel, we have the concepts of homotopy
equivalence and generalized excision as defined in Iv,9.2. Since every
excision in aS R [aSel is also a homotopy equivalence, and since the
composition of homotopy equivalences is, by 4.3, again a homotopy
equivalence, it follows that in the category ag R [agel homotopy equivalences and generalized excisions coincide.
The definitions of homotopies, excisions, and points in the c-categories
OSR,OSe of cochain complexes are quite similar and are obtainable from
those for chain complexes by the sign-changing trick. The results for
cochain complexes may be summed up in the following analog of 4.9:
THEOREM 4.9c. The system H = {H·(K),f*,o*1 is a covariant 0functor on the category OSR [oSel of cochain complexes, satisfying the
Homotopy, Excision, and Dimension axioms.
6. DIRECT SUMS AND PRODUCTS

This section reviews the definitions and basic properties of the
cartesian product of spaces, and the direct sum and direct product of
groups.
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DEFINITION

5.1.

M, i.e. for each a

~

1$1

Let IX a 1 be a collection of seta indexed by a set
M, X a is a set of the collection. The product

IT

(1)

XII

aIM

of the collection is the totality of functions x = IXII 1 defined for a ~ M
and such that xII-the value of X on a-is an element of X a' The
element X a is called the a-coordinate of x. For each {3 ~ M, define the
projection
(2)

by

In case the sets X a all coincide with a set X, then the product (1) is
denoted by X M , and is simply the set of all functions from M to X.
DEFINITION 5.2. If each X a is a topological space, a topology is
introduced in (1) as follows: If a finite number of X a's are replaced
by open subsets U a C X a, the product of the resulting collection is a
subset of (1) and is called a rectangular open set of (1). Any union of
rectangular open sets is called an open set of the product. The product
with this topology is called the cartesian product. It is immediate that
the projections (2) are continuous.
LEMMA 5.3.
A function
f:

Y

-t

IT

Xa

olM

defined on a space Y with values in a cartesian product is continuous if
and only if, for each a ~ M, the function

PaI:

Y

-t

Xa

is continuous.

The proof is left as an exercise to the reader.
The following classical result is due to Tychonoff. For a proof, see
Lcfschetz [Algebraic Topology, Colloq. Pub. Amer. Math. Soc., 1942,
p.19].
THEOREM

5.4.

The cartesian product of a collection of compact spaces

is compact.

We recall that the term "compact space" is used here to denote a
Hausdorff space in which the Borel covering theorem holds.
DEFINITION 5.5. If each X a is an abelian group, then an addition
is defined in (1) by the usual method of addinf!; functional values:
(3)

(X

+ x')

a

=

Xa

+ x~.

In this way (1) becomes an abelian group and is called the direct product
of the groups IX a I. If each X a is a compact abelian group, then the

II!
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product with the topology of 5.2 and the group operation just defined
is a. compact abelian group called the direct product.
If each X .. is an R-module over the same ring R, define addition in
(1) by means of (3) and multiplication by a scalar r e: R by
(4)

(rx) .. = r·x...

Then (1) becomes an R-module called the direct product.
In all cases the projections (2) are homomorphisms.
The direct product is thus defined for a collection of groups from
either of the categories gR,gc, and the product belongs to the same
category. The same symbolism (1) will be used to denote each of these
products; the particular product in question can always be determined
from the nature of the X ..'s.
In case all the groups X .. ,a e: M coincide with a single group G, the
direct product (1) is denoted by G M and is simply the group of functions
on M with values in G.
DEFINITION 5.6. Let {G .. I be an indexed collection of R-modules.
Their direct sum

is the subgroup of their direct product IT G.. consisting of those elements
having all but a finite number of coordinates equal to zero, i.e. g.. =
o e: G.. for all but a finite number of a e: M. For each'(3 e: M, define the
injection
by

for

a

for

a ,&.

= (3,

(3.

LG...

It is clear that i~ is an isomorphism of G~ onto a subgroup of
In case M is a finite collection, then of cOjJrse the direct Bum and
direct product coincide.
In case each G.. is a compact group, L G.. , as a subset of IT G.. , has
a topology which makes of it a topological group. In addition, each pfJ
is continuous. As a subspace of the direct product, L G.. is not a
closed subspace (indeed, it is everywhere dense), and is therefore not
compact.. It is for this reason that the direct sum is not a useful operation to apply to compact groups.
DEFINITION 5.7. A projective representation of a group G as a direct
product consists of a family of groups {G .. I indexed by a set M, and a
homomorphism 71 .. of G onto G.. for each a, such that the homomorphism
71: G ~ IT G.. defined by (71g) .. = 71 ..g is an isomorphism. If, in addition, each G.. is given as a factor group of G by a subgroup, and 71 .. is the
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natural homomorphism, then G is said to decompose into the direct
product of the factor groups IGal.
DEFINITION 5.8. Let G be an R-module. An injective representation
of G as a direct sum consists of a family of R-modules IGal indexed by
a set M, and a homomorphism ~a of Ga into G for each a, such that
the homomorphism~: L: Ga ~ G, defined by assigning to each element
of L: Ga the sum L: ~aga of the images of its nonzero coordinates in
G, is an isomorphism. If, in addition, each Ga is a subgroup of G and
~a is the inclusion map, then G is said to decompose into the direct sum
of the subgroups IGal. This is the case if and only if each gaG can
bc expressed uniquely in the form

g = ga,

+ ... + ga.,

ga, a Gal

where ai, ... , am are distinct elements of M.
If IGal is any collection of groups, it is clear that ITGa and L: Ga
are represented as the direct product and sum, respectively, of the
groups IGal by means of IPal and lial.
6. FREE MODULES AND THEIR FACTOR GROUPS
DEFINITION 6.1. Let G be an R-module and X a subset of G. The
set X is said to be linearly independent if, for any distinct elements
Xl> ••• , x~ of X, the relation rix i + ... + r ~X~ = 0, r. a R, implies
r l = ... = r~ = O. The set X is said to generate G if no proper submodule of G contains X. If X is linearly independent and generates
G, then X is said to be a base of G and G is called free. In this case
every element gaG can be represented uniquely as g = rixi + ... +
r~x~ where r. a R, x. e: X, and XI, .•• , X~ are distinct.
If X is a base of G and G' is any R-module, then it is clear that
every function ¢: X ~ G' can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism ¢: G ~ G'.
lt is well known that, if R = F is a field, then every vector space
Gover F is free.
LEMMA 6.2.
If G,G' and Hare R-modules, ¢: G ~ G' and 1/1:
H ~ G' are homomorphisms, ¢ is onto and H is free, then there exists a

homomorphism 8:

H

~

G such that ¢8

= 1/1.

Let X be a base of H. For each X e: X select 8(x) a G so
that ¢8(x) = 1/I(x). This is possible since ¢ is onto. The function
8: X ~ G extends to a homomorphism 8: H ~ G which then satisfies
PROOF.

¢8

= 1/1.

LEMMA 6.3.
If H
direct summand of G.

1'S

a submodule of G and G/ H is free, then H is a
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PROOF. Consider the natural homomorphism 1/: G ~ G/H and the
identity map i: G/H ~ G/H. By 6.2 there is a (J: G/H ~ G such
that 1/(J = i. This implies that G decomposes into the direct sum of
the image of (J and the kernel of 1/ which is H.
Since every vector space is free, we have
COROLLARY 6.4. Every subspace of a vector space is a direct summand.
DEFINITION 6.5. For any set X, let R x be the set of all functions
f: X ~ R such that fx ~ 0 for at most a finite number of x e X.
With addition and multiplication defined by
(rf)x

= r(jx),

R x is an R-module. As is customary, we identify each x e X with the
function which is 1 on x and zero elsewhere. Then, if f has the nonzero
values rl, ... , r" on XI, ••• , X n respectively, and is zero elsewhere,
we have f = L:~ r.x.. It follows that R x is a free R-module having X
as a base. It is called the free R-module generated by X.
If X' is a subset of X, the inclusion map X' C X extends uniquely
to an isomorphism of R x ' with a submodule of R x . If X is represented
as a union VX a of disjoint subsets, the inclusion maps X a C X induce
an injective representation of R x as a direct sum: R x =
R x •.
DEFINITION 6.6. Let G be an R-module and X eGa set generating
G. The inclusion map X ~ G can then be extended to a homomorphism
(J: R x ~ G which maps R x onto G. Let Y be any set generating the
kernel of (J. Then we say that G is represented by generators X and
relations Y. Note that each element of Y can be written as a formal
finite linear combination of elements of X with coefficients in R, and,
when evaluated in G, this linear combination yields zero.
LEMMA 6.7. Let G be the R-module given by generators X and relations Y and let G' be given by generators X' and relations Y'. A function
f: X ~ X' can be extended to a homomorphism cf>: G ~ G' if and only
if for every element rlxl
r"x" e Y, r. e R, Xi e X, the element
rt!(xI)
r"f(x,,) e R x ', is a linear combination of elements of Y'.
If this condition is satisfied, the homomorphism cf> extending f is unique.
PROOF: Let y.,: R x ~ R x ' be the homomorphism extending f and
let Nand N' be the kernels of the natural maps R x ~ G, R x ' ~ G'.
Then Y and Y' generate Nand N' and the condition of the lemma is
equivalent to y.,(N) eN'. The homomorphism cf> is then induced by y.,.
LEMMA 6.8. If R is a principal ideal ring (i.e. a domain of integrity
in which each ideal has the form Rr for some r e R), then every submodule
of a free R-module is also a free R-module.
PROOF. Let G be a free R-module, let X be a base for G, and let H
be a submodule of G. We assume the choice axiom, and may therefore

L:a

+ ... +

+ '" +
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suppose the elements of X are well ordered: Xt,X~, ... , Xa,
For each ordinal a, let A a be the submodule of those elements of H
which are linear combinations of the X(J with (3 ~ a, and let B a be the
submodule of those elements of H which are linear combinations of the
X(J with (3 < a. Then each a E A a is of the form a = b + rX a where
bE B a • The coefficient r is a function of a and provides a homomorphism
of A a onto an ideal I a of R. The hypothesis on R implies that I a is
a free R-module. By 6.3, A a is the direct sum of B a and a submodule
C a isomorphic with I a • We will show that H is the direct sum of the
submodules Ca' If a < (3, then C a C A a C B/J; hence C a (\ C(J = O.
Let ao E H; then ao E A a• for some an. Thus ao = at + Co where Co E Ca.
and at E B a.' Then at E A a, for some at < ao. Iterating this procedure, we obtain a sequence a. < a._I < ... < ao and elements
c, E Ca. for i = 0,1, ... ,n such that a o = a.+ l
c.
+ Co where
a.+ l E B a •• Since each decreasing sequence of ordinals is finite, it
follows that a.+ t = 0 for sufficiently large n. Thus H is the direct sum
of the modules Ca' Since each C a is free, it follows that H is free.
When R is the ring of integers, an R-module is an ordinary abelian
group. Hence 6.8 implies
COHOLLARY 6.9.
Any subgroup of a free abelian group is free.

+ + ...

7. FINITELY GENERATED GROUPS

In a great many of the applications of homology theory the spaces
involved arc triangulable and the coefficient group is the group of
integers. In such a case, the homology groups encountered are generated by a finite number of clements. The structure of such a group
is easily described: it is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Its structure
can be characterized by numerical invariants. Moreover, starting with
any finite set of gf'nerators and relations, there is an algorithm for
obtaining a second set of generators which gives the direct sum decomposition, and, at the same time, the numerical invariants. Consequently the finitely generated groups are of the utmost importance in
applications of homology theory.
The object of this section is to review this algebraic material and
state the applications to chain complexes.
We recall that a matrix A = (a.,) with integer elements is said to
be unimodular if it has the same number of rows as columns, and its
determinant is +1 or -1. In this case the inverse of A, denoted by
A-I = (a,,), has integer elements and is unimodular. Under ordinary
matrix multiplication, the unimodular matrices, of a fixed order, form
a group.
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Let F be a free group with a finite base XI'
, X n , and let (a,,)
be a unimodular matrix of integers of order n. Then the elements
y, = L';.I a"x, (i = 1, ... , n) also form a base for F. To prove
this, observe, first, that the y's generate Fj for X, = L a'kYk' In addition, the V's are independent. For suppose
c,y, = O. Then
Li,; c,a,;x; = O. Since the x's are independent, this implies L' C,aii =
o for each j. Therefore 0 = L" c,ai,a'k = L C,~.k = Ck'
Suppose now that F,F' are free groups with finite bases Xl> ••• , X n
and xL ... , x~ respectively (see 6.1 with R = integers). If f: F ~ F'
is a homomorphism, then, for each i, f(x,) = L:".1 b"x: for some integers b" and f is completely determined by the matrix B = (b,,).
Conversely, any m X n-matrix B corresponds to a homomorphism. If
the bases (x),(x') are transformed into bases (y),(y') by unimodular
matrices of integers A and A', then the matrix of f in terms of (y),(y')
becomes ABA,-I. Thus, to the homomorphism f corresponds an
equivalence class of matrices of integers. At this point we state for
future reference the classical theorem on the reduction of such matrices
to canonical form by an equivalence.
THEOREM 7.1.
If B is an m X n-matrix of integers, then there exist
unimodular matrices'of integers A and A' of orders n and m, respectively,
such that (1) the matrix C = ABA,-1 is in diagonal form, and (2) if
d l ,d2 , ••• are the diagonal elements of C, then each d, ~ 0 and d, is a
divisor of d>+1 for i = 1, '" , Min (m,n) - 1. Furthermore C is unique
in the sense that the array of diagonal elements is the same for all equivalent
diagonal matrices satsifying (2).
In terms of the homomorphism f: F ~ F', the theorem asserts
that there exist bases (y),(y') of F,F' such that

L7.1

(1)

(i

= 1, '" ,

p'.

The number p is the rank of B and is the number of nonzero diagonal
elements of C. This result has many consequences.
Suppose, for example, that f is an isomorphism. Then each d, = 1
and m = n. Therefore C is unimodular, and B = A -lA' is also unimodular. Thus, in terms of any bases (x),(x'), an isomorphism corresponds to a unimodular matrix.
If this last result is applied to the case F = F' and f = identity,
we obtain that any two bases for F are related by a unimodular matrix.
The number n of elements in any base is the same for all bases. It is
easily seen that n is the rank of F (see Exercise I,ll for definition of
rank).
THEOREM 7.2.
Suppose the group G is isomorphic to the factor group
of a free group F' of finite rank m by the homomorphic image of a free
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Then G can be decomposed into the direct sum of
T ~ m r finite cyclic groups of orders
81 , ' " , 8. where each 8. > 1 and 8i divides 8i+1 for i = 1, ... , T - 1.
The numbers r,8 1 , . , . , 8. are invariants of G. Precisely, if G is decomposed in two ways as a direct sum of cyclic groups in which the orders
of the finite cyclic groups divide one another successively, then the numbers
r,8., ... , 8. are the same for the two decompositions.
PROOF. As shown above we may choose bases (y), (y') in F,F' so
that the homomorphism f: F - t F' has the form (1).
Let
J~ (i = 1, ... , m) be the subgroup of F' generated by y:, and J. (i = 1,
••• , (J) the subgroup generated by d.y:. Then F' decomposes into the
direct sum
J~, and the image of f decomposes into L~ J.. This
yields

group F of finite rank.

r ~ m infinite cyclic groups and

L';

If we define 8., ... , 8. to be those d's which exceed 1, then the asserted
decomposition has been demonstrated.
Since r is just the rank of G, its invariance is obvious. Let G' be
the subgroup of elements of finite order in G. For any integer n,
g - t ng defines a homomorphism G' - t G'; let nG' denote the image
group, and 4>(n) the number of elements in nG'. Given any decomposition of G as described above, the numbers 8. are easily shown to satisfy
tb(n)

=

_81_
(8 1,n)

•

~

.....

(8 2 ,n)

~
(8.,n)

where (8,n) denotes the greatest common divisor of 8 and n. For any
T, the equation

u = 1, .. , ,

81
8.
(81)n) . .. (8.,n)

=

1

holds if we set n = 8., and is false for any positive n less than 8.. This
follows since 8, divides 8i +l • Therefore 8. is the least positive value
of n satisfying 4>(n)
1; and 8. (u < T) is the least positive value of 11
satisfying
tb(n) =

8'+1

(8o+ l ,n) '"

8.
(8.,n) .

This provides an inductive definition of 8.,8._ 1 , ••• , 81 in terms of the
function 4>. Since IjJ is invariantly defined, the 8's are likewise invariants. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 7.3. The conclusions of the preceding theorem hold for any
group G having a finite number m of generators.
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Let XI,
, X m be a set of generators of G, and let F' be the free
group they generate (apply 6.5 with R = the integers). Then the
inclusion Ix.1 C G extends to a unique homomorphism h of F' onto G.
It follows that G is isomorphic to F'IF where F is the kernel of h. By
6.9, F is a free group. As the rank of F cannot exceed that of F ' , it
follows that F has a finite base. Let f be the inclusion map F C F'.
Then we have shown that G satisfies the hypotheses of 7.2, and the
proof is complete.
REMARK.
An analysis of the proof of 7.3 reveals several nonconstructive steps. One is the nonconstructive nature of the proof that the
integers form a principal ideal ring (see 6.8), and another is the use of
the choice axiom in the proof of 6.2. In contrast, the proof of 7.2
(including the reduction of the matrix to diagonal form) is entirely constructive; the decomposition of G can be found in a finite number of
steps starting with bases in F,F' and the matrix for f. In applications
of this section to finite chain complexes, we shall use 7.2 rather than
7.3, and thereby remain within the realm of effective procedures.
8. CANONICAL BASES IN A FINITE COMPLEX
DEFINITION 8.1. A chain complex K is said to be finite, if, for each
q, C.(K) is a free group on a finite base. Then H.(K) also has a finite
set of generators. The rank R. of H.(K) is called the qtb Betti number
of K. The invariants IJ~, .•• , IJ~. of lJ.(K), described in 7.2, are called
the qtb torsion numbers of .K. The ranks of C.(K) and Ra(K) arc denoted
by a. and 13•.
THEOREM 8.2.
If K is a finite chain complex, then

R. =

a. -

13. - 13.-1'

Furthermore, there exists a set of bases, one for each C.(K), with the following properties: For each q, the base for C.(K) is composed of five
types of elements,

a.,,

1,
1,
1,
1,
m = 1,
i =
J =
k =
1=

b;,

c:,

d~,

e.,
m

For each q, the homomorphism

a.a: = 0,
a.d~

=

, 13. - T.,

, T.,

, R.,

, T .-1,

a. is given by
a.b: = 0,

1J1-lb~_I'

T._I·

, 13.-1

a.e~

a.c: = °

=

a:_I'
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Such a set of bases is called canonical, and the boundary operator is said
to be in diagonal form.
PROOF. Since C._1(K) is free, we have, by 6.3, that Z.(K), the
kernel of a., is a direct summand of C.(K). For each q, we choose a
decomposition of C.(K) into a direct sum C.(K) = Z.(K)
W.(K).
Then a. defines an isomorphism of W.(K) into Z.-t (K). Since both
are free groups on finite bases, there exist bases (y),(y') in these groups
(see 7.1) such that a. has the form

+

a.y,

=

d,y:,

L

= 1, ... , (3.-I'

Since the kernel of a. is Z.(K), no d, is zero. Those Ym for which d m = 1
are relabeled e:, the corresponding y~ are denoted by a:'_I' The remaining y's are denoted by d~, and the corresponding y"s by b~_t. The
remaining y"s are denoted by
With these choices of base elements
for each q, the boundary operator has diagonal form. Then H .(K)
decomposes into the direct sum of cyclic groups generated by the cosets
of the base elements b~ and
This decomposition has the form described in 7.2. Therefore the number of generatOl's is R.. Since the
torsion numbers are invariants, the d's associated with the b.'s must
be the torsion numbers of 1I.(K). This establishes the canonical form
of the boundary operator and the ranges of the indices j, k, and l.
Since the elements a~ and O~b~ form a base for B.(K) of rank {3., the
range of i, and therefore of m, must be as indicated. The relation on
R. follows from the fact that the number of generators of all five types
is a •.
It is important from the computational standpoint to observe that
the reduction to the canonical form of 8.2 can be carried out in a finite
number of steps, for any finite number of q's, starting with bases in
each group and the matrix of integers describing each a. in terms of
these bases. This follows from the fact that the reduction to diagonal
form described in 7.1 is a finite process. One would begin with the least
q and reduce a. to some diagonal form. This provides a new base for
C. including a base for Z., and a new form for the matrix of a.+ 1 which
now involves only the base elements of Z.. The matrix of a.+ 1 : C.+ 1 ----.
Z. is then reduced to diagonal form. This provides a new base for C.+I
including a base for Z.+l, and a new matrix for a.+ 2 : C.+2 ----. Z.H' etc.
The analogs of 8.1 and 8.2 for finite cochain complexes are left to
the reader.

C:_I'

c:.

c:
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9. THE TENSOR PRODUCT
DEFINITION 9.1. * The tensor product C ® G of two R-rnodules C and
G is the R-module generated by the set of all pairs (c,g), c E C, g E G with
relations
(1)
(Cl + c2,g) - (Cl,g) - (c2,g) = 0,
(C,gl + g2) - (C,gl) - (C,g2) = 0,
(2)
(rc,g) - r(c,g) = 0,
(c,rg) - r(c,g) = O.

Following 6.5, C Q9 G is obtained then as follows: Let R(C,G) be
the free R-module 'generated by the set of pairs (c,g) and let Y(C,G)
be the least subgroup of R(C,G) containing all the elements of the form
(CI

+ c2,g)

(C,gl + g2) - (c,g,) - (C,g2),
(c,rg) - r(c,g),

- (c1,g) - (c 2,g) ,
(rc,g) - r(c,g) ,

then
C Q9 G = R(C,G)/Y(C,G).

The element of C Q9 G which is the image of the generator (c,g) of
R(C,G) will be denoted by c Q9 g. These elements generate the group
C Q9 G and the relations are
(1')

(2')

(CI

+ C2) Q9 g =

CI

Q9 g

+C

2

Q9 g,

c @ (gl + g2) = C Q9 gl + c Q9 g2,
(rc) Q9 g = r(c Q9 g) = C Q9 (rg).

If g is a fixed element of G, the correspondence C ~ C Q9 g is a homomorphism C ~ C Q9 G. Similarly, if c is fixed, g ~ c ® g is a homomorphism G ~ C Q9 G. Thus (1') implies
(3)
(4)

(L: c,) Q9 g = L: (c; Q9 g),

°

Q9 g = 0,

L: gj

C

Q9

c

® 0= 0.

=

L: (c ® g,),

LEMMA 9.2.
If G is an R-module, the correspondence f: R ® G ~ G
defined by fer Q9 g) = rg is an isomorphism. Similarly, G Q9 R = G.
I n the sequel both R Q9 G and G ® R will be identified with G by these
isomorphisms.
PROOF. Consider first the map f': R(R,G) ~ G defined by
f'(T,g) = Tg. Since R(R,G) is free, and the pairs (T,g) form a base,
f' is a homomorphism. It is easily seen that f' has the value 0 on each
of the four relations of (1) and (2). Therefore f' maps Y(R,G) into 0,
and thereby induces a homomorphism f of the factor group R @ G into

·Assume throughout that R is commutative. Tensor products over non-commutative rings are treated in the book of H. Cartan and S. Eilenberp;: Homological
Algebra (Princeton Press) 1956.
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G such that f( T Q9 g)
(2') and (3), we have

•
L
_-I

T;

=

Tg. Since f(1 ® g)

(8) g;

•
= L
1®
,-I

T.g;

=

=

1.U

g, f is onto. Applying

1 (8)

•

L
T.g •.
,-1

Therefore each element of R ® G can be written in the form 1 (8) g.
If f(1 (8) g) = 0, then g = O. This implies 1 (8) g = O. Hence f is an
isomorphism.
DEFINITION 9.3. Iff: C ~ C' and h: G ~ G' are homomorphisms,
the correspondence c (8) g ~ (fc) (8) (hg) defines a homomorphism

f

(8) h:

C (8) G

~

C' (8) G'

called the homomorphism of the tensor product induced by the homomorphisms f and h. Precisely, the map (c,g) ~ (fc,hg) defines a
homomorphism R(C,G) ~ R(C',G') which carries Y(C,G) into Y(C'G'),
and thus induces a homomorphism f (8) h of the tensor products.
In case G = G' and h is the identity, we shall speak of f (8) h as
the homomorphism C (8) G ~ C' (8) G induced by f and will denote it
by a symbol such as 1'.
The proof of the following proposition is immediate:
THEOREM 9.4. If i: C ~ C, j: G ~ G are identity maps, then
i (8) j: C (8) G ~ C (8) G is the identity. If f: C ~ C', 1': C' ~ C",
h: G~G',h': G'~G",then(f'f)(8>(h'h) = (f' (8) h')(f (8) h).
This theorem states that ® is a covariant functor of two variables,
in the category gR with values in gR'
THEOREM 9.5. Let C and G be represented as the direct sums (see
5.8)
G = LGp
p,N

by means of the injections

Then, for a EM and {3 EN, the homomorphisms
i a (8) jp:

C a (8) Gp ~ C (8) G

have zero kernels, and they provide a direct sum representation
C(8)G=

L.P)

C a (8)Gp.

(a

PROOF. Let Pa: C ~ Ca, rp: G ~ Gp be maps such that pai a =
identity, Pa .i a = 0 for a' ¢ a, Tpjp = identity, and Tp. jp = 0 for
{3' ¢ {3. It follows that (Pa (8) rp)(i a (8) jp) = identity and (Pa' ® rp.)
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(i", ® jfJ)
0 for (a,{3) y6. (a',{3'). Any element h of L: C'" ® GfJ can
be written uniquely as a finite sum h
L: h"'fJ of its nonzero components. Define

by
Then (p", ® rfJ)f projects h into its component h afJ. It follows that f
has kernel zero. Let c ® g be any generator of C ® G. Then c =
L: iac", and g = L: j~gfJ' and f(L: c'" ® gfJ) = c ® g. Therefore f is
onto, and the proof is complete.
LEMMA 9.6.
If C is a free R-module with base X, then C ® G is
generated by elements x ® g with relations x ® (gt
(2) = x ® gt
X ® g2 and r(x ® g) = x ® rg.
If G is also a free R-module with base Y,
then C ® G is a free R-module with base I x ® y I, X EX, Y E Y.
This is an easy consequence of 9.5 and 9.2.
LEMMA 9.7.
If f is a homomorphism of B onto C, then the indmed
homomorphism B ® G ~ C ® G is also onto.
PROOF. An element of C ® G is a finite sum L: c. ® g.. For each
c, select a b, E B such that f(b,) = c,. Then f(L: b, @ g.) = L: c, ® g,.
LEMMA 9.8.
If

+

is an exact sequence of R-modules and
sequence

f'

homomorphi.~ms, then

+

the indmed

h'

A@G~B@G~C®G~O

is also exact. (Note: no statement is made about the kernel of 1'.)
further, the image of f is a direct summand of B, then the sequence

l'

If,

h'

O~A@G~B@G~C@G~O

is exact, and the image of l' is a direct summand of B ® G.
PROOF. The second part of the lemma follows from the first and
from 9.5. By 9.7, h' is onto. It therefore remains to show that image
l' = kernel h'. Let r denote the image of 1'. If a E A, g E G, then
h'1'(a ® g) = (hfa) ® g = 0 ® g = O. Therefore r is contained in the
kernel of h'. Hence h' induces a homomorphism h": B @ Gjr ~
C @ G such that the composition of the natural map 77: B ® G ~
B @ Gjr followed by h" is h'.
Since h is onto, there is a function c/J: C ~ B (not necessarily a
homomorphism) such that hc/J is the identity. Define

c/J': R(C,G)

~

B ~ Gjr

by c/J'(c,g)

=

77«c/JC) @ g).
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Since R(C,G) is free, ,p' is a homomorphism. It is obvious that ,p' maps
(C,g1
g2) - (c,g!) - (C,g2) , r(c,g) - (c,rg), and r(c,g) - (rc,g) into
zero. Suppose CI ,C 2 E C and g E G. Since

+

h(,p(c l

+ c2) -

q,cl - tPc2)

exactness implies there
,pCI - ,pC2' Hence

,p'«C I

IS

+ C2,g) - (cl,g) + C2) ® g + C2) - q,cl

= 71 (,p(c 1
= 71 «,p(CI

+ c2) - *!
+ c c! -

=

hq,(c l

=

(CI

2)

C2

-

- *2
= 0,

an a e A such that f(a) = ,p(c,

+

c2) -

(c 2,g»
(q,cl) ® g - (q,c2) ® g)
- q,c2) ® g) = 7J(f(a) ® g) = Tlf'(a ® g) =

o.

Thus,p'maps Y(C,G) into zero. Therefore,p' induces a homomorphism
,p": C ® G ~ B ® G/r. Furthermore

,p"h"7J(b ® g) = ,p"h'(b ® g) =,p'«hb) ® g) = 71 «,phb) ® g).
But ,phb - b is in f(A); hence 7J«,phb) ® g) = 7J(b ® g). This implies
,p"h" = identity, and, therefore, kernel h" = O. Since h' = h"7J, it
follows that r is the kernel of hi. This proves 9.8.
Let G be an ordinary abelian group, or equivalent!y, a J-module
where J is the ring of integers. If p is an integer, the operation g ~ pg
is a homomorphism of G into G whose image is denot<>d by pO.
LEMMA 9.9. Let G be an abelian group, p an integer, and let 71: G ~
G/ pG be the natural homomorphism. Then the correspondence n ® g ~
7J(ng) defines an isomorphism

(J IpJ) ® G = GlpG.
PROOF.
Define f: J ~ J by I(n) = pn; and let h: J ~ J /pJ be
the natural homomorphism. Then i,h satisfy the hypothesis of 9.8.
Therefore

l'
J ®G

~

h'
J ®G

~

(JlpJ) ® G

~

0

is exact. By 9.2, we may identify J ® G with G. Then l' becomes the
homomorphism g --J pg; hence kernel hi = image l' = pG. Since h' is
onto, the stated isomorphism is proved.
LEMMA 9.10. If p and q are integers, and r is their greatest common
divisor, then

(JIpJ) ® (J IqJ) = J IrJ.
This follows from 9.9 in view of the well-known proposition

(Jlq,J)lp(JlqJ) = JlrJ.
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As an example, let G be a cyclic group of order 4, and let f: J ~ J
be defined by fen) = 2n. Then J (8) G is cyclic of order 4, and 1':
J (8) G ~ J (8) G is given by 1'(n (8) g) = 2(n (8) g). Thus the kernel
of f is zero, while that of l' is not. This example shows that the concept
"subgroup" is not preserved in general under tensor products. This
means that the symbol c (8) g is ambiguous in a situation where c E
C C C' or g E G C G'.
So far we have considered (8) as a functor (of two variables) defined
on SR and SR with values in SR' However we may also consider (8) as
a functor defined on S (= the category of ordinary abelian groups) and
SR with values in SR' Indeed let C be an abelian group and G an Rmodule. Define C (8) G by regarding G as an abelian group. Then
convert C (8) G into an R-module by setting
r(c (8) g)

= c (8) rg.

We must verify that, if f: C ~ C', h: G ~ G' are homomorphisms,
then f ® h is a homomorphism of R-modules. Indeed we have
r(f (8) h)(c (8) g)

= r[(fc) ® (hg)] =

(fc) ® r(hg)
(f (8) h)(c (8) rg)
= (f (8) h)r(c ® g).
= (fc) (8) h(rg)

=

With this verified all the previously stated results remain valid for this
modified (8) product.
We shall also generalize the tensor product to a functor on S' and
Se with values in Se, where S' is the subcategory of S consisting of
finitely generated abelian groups and their homomorphisms. This requires some preliminaries.
LEMMA 9.11. Let C be a free group on a finite base cl , • • • ,cn • Each
element of C (8) G can be written uniquely in the form L~ c. (8) g..
function defined by

The

is an isomorphism of C (8) G with the direct sum Gn (= the direct product
G") of n-factors equal to G.
PROOF. If C/; is the subgroup generated by c/;, then C decomposes
C/;. Applying 9.5, we obtain an isomorphism C (8) G ::::::
C/; (8)
into

L

L

G. Then 9.2 provides an isomorphism C/; (8) G :::::: G. Combining these
yields the isomorphism f.
DEFINITION 9.12. Let G be a compact group and C a free group on
the base CII •• , ,en' The direct product G" of n-factors G is a compact
group. The isomorphism f: C ® G = G" of 9.11 is now used to carry
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over the topology of G" into a topology for C (8) G. Then C (8) G is a
compact group and f is continuous.
LEMMA 9.13.
The topology of C (8) G is independent of the choice of
the base in C.
LEMMA 9.14.
Let C,D be free groups on finite bases, and f: C _ D
a homomorphism. Let G,H be compact groups arul h: G _ H a homomorphism. 'J.'hen f (8) h: C (8) G - D (8) H is continuous.
PROOF. We shall prove 9.13 and 9.14 simultaneously. Letc 1 , • • • 'C
and d 1 , • • • , d... be bases in C and D used to define the topologies in
C (8) G and D (8) H. Then f is given by f(c.) = L:~-l rt"d, (i = I, ... , n)
where (aoj) is a matrix of integers. It follows that
ft

~ ( ~ ai,d,) (8) hg.
~ d, (8) ( ~ a.,hg.).
Using the isomorphisms C (8) G = G , D (8) H = H"' of 9.11, we see
that f (8) h corresponds to a map cP: Gn - H"' given by
n

cP(gl> ... , gn) = (

f

,-1

aolhg., ... ,

f

,-1

a....hg.).

Since h is continuous and the a's are integers, it follows that cP is continuous. Hence f (8) h is continuous; and 9.14 is proved. Now let
C = D and G = G', and let f,h be the identities. Then f (8) h is the
identity and is continuous. This proves 9.13.
DEFINITION 9.15. Let C be a group with finite set of generators,
and let

be a representation of C as a factor group of a free group F on a finite
base (i is the inclusion map, and 1/ is the natural homomorphism). Let
G be a compact group. In the induced diagram

i'
1/'
R(8)G - F(8)G - C(8)G
R (8) G and F (8) G are compact, i' is continuous, and by 9.8, 1/' is onto
and kernel 1/' = image i'. In this way C (8) G is isomorphic to the
compact group F (8) Gjimage i'. Using this isomorphism we carryover
the topology of the factor group to provide a topology in C (8) G. This
is equivalent to defining a set U C C (8) G to be open if 1/H(U) is open
in F ® G.

[CHAP. V
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LEMMA 9.16.
If C has a finite set of generators and G is compact, the
topology of C @ G is independent of the representation C = F fR.
LEMMA 9.17.
If C,D have finite sets of generators, and G,ll are
campact, and f: C ~ D, h: G ~ H are homomorphisms, then f @ h:
C @ G ~ D @ H is continuous.

PROOF.

The two lemmas are proved simultaneously. Let
R

i

~

F

"

~

C,

be the representations used in defining the topologies of C @ G and
D @ H. By 6.2, there is a homomorphism f,: F ~ F, such that
f'l = '1tfl' Therefore commutativity holds in the diagram
F@G

,,'

--+

1f , ® h
,,~

FI@H--+ D@H

By 9.15, ,,' and '7~ are continuous. By 9.14, fl ® h is C'ontinuow;.
Then
® h) is continuous. This implies that (J @ h)'l]' is continuous. Thus, if U is open in D 0 H, it follows that "f-1(j ® h)-I(U)
is open in F @ G. By the remark at the end of 9.15, this last implies
that (J ® h) -, (U) is open. Hence f ® h is continuous, and 9.17 holds.
If we specialize f and h to be identities, we obtain 9.16.
It is necessary to review previous results under the assumption that
C ® G has a topology and observe the effect on the conclusions. In
9.2, the function f is continuous since it is the one used in defining the
topology. The same remark applies to the function f of 9.11, and to
the isomorphism of 9.9. If the hypotheses of 9.4,7,8 are strengthened
by assuming the continuity of the appropriate functions, the corresponding functions in the conclusions are also continuous by 9.16. In
9.5, if G is to be compact and C to be finitely generated,. the index
ranges M and N must be finite, each C a must be finitely generated,
and each G~ compact. Assuming each j~ to be continuous, then i a @ i~
is continuous and the final isomorphism likewise.
Summarizing we have
THEOREM 9.18.
Let 9 denote the category of ordinary abelian groups

,,:U\

and their homomorphisms, and let g' denote the subcategory of groups
having finite bases. Then the tensor product is defined in the following cases:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Ce
Ce
Ce

gR,
g,
g',

Ge
Ge
Ge

gR,
gR,
ge,

•

then
then
then

C
C
C

® G e gRI
® G e gR,
® G e ge.
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All the preceding results of this section are valid in cases 1 and 2. The
same is true in case 3 except for the direct sum Theorem 9.5 which is valid
when restricted to finite sums.
10. GROUPS OF HOMOMORPHISMS

DEFINITION 10.1.

Given two R-modules C and G, denote by

Hom(C,G) the R-module of all homomorphisms
q,:

with addition q,1

+ q,2 defined by
(q,1 + q,2)(C)

C

-+

G

+ q,2(C),

= q,1(C)

and with the product rq, defined by
(rq,)(c) = r(q,(c))

=

q,(rc).

In a sense, lIom(C,G) is dual to C ® G. This duality becomes
apparent if the results of this section are compared with the similarly
numbered results of §9.
LEMMA 10.2. If G is an R-module, the correspondence f: Hom(R,G)
G defined by j(q,) = q,(I) is an isomorphism.
PROOF. Since (q"
q,2)(1) = q,1(1)
q,2(1), j is a homomorphism.
Since 1 generates R, j(q,) = 0 implies q, = O. Since R is free, there
is a q, having any prescribed q,(1).
DEFINITION 10.3. If j: C' -+ C and h: G -+ G' are homomorphisms. the correspondence q, -+ hq,j defines a homomorphism
-+

+

Hom(f,h):

+

Hom(C,G)

-+

Hom(C',G').

The proof of the following proposition is immediate:
THEOREM 10.4. If i: C -+ C and j: G -+ G are identity maps,
then Hom(i,j) is the identity map oj Hom(C,G). If f: C' -+ C, 1':
C" -+ C', h': G -+ G', h': G' -+ Gil, then Hom(j1',h'h) =
Hom(j',h')Hom(f,h).

Briefly, the theorem asserts that Hom is a functor contravariant in
the first variable in 9R, covariant in the second variable in 9R and with
values in 9R'
THEOREM 10.5. Let C be represented a.~ a direct sum C =
Ca

LalM

by means of the injections i a : C a -+ C. Let G be represented as a direct
product G = TIIIIN Gil by means of the projections PII: G -+ Gil' Then
the projections
Hom(ia,PII):

Hom(C,G)

-+

Hom(Ca,GlI)

CHAIN COMPLEXES
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represent Hom(C,G) as a direct product
Hom(C,G) =

TI Hom(Ca,G~),

(a,f3)

£

M X N ..

PROOF. The Hom (ia,P~) are the components of a homomorphism
f: Hom(C,G) - TI Hom(Ca,G~). Suppose cjJ £ Hom(C,G) is not zero.
Then for some a and Ca £ C a, we have cjJiac a ~ O. Then there is a tJ
such that p~iaca ~ O. Thus Hom(ia,P~) applied to cjJ is not zero.
Hence !cP ~ 0 and the kernel of f is zero. Suppose cjJa" £ Hom(C a,G~)
is given for each (a,f3) £ M X N. For any c £ C, write c as a finite
sum c .= L: iac a and define cjJ~ = L: cjJa~a' Then cjJ~ e Hom(C,G8)
for each f3 £ M. These are the components of a cjJ' £ Hom(C, TI G~).
The corresponding cjJ £ Hom(C,G) has the property Hom(ia,P~)cjJ = cjJa~.
Thus f is an isomorphism.
LEMMA 10.6.
If C is a free R-module with base X, then Hom(C,G) is
isomorphic with the module GX of all functions X - G, the isomorphism
being obtained by assigning to each cjJ: C - G the function X - G defined
by cjJ.
The proof is obvious.
LEMMA 10.7.
If f is a homomorphism of B onto C, then the kernel
of the induced homomorphism 1': Hom(C,G) - Hom(B,G) is zero.
PROOF. If cjJ £ Hom(C,G) is not zero, choose c e C such that cjJ(c) ~ O.
Then choose b e B such that f(b) = c. Then (j'cjJ)b = cjJf(b) ~ O.
Hence 1'cjJ is not zero.
LEMMA 10.8.
If

f
h
O-A-B-C-O
is an exact sequence of R-modules and homomorphisms, then the induced
sequence

o-

h'
l'
Hom(C,G) - Hom(B,G) - Hom(A,G)

is exact. If, further, the image of f is a direct summand of B, then the
llequence

h'

o-

Hom(C,G) -

f'
Hom(B,G) -

Hom(A,G) -

0

is exact and the image of h' is a direct summand of Hom(B,G).
PROOF. The second part of the lemma follows from the first and
from 10.5. By 10.7, the kernel of h' is zero. It therefore remains to
prove that image h' = kernelf'. If cjJ £ Hom(C,G), then (j'h'cjJ)(a) =
cjJhf(a) = 0 since hf = O. Therefore image h' C kernelf'. Suppose
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q, e kernelf'. Then q,f(a) = 0 for a e A, and q,(b) = 0 for b e kernel h.
Hence q, 'induces a homomorphism q,' of Bjkernel h into G. Since h
is onto, Bjkernel h is naturally isomorphic to C, and q,' can be regarded
as an element of Hom(C,G). Clearly h'q,' = q,; and we have image
h' = kernel 1'.
LEMMA 10.9. If P is an integer, the correspondence f:
Hom(J jpJ,G)
--. G defined by f(q,) = q,(1) is an isomorphism of Hom(J jpJ,G) onto
the subgroup of G of elements of order p.
The proof is immediate (compare with 10.2).
LEMMA 10.10.
If p and q are integers, and r is their greatest common
divisor, then
Hom(J jpJ,JjqJ) = J jrJ.
This follows from 10.9 and the isomorphism

'1 (JjqJ)

r

= JjrJ.

So far we have regarded Hom as a functor on gR and gR with values
in gR' As in the case of (2), we shall also consider Hom as a functor
on g (= the category of ordinary abelian groups) and gR with values
in gR' Indeed, let C be an abelian group and G an R-module. Define
Hom(C,G) regarding G as an abelian group. Then convert Hom(C,G)
into an R-module by setting for q,: C --. G and r e R,

(rq,) (c) = r(q,c).
If f:

C' --. C and h: G --. G', then Hom(f,g) is a homomorphism of
R-modules. Indeed,
[r Hom(f,h)]q, = r(hq,f) = h(rq,f) = Hom(f,h) (rq,).

We shall also consider Hom as a functor on g and gc with values
in gc. Indeed, let C be an ordinary abelian group and let G be a compact abelian group. Define Hom(C,G) regarding G as an abelian group
(without topology). Then convert Hom(C,G) into a topological abelian
group by treating it as a subgroup of the compact group GC of all
functions.J;: C --. G. Since the projections of a cartesian product are
oontinuous, .J;(c) is a continuous function of .J; in GC and therefore the
condition .J;(CI
c2) - .J;(Cl) ~ .J;(C2) = 0, for fixed Cl,C2 E C, defines a
closed subset of GC • Thus Hom(C,G), as an intersection of closed subsets of GC , is a closed subgroup and hence is compact.
It must be checked that Hom(f,h) is continuous for f: C' --. C
and h: G --. G' with G,G' compact and h continuous. Let U be a
rectangular open set in Hom(C',G') defined by the conditions q,c. E V.

+
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where c, E C' , V, is open in G' for i = 1, ... ,n. The set Hom(j,h)-IU
is then a rectangular open set defined by y,fc, E h-I(V,), (i = 1, ... , n).
Summarizing we have
THEOREM 10.11.
The group Hom(C,G) is defined in the following

cases:
C
C
C

(1)
(2)
(3)

E

gR,

E

g,

E

g,

G E gR.
G E gR,
G E ge,

then
then
then

Hom(C,G)
Hom(C,G)
Hom(C,G)

E
E
E

gR,
gR,
ge.

The preceding results of this section hold in all these cases.
11. HOMOLOGY GROUPS OF A CHAIN COMPLEX OVER A
COEFFICIENT GROUP

The tensor product operation extends to chain complexes as follows:
DEFINITION 11.1. If K = {C.(K),a.J is a chain complex and G is a
group, define K ® G to be the chain complex {C.(K) ® G,a~ I where
a~ is induced by a., i.e. a~ = a. ® i where i is the identity map of G.
If f: K ---+ K ' is a map of chain complexes, let 1': K ® G ---+ K ' ® G
be the map induced by f, i.e. f~ = f. ® i. The resulting functor from
chain complexes to chain complexes is denoted by ®G. By 9.18 there
are three cases:
G E gR,
G E gR,
G E ge,

(1)
(2)
(3)

® G: ag R ---+ ag R,
® G: ag ---+ ag R,
® G: ag' ---+ age.

then
then
then

Naturally one must show that K ® G is a chain complex. This is
proved by tensoring a._la. = 0 with i, and applying 9.4 to obtain
a~_la~ = O. Similarly f.-la. = a.f. implies f~-la~ = a;f~; hence I' is
a map.
THEOREM 11.2.
If agR,ag,ag' are regarded as h-categories in the sense
of direct couples (see 3.1), then, in all three cases, ®G is a covariant h-

functor.
PROOF.

If

(cp,y,): L ---+ K

---+

M is a direct couple, then by definition

y,

cp

o ---+

L

---+

K

---+

M

---+

0

is exact and the image of cp is a direct summand of K. By 9.8 the same
is true of the induced sequence

o ---+

y,'

,p'
L®G

---+

K ®G

---+

M ®G

---+

0,

so that (cp/,y,') is again a direct couple. Thus ®G is a c-functor.
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Since the functor @G carries an isomorphism into an isomorphism,
it follows immediately that ®G carries excisions into excisions and
points into points. It remains to show that it carries homotopies into
homotopies. Let f,g: K -> L, and let D: f ~ g. By definition D
is a sequence of homomorphisms D.: C.(K) -> C.+1(L) such that
(4)
Let D~
D. ® i where i is the identity map of G. If we tensor (4)
with i and apply the relations of 9.4, we obtain (4) with primes on each
homomorphism. Therefore D': .f' ~ g/, and the proof is complete.
DEFINITION 11.3. According to IV,9.5, the composition of the
h-functor ®G with the homology theory H on aS R [or aSel (see 4.9) is
a new homology theory defined on the domain of ®O. It is called the
homology theory with coefficient group G. For any chain complex K,
the group H.(K ® G) is customarily written H.(K;G) and is called the
q-dimensional homology group of K with coefficients in G, or the q'h homology group of K m'cr G. As in 11.1, there are three cases:

K
K
K

(1)
(2)
(3)

€

aSR,

as,
€ as/,

€

thm
then
thm

If.(K ;G)

€

H.(K;G)
H.(K;G)

€

SR,
SR,

€

Se.

CONVENTIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 11.4. The group of chains,
cycles, and boundaries of K with coefficients in G are written C.(K;G),
Z.(K;G), and B.(K;G) rather than C.(K ® G), etc. In keeping with
this notation the chain c ® g, when' e € C.(K) and g € G, will be written
gc. Then, by 9.1, any element of C.(K;G) is a linelJ,r combination
g,c,
of clements of C.(K) with coefficients in G, and any relation is a consequenee of relations of the form

L

and (rg)e = r(ge) = g(rc) in case 1, or (rg)e = r(ge) in case 2.
wise the boundary operator of K ® G is given by

and, if f:

K

->

a;

L

K', then

1':

L

K ®G

->

g,(a.e,),
K' ® G is given by

= L Y,U.e,).
REMARK. In the case when G = J is the group of integers, we agreed
in §9 to identify C ® J with C for any group C. Consequently K ® J =
f;

L

g,e, =

Like-

g,e,

K and II.(K;J) = If.(K). Thus we shall regard the ordinary homology
groups as being those based on integer coefficients.
An analogous discussion for cochain complexes may be obtained by
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a simple application of the sign-changing trick. If K is a cochain complex, then H = {HO(K (8) G),j *,0*1 is a mixed theory, i.e. a covariant
o-functor satisfying the Homotopy, Excision, and Dimension axioms.
12. COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF A CHAIN COMPLEX OVER A
COEFFICIENT GROUP

The operation Hom of §10 extends to chain complexes as follows:
DEFINITION 12.1. If K = {Co(K),aol is a chain complex and G is
a group, define Hom(K,G) to be the cochain complex {Hom(Co(K),G),oOI
where
00 ;

Hom(Co(K),G) ~ Hom(Co+I(K),G)

is induced by a o+ l : Co+I(K) ~ Co(K) , i.e. 00 = Hom(ao+t,t) where i is
the identity map of G. If f: K ~ K' is map of chain complexes, let

1':

Hom(K',G) ~ Hom(K,G)

be the map of cochain complexes induced by f, Le. 1'0 = HomUo,t).
The resulting contravariant functor from chain complexes to cochain
complexes is denoted by Hom( ,G). By 10.11, there are three cases:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Hom(
Hom(
Hom(

then
then
then

,G):
,G):
,G):

ag R ~ OgR,
ag ~ OgR,
ag ~ ogc.

If we apply Hom( ,i) to the relation aO+ 1ao+ 2 = 0 and use 10.4,
we obtain 00 + 1 00 = 0; hence Hom(K,G) is a cochain complex. Similarly
fO-la o = aofo implies 00 - 11'0-1 = 1'0 00-1; hence l' is a map.
THEOREM 12.2. If ag R, ag are regarded as h-categories in the sense
of direct couples (see 3.1), then, in all three cases, Hom( ,G) is a contra-

variant h-functor.
PROOF.

If (q,,1{I):

L

~

K

~

q,

M is a direct couple, then by definition
1{1

O~L~K~M~O

is exact and the image of q, is a direct summand of K.
induced sequence

o~

By 10.8, the

1{1'
q,'
Hom(M,G) ~ Hom(K,G) ~ Hom(L,G) ~ 0

is likewise exact and the image of 1{1' is a direct summand. Hence
(1{I',q,') is a direct couple. This proves that Hom( ,G) is a contravariant c-functor.
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Since Hom(jq,i) is an isomorphism whenever fq,i are isomorphisms,
it follows that Hom( ,G) carries excisions into excisions.
If the chain complex K is pointlike, i.e. aq : C.(K) = C._I (K) for
q even and >0, and for q odd and <0, then 0.- 1 is likewise an isomorphism under the same conditions. Therefore Hom(K,G) is a pointlike
cochain complex since, after application of the sign-changing trick, we
obtain a pointlike chain complex.
It remains to show that Hom( ,G) carries homotopies into homotopies. Let f,g: K -+ L, and let D: f ~ g. Then D is a sequence
D.: C.(K) -+ C.+,(L) such that
(4)
Let D'·

= Hom(D._"i) where i is the identity map of G. Then
D'·;

Applying Hom(

Therefore D':

Hom(C.(L),G) -+ Hom(C._,(K),G).

,t) to (4) and using 10.4, we obtain

l' ~ g',

and the proof is complete.
12.3. According to 9.5c, the composition of the contravariant h-functor Hom( ,G) with the covariant h-functor H on OgH
[or ogel (see 4.9c) is a cohomology theory defined on the domain of
Hom( ,G). It is called the cohomology theory of chain complexes with
coefficient group G. For any chain complex K, the group H·(Hom(K,G))
is customarily written H·(KiG) and is called the q-dimensional cohomology group of K with coefficient group G, or the q'A cohomology group
of Kover G. As in 12.1, there are three cases:
DEFINITION

(1)
(2)
(3)

GE
GE
GE

gR,
gR,

ge,

K
K
K

ag R ,
ag,
E ag,

E

E

then
then
then

H·(KjG)
H·(KiG)
l/·(KiG)

E gR,
E gR,
E

gc.

CONVENTIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 12.4. The group of cochains,
cocycles, and coboundaries of Hom(K,G) are written C·(KiG), Z·(KiG),
and B·(KiG) rather than C·(Hom(KiG)), etc. By definition, a q-cochain
of K is a homomorphism cP: C.(K) -+ G. Its coboundary o·cP is the
(q
1)-cochain cPC.+I: C.+,(K) -+ G. It follows that cP is a q-cocycle
(i.e. o·cP = 0) if and only if cP maps B.(K) into zero. It also follows
that a q-coboundary maps Z.(K) into zeroi however, in general, this
property is not sufficient to characterize a coboundary. If f: K -+ K'
is a map of chain complexes, then the induced 1': Hom(K',G)-+
Hom(K,G) is given by

+

(j'·cP')x = cP'f .x,

cP' e C·(K'iG),

x e C.(K).
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An analogous discw;;sion for cochain complexes may be obtained by
a simple application of the sign-changing trick. If K is a cochain
complex, then H = IH.(Hom(K,G) ),f·,a. I is a contravariant a-functor
satisfying the Homotopy, Excision, and Dimension axioms.
13. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS COEFFICIENT GROUPS

In this section we shall establish various results bearing on the
homology and cohomology groups of a chain complex for various coefficient groups. The so-called "universal coefficient theorem" has not
been included since its statement requires new group operations, besides
® and Hom, which are not of sufficient importance in the sequel to be
studied here (see Exercises v,G).
LEMMA 13.1.
If K 1'S a chain complex composed of free abelian groups
[or of vector spaces over afield F], then Zo(K) is a direct summand of CoCK).
PROOF. As a subgroup of a free group, the group B._I (K) is free
(see 6.8). Since a o maps CorK) onto B O- 1 (K) with Z.(K) as kernel, it
follows from 6.3 that Z.(K) is a direct summand of CoCK).
LEMMA 13.2.
If K is a chain complex such that Zo(K) is a direct
summand of CoCK) and such that Ho(K) = 0 for all q, then there exist
homomorphisms D.: CoCK) ~ C.+I(K) such that

for all x

C.(K).
Let CoCK) = Z.(K) + W. be a direct sum decomposition.
Then a. maps W. isomorphically 0.!1to B._ 1 (K). Since H._I(K) = 0,
we have Bo_I(K) = Z._I(K). Let a.: W. ~ Z._l(K) denote the map
defined by a•. Define D.: C.(K) ~ C.+1(K) as follows:
E

PROOF.

D.x = 0
D.x = a;;lx

for x
for x

E
E

W.,
Z.(K).

For x E W. we have aDx + Dax = a-laX = x, while for x E Z. we have
aDx + Dax = aa-Ix = x. Thus the relation aDx -+- Dax = x holds
for all x E C.(K).
THEOREM 13.3.
Let K and L be chain complexes composed of free
abelian groups [or of vector spaces over a field F) and let f: K ~ L be a
map, In order that f be a homotopy equivalence (Iv,9.2), it is necessary
and sufficient that

.f.: H.(K)

= Ho(L)

for all dimensions q.
PROOF. The necessity of the condition is an immediate consequence
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of 4.4. In order to prove the sufficiency we construct a new chain
complex j as follows:

+

C.U) = C._I(K)
C.(L)
(direct sum),
iJ.(x,y) = (-iJ._Ix,iJ.y
f.-IX),
X e C._I(K),

+
iJ( -iJx,iJy + fx)

ye C.(L).

+

Since iJiJ(x,y) =
= (iJiJx,iJiJy iJfx - fiJx) = 0, this
definition indeed yields a chain complex j.
Next we show that the condition of the theorem implies H.(j) = 0
for all q. Indeed, let (x,y) e Z.(j). Then iJx = 0 and -iJy = fx. Then
x e Z._I(K) and fx e B._I(L). Since the kernel of f. is zero, it follows
that x e B._I(K). Thus there exists an x' e C.(K) with iJx' = x. Then
iJ(y
fx') = iJy
fiJx' = iJy
fx = 0, so that y
fx' e Z.(L).
Since f. maps H.(K) onto H.(L), there exist x" e Z.(K) and y' e Co+I(L)
such that fx"
oy' = y
fx'. Then

+

+

+

+

+

+

iJ(x" - x',y')

= (iJx' - iJx", iJy'

+ fx"

- fx') = (x,y),

and H .(j) = O.
In view of 13.1, the groups Z.(j) are direct summands of C.a), and
therefore 13.2 implies the existence of homomorphisms D.: C.(j) ~
C.+I(j) such that
(i)

iJo+ID.(x,y)

+ D._liJ.(x,y)

= (x,y).

Each of the homomorphisms D. yields four homomorphisms
D;_I: C._I(K) ~ C.(K),
h.: C.(L) ~ C.(K),

D';: C.(L) ~ C.+I(L),
E.-I: C._1(K) ~ C.+l(L) ,

such that
D.(x,y) = (D;-IX

+ h.y, E._Ix + D;'y).

Upon computation, condition (i) yields
(ii)
(iii)

+ hay + hfx - iJD'x - iJhy,
+ D"iJy + D"fx + iJEx + iJD"y + fD'x + fhy.

x = -D'iJx
y = -EiJx

Substituting x = 0 in (ii) yields hay
map. Substituting y = 0 in (ii) and x
iJD'x

+ IJ'iJx

= hfx - x,

= iJhy so that h: L

=

~

K is a

0 in (iii) yields

iJD"y

+ D"iJy

= Y -

fhy.

Thus D': hf ~ i 1 and -D": fh ~ i 2 where i l and i 2 are the identity
maps of K and L respectively, so that f is a homotopy equivalence.
THEOREM 13.4.
Let K and L be chain complexes composed of free
abelian groups [or of vector spaces over a field F], and let f: K ~ L be
a map such that
f.: H.(K) = H.(L)
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for all q. Then

1*:

f.: Ho(K;G) = Ho(L;G),

HO(L;G) = l/O(K;G)

for any coefficient group G [or any vector space G over F).
PROOF. By 13.3, f is a homotopy equivalence. Since the functors rgIl and Hom( ,G) carry homotopies into homotopies, it follows
that they carry homotopy equivalences into homotopy equivalences.
Thus the maps

1':

1":

K®G-+L®G,

Hom(L,G)

-+

Hom(K,G)

are homotopy equivalences. Therefore the induced homomorphisms
and 1* are isomorphisms.

f.

NOTE

Abstract cell complexes. One often encounters chain complexes K in
which each group CoCK) is a free abelian group with a given base {CT~I.
In defining such an "abstract cell complex," it suffices to indicate the
cells in each dimension and the boundary
OCT,0 =

' " [0
0-1) 0-1
~ CT,:CTj
CTj
j

of each "cell" CT~. The coefficients [CT~:CTrl) are called "incidence numbers"; for a fixed i, only a finite number of them are different from zero.
The condition 00 = 0 is equivalent to
'" [ ~. ~-1)[ 0- 1. 0-2) = 0
(1)
~

,

CT,.CT I

CT,

.CT~

for any pair CT~,CT:-2.
Let A 0 denote the matrix whose (i,j)'h element is [CT~:CT~-I). Then
each row of A 0 corresponds to a q-cell and each column of A 0 corresponds to a (q - I)-cell. Condition (1) becomes
A OAo- 1 =

o.

If K and L are two such complexes with cells CT and T respectively,
then a map j: K -+ L is determined by the coefficients C~I in fCT~ =
L:, C'IT~. If we denote by Co the matrix of the integers C~I' we find
that the condition of = fa is equivalent to
COBO

= A °CO- 1

where {BOI are the incidence matrices of the complex L.
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EXERCISES

A.

HOMOMORPHISMS OF EXACT SEQUENCES.

Let f: K ---4 K' be a map of the exact lower sequence K into another
such sequence K'. Regard both K and K' as chain complexes and
denote their homomorphisms by a and a'. The kernel of f is a subcomplex L of K, and the image of f is a subcomplex L' of K'. This
gives couples

o

---4

L

---4

K

---4

KjL

---4

0,

o

---4

L'

---4

K'

---4

K' j L'

---4

O.

1. For each index q, the various subgroups of C.(K) form a lattice
as follows:

C(K)
Z(K/L)
B(KjL)
Z(K) = B(K)

C(L)

Z(L)
B(L)

o
2. Show that Exercise 1 holds with K',L' in place of K,L.
3. Show that the above lattices of subgroups of C.(K), C.(K') form
a closed family under the six operations a, a-\ a', a'-\ f, and l •
4. For each index q, we have the isomorphisms

r

H.+I(K' jL')

a'
(g.)-I
a
= H.(l/) = H.(KjL) = H._I(L)

where g: KjL ---4 L' is induced by f.
5. Derive from 4 the following proposition due to R. H. Fox: It
If. 1 is a homomorphism of the exact sequence {C .,4>.1 into another
exact sequence I C;,4>; I, then
4>:~:(image f.)j(image f.+I) U (image 4>~+2)

;:; (kernel f.-I)

n

(kernel 4>._I)/4>.(kemel f.).
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B. CHAIN HOMOTOPIES.
1. Let 1: K --+ K' be a map of chain complexes, and let D = ID.1
be a sequence of homomorphisms D.: C.(K) --+ C.+l(K'). Show that
g. = 1.

+ a.+lD. + D._la.

defines a map g: K --+ K' and that D: 1 ""' g.
2. Let 1,1': K --+ K', g,g': K' --+ K be maps of chain complexes.
Suppose that g is the homotopy inverse of 1 and that 1 ~ 1'. Prove
that g' is a homotopy inverse of l' if and only if g' ""' g.
3. Let 1: K --+ K', g: K' --+ K". If any two of the three maps 1,
g, and gi are homotopy equivalences, so is the third.
C. FREE GROUPS AND COMPLEXES.

1. Show that, for abelian groups, a group H is free if and only if
6.2 holds.
2. If F is free and 0 --+ G' --+ G --+ G", --+ 0 is exact, then the same is
true in the induced sequences

o --+

o --+ F ® G'
Hom(F,G')

F ® G --+ F ® G" --+ 0,
Hom(F,G) --+ Hom(F,G") --+ O.

--+

--+

3. Let K be a chain complex composed of free abelian groups, and
--+ G --+ G" --+ 0 an exact sequence of groups. Show that the
induced sequences

o --+ G'

o --+

0--+ K ® G' --+ K ® G --+ K ® G" --+ 0,
Hom(K,G") --+ Hom(K,G) --+ Hom(K,G') --" O.

are exact and write down the exact sequences of the couples that they
represent. Give an explicit definition of the homomorphisms
H.(K;G")

--+

H._l(K;G'),

H·(K;G')

--+

H·+l(K,G")

and examine their properties.
4. Let 0 --+ L --+ K --+ M --+ 0 be an exact sequence of complexes
composed of free abelian groups and 0 --+ G' --+ G --+ G" --+ 0 an exact
sequence of coefficient groups. There arise six homology sequences.
Arrange these sequences in a single diagram. Carry out a similar discussion of the cohomology sequences.
5. Let K and M be chain complexes composed of free abelian groups
and let 1: K --+ M be a map of K onto M. Establish the equivalence
of the followinp; conditions:
(a) 1.: II.(K) = II.(M) for all q.
(b) If L is the kernel of 1, then H.(L) = 0 for all q.
(c) There exists a map g: M --+ K such that Ih = i g , and there is
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a chain homotopy D: hf ~ i M such that fD = 0 (i.e. the values of
D are in N). Here i K and i M denote appropriate identity maps.
D. HOMOLOGY GROUPS OF MAPS.
DEFINITION. Given a map J: K ---+ L of chain complexes, consider
the chain complex j defined in the proof of 13.3. The groups H.a)
may be called the homology groups of the map f and denoted by H.(f).
1. Condider the maps k: C.(L) ---+ C.(]) and l: C.(]) ---+ C._ 1 (K)
defined by ky = (O,y), l(x,y) = -x. Show that k is a map k: L ---+ j,
and that l lowers the dimension by 1 and commutes with 0. Establish
the exactness of the sequence

f.
••• ---+

k.

l•

H.(K) ---+ H.(L) ---+ H.a) ---+ H._ 1(K)

---J

•••

where l. is inducf'd by l in the obvious manner.
E. PROPERTIES OF @.
In all the 8ubsequent exercises it is assumed that all groups are in
the category g. The restatements for other categories are left to the
reader.
1. Establish the natural isomorphisms

.1@B= B@.1,

(A @ B) @ C

=A

@ (B @ C)

for ordinary abelian groups A,B,C.
2. If C' C C and G' C G, then the natural homomorphisms

C'@ G

!
C (8) G'

---+

C (8) G

---+

C (8) (G/G')

---+

(C/C') (8) (G/G')

!
(C/C') (8) G

!

arise. Show that C (8) G - t (C/C') (8) (G/G') is onto, and its kernel is
the group
image (C' (8) G) U image (C (8) G').
3. If all elements of C or of G are of finite order, the same is true of
C@G.
DEFINITION. A group G is infinitely divisible if, for every g e G and
every integer n ~ 0, there is a g' e G such that ng' = g.
4. If C or G is infinitely divisible, then so is C <8> G.
5. If all elements of C are of finite order and G is infinitely divisible,
then C@G = O.
6. Let G = IT Gil be a direct product and PIl: G ---+ Gp the pro-
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jection. The induced homomorphisms p~: C ® G - C ® GfJ are the
components of a homomorphism p': C ® G C ® GfJ. Show that
p' has kernel zero, and show, by an example, that p' need not be onto.
If C is finitely generated, then p' is an isomorphism. If, further, the
GfJ are compact groups, then p' is continuous.
7. State and prove the analogs of 9.5 and 10.5 for direct products
instead of direct sums assuming that M is finite, and each C a is finitely
generated. Include the case of compact groups GfJ'

n

® AND Hom.
A bihomomorphism q, of the groups C. and C 2 with
values in a group G is a function q,(C I ,C2) E G, CI E C I , C2 E C2 such that
F.

RELATIONS BETWEEN

DEFINITION.

q,(c i

+ Cf,C2)

= q,(C 1 ,C2)

+ q,(C:,C2), q,(C ,C2 + c~)
I

= q,(Clh)

+ q,(c1,cD.

Let Hom(C I ,c2;G) denote the group of all such bihomomorphisms. We
assume that C I and C 2 are in the category g while both G and
Hom(C I ,C2;G) are in one of the categories gR or ge.
1. Establish the following natural isomorphisms:
Hom(C I ,C2 ;G) = Hom(C I ® C2 ,G)
= Hom(C 1 , Hom(C 2 ,G))
= Hom(C 2 , Hom(CI,G)).

2. If K is a chain complex, then HO(K, Hom(C,G)) = HO(K ® C,G).
3. Let J be the group of integers, and define a homomorphism
8:

by setting for each

C

C®G-

Hom(Hom(C,J),G)

® g E C ® G and each q,: C - J
8.~.(q,)

=

q,(c)g.

Prove that 8 is a natural transformation of the appropriate functors.
Prove that, if C is a free group on a finite base, then 8 is an isomorphism.
4. Let K be a chain complex such that each of the groups CoCK) is
a free group on a finite base. Define a cochain complex K ='Hom(K,J).
Prove that K ® G = Hom(K,G) and Hom(K,G) = K ® G, where G is
a group in g, ge, or g,. Consequently the homology [cohomology]
groups of K over any coefficient group coincide with those homology
[cohomology] groups of K.

G.

UNIVERSAL COEFFICIENT THEOREMS.

1. Let F be a free group, R a subgroup of F, and G any group. ConBider the homomorphisms

i': R ® G - F ® G,

i": Hom(F,G) - Hom(R,G)
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ReF. Show that the groups

induced by the inclusion i:

Hom(R,G)jimage i"

kernel i',

are essentially functions of the groups H = F jR and G. Denote these
new groups by Tor(H,G) and Ext(H,G) and examine their properties.
2. Let K be a chain complex composed of free groups. Establish
exact sequences
--t
--t

(Hint:

B.

® G --t Z.

Hom(Z·-\G)

--t

® G ~ H.(K;G)

--t

B.- 1

®G~

Hom(Bo-l ,G) ~ H·(K,G) ~ Hom(Z·,G)

Consider the exact sequence

°

~

Z -. K

~

KjZ

~

--t

°where

Z = lZ.(K),OI.)

3. Using the results of 2 establish exact sequences

°
°

a

®

(3

H.(K;G) ~ Tor(H._t(K),G) ~

--t

H.(K)

--t

Ext(H._t(K),G)

G

--t

a

(3
--t

°

H·(K;G)

--t

lIom(II.(K),G)

--t

°

and show that the images of a and (3 are direct summands. Examine
the behavior of these exact sequences under maps f: K ~ K'.
The above results yield the following isomorphisms for the chain
complex K:
H.(K;G)
W(K;G)

= H.(I{) ® G + Tor(ll._l(K),G),
= Hom(lUK),G) + Ext(Il._I(K),G).

These are known as the "Universal Coefficient Theorems" since they
express H.(K;G) and JI·(K;G) over any coeffi.cicnts in terms of IJ.(K)
and IJ .-1 (K) with integral coefficients. For more details see S. Eilenberg
and S. MacLane, [Group extensions and homology, Annals of Math. 43
(942), 757-8:31]; see also H. C'artan and S. 11:ilenl)('r~, Homological
Algebra (Princeton University P"('HS) 1!)5li.
4. Using the above results show that, if f: K --t K' is a map of a
free chain complex into another such complex, and if f *: IJ.(K) =
IJ.(K') and f *: H._1(K) = II._I(K'), then f *: II.(K;G) = II.(K;G)
and f*: IJ·(K;G) = II·(K',G) for any coefficient domain G.

CHAPTER VI

Formal homology theory of simplicial complexes
1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we develop the formal homology and cohomology
theories of simplicial complexes. This is achieved by associating a chain
complex with each simplicial complex and then using the definitions and
results of Chapter v. The formalism leading from simplicial to chain
complexes is strongly influenced by the results of Chapter IV. These
definitions point the way to the existence proofs of Chapters VII and IX.
The homology theory of simplicial complexes is constructed in two
ways. The classical procedure attaches to each simplicial complex K
a chain complex K. which we call the alternating chain complex of K.
The definition of K. is completely motivated by the results of Chapter
III. The other procedure attaches to each K the ordered chain complex
K.. There is a natural mapping K. --> K. which induces isomorphisms
of their homology groups. The use of K. is advantageous in proofs of
general theorems. It iH formally simpler since one does not need to
worry about relations in groups and possible degeneracy. On the other
hand, the groups Co(K.) are unnecessarily large. Consequently, the
chain complex K. is used whenever it is necessary to compute the groups
of a complex.
Since this chapter deals almost exclusively with the formal relations
in a complex K, and the underlying space IKI is not utilized, the assumption that the complex is finite may be dropped. To this end we
reproduce a definition already made in the Exercises of Chapter II.
DEFINITION 1.1.
Let W be an infinite set of objects called vertices.
A complex K with vertices in W is a collection of (finite dimensional)
simplexes whose vertices are in W, subject to the condition that a face
of simplex in the collection is also in the collection.
The concepts of "subcomplex" and "simplicial map" are introduced
in the obvious way. The category of pairs of infinite complexes and
simplicial maps will be denoted by JC,. The term "infinite" is always
used in the sense of "finite or infinite," so that the finite complexes
form a subcategory J('~ of X,.
2. THE ORDERED CHAIN COMPLEX OF A SIMPLICIAL COMPLEX

2.1. If K is a simplicial complex, an array A 0 • • • A·
0) of vertices of K, included among the vertices of some simplex

DEFINITION
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of K, is called an elementary q-chain of K. Precisely an elementary qchain is a function which, to each integer i = 0, ... , q, assigns a vertex
A i of K such that A 0, ••• , A' all lie in a simplex of K. The free group
generated by this set of elementary q-chains of K (see v,6.5) will be
denoted by C.(K.). By definition, C.(K.) = 0 for q < O.
For each element'l.ry q-chain A ° ... A' (q > 0), define
a.(AO .. , A') =

L•

.-0

(-I)'A o

...

A' ...

A'

where the circumflex over a vertex indicates that the vertex is omitted.
Having defined a. for the generators of C.(K.), a homomorphism
is uniquely determined. If q ~ 0, then a. = 0, by definition.
LEMMA 2.2. a._la. = O.
PROOF. If q ~ 1, then a._ l = 0, by definition. Suppose therefore
that q ~ 2. It is sufficient to verify that a._la.(.1 0 ••• A') = 0 for
q ~ 2. Let 0 ~ k < 1 ~ q. Since
a._,a.(.1 O

•••

A·) =

L•

.-0

(-I)'a._I(.1 O

it., ... A·),

the symbol A 0 • • • Ak ••• it. I • • • •1· will occur in the expression for
(-l)k a ._ I (.1O ... Ak • • • A·) with the coefficient (_l)k(_I)I-l and in
the expression for (-l)'a._ I (AO ... A' ... A·) with the sign
( -1) I ( _l)k. lIenee the two terms cancel, which proves the proposition.
It follows from 2.2 that (C.(Ko),a.1 is a chain complex. This chain
complex will be denoted by K o. If L is a subcomplex of K, then C.(L o)
is generated hy a subset of the set J!;enerating C.(K o ), and iJ. on L.
agrees with iJ. on K o. Therefore L o is a subcomplex of K o and is a direct
summand of K o • Given c E C.(K o ) we shall write c C L to denote that

c E C.(L o ).
DEFINITION 2.3. For each simplicial pair (K,L), the chain complex
Ko/L o is called the ordered chain complex of the pair (K,L). The groups
C.(K./L.) arp free groups, and if K is finite, Ko/L. is a finite chain
complex in the sense of v,8.1.
LEMMA 2.4. Iff: (K,D) ~ (K',L') is simplicial, the homomorphisms
f.: C.(K o) ~ C.(K~) and f.: C.(L o) ~ C.(L~) defined by
f.(AO ..• A·) = f(...1O) ... f(.1')
define a map
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Moreover, if f: (K,L) ~ (K,L) is the identity, then f. is the identity,
and, if f: (K,L) ~ (K',L'), g: (K',L') ~ (K",L"), then (gf). = g.f•.
The proof only requires the verification of the commutativity relation ii.f. = f.-Iii. which is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
The lemma states that K.IL. and f. form a covariant functor 0
on the category X. of simplicial pairs and simplicial maps with values
in the category ag of chain complexes (recall that S is the category of
ordinary abelian groups, i.e. 9 = gR where R = the jntegers). We
now convert X. into a c-category by defining couples (i,j) to consist
of the inclusion maps i: L -+ K, j: K -+ (K,L) for each pair (K,L)
in X.. Since i. is the inclusion map L. -+ K., it follows that the sequence

o -+

i.
L.

-+

J.

K.

~

K.IL.

-+

0

is exact, thus (i.,j.) is a couple on the category iig. Since, as was
observed earlier, L. is a direct summand of K., it follows that the
couple (i., j.) is direct in the sense of v,3.l.
Summarizing we have
THEOREM 2.5.
The pair K.I L.J. forms a covariant c-functor 0 on
the category X. of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps with values in
the c-category iiS of chain complexes (with only direct couples considered).
3. HOMOTOPIES, EXCISIONS, POINTS
DEFINITION 3.1.
Two simplicial maps f,g: (K,L) -+ (K',L') are
called contiguous if, for every simplex s of K [of L], the simplexes f(lsl)
and g(ls\) are faces of a single simplex of K' [of L']. This relation will
play the role of homotopy in the category X •.
We use the term "contiguity" instead of homotopy to avoid confusion with the homotopy of the maps f,Y: (iKI,ILI) -+ (IK'I,IL'I) of
the associated topological spaces (when K and K' are finite complexes).
Indeed if f and g are contiguous, then they are also homotopic, and
h(a,t) = (1 - Of (a) + tg(a) for a E IKI, 0 ~ t ~ 1 is a homotopy.
The converse is generally false: f and g may be homotopic without
being contiguous.
THEOREM 3.2.
If the simplicial maps f,g: (K,L) -+ (K',L') are
contiguous, then the induced chain maps f .,g.: lei L. -+ K~IL~ are chain
homotopic.
PROOF.
Given an elementary chain c = A 0 ••• A· in K, define

D.c =

•
:E
(-I)'fA o ...
,-0

fA'gA' ... gA·,
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C.+I(K~/L~).

-t

It re-

For simplicity, let B' = fA', C' = gA i. Then

aD.c =

t.-0 (-1)'[ f,-0 (-1)'BO ···13' ... B'C i ... C·

+ (-1)iBO ... Bi-IC' ... C· + (-1)i+ BO ... BiC,+1
+ ,-,+1
.t (-1),+IBo ... B'C' ... C' '" c.J.
I

... C·

The terms on the middle line, when summed on i, cancel in pairs except
for the initial and end terms:
co ... C· = goe, -BO .. , BO = -foc.
If the order of summation of the terms on the first and third lines are
interchanged, one obtains -D._lac.
A second and more conceptual proof of 3.2 will be given at the end
of §5.
DEFINITION 3.3. If K' and K" are subcomplexes of a chain complex
K, we denote by K' (\ K" and K' U K" the subcomplexes of K defined
by
C.(K' (\ K") = C.(K') (\ C.(K"),
C.(K' U K") = C.(K') U C.(K")

where the last group is the least subgroup of C.(K) containing C.(K')
and C.(K") (sometimes written as C.(K') + C.(K"».
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the definitions:
LEMMA 3.4.
If K',K" are subcomplexes of the simplicial complex K,
then
(K' (\ K") o

= [('0 (\

K"
0

(K' U K")o =

,

K~

U

[(~'.

DEFINITION 3.5.
Let [(' and [(" be subcomplexes of a simplicial
complex K. The inclusion map

i:

(K',K' (\ K")

is called an excision.
THEOREM 3.6.
If i:
cision, then

i o:
is an isomorphism.

K~/(K'

-t

(K',K' (\
(\ K")o

(K' U K",K")

[(II)

-t

-t

(K' U

(K' U K",/(") is an exK")o/K~'
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In view of 3.4, the map i o consists of the homomorphisms

i.: C.(K')IC.(K') (\ C.(K")

~

C.(K') U C.(I(")IC.(K")

induced by the inclusion homomorphism C.(K') C C.(K') U C.(K").
By the N oether isomorphism theorem i. is an isomorphism. This proves
3.6.
THEOREM 3.7. If P is a simplicial complex consisting of a single
vertex, then the chain complex Po is pointlike in the sense of v,4.7.
PROOF. The only elementary q-chain of Po is c. = A 0 • • • A· where
AO = ... = A' = P. For q even and >0, we have aac. = Co_I so that
ao: Co(Po) = C._1(P o )' For q < 0 we have C.(P.) = O. Thus the
conditions of v,4.7 are fulfilled.
Having defined the concepts of homotopy, excision, and point in
the c-category X" it becomes an h-category in the sense of IV,g.1.
Then, by Iv,9A, Theorems 2.5, 3.2, 3.6, and 3.7 are summarized by
THEOREM 3.8. If ag is regarded as an h-category in the sense of direct
couples, then 0: X. ~ as is a covariant h-functor.
DEFINITION 3.9. According to Iv,9.5, the composition of the hfunctor 0 with the homology theory of as with coefficient group G (see
v,1l.3) yields an homology theory on Je. called the homology theory of
X. with coefficient group G. Likewise the composition of 0 with the
cohomology theory of ag with coefficient group G (see v,12.3) yields
a cohomology theory on X. called the cohomology theory of X. with
coefficient group G. For any simplicial pair (K,L) the homology and
cohomology groups H a(K.IL.;G), HO(KolL.;G) (see v, 11.4, 12.4) will be
written Ho(K,L;G) and H·(K,L;G), respectively, and are called the q'.
homology and cohomology groups of (K,L) with coefficient group G. According to v,1l.3 and 12.3, we have the following cases:

(1)

(K,L) eX.,
(K,L) eX"
(K,L) e X.,

(2)
(3)

then
then
then

H.(K,L;G) e gR,
HO(K,L;G) e gR,
HO(K,L;G) e Se.

When K is a finite complex, i.e. (K,L) e X:, we have observed in 2.3
that KolL o is a finite chain complex; hence KolL o e ag'. Thus, by
v,1l.3, we have a fourth case:
(4)

G eSe,

(K,L) eX:,

then

Ho(K,L;G) e

ge.

4. DIRECT DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS

The customary procedure for defining the groups H.(K,L;G) is to
give a direct definition of the chain groups C.(K,L;G) = C.(KoIL o ® G)
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and of the boundary operator, and then to set H. equal to the q-cycles
reduced by the q-boundaries. The procedure we have followed presents
H. as the result of composing three functors: 0, (8) G, and the homology
group of a chain complex. The advantages of our procedure are twofold: it provides an analysis of the construction, and it enables us to
handle a variety of eases with a minimum of repetition. The disadvantage is that the direct definition has been obscured. The objective
of this section is to rectify this situation by presenting the direct descriptions. The statements to be made hardly require any proof since
they are the results of assembling definitions.
The group C.(K,L;G) is by definition the tensor product
C.(KolL o) (8) G. By 2.1, a base for C.(K o) is provided by the elementary
chains c = .1 0 ••• A·. By 2.3, a hase for C. (K 01 L o ) is provided by those
c's not on L. By v,9.6, C.(K,L;G) is generated by the elements c (8) g
which will be written gc in accordance with the convention v,11.4.
Thus we have
THEOREM 4.1.
The group C.(K,L;G) is generated by the elements
gA 0 ••• A· where g E G, and .1 0 , • • • , A· are vertices of K, all contained
in a simplex of K, with the relations
(g,

+ (2)A O ...

A· = g,A O ... A·

+ g2AO

... A·

and
gAO ... A· = 0
whenever .1°, ... , A· are contained in a simplex of L.
gillen by the formula
a.(gA" ... A·)
For a simplicial map f:

C.(K,L;G)

~

=

L•

.-0

(K,L)

(-l)'gAO

~

The boundary is

A' ... A·.

(K',L') the chain transformation fo:

C.(K',L';G) is given by
f.(g.1° ... .1 0 ) = gf(AO) ... f(A·).

If this theorem were adopted as a definition, it would be necessary
to verify that f. and a. are compatible with the relations and commute.
The remainder of the description is a strict paraphrase of what was
done in III, and v.2. The group Z.(K.L;G) of cycles mod L, consists of
chains c E C. with' a.e = 0, and the group B.(K,L;G) of boundaries
mod L, consists of the boundaries of elements of C.+ 1 • Finally
H.(K,L;G) = Z.IB.. The homomorphisms f. associated with f:
(K,L) ~ (K',L') carry Z.(K,L;G) and B.(K,L;G) into Z.(K',L';G) and
B.(K',L',G) respectively, and thereby induce the homomorphism
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f.: H.CK,L;G) ~ H.CK',L';G). The direct interpretation of a:
H.CK,L;G) ~ H._ICL;G) is as follows: If h E H.CK,L;G), choose Z E
Z.CK,L;G) in the coset C= homology class) h. Write z as a formal sum
and interpret the resulting expression as an element x of C.CK;G).
Then a.x is in Z._I CL;G) and is in the coset (jh.
If G = J is the group of integers, then we write C.CK,L), etc., in
stead of C.CK,L;G), etc.
Passing to cohomology we begin with the group C·CK,L;G) =
C·CKoIL.;G) of cochains of K mod Lover G. This group is by definition
the group HomCC.CK.ILo),G), and therefore v,1O.6 and v,12 imply
THEOREM 4.1c.
The group C·CK,L;G) i,<; the group of function,<; q,
defined for each array of verticc,<; A 0, • • • , A· all of wht"ch are on ,<;orne
simplex of K, the value q,CA 0, •.. , A·) is in G, and is zero if A 0, ••• , A·
are in a ,<;implex of L. The coboundary o·q, is defined by
Co·q,)CAo,"', A·+ I)

.+1

= LC-1)'q,CAo, " ' , Ai,,,,, A·+

1

) •

• -0

For a ,<;implieial map f: CK,L) ~ CK',L'), the cochain transformation j":
COCK',L';G) ~ C·CK,L;G) is givenforq, E C·CK',L';G) by the formula
U°q,)CAO, '"

,A·) = q,UCAO), ... , fCA·»).

Continuing in the classical vein, the group ZOCK,L;G) of cocycles
mod L consists of cochains q, E COCK,L;G) such that o°q, = 0; and the
group BOCK,L;G) of coboundaries mod L consists of coboundarics of
elements of co-ICK,L;G). Then H·CK,L;G) = ZOIn". The direct interpretation of 0: H·CL;G) ~ l/.+I CK,L;G) is the following: If u is in
HOCL;G), choose q, in ZOCL;G) belonging to the coset u. Extend q, to a
function q,/ E COCK;G) by defining q,/CAo, ... , A·) arbitrarily when
A 0, ••• , A ° are not on a simplex of L. Then lJ"q,/ is zero on L, and is
in Z·+ICK,L;G). Its cohomology class is ou.
The reason for adopting the linear form notation for chains and the
functional notation for cochains appears here for the first time: the
formulas for a, 0, f., j" have closed forms. For example, if we were to
use the functional notation for chains, then (j is given by

C(jq,)CAO, ... , AO- I)

.-1

=

L L
A

C-1)'q,CAo, .,. , Ai-t,A,A', ... , AO- I)

'1-0

where the sum on A extends over all vertices of all simplexes which
include AO, ... ,A·-I.
Following IIT,7.2 and v,3.2, we could also consider the groups
Z.CK,L;G) and B.CK,L;G) which are the counterimages of Z. and !i.
under the natural mapping C.CK;G) ~ C.CK.L;G). Thus, by v,3~, Z.
consists of all chains C E C.CK;G) with ac E Co-ICLjG), while B. =
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B.CK;G) V C.CL;G). The group H. = Z./B. is isomorphic with
H.CK,L;G). This alternative description of the relative homology
groups is very common, and has the advantage of allowing a much
simpler definition of the operator 0: H.CK,L;G) -+ H._ICL;G).
Most of the time we shall write 0 and 0 for o. and 0·, and f for f.
and
If P is a simplicial complex consisting of a single vertex, then by
4.1 and 4.1c

r.

CoCP;G) = G,

COCP;G)

and 01 = 0, 00 = O. Thus H o and Co and

HoCP;G)

= G,

no

noCP;G)

= G,
=

Co. Consequently

= G.

This shows that the homology [cohomology] theory on simplicial complexes constructed over a group G actually has the group G as a coefficient
group in the sense of 1,6.1.
Ii. REDUCED GROUPS, ACYCLICITY, ALGEBRAIC MAPPINGS

With the homology and cohomology theories for simplicial complexes
fully established, we turn to the discussion of some special features of
these groups. First we discuss the question of reduced homology and
cohomology groups. These could be defined exactly as in 1,7; however
a more direct and explicit definition is useful for the applications.
Since the space consisting of a single point P is a simplicial complex
and for every simplicial complex K the map f: K -+ P is simplicial,
it would be in accord with 1,7.3 to define the reduced O·b homology
group RoCK;G) as the kernel of the induced homomorphism f.:
HoCK;G) -+ Ho(p;G). If c =
g.A· is any o-chain in CoCK;G), then
fCc) =
g.)? This suggests the following definitions:
DEFINITION 5.1. For each element c =
g.A· of CoCK;G), the
index InCc) is
InCc) =
g. e G.

L:

cL:

L:

L:

CoCK,G) -+ G is a homomorphism, and Ino = O.
5.2. The augmented ordered chain complex k. of the
simplicial complex K is defined as follows. If K = 0, then k. = K. = O.
If K ~ 0, then

Clearly In:

DEFINITION

J

for q ~ -1,
C= additive group of integers),
for q ~ 0,-1,

CoCK)-+

J,

C.Ck.) = C.CK.)

q-ICK.) =

o.

=

a=
o

a_

1

o.

In:
= 0.
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The reduced Olh homology and cohomology groups of K arc defined as

Clearly

IIa(Ko;G) = Jla(Ko;G) = Ha(K;G)

for q

> o.

In the dimension 0, Zo(J(;G) = Zo(K;G) is a subgroup of ZoCKo;G) =
Co(Ko;G) and consiHts of the O-chains c with In(c) = O. Hence, by the
argument preceding 5.1, we have
THEOHEM 5.3. The ?'educed Olh homology group 11o(K ;G) is the kernel
of the homomorphism f*: IIo(K;G) ~ Ho(P;G) where f: K ~ P and
P consist of one point.
For cohomology we find that
Jla(Ko;G) = 1/ a(K o;G) = Ha(K;G)
for q rf. 0
while nflo (K;G) = Z °(K;G)jB-0 (K;G), where B-0 (K;G) conHists of those cochains!/> E CO(K;G) which are constant on the vertices of K. This implies
THEOREM 5.3c. The reduced Olh cohomology group J1°(K,G) is Ihe
factor group of HO(K;G) by the image of the homomorphism f*: IrcP,G) ~
HO(K,G) where.f: K -> P and P consists of one point.
So far we have considered only those maps f: K o -> K~ which
were induced by a simplicial f: K -> K'. Such maps satisfy the
condition In(fc) = In(c) for every c E CoCK). In the sequel we shall
have occasion to consider maps which are not necessarily induced by
simplicial maps (e.g. the subdivision operator for chains in §7 helow),
DEFINITION 5.4. Let K,K' be simplicial complexes. An algebraic
map f: K -> K' is a chain map f: K o -> K~ Ruch that In(je) = In(c)
for each c E CoCK). A chain homotopy D between algebraic maps will
be called an algebraic homotopy.
Clearly an algebraic map f: K -> K' can be extended to a map
]: Ie -> K~ of the augmented ordered chain complexes by defining
]-1 to be the identity map of J = C_J(K o ) = C_J(K~). Similarly an
algebraic homotopy J) can be extended by Retting D_ 1 = O.
DEFINITION 5.5. A function C which to each simplex 15 of a simplicial
complex K assigns a nonempty suhcomplex C(s) of a simplicial complex
K' is called a carrier function if, for every face 15' of 15, C(s') is a slIhcomplex of C(s). If.f: K ~ K' iR an algebraic map such that c E Ca(K)
and c C 15 imply Je C C(s), then C is called It carrier of f. Rimilarly,
if D: .f '" g iR an algC'braic homotopy Huch that c E Ca(K) and c C 15
imply Dc C C(s), tlwn C is called a carrier of D.
DEFINITION 5.6. A simplicial complex K is called acyclic if
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H .(K)
0 for q 7J6. 0 and 11 o(K) = O. A carrier fUllrtioll C is called
acyclic if, for carh simplex s, the comp1Px ('(.~) is acyclic.
THEOREM 5.7.
Let K and K' be simplicial complexes, let C be an
acyclic carrier function defined on K with values in K', and let L be a
subcomplex of K. Any algebraic map L --+ K' with carrier C can be
ex/ended to an alyebraic map K --+ [(' with carrier C. If f,g: [( --+ K'
are algebraic maps with carrier C, then qny alyebraic homotopy between
flL and ylL with carrier C can be extended to an algebraic homotopy
betwecn f and g with carrier C.
PROOF.
Suppose f: L --+ K' is an algebraic map. For each vertex
A of K which is not in L we select a vertex f(A) of C(ll). This extends
f to an al~ebraic map f: KO U L --+ K'. Let 11°A 1 be an elementary
I-chain of K and let s be the least simplex containinl!: A °A I. If s is in
L, then f(A °A I) is already defined. If s is not in L, then
In(fo(AOA 1 ))

= In(jA 1 )

-

In(fAO) = 0.

Thus fo(.4°A I) E 2,,(C(s)). Sinee flo(c(s)) = 0, there is a chain
f(AOA 1) E C1(C(s)) such that of(AOA 1) = fo(.10A 1). This extends f
to an algebraic map f: K 1 U L --+ K'.
From here we procepd by induction and assume that an algebraic
map f: K· U L --+ K' with carrier C is alrpady given (I] > 0). Let
c be an elementary (q + I)-chain of K and let s be the Ipast shnplex
of I( eontaininl?; c. If s C L, then fc is already defined. If s is not in
L, then ofoc = fooc = 0, so that foc E Zq(C(s)). Sinee HqW(s)) =
we may choose fc E Cq+l(C(s)) so that ofc = foc. This extends f to
an algebraic map f: K q + 1 U L --+ K' with carrier C.
Let f,g: K --+ K' be algebraic maps with earrier C, and let D:
flL ~ giL be an algebraic homotopy with carrier C. For each vertex
A of K which is not in L, we have In(gA - f 11) = O. Thus gll fA E Zu(C(,i)), and since Ho(C(A)) = 0, we may choose Do(A) E
C.(C(:1)) so that aDA = gA - f.4. This extends D to an algebraic
homotopy D: fll(° U L ~ g!KO U L with carrier C.
From here we proceed by induction and assume that an algebraic
homotopy D: flK q - 1 U L ~ gIK·- 1 U L with carrier C is already given
(q > 0). Let c be an elementary q-chain of K, and let s be the least
simplex of K containing c. If s C L, then Dc is already defined. If
s is not in L, then define z = gc - fc - Doc. Clearly z C C(s) and

°

az

= agc - ofc - oDoc

= goc -

foc - (goc - foc

+ Dooc)

= 0.

Thus z E Z.(C(s)). Since H.(C(s)) = 0, there is a chain Dc E C.+1(C(s))
such that oDc = z. Then oDc + Doc = gc - fc and we find that D is
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extended to an algebraic homotopy D: flK· V L ~ OIK· V L with
carrier C.
THEOREM 5.8. Let f,g: K -+ K' be algebraic maps with an acyclic
carrier C. Let L,L' be subcomplexes of K,K' reapectively such that s C L
implies C(s) C L'. Then the maps f,g induce chain maps fo,Oo: K.IL.-+
K~/L~ which are chain Iwmotopic. In particular, f •• = g•• and
= g~
or homology and cohomology groups over any coefficient group.
PROOF. By 5.7 there exists an algebraic homotopy D: f ~ 0 with
carrier C. Each homomorphism D.: C.(K) -+ Co+ 1 (K') carries C.(L)
into C.+ 1 (L') thus inducing a homomorphism D ••: C.(K)IC.(L)-+
C.+ 1 (K')/C.+.(L'), The homomorphisms D •• yield the desired homotopy D•.
DEFINITION 5.9. Given a vertex A of a. simplicial complex K, the
star St(A) of A in K is the subcomplex of K consisting of the simplexes
which have A as a vertex, and all their faces. (This is to be distinguished from the open star st(A) defined in II,3.6 which is an open
subset of IKi)
DEFINITION 5.10. Given a chain c E C.(K) such that c C St(A),
define a (q + I)-chain Ac E C.+ 1 (K), called the J'oin of A with c, as
follows: If

r.

c=

E a.A~

... A~,

then
Ac =
LEMMA

5,11.

L

a.AA~ '"

A~.

If c e C.(K) and c C St(A), then
8(Ac) = c - A(8c)
8(Ac) = c - In(c)A

if q
if q

PROOF. Because of linearity, we may assume that c = A 0
an elementary q-chain. Then, for q > 0,

8Ac = a(AAO ... A·) = AO ... A· -

=c -

E•

(-l)iAAO '"

•••

> 0,
=

O.

A' is

A' ...

A'

.-0

A8c,

and, for q = 0,
8Ac

=

8AAo

=

AO - A

= c - In(c)A.

THEOREM 5.12.
For any vertex A of a simplicial complex K, the subcomplex St(A) is acyclic.
PROOF. Let Z E Z.(St(A» for q > O. Then, by 5.11, 8(Az) = Zi
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hence z a B.(St(A» and H.(St(A» = o. U z a Zo(St(A», then In(z) ==
0, so that aAz = z and z a Bo(St(A». Thusllo(St(A» = O.
THEOREM 5.13. A simplez ia acyclic.
This follows from 5.12 and the fact that, if A is any vertex of the
simplex a, then a = St(A).
Using 5.8 and 5.13 we can give a second and less computational proof
of 3.2. Let f,g: (K,L) -+ (K',L') be contiguous simplicial maps.
For each simplex a of K, let C(a) be the least simplex of K' containing
both fa and gs. By 5.13, C(a) is acyclic. Further if a is in L then C(a)
is in L'. Then C is an acyclic carrier for the algebraic maps f .,g•.
Thus, by 5.8, f. ~ g••
6. THE ALTERNATmG CHAIN COMPLEX OF A SIMPLICIAL COMPLEX
DEFINITION 6.1. Let K be a simplicial complex. A chain c e C.(K.)
will be called an elementary degenerate chain if it has either of the two
v'
following forms: c = A 0 AI. .. A' where A 0 = AI, or c = v
where v = A 0 ••• A' is an elementary chain, and v' is the elementary
chain obtained from v by interchanging two neighboring vertices
A"A'+l for some i = 0,1, ... ,q - 1. A chain which is a linear combination of elementary degenerate chains will be called degenerate. The
subgroup of degenerate chains is denoted by D.(K.).
LEMMA 6.2.
a.[D.(K.)] C D._1(K.).
LEMMA 6.3.
If L is a subcomplex of K, then

+

D.(L.)
LEMMA

6.4.

If f:

K

-4

=

D.(K.) n C.(L.).

K ' is simplicial, then

f.[D.(K.)] C D.(K~).

These lemmas are direct consequences of the definitions. The following three lemmas follow directly from the fact that every permutation is a product of transpositions (i.e. permutations interchanging two
adjacent elements).
LEMMA 6.5.
If i o, ••• , i. is a permutation of the integers 0, ... , q
and E = ± 1 according as this permutation is even or odd, then the chain

A0

• • •

A' - EA" ... Ai.

is degenerate.
LEMMA 6.6.
If some vertex occurs at least twice in c = A 0 ••• A',
then c is degenerate.
LEMMA 6.7.
If the vertices of each q-simplex s/ of K have been Qrdered
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C.(K.) there

c'=~aAo···A~
L...i ' J '

,

I

such that c - c' € D.(K.). Moreover c' = 0 if and only if c € D.(K.).
If c C L, where L is a subcomplex, then c' C L.
The analogy of the last three lemmas with III,5.5, 5.6, and 5.8 suggests the consideration of the groups

In view of 6.2 the homomorphisms a.: C.(K.) ~ o.-1(K.) induces a
homomorphism a.: C.(I{.) ~ C._ 1 (K,,) so that K. = IC.(K.),a.} is a
chain complex. If L is a subcomplex of K, then L. may be regarded, in
a natural fashion, as a subcomplcx of K" and is then a direct summand
of K •.
DEFINITION 6.8. For each simplicial pair (K,L) the chain complex
K.I L. is called the alternating chain complex of the pair (K,L).
All the statements made in §2 can now be repeated with the ordered
complexes K.IL. replaced by the alternating complexes K.IL. throughout. The functor K.I L.,!. is denoted by A. Theorem 2.5 and the
subsequent discussion apply with the functor 0 replaced by the functor

A.
There are almost no changes to be made in §3. The proof of 3.2 as
given in §3 remains valid provided the vertices of K are simply ordered
and the elementary (alternating) chains of K are always written with
the vertices in order. The second proof given in §5 carries over without
modification. The proof of 3.7 is even easier; for, if P is the simplicial
complex consisting of a single vertex, then C.(P.) = 0 for q ;;e o.
The discussion of §4 carries over to the alternating language with
the following two modifications:
In 4.1 the set of relations that the symbols gA ° ... A· satisfy should
be augmented by the following two kinds of relations:
gAo ... A·

if A 0,

•••

,

=

0

A· are not all distinct, and
gAo ... A·

=

EgA'· ... A"

if i o, ••• , i. is a pprmutation of 0, ... , q and E is the sign of this permutation.
The corresponding additions in 4.1c are: ep(A 0, '" , A") = 0 if
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AO , • • • ,A· are not all di8tinct and 4>(11°, ... ,11·) = tc/>(A",
,A")
if in, ... , i. is a permutation of 0, '" , q of ;;ign t.
The above remarks show that a second collection of homology and
cohomology theories on the h-category X. i;; obtained by replacing the
functor 0 by the functor A. It will be shown below (8ee 6.9) that
these two approache<; yield isomorphic theories, so that the use of one
or the other is entirely a matter of convenience. The alternating approach is closer to the geometry as is indicated by the alternating character of the chains and cochains obtained in III,5. The alternating
approach is also more convenient for the actual computation of the
homology groups, since the groups C.(K,L;G) are ";;maller." The
ordered approach is closer to the singular homology theory of Chapter
VII and is also useful in many problems connected with abstract algebra.
In the sequel, unless specific mention is made, either of the two approaches could be used.
To compare the ordered and the alternating theories, for each simplicial pair (K,L), define a map
a:

(1)

as follows:

K./I'e--> IC/L.

Let

be the natural homomorphism. By G.2, a. and a commute, thus yielding
a map a: K. - t K.. This map carrie;; L. into L., and thus induces
the map (1).
THlwlmM 6.9.
The map a induces Isomorphisms

a.:
a·:

H.(K./Lo;G) = Il.(K./La;G),
ll"(Ka/IJo;G) = ll"(Ko/Lo;G)

for any coefficient group G. These isomorphisms yield an isomorphism
between the homology (or cohomology) theories derived from the ordered
and the alternating approach.
PROOF: We first verify that a. is a homomorphism of the ordered
homology theory into the alternating; one. This requires the verification
of commutativity relations in the diagrams

a.

1l.(Ko/Lo;G)

--+

a.

Il.(Ka/L.;G)

Il.(Ko/L.;G)

--+

la

la
a.

a.
1l.(IC/L~;G) - - + H.(K~/L~;G)

JI.(Ka/L.;G)

IJ.-MJo;G)

--+

1l._I(La;G)
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where f: (K,L) -+ (K',L') is simplicial. These commutativity relations
are consequences of commutativity relations in the diagrams

i.

L.

a

K:/L:

--t

lf

la

a

K~/L~

La

--+

~
--+

j.

K.

la

--+

K./L.

~

K a - - + Ka/L a

where i: L C K and j: K C (K,L).
A similar argument shows that a* yields a homomorphism of cohomology theories.
The fact that a* and a* are isomorphisms is a consequence of the
following theorem:
THEOREM 6.10. The map a: K./L. --... Ka/L. is a homotopy equivalence (see IV,9.2).
PROOF. Select a partial order for the vertices of K such that the
vertices of any simplex of K are simply ordered. A q-chain of K a will
be called normal if it is a linear combination of chains A 0 ••• A with
A 0 < ... < A Clearly, if c is normal, so is a.c.
Given a q-chain C E CQ(K.), there exists in view of 6.7 a unique
normal chain aQc E CQ(Ka) such that aQaQc = c. Since dQaQc is normal,
and aQ_ldQaQc = dQa.a.c = dQC, it follows that d.a.c = a._ld.c. Further,
if C C L (i.e. if C E C.(L a)), then, by 6.7, a.c C L. Hence the homomorphisms aQ: GQ(K a) -+ GQ(K.) define a map
Q

Q.

a:

Ka/L a -+ K./L.

and aa = identity.
Now consider the map aa: K. --... K.. If C E GQ(K) and C C 8 where
8 is a simplex of K, then aac C s. Thus, setting C(s) = 8, we find that
C is a common carrier for aa and the identity map i: K. --... K.. Since
the carrier C is acyclic by 5.13, and since both aa and i are algebraic
maps, it follows from 5.8 that the map aa: K./L. --... K.IL. is homotopic to the identity. Thus a is a homotopy inverse of a, proving
that a: K./L. -+ KalLa is a homotopy equivalence.
Note that, in the above proof, the construction of a depended on
the ordering of the vertices of K. However the induced homomorphisms
a. (or a*) are independent of this ordering since they are the inverses
of a. (or a*).
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7. EFFECT OF BARYCENTRIC SUBDIVISION

In this section we shall assume that the complexes are finite. Let
K be a finite simplicial complex and (lK, Sd K) its barycentric subdi vision (n,6).
We begin with the construction of an algebraic map
Sd:

K.

-->

(Sd K).

called the subdivision operator for chains and satisfying the following
properties for e e C.(K):
(1)
(2)

If e C s, where s is a simplex of K, then Sd e C Sd s.
a Sd c = Sd ae.

Define Sd e = 0 for q < O. Since every vertex of K is also a vertex
of Sd K, the group Co(K) is a subgroup of Co(Sd K). Define Sd: Co(K) -->
Co (Sd K) to be the inclusion homomorphism. From here proceed by
induction and assume that Sd has been defined for dimensions i < q
(q ~ 1) so that (1) and (2) holJ. Let c be an elementary q-chain of K,
Ilnd let s he the least simplex of K such that c C s. Then ae C sand
therefore Sd ae C Sd s. Since V, is a vertex of Sd s, and Sd s C St v.,
the join operation of 5.10 may be used to dennp
Sd c
Clearly Sd e C Sd s.
a Sd

= b,' Sd (ac).

Further, by 5.11

c = fold (ae) - v,·a Sd (ae)
= Sel (ac) - b, ·Sd (ilac)

=

Sd (ac\.

Having defined Sd for the generators of C.(K) so that (1) and (2) hold,
the homomorphism Sd: C.(K) --> C.(Sd K) is well defined and satisfies
(1) and (2). If L is a subcomplex of K, then Sd carries L. into (Sd L) •.
There results a proper map
Sd:

K./L.

-->

(Sd K)./(Sd L) •.

It should be noted that, although the subdivision operator for chains
was defined by induction, the procedure is quite definite and could be
replaced by a closed formula.
In addition to the linear map lK: Sd K --> K, we shall define simplicial maps

11': Sd K

-->

K

called projections, as follows: For every vertex b, of Sd K, let 1I'(b,)
be one of the vertices of the simplex s of K. If b,., ... , b., are vertices
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of a simplex of Sd K, with s, a face of S,H, i = 0, ... , q - 1, then
'11"(/)..,), .•. , 'II"(b••) are contained in the Ret of vertices of the simplex
s.. Thus, by 11,4.4, the vertex map'll" of vertices of Sd K into the vertices
of K extends in a unique fashion to a simplicial map'll": Sd K ~ K.
If L is a subcomplex of K, then'll" carries Sd L into L so that
71":

THEOREM

(Sd K, Sd L)

~

(K,L).

For every (finite) simplicial pair (K,L) the subdivision

7.1.

operator
Sd:

KolL o ~ (Sd K)o/(Sd L)o

is a homotopy equivalence. The map
'11"0:

(Sd K)o/(Sd £)0

~

KolL o

induced by any projection 71": (Sd K, Sd L) ~ (K,L)
inverse of Sd.
PROOF. We shall establish chain homotopies
(3)
(4)

'K o

Sd

~

1:S

a homotopy

io,

Sd'll"o~jo

where i o and jo are the identity chain maps of K./L o and
(Sd K)o/(Sd L)o respectively.
First observe that, if c E C.(K) and c C s, then Sd c C Sd sand
71". Sd c C s.
Hence C(s) = s defines a carrier C for both'll". Sci amI i•.
Since the carrier is acyclic, (3) follows from 5.11.
For every simplex s of Sd K, let 8 denote the least simplex of K
containing all the vertices of s, and let C(s) = Sd 8. If c E C.(Sd K)
and c C s, then 'II".C C 8 and Sd 'II".C C C(s). Since s C C(s), it follows
that C(s) is a common carrier for Sd 71" and j. Since C(s) = Sd 8 = St (8)
(the star is taken in the complex Sd 8), it follows from 5.12 that C(s)
is acyclic. Thus (4) is a consequence of 5.8.
REMARK. It is easily seen that c - 'II" Sd c is a degenerate chain.
Hence'll" Sd c induces the identity map on the alternating chain complex
K o • However this is not true of the operation which Sd 71" induces in
(Sd K) •.
As an immediate consequence of 7.1 we have
COROLLARY 7.2. A projection
71":

(Sd K, Sd L)

~

(K,L)

induces isomorphisms
71" *:
l/.(Sd K, Sd L;G) = l/.(K,L;G),
71"*: l/·(K,L;G) = lI"(Sd K, Sd L;G).

These isomorphisms are independent of the choice of the projection.
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8. UNIQUENESS OF SIMPLICIAL HOMOLOGY THEORIES

Let H be a homology theory defined on the h-category X~ of finite
simplicial complexes. It will be shown how a uniqueness theorem
analogous to lII,lO.1 may be established for such simplicial homology
theories.
First we observe that all the results of Chapter I with the exception
of those of §11 carry over to simplicial homology theories with the
obvious modifications in formulation. Proposition 1,11.5 that a contractible space is homologically trivial has the following analog:
If the complex J( is the star (see 5.9) of one of its vertices, then K is

homologically trivial.
Indeed, let K = St A. Consider the map f: K ~ A and the identity
map g: A ~ K. Then fg: 11 ~ A is the identity while gf: K ~ K
is contiguous to the identity. Hence f. is an isomorphism IIQ(K) =
H.(A), and since A is homologically trivial, 1"0 is I\..
With this done, all the propositions of 1II,2 through 111,9 carryover
to simplicial homology thpories without any ehange except in notation.
The first part of the proof of the lTniqupness theorem m,lO.1 (the construction of the homomorphism n ~'idds the following
THEOREM 8.1.
(U niquenrss theorem for sim plieinl homology theories).

Given two simplicial homology theories f{ and H on the h-cntegory
finile simplicial complexes, and gil'en a homomorphism

x~

of

ho : G ~ G
of lheir coe.fficielll groups, there e.Tt·sls a unique homomorphism

h:

II

~

II

on

x:

which is an e.rlension of ho• When 11 0 is an isomorphism, so also is h.
Thus, as far as simplieilll homology theories are concerned, the theory
is complete: both t:'xistence and uniqueness are established.
This theorem casts light on the structure of the proof of the Uniqueness theorem of 111,10.1. Earh homology theory II (in the sense of
Chapter I) defined on an admissible category a containing the category
:3 of triangulable pairs, leads to a simplicial homology theory H. (defined
on X:) by setting II•.• U\,L) = II.(IKI,ILI). The axioms for H. follow
directly from the cmTesponding axioms for II except for the Excision
axiom which is the Theorem 111,2.2.
If II,II are two hmnology theories (definpd on :3) and ho: G ~ G is
a homomorphism of their coefficient groups, then 8.1 yields a unique
extension of ho to a homomorphism of the associated simplicial theories:

h.:

H.

~

II.

on
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The second part of the proof of 1II,1O.1 then shows how one can pass
from the homomorphism h. to a homomorphism
h:

H~H

on

3.

This is the only stage in the proof of the Uniqueness theorem which
makes use of the Simplicial approximation theorem (11,7).
An analogous discussion can be given for cohomology; the details
are left to the reader.
NOTES

The classical invariance theorem. We shall give here a modernized
version of the classical invariance theorem.
Let (X,A) be a triangulable pair. If T, T' are triangulations of
(X,A), we shall write T' < T if, for each vertex B' of X (or of A) in the
triangulation T', there is a vertex B of X -< or of A) in the triangulation
T such that
st(B') C st(B).
We note the following formal properties:
(1) T' < T and T" < T' imply T" < T.
(2) "T < T where "T is the n'b barycentric subdivision of T (n ~ 0).
(3) For any T and T', there exists an integer n such that "T < T'
(follows from 11,6.5).
(4) For any T I,T2 , there is a T with T < T1) T < T 2 (follows from
(2) and (3)).
Suppuse T' < T. If, for each vertex B' of T', we select a vertc".
p(B') = B as above, we obtain a simplicial map p: T' ~ T called a
projection. Any two projections are contiguous, and therefore, by
3.2 and v,4.4, they induce the same homomorphism
a(T,T'):

H.(T')

~

H.(T).

Here H.(T), where T = !t,(K,L)1 is a triangulation of (X,A), denotes
the homology group H.(K,L) in either the ordered or the alternating
approach.
If T" < T' < T and p: T' ~ T, p': T" ~ T' are projections,
then pp/; T" ~ T is also a projection. This yields:
(5) If T" < T' < T, then a(T,T')a(T',T") = a(T,T").
The crucial fact is the following:
(6) a(T,T') is an isomorphism for any T' < T.
In the special case when T' = IT is the barycentric subdivision of T,
(6) follows from 7.2. Thus (5) implies that (6) is valid for T' = "T.
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For any 1" < 1', choose n so that "1' < 1" < T. Then a(T,1'") =
a(1',1")a(1",1'") is an isomorphism. It follows that a(1',1") is onto.
Therefore a(1",1'") is also onto. This implies that a(1',1") is an isomorphism as desired.
Let now 1'1,1'2 be any two triangulations of (X,A).
l' < 1'1, l' < 1'2 and define
(3T(1'2,1'I)
If 1"

<

=

I

Choose l' with

Il.(1'I) = Il.(T2).

a(T2,T)a- (1'I'1'):

1', then

(3T·(T2,1\)

= a(1'2,T')a- I (1't,1")
t

I

= a(1'2,T)a(1',1")a- (1',1")a- (1',T t )

= (3T(1'2,1'I)'

This fact, together with (4), implies that (3T(1'2,1't) is independent of
the choice of 1'. We thus ot>tain unique isomorphisms
(7) (3(1'2,1'I): H.(1\) = 1l.(1'2)'
In particular (3(7\,7\) = a(1\,T,) if 1'1 < 1'2' If 1',,1'2,1'3 are three
triangulations, then, choosing T with T < T, (i = 1,2,:3), we find
(8) (3(T 3 ,T 1 )

= (3(1\,T 2 ){3(T2 ,1\).

It follows that the groups H.(T) together with the isomorphisms (7)
form a transitive system of groups as defined in 1,6. In this sense, the
groups 1l.(1') are independent of the triangulation T, and may be
denoted by H.(X,A).
The classical invariance proof limited itself to showing that Il.(T.)
and 1l.(T 2 ) were isomorphic. It did not exhibit a "unique" isomorphism
(7) satisfying (8).
Having constructed a group ll.(X,A), we could continue in the same
vein and construct 0 and f., and then verify the axioms. This would
provide a proof of the existence of a homology theory on the category
of triangulahle spaces. It is not worthwhile to do this ill view of subsequent existence proofs for much larger categories.
The development of the inl1ariance theorem. Much of the development
of homology theory during the period 1895-1925 centered around the
question of the topological invariance of the homology groups. The
first fully satisfactory solution was achieved by Alexander near the end
of this period through the development of simplicial complexes and
their techniques [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 28 (1926), 301-329].
Prior to this a broader concept of cell complex was used (see Chapter
XIII of the second volume). Homology groups were defined by choosing
a cellular decomposition of the space, orienting the cells (i.e. selecting
incidence numbers-the coefficients in the boundary relations), and
taking the homology groups of the resulting chain complex. This pro-
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cedure gave rise to a series of problems: (1) a clear-cut definition of
cell complex was needed; (2) the orientahility must be proved (i.e. show
that aa = 0); (3) the independence of the homology groups on the
choice of orientation must be shown; and (4) the homology groups must
be proved independent of the choice of the cellular decomposition. The
last is the invariance problem.
By using too broad a definition of complex, the second problem became too difficult. Problems (1), (2), and (3) were solved by using
polyhedra for complexes. A polyhedron is a collection of cells in a
euclidean space, each cell is defined by a system of linear equalities and
inequalities. A step in solving (4) was the proof of invariance under
subdivision. This led to the Hauptvermutung: If two polyhedra are
homeomorphic then they have isomorphic subdivisions. This plus invariance under subdivision would imply topological invariance. But it
remains unproved to this day.
The wording of the invariance problem is such that one feels constrained to use only topological maps in its solution. However the
homology groups are invariant under homotopy equivalences. It was
perhaps the realization of this fact which led Alexander to abandon the
refined techniques of topological equi valence, and to replace them by the
rough techniques of simplicial approximation and deformation, and
thereby achieve a satisfactory solution.
Although simplicial complexes appear to eliminate most theoretical
difficulties, they are highly inefficient for the computation of homology
groups of simple spaces. A triangulation of a space usually demands a
large number of simplexes. As noted in III, Exer. DG, a triangulation
of a torus requires at least 42 simplexes. The n-simplex has 2' - 1
faces. Polyhedral and cellular decompositions are far more efficient
(see Chapters XIII and XIV of the second volume).
The Mayer homology groups. Let K be a simplicial complex. Consider the free abelian group M,(K) whose generators are sequences
(A 0, '" , An) of vertices of K, such that A 0, ••• , An are in a simplex
of F. Two such sequences are regarded as equal if they differ only by
a permutation of coordinates. Define the homomorphism F: M n(K) ~
M n-l (K) by setting
n

F(AO, ... , An) =

1: (An,

... ,

A', ... , An).

,-0

Let p be a prime and G an abelian group with pG = 0 (i.e. pg = 0 for
all g E G). Define Mn(K;G) = M,(K) Q9 G and consider the homomorphism F: Mn(K;G) ~ Mn__ 1(K;G) induced by the operator F above.
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Thus for each integer 0

<

q

<

P

p"-.

F·
1'1. ----+ 111._"
is zero. The Mayer homology group JI•.• (K;G) is defined to he (kernel
P")/(image F V - " ) . These groups were defined by W. Mayer [A new
M., •..•

----+

homolo(JY theory I, II, Annals of Math. 4:~ (1942) 370-380, 594-605]. He
established a large number of their propertiC's, but was unable to determine their relation with t.he ordinary homology p;roups. This was
done by E. Spanier [The M (lyer homolo(JY theory, Bulletin A.M.S. 55
(1949) 102-112], making C'ssC'ntial use of our Uniqueness theorem vI,8.I.
In this order, Hpani<.'r dC'fin<.'s (10) rdative group:,; IJ•.• (K,L;G) where
L is a subcompl<.'x of 1\., (2°) n. homomorphi'im f.: H •.• (K,L;G) ~
ll •.• (K',UP) for eaeh simplicial map f: (K,L) ~ (K',U), and (3°) a
houndary operator p.: ll•.• (K,l,,;G) ~ ll.- •. v-.(L;G). He then shows
that the groups ll •.• , suitably reind<.'xed, provide several homology
theories on the h-category of simplicial complexes. The coefficient
group of each theory is shown to be <.'itlwr 0 or G depending on arithmetic propl.'rties of the indic<.'s invoh·C'd. Thus the Uniqueness theorem
implies that If•.• (l\,L;(;) is either 0 or i'iomorphic ,,·ith the ordinary
homology group llr(T\.,L;G) for a suita!>ll' r. The precise result is that
ll•.• (K,L;G) = llr(/\.,L;G) in til<' following two cases:
n
n

+ 1 ==
+ 1 ==

q(mcxlp),
0 (mod p),

ami
and

r = 2(n
r

=

2(n

+ 1 - q)/p,
+ l)lp - 1.

I n all ot hl'r easC's ll•. " is zero.
EXERCISES

A. SJ:'IfI'LICI" L APpnOXI~fA'I"IONR.
1. If (Jl,(J2: K ~ K 1 arc both simplieial approximntions to a map
f: IKI ~ IK 1 1, then (J. and g2 are contiguous.
2. Show that a projection 11': Sd K --> K (in t he sense of §7) is a
simplicial approximation to the linear map In: Sd K ~ I\. involved in
the definition of 'iubdivi'iion.
B. LOCAl,LY FINITI'; COMPLEXES.
Ih;FINI'l'ION. Lpt K be a (po'isibly infinite') simplicial complex.
Given an <.'Ie'mentary chain A ° ... :1. in (;.(1\.0), (Jpfine an integral cachain t/> E C"(l\o;.T) 'in that t/>(ltO, ... , ..t.) = 1 and t/>(r) = 0 for aU
otllC'r plcmentary chains in C.(/\.o). The enchains t/> thus obtained
generate a free subgroup of C·(l\.o;J) denoted by C·(K) and called the
group of finite integrol enchains of 1\..

18.1,

EXERCISES

1. Show that K is locally finite if and only if the coboundary of
every finite cochain is again a finite cochain. Denote the resulting
cochain complex by KO.
2. A simplicial map f: K -+ K I of a locally finite complex K into
another such complex K I is called locally finite if, for every finite subcomplex L of K I , rl(L) is a finite subcomplex of K. Show that a locally
finite simplicial map induces a map
K~ -+ KO.
3. Let L be a subcomplex of the locally finite complex K, and let
i: L -+ K, j: K -+ (K,L) be inclusion maps. Denote by KO - LO
the kernel of the map iO: KO -+ L". Show that a locally finite simK~ L~ -+
plicial map f: (K,L) -+ (KI,L I ) induces a map
KO - LO. Show that with suitable definitions the category of pairs of
locally finite complexes and locally finite maps constitutes an h-category
.c and that the pair KO - Lo,r then yields a contravariant h-functor 0'
on .c with values in the category of 09 of cochain complexes (direct
couples).
.
4. Use the h-functor 0' to define homology and cohomology theories
:JC.(K,L;G), :JC·(K,L;G). Give a detailed description of these theories
analogous to that of §3. What are the limitations on the coefficient
group G?
5. Adopt the alternating approach and define a functor A' analogous
to 0'. Show that the homology and cohomology theories obtained using
0' and A' are isomorphic.
6. Compare the Hand :JC theories on finite complexes. Correlate
the result with v, Exer. F4.
7. Show that, in the :JC theories, the reduced groups are defined only
for finite complexes.
REMARKS CONCERNING TERMINOLOGY.
The homology groups H. of
an infinite complex based on the chain complexes K o (or K.) will he
called the direct homology groups, while the correspondin~ cohomology
groups H· will be called the inverse cohomology groups. In a locally
finite complex the cohomology groups :JC. based on the chain complexes
KO (or K') will be called the direct cohomology groups while the corresponding homology groups :JC. will be called the inver.~e homology groups.
The reasons for this terminology will become clear in Exercises VIII ,F.
The direct homology and cohomology groups are not defined for compact coefficients. If the linear fOl'm notation were used for all chains and
cochains, then the direct groups would be based on finite linear forms
while the inverse groups would utilize infinite linear forms. For reasons
explained in the remark followin!!; 4.1c, it is convenient to use the linear
form notation for chains and the functional notation for cochains, regardless of whether the chain or cochain is finite or infinite.

r:

r:

CHAPTER VII

The singular horrwlogy theory
1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to establiHh the existence of homology and cohomology theories on the largest admissible category,
namely: the category (II of all pairs (X,A) and all maps of such pairs.
For homology [cohomology] theory, the existence is established for any
prescribed coefficient group in any of the categories SR [SR or Sel, and
the theory has values in the same category. A singular homology
theory with values in Se is not constmcted.
The method is the following: Using mappings of ordered simplexes
into the space X, a chain complex 8(X) is obtained, called the singular
complex of the space X. Then the homology and cohomology groups
of a pair (X,A) ovpr any coefficient group are defined as the appropriate
groups of the complex 8(X)/S(A), using the methods of Chapter v.
The verifications of all the axioms, save for Homotopy and Excision,
are trivial consequences of the corresponding theorems about chain
complexes. To pro\'(' the Homotopy axiom, it is necessary to construct
a chain homotopy from the given homotopy. The proof of the Excision
axiom requires some preliminary construction.
2. THE SINGULAR COMPLEX OF A SPACE

Tn the euclid('un UU + 1 spuec with coordina tcs (To, ... , xu) consider
the unit simplex ~u (see II,2.2). The verticps d!\ ... , dU are the unit
points on the coordinate axes of n U+ I • If we regard RU us the subset
of R u + 1 given by Xv = 0, then ~._I is a fuce of ~u and has \'('rtices rfl,
... ,du - I • In ~u the barycentric coordinates of a point coincide with
its cartesian coordinates.
Consider the simplicial maps
t

= 0, ... , q,

given by t h(' following VNtpx as:,;ignn1l'nts:

c;(d') = d'
r;(d') = d'+1
185
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Thus e~'maps A._I simplicially onto the (q - I)-face of A. not containing d' and preserves the order of the vertices.
LEMMA 2.1. e;e~_1 = e;e:=:
for 0 ~ j < i ~ q.
The proof is obvious.
DEFINITION 2.2. A continuous mapping
'1':

A.

-t

X

of the unit q-simplex A. into a topological space X is calleu a sinyulaT
q-simplex in X. The singular (q - I)-simplex

T(,)

Tc::

=

A.-I

-t

X

is called the i th face ofT, for i = 0,
, q.
By 2.1, we have
LEMMA 2.3.
('1'(,»(,) = ('1'(;»('-1)
fOl' () ~ j < i ~ q.
DEFINITION 2.4. The free abelian group generated by the singular
q-simplexes in X is denoted by C.(X) and is called the group of singular
(integral) q-chains of X. If q < 0, there are no q-simplexes and
C.(X) = 0.
The boundary homomorphism

a.:

C.(X)

-t

is defined as follows: If q ;:;::; 0, then
singular q-simplex in X, then
a.T =

C.-I (X)

a. =

0.

If q

>

° and '1' is a

L:• (-1)''1'(,) .
,-0

2.5. a._Ia. = 0.
If q ~ 1, then a._I = 0 by definition. Assume therefore
that q ~ 2. It is sufficient to verify 2.5 for each g;enerator T of C.(X).
By uefinition
LEMMA

PROOF.

q

a._Ia.T

=

q

q-l

L: (-I)'a._IT(,) L: L: (-1)'( -1)'('1'('»)(')
._0
.-0 ,-0
L: (-I)'+'('1'('))(ll + L: (-1)'+'('1'(,))(').
O~'<l~q

O~'~l<q

In view of 2.3, the first sum equals

L:

(-1)' +'('1'{,») (,-I) •

O:i,<.:lQ

Replacing i - I by j and j by i g;ives

L:

(-I)'+'(T('»)(ll.

O;S';SJ<<1

Thus the two sums cancel. and the lemma is proved.
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It follows from 2.5 that IG.(X),a.1 is a chain complex. This chain
compIPx will be denoted by 8(X). If A is a subspace of X, then C.(A)
is generated by a subset of t,he set, /!;eneratin/!; C.(X) and a. on C.(A)
agrees with a. on C.(X). Therefore S(A) is a subcomplex of S(X) and
it is a direct summand of S(X). Given c e; C.(X) we shall write c C A
to indicate c e; C.(A).
DEFINITION 2.6. For each pair (X,A) consisting of a topological
space X and a subset A, the chain complex 8(X)j8(A) is called the
singular complex of the pair (X,A). The groups C.(8(X)j8(A)) =
C.(X) jC.(A) are free groups.
REMARK.
Strictly speaking 8(A) is not a subcomplex of 8(X), because a generator of 8(A) is a map T: ~. -> A and not a map ~. -> X.
The inclusion map i: A C X induces an isomorphism of 8(A) with a
direct summand of 8(X), and 8(X)j 8(A) should be written 8(X)ji8(A).
LEMMA 2.7.
If f: (X,A) -> (Y,B), the homomorphisms f.:
C.(X) -> G.(Y) and f.: C.(A) -> G.(H) defined by
f .(1') = fT
for 1':

~. ->

X (or 1':
fs:

~. ->

A), yields a map

S(X)j 8(,1)

->

S(Y)j 8(B).

Moreover, 11 f: (X,A) -> (X, ..1) is the identity, then f s is the identity,
and, if f: (X,A) -> (Y,B), g: (Y,H) -> (Z,C), then (gf)s = gsf s·
The proof requires only the verification of the commutativity relation a.f. = f ._Ia. which is an immediate consequence of the relation
(IT) (0) = fTe; = f(T(O».
The lemma states that 8(X)j 8(A) and fs form a covariant functor
8 on the category (11 of pairs of topological spaces with values in the
category ag of chain complexes (recall that 9 is the category of ordinary
abelian groups, i.e. 9 = gR where R = the integers). We now convert
(11 into It c-eategory by defining couples U,j) to consist of the inclusion
maps i: A -> X, j: X -> (X,A) for each pair (X,.4.) in (11' Since
is is the inclusion map S(A) -> 8(X), it follows that the sequence

o ->

is
8(.4.)

->

js
8(X)

->

8(X)j 8(.4.)

->

0

is exact, thus (is,Js) is a couple in the category ag. Since, as was
observed earlier, 8(A) is a direct summand of 8(X), it follows that the
couple (is,js) is direct in the sense of v,3.1. Thus 8 is a c-functor.
We now go a step further. The c-category ag has been converted
in v,4 into an h-category. We shall do the same with the category (11'
To this end we define homotopies and points in (11 to be actual homo-
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topies and actual points, while excisions in (i\ are defined as follows: A
map f: (X',A') -> (X,A) is called an excision if (1) f is an inclusion
map, (2) X - A = X' - A', and (3) the closure of X - X' lies in the
interior of A. The last two conditions may be replaced by the more
symmetric conditions
A' = X' (\ A,

X = lnt (X') V lnt (A).

Note that this concept of excision is broader than that of 1,3 in that
U = X - X' is not required to be open.
With these definitions a\ becomes an h-category, and we can state
the main result of this chapter.
THEOREM 2.8. If as is treated as an h-category in the sense of direct
couples, then the functor S: a\ -> as is a covariant h-functor (see Iv,9.4).
It has already been shown that S is a c-functor. To prove the
theorem we must show that S preserves homotopies, generalized excisions, and points. This will be done in Theorems 4.7, 7.1, and 9.1.
Granting that this has been done, we apply Iv,9.5 to obtain our chief
objective:
DEFINITION 2.9. The composition of the h-functor S with the
homology theory of as with coefficient group G (see v,11.3) yields a
homology theory on a\ called the singular homology theory of a\ with
coefficient group G. The composition of S with the cohomology theory
of as with coefficient group G (see v,12.3) yields a cohomology theory
on a\ called the singular cohomology theory of (tl with coefficient group G.
For any given pair (X,A) E ai, the homology and cohomology groups
H.(S(X)/ S(A);G), H·(S(X)/ S(A);G) (see v,11.4, 12.4) will be written
H.(X,AiG), H·(X,A;G), respectively, and are called the q'b singular
homology and cohomology groups of (X,A) with coefficient group G. According to v, 11.3 and 12.3 we have the following cases:
(1)
(2)
(3)

then
then
then

H.(X,A iG) E SR,
H·(X,A ;G) E SR,
H·(X,A ;G) ESc.

Observe that singular homology groups H.(X,AiG) are not defined
when G is compact. The reason for this is that C.(X) wmally does not
have a finite base (see v,11.3).
We note here the following alternative definition of the singular
simplexes. Let s be an ordered q-simplex with vertices A 0 < ... < A·.
A map T: lsi -> X will be called a singular q-simplex in X (in the
new sense). If s' has vertices BO < ... < B· and T': Is'l -> X, then
we say that T and T' are equivalent if T = T' B where B: s -> s' is
the simplicial map with B(A') = B', i = 0, ... ,q. In this definition,
the group C.(X) is generated not by the individual singular q-simplexes,
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but by the equivalence c1aRses of such q-simplexes. Clearly every such
equivalence class contains precisely one singular q-simplex in the sense
of 2.2.
3. DIRECT DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS

This section serves the same purpose as Section 4 of Chapter VI.
A direct description of the singular homology and cohomology theoric.'i
will be given. The opening remarks of vI,4 apply equally well here.
The group C.(X,.1 ;G) of singular q-chains of X mod A is by definition the tensor product [C.(X)/C.(A)] ® G. By 2.4, the singular
simplexeRT: l1. --> X form a base for C.(X). By v,9.6, C.(X,A;G) is
generated by the elements '1' @ g whirh will be written gT in accordance
with the convention v,llA. Thus we have
THEOREM 3.1.
The group C.(X,.1 ;G) is geru:rated by the elements gT,
where 9 E G and '1': l1. --> X is a singular q-simplcx in X. These generators
are subject to the relations

and
gT = 0

T(t..) C A.

for

The boundary is gil'en by the formula
a.(gT) =

L•

(-I)'gT(·) .

• -0

For any map f: (X,A) --> o',m,
C.(X,A;G) -> C.(Y,H;G) is gil'ell by
J.(f1T)

=

the chain transformation f.:

gUT).

If this theorem were adopted as a definition, it would be necessary
to verify that f. and a. are compatible with the relations and commute.
The descriptions of Z.(X,A ;G), B.(X,A ;G), H.(X,A ;G),j., and d.
are as in vI,4 with (K,L) replaced by (X,A).
Passin~ to cohomology we begin with the group C·(X,A;G) =
C·(8(X)/8(.1);G) of cochaim; of X mod A over G. This group is by
definition the group Hom(('.(X)/C.(A),G), and therefore v,lO and v,12
imply
THEOREM 3.1 c.
The grou]! C·(X,:1 ;G) is the group of fllru:tions q,
dcfil/cd on sil/gular q-simplcxes '1' in X, the i'aille q,(T) is in G, and is
zero if T is inA.

The CollOlllldary o·q, is defined by
0+1

(o·q,)(T) =

L

• -0

(-I)'q,(T(·» .
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For any map f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B), the cochain transformation
j": C·(Y,BiG) ~ C·(X,A;G) is givenforep e C·(Y,B;G) by the formula
U·ep)(T) = ep(fT).

The descriptions of Z·(X,A;G), B"(X,A;G), H·(X,A;G), j*, and
0* are as in vI,4 with (K,L) replaced by (X,A).
4. PRESERVATION OF POINTS, REDUCED GROUPS

THEOREM 4.1.

If P is a space consisting of a single point, then the
chain complex S(P) is pointlike in the sense of v,4.7.

For each q ~ 0 there is only one singular q-simplex
P. For q even and > 0, we have aT. = '1'._1 so that
a.: C.(X) = C._I(X). For q < 0, we have C.(X) = O. Thus conditions of v ,4.7 are fulfilled.
Observe further that by 3.1 and 3.1c we have
PROOF.

T.:

~. ~

Co(PiG) = G,

and

at

=

0, ao = O. Thus I/o = Co and HO = Co. Consequently
Ho(PiG) = G,

This shows that the singular homology and cohomology theories constructed over a group G actually have the group G as coefficient group
in the sense of 1,6.I.
Ob"erve that, for any space X, a singular O-simplex T: ~() -4 X
is completely determined by the image point x = T(~o). If we agree
to write x instead of T, then every O-chain c € Co(X,G) will have the
form of a finite formal sum
c =

2: g,x,

where g, e G, x. € X. Every cochain ep e CO(X,G) will be a unction
X ~ G (with no continuity assumption).
In analogy with vI,5.1 and vI,5.2, we introduce the following
definitions:
DEFINITION 4.2. For each element c = L g,x, of Co(X,G), the
index In(c) is

ep:

In(c)

=

L

g,

€

G.

Clearly In: Co(XiG) - 4 G.
DEFINITION 4.3. The augmented singular complex

SeX)

of the space
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If X

=

0, then S(X)

=

S(X)

=
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O. If X ;e 0,

C.(S(X)) = C.(X)
C_1(S(X)) = J

forq;e-l,
(= additive group of integers),

a. = a.

forq~O,-I,

a = In:
o

a-I

Co(S(X)) ~ J,

= 0.

The reduced O,b homology and cohomology groups of X over G are
defined as

Clearly 1l.(S(X) ;G) = 1l.(X;G) for q ~ 0. In the dimension 0,
Zo(X;G) = Zo(S(X);G) is a subgroup of Zo(X;G) = CoO(;G) and consists of O-chains c with In(c) = O. This implies
THEOREM 4.4.
The reduced O,b homology group fl o(X ;G) is the kernel
of the homomorphism f *: Ho(X;G) ~ llo(p;G) where f: X ~ P and
P is a space consIstIng of one point.
Therefore the concppt of reduced group coincides with that defined
in I,i fOl' any homology thpory.
For cohomolog;y, we find tlat ll·(S(X);G) = H·(X;G) for q ~ 0,
and that flO(X;G) = ZO(X;G)/BO(X;G), where jjO(X;G) = BO(S(X);G)
consists of those cochains cP € CO(X;G) which are constant on the singular
O-simplexes (i.e. the points) of X. This implies
THEOREM 4.4c.
The reduced Olb cohomology group J10(X;G) is the
factor group of HO(X;G) by the imafll' uf the homomorphism f*: HO(P;G) ~
lr(X;G) where f: X ~ P and ]J IS a 8pace consistmg of one point.
The definition of "acydie spacp" and "algebraic map f: S(X) ~
8(Y)" arc as in VI,.1.6 and vI,iiA. A ranier of .f is a function C which
to each singular simplex 'J' in X assigns a subset C(T) in Y such that
f(1') C C(T) and C('1'(o}) C C(T). The statement and proof of vI,5.7
carryover with only formal changps.

6. THE LINEAR COMPLEX OF A CONVEX SET

We proceed to develop the tools to be used in the proofs that the
functor S preserves homotopies and generalized excisions (given in
§§7 and 9).
IhFINITION 5.1. Let V be a ('onvex set in a euclidean space. A
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singular simplex T: ~. --. V is said to be linear, if al,0'2 e ~., Al
A2 ~ and Al + A2 = 1 imply

°

T(">\lal

+ A20'2)

=

+

AIT(al)

~

0,

X2T(0'2)'

The linear simplexes form a subcomplex Q(V) of S(V).
The linear simplex T is completely determined by the points
v = T(d'), i = 0, ... , q, and we shall therefore use the symbol
VO ••• v· to designate the linear simplex T. With this notation we have

L•

a.(vO ... v·) =

(-I)'vo ... O· .. , v·.

,-0

DEFINITION 5.2. If v e V and T = VO ••• v· is a linear q-simplex, the
join vT is the linear (q + I)-simplex vvo ... v·. With v fixed, this operation on generators extends uniquely to a homomorphism c --. vc of
C.(Q(V» into C.+I(Q(V).
L~MMA 5.3. If v e V and c e C.(Q(V», then

a(vc) = c - v(ac)

if q > 0,

a(vc) = c - In(c)v

if q = 0.

The proof is the same as that of vl,5.II.
6. PRISMS

The unit q-prism (q

>

0) is the cartesian product
=

?T.

~._I

~._I

is the unit (q - I)-simplex in R·, and I is the closed interval
I
•
The prism ?T. is a convex subset of R I X R· = R·+ I •
Consider the maps

where

°

I X

~ t ~ I in R

i

= 0, ... , q - 1

defined for (t,v) e ?T._I by
and the maps

defined for v e

~._I

by
l.(v) = (O,v) ,

u.(v)

=

(l ,v).

As an immediate consequence of these definitions we have
LEMMA

6.1.

r;r~_l = r~r~=~

r;ZQ-l = lae;-11

r;u

Q_

1

= Uae:-l,

for 0
for i

~

j

<i

~

q - 1,

= 0, ... , q - ].

PRISMS
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A continuous mapping
P:

1I"a

~

X

of the unit q-prism 1I"a into the topological space X is called a singular
q-prism in X (q > 0). The singular (q - I)-prism
p(,) = Pr~:

1I"a-1

~

X

tb

is called the i face of P for i = 0, ... , q has no faces. The singular (q - I)-simplexes
PI

=

Pl a:

~a-I ~

X,

A singular I-prism

1.

~a-I ~

p .. = Pu a:

X

are called the lower and the upper base of P, respectively.
By 6.1, we have
LEMMA 6.3.
(p(o»)(,) = (p(J»)(.-ll
for 0 ~ j < i ~ q - 1,
(P('»)l = (PI) (0),
(P('»)u = (Pu)('),
for i = 0, ... , q - 1,
and we may write p~.) ,Plo) without ambiguity.
DEFINITION 6.4.
The free group genera.ted by the singular q-simplexm; and the singular q-prisms in X is denoted by Ca(SP(X)) and is
called the group of singular (integral) prismatic q-chains in X. If q < 0,
then Ca(SP(X)) = O. If q = 0, there are no singular O-prisms so
Co(SP(X)

=

Co(X).

The boundary homomorphism
Ca(SP(X)) ~ Ca_,(SP(X))

aa:

is defined as follo\\'s:
q-prism, then

If q

~

0, then aa

=

O. If q

> 0 and P

is a singular

a-I

L

(-I)'P(·) •

• -0

For a singular q-simplex l'
a

aa1'

=

L

(-1)'1'(') •

• -0

LEMMA

6.5.

aa-Iaa

= O.

Clearly it is sufficient to verify that aa-laaP = 0 for every
singular q-prism P. Since ao = 0, we may assume that q > 1. By
definition
PROOF.

aa-laaP = aa-,(Pu 0-1

PI

L: (-l)'P~')
.-0

~ (-I)'P('»
L (-I)'P~')

q-1

.-0

- I:: (-I)'{P~')
• -0

- pl'> -

~ (_I)'(P(·»(J>}.
,-0
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The single sums cancel because of the second part of 6.3. The double
sum is zero by the same calculation as in the proof of 2.5, using the
first part of 6.3.
DEFINITION 6.6. The chain complex
SP(X)

= lc.(pS(X)),a.1

is called the singular prismatic complex of the space X.
Clearly SeX) is a subcomplcx of SP(X). If A is a subset of X,
then SP(A) is a subcomplex of SP(X) and SeA) = SeX) n SP(A).
Hence the inclusions SeA) C SeX) and SP(A) C SP(X) induce a
homomorphism
7]:

S(X)/ SeA) -

SP(X)/ SP(A)

whose kernel is zero by virtue of the N oether isomorphism theorem.
It will be convenient to regard S(X)/S(A) as a subcomplcx of
SP(X)/ SP(A) so that TJ is an inclusion map.
THEOREM 6.7. There exists a map

r:

(SP(X),SP(A)) -

(S(X),S(A))

which is the identity on SeX). In other words the pair of chain complexes
(S(X),S(A)) is a retract of the pair (SP(X),SP(A)).
PROOF.

(n

For any linear n-simplex VO '"
'If'. by

+ I)-chain in

It of ~.-l, define a linear

n

D:(vO ... vn ) =

(I)

L: (-I)'(l.vO)

.,. (l.V·)(1~.V·) ... (u.vn ) •

• -0

Then

D~

extends uniquely to a homomorphism

The same calculation as in the proof vI,3.2 shows that
(2)
If we use the second set of relations of 6.1 with (1), we obtain immediately
(3)

Define the homomorphism

r.: C.(SP(X)) -

C.(X)

as follows. If T is a singular q-simplex, then r.T = T. If P is a singular
q-prism, then
(4)
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where P s is defined by 2.7. Clearly r. is the identity on C.(X), and it
maps C.(SP(A» into C.(A). It remains to prove that r and a commute.
This is obvious whcn applied to a singular simplex. Hence it suffices to
prove that

Apply a to both sides of (4),
(5)

ar.p = (p s 1l.

-

lISC

aP s = psa and then use (1) to obtain

Psl. - P S D:_ 2 a)(cf ... a·-I).

By definition
(6)

Since p ..,p, arc singular simplexes,
(7)

Using (3) we obtain

D:- a(cf
2

.-1

... a·-I)

=

D:- L: (-l)'(cf
2

a: ... a·-I)

...

,-0
.-1

D:_ L: (-l)'e~-l(cf
I

...

.-1

L: (-l)'r~D:=~(cf

...

a·-

a·-

2

2
)

) •

• -0

Since, by 6.2, P sr~ = p~'), we have

.-1

L: (- l)'p~" D:=~(dO ... a·.-0

(8)

2

)

.-1

L: (-l)'r._ P(') .
I

• -0

Combining (5), (6), (7), and (8) /!;ives
.-1

ar.P = r._IP.. - r._IP/ -

L: (-1)r._ IP(')

= r._Iap .

• -0

This completes the proof.
7. PRESERVATION OF HOMOTOPIES
THEOREM

7.1.

Two homotopic maps

f,g:

(X,A)

-->

(Y,m

illdure chain homotopic maps

f s,gs:

S(X)/ SeA)

-->

S(Y)/ S(B).

[CHAP. VII
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PROOF.

Let
(X X I, A X I)

h:

be a map such that for each x

E

(Y,B)

X

h(x,O) = f(x),

For every singular q-simplex 1':
prism

~

h(x,l) = g(x).
~. ~

DT:

'11".+1

X, consider the singular (q
~

+ 1)-

Y

defined by
for

(DT)(x,t) = h(T(x),t)

X E ~.,

O~t~l.

This defines homomorphisms
D:

C.(X) ~ C.+ 1 (SP(Y»

which carries C.(A) into C.+,(SP(B».
C.+ 1 (SP(Y»jC.+ 1 (SP(B». Clearly
(DT)/ = fT,
(DT)('l

=

Thus D:

(DT)" = gT,
D(T('l)

C.(X)jC.(A) ~

for i = 0, '"

, q.

Hence
aDT = (DT)" - (DT)/ -

L

= gT -

=

L•

.-0

(_l)'(DT/ il

fT (-l)'D(T('»
gT - fT - DaT.

Let now r: SP(Y)j SP(B)
by 6.7. Then

~

S(Y)jS(B) be a retraction as asserted

with
arDT

= raDT = rgT
=

- rfT - rDaT
gT - fT - r DaT.

Thus the operator rD establishes the desired chain homotopy.
8. A COVERING THEOREM
DEFINITION 8.1.
Let F be a family of subsets of the space X. A
singular simplex T: ~. ~ X will be said to belong to F if the set
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T(li q ) is contained in at least one of the sets of the family F. Clearly
then the faces of T also belong to F. The singular simplexes of X
that belong to F make up a subcomplex S(X,F) of the singular complex
SeX). If A is a subset of X, then S(A,F) is the subcomplex of S(X,F)
made up of the singular simplexes of "1 that belong to F, i.e.
S(A.F)

=

SeA)

n

S(X,F).

The inclusions S(X,F) C SeX), S(A,F) C SeA) define a homomorphism
S(X,F)/S(A,F) -+ S(X)/S(A)

7]:

which, in view of the N oether isomorphism theorem, has kernel zero.
It will be convenient to regard S(X,F)/ S(A,F) as a subgroup of
SeX)! SeA) so that 7/ is an inclusion map.
THEOREM 8.2.
If F is a family of subsets of the space X such that
every point of X is in the interior of at least one set of F, then, for every
A C X, the inclusion map
S(X,F)/S(A,F) -+ S(X)/ S("1)

7/:

is a homotopy equivalence (see 1v,9.2).
The proof requires several preliminary constructions.
Given a linear r-simplex u = VO ••• vr in li q the barycenter b. of u
is the point

We define two sequences of homomorphisms

Sd:
R:

C,(Q(li q ) -+ Cr(Q(li q »
Cr(Q(li q )) -+ C,+,(Q(li q ))

by recurrence as follows: If r = 0, then Sd is the identity map and R = O.
For every linear r-simplex u in li q with r > 0, we define using the join
operation of 5.2
(1)

(2)

= b. Sd au,
Ru = b.(u - Sd u - Rau).

Sd u

We shall prove by induction with respect to r that
(3)

(4)

a Sd c = Sd ac,
aRc = c - Sd c - Rae.

for every linear r-chain c in li q • If q ~ 0, the propositions are obvious.
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Assuming that (3) and (4) hold for linear i-chains with i
consider a linear r-simplex u in .6.. From 5.4 we deduce

ab Sd au = Sd au - b a Sd au
Sd au - b Sd aau = Sd au,
aRu = ab (u - Sd u - Rau)
= u - Sd u - Rau - Mau - a Sd u - aRau)
= u - Sd u - Rau - Mau - Sd au - au + Sd au
= u - Sd u - Rau.

a Sd u

=

<

6

r (r

>

0),

6

=

6

6

+ Raau)

Formula (3) asserts that Sd is a map Q(.6.) -+ Q(.6.), and (4) asserts
that R is a chain homotopy of Sd into the identity map.
Now let '1': .6. -+ X be a singular q-simplex in X. Define singular
chains Sd T and RT by
Sd T = T s Sd (cfJ •. . d'),

RT = TsR(d O

•••

d·),

where T s is defined by 2.7. The operations Sci and R defined on the
base elements extend uniquely to homomorphisms
Sd:

C.(X) -+ C.(X),

It is easy to see that formulas (3) and (4) are still valid for every
singular q-chain c in X. As before we define the iterates Sd n of Sd by
setting Sdo c = c, Sdn c = Sd Sdn-l c for n > O. Formulas (3) and (4)
then yield
(5)
,.-]

(6)

a~
R
,-0

a SdnC =

Sd" ac,

Sd' c = c - Sdn C

n-1

-

~ R Sd' ac.
,-0

If F is any family of subsets of X and c is a singular chain in the
complex S(X,F), then Sd c and Rc are both in the complex S(X,F).
Let now F be a family of subsets of X having the property stated
in 8.2. We shall prove that for every singular simplex '1' in X there
is an integer n such that Sd" T is in the complex S(X,F).
Let T: .6. -+ X and let F T be the family of subsets of .6. of the
form T- 1 (B) for B e F. Since every point x e X is in the interior of
one of the sets in F, it follows that every point v e .6. in the interior of
one of the sets of FT' Since the set .6. is compact, it follows from
II,7.5 that there exists a number E > 0 such that every subset of .6.
of diameter < E is in one of the sets of FT'
The argument just concluded shows that it suffices to construct an
integer n such that Sd" (cfJ, ... , d·) is a linear combination of linear
simplexes of diameter < E. To verify this observe that, if u = VO • • • v·,
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then Hd (7 has the form
± T where
(7,+1 is a face of u,.
By 1I,G.8,
diam

T

T

= b. o

~ q~ 1 diam

•• ,

b••, with
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=

(7,

anri

u.

Hence Sd n (if ... dO) is a linear combination of linear simplexes of
diameter ~ (q/(q
1))" diam (do ... dO), and this is < E for n sufficiently
large.
We arc now ready to prove 8.2. Since the complexes S(X)/ SeA)
and 8(X,F)/ S(A,F) are composed of free groups, it 'iuffices in view of
v,13.3 to prove that

+

'f/.:

1l.(S(X,F)/S(A.,F)) = H.(S(X)/S(A))

for intC'gcr coefficients and for all dimensions q. Since 'f/. is one of the
maps in the mapping of the homology sequence of the couple

o~

S(A,F) ~ S(X,F) ~ S(X,F)/S(A,F) ~ 0

into the homology sequence of (X,A), it follows from the five lemma
(I,4.:~) that it suffices to prove that
'f/.:

Ho(S(X,F)) = 1I.(S(X))

for all q. By exactness this is eqllivalent to showing that
(7)

Il.(8(X)/8(X,F))

= 0

for all dimensions q. Let c e Co(S(X)) he a singular chain such that
OC == 0 mod 8(X,F). By the result previously established there is an
intcgC'r n such that Sdn c is in 8(X,F). Since oC is in 8(X,F), the chains
R Sd' or arc also in S(X,P). Thus formllla (6) yields
n-1

aL
R
,-0

Sd' c

==

c

mod S(X,i")

so that c is a hounding cycle mod S(X,F). This proves (7) and concludes the proof of 8.2.
9. INVARIANCE UNDER EXCISION
THEOREM

9.1.

Let the inclusion map

i:
be given where U

is:

(X -

fl, A - U) C (X,A)

C lnt:1. Then the induced map
S(X -

is a homotopy equivalence.

U)/ SeA -

U) ~ S(X)/ SeA)
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PROOF.
Consider the family F consisting of the two sets A and
X - U. Condition U C lnt (A) implies lnt (X - U) U lnt (A) = X.
Thus 8.2 applies. Observe that

n

S(X,F)

Thus the map

j:
7):

i.~

S(A - U) = S(X - U)
S(A),
= S(X - U) U S(A), S(A,P)
S(A).

may be factored into two maps
S(X - U)/ S(A - U) ----) S(X,P)/ S(A,P)
S(X,F)/S(A,F) ----) S(X)/S(A)

both of which are induced by inclusions. The map
equivalence by 8.2. The map j may be written as
j:

S(X - U)/ S(X -

U)

n

S(A) ----) S(X -

7)

is a homotopy

U) U S(A)/ S(A)

which, by the Noether isomorphism theorem, is an isomorphism. Consequently j also is a homotopy equivalence. Since, in the category as
of chain complexes, the composition of homotopy equivalences is again
a homotopy equivalence, it follows that is = TJj is a homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 9.1 together with 4.1 and 7.1 conclude the proof of the
statement of 2.8 that S: (X,A) ----) S(X) / S(A) is an h-functor. This
concludes the construction of the singular homology and cohomology
theories.
It should be pointed out that the excision axiom that has been
obtained for the singular theories is stronger than that required in 1,3,
namely, the assumption that U be an open subset of X was not made.
10. SINGULAR THEORY OF TRIANGULATED SPACES

Now that the axioms for the singular homology and cohomology
theories have been verified, it follows from the results of Chapter III
that, in a triangulated space, the singular groups are isomorphic with
the simplicial groups computed from the triangulation using one of the
two procedures of Chapter VI. Nevertheless, it is Ilseful to have a
direct definition of an isomorphism between the singular and the
simplicial groups. In this section such an isomorphism is exhibited.
Consider a triangulated pair (X,A) with a triangulation l' =
{t,(K,L) I. We define a map
(3:

Ko/L o ----) S(X)/8(A)

as follows: Given an elementary q-chain c = A 0
the linear map

•••

A· in K o , consider
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defined by Lc(d') = A \ i = 0, ... ,q.
singular q-simplex. We define
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Then tL,:

~.

-+

X is a

{3c = tL e.
This defines homomorphisms
(3:
can'yin~

c (.)

C.(K)

-+

C.(X)

C.(L) into C.(A). To prove that {3 and a commute, consider
Th en {3c (.) = {3'
) (.). Th us
ceo = ({3c

= AO . . . A- , . . . A· .
•
a{3c

=

L

L

(-I)'(t3c) (.) =

,-0

(-I)'{3c(i)

= {3ac.

The main result of this section is the following
THEOREM 10.1.
The map
(3:

KalLa

-+

S(X)/S(A)

induces isomorphisms
(3*:

H.(K,L;G)

= H.(X,A;G),

(3*:

H·(K,L;G) = H"(X,A;G)

ollcr any coefficient group G. The groups of (K,L) arc the groups of the
chain complex KalLa of Chapter VI while the groups of (X,A) are the
singular homology and cohomology groups.
In view of the "five lemma" 1,4.3, it suffices to prove the rasp A = O.
The proof leans heavily on the concepts introduced in 11,9. For
every simplex s of K we shall consider the first regular neighhorhood
N1(s). In view of 1I,9.G a point a of K is in N1(s) if and only if there
is a vertex A of s such that a(A) > a(B) for each vertex B of Knot
in s. This implies the following properties of N1(s):
(1) N1(s) is an open set containing lsi.
(2) Every vertex of K that is in N 1 (s) is a vertex of s.
1
1
(3) N (81) n N (82) = N1(SI n 82)'
Let F be the family of open sets IN1(s) C X fO!' all simplexes 8 of
K. This family satisfies the condition stated in 8.2, and therefore the
inclusion map
7/: S(X,F) C S(X)
induces homomorphismR 7/* and 7/* which are isomorphisms. Observe
further that in virtue of (1), for each chain c of K a , the singular chain
t3c is in S(X,F). Thus {3 may he factored (3 = 7/'Y where
'Y

K a -+ S(X,F)

7/
-+

S(X)
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with -yc = flc. It suffices therefore to show that -y* and -y* arc isomorphisms.
For each point a of K select a vertex n(a) of K which is nearest in
the sense that a(n(a)) ;;:;; a(B) for any vertex B of K. We note the
following properties of n(a):
(4) If a is a vertex, then n(a) = a.
(5) If a e N 1 (s), then n(a) is 11 vertex of s.
Proposition (4) is obvious while (5) follows from the characterization
of N1(s) quoted above.
Given a singular simplex 7': .l. - X, consider the vertices
i = 0, ... , q

of K. If 7'(.l.) C tN 1 (s), then e l 7'd' e N\~) and Ai is a vertex of s
by (5). Thus, if 7' is a singular simplex in S(X,F), then
;Y7' = .1.0 ... A·

an elementary q-chain in K o • This yields homomorphisms ;Y:
C.(S(X,F)) - C.(K o ) which clearly commute with a. Thus we have
a map
IS

;Y:

S(X,F) -

[{o.

We examine the composed map ;Y'Y. Let BO ... R' be an elementary
q-chain of K 0, and let ;Y'Y7' = A ° ... A'. Then by definition of (3 we
have 7'd' = tBi and A' = n(r l 7'd') = n(R'). Thus, by (4), A' = B'
so that ;Y'Y is the identity map of K o • Consequently
(6) ;Y*'Y* = identity, 'Y*;Y* = id('ntity.
We now turn our attention to the map 'Y;Y. Let 7': .l. - X he a
singular simplex of S(X,F), and let s be the least simplex of K such
that 7'(.l.) C lNI(s). Such a simplex s exists and is unique by virtue
of (3). Denote

We shall establish the following properties of the :;et:; C(1') for 7' in
S(X,F):
(7) C(T(") C C(T).
(8) T and 'Y;YT are singular simplexes in C(T).
(9) C(T) is acyclic, i.e. il o(C(7')) = 0 and H.(C(T)) =

°

for q > O.
Proposition (7) is ohvious and HO is the fir:"t half of (8). Let C(T) =
/N1(s). It follows that rlTd' e N1(s), and, hy (5), n(C I 7'd') is a vertex
of s. Thus;YT is in sand 'Y;YT is in t(ls\). Since lsi C N1(s), it follows
that t(ls\) C C(T). Thus 'Y;YT is in C(T).

TRIADS
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To prove (9) observe first that, in view of 11,9.8, lsi is a deformation
retract of NI(s), and, since lsi is contractible to point, NI(s) also is
contractible to a point. Thus C(T) is contractible to a point and therefore homologically trivial by 1,11.5.
With (7)-(9) established, an exact replica of the proof of vI,5.7 yields
a chain homotopy of the map "Y;Y with the identity map of 8(X,F).
Conseq uen t1y
::y*oy*

=

identity,

which, combined with (6), shows that "Y* and "Y* are isomorphisms with
::y * and ::Y* as inverses.
11. TRIADS

Let (X;X1,X,) he a triad, i.e. X is a topological space and X 1,X 2
are subspaces of X. The homology sequence of a triad was defined in
1,14 for proper triads only. Within the setting of the singular homology,
we shall define new homology groups H.(X;X"X 2 ) called the homology
groups of the triad. We shall iml)('d th<,se groups in an exact sequence
railed the lwulie homology sequence. Whene\'er the triad is proper,
the sequence r<,duces to 01<' homology s<'fjum('.e of the triad.
DEFINITION 11.1. The homology and cohomology groups
II.(X;X 1 ,X 2 ;G) and lfU(X;.'C,o'C;G) of the triad (X;X 1 ,X 2 ) are defined
as the appropriat<' homology and cohomology groups of the free chain
compl(>x S(X)/8(.\I) U S(X 2 ). A map f; (X;.\"X 2 ) - ? (Y;Y" Y 2 ) of
triads induces a map f: S(X)/S(X 1 ) U 8(X 2 ) - ? S(Y)/8(Y 1) U S(Y 2 )
which in turn induces homomorphisms
Il.(X;X1,X,;G) - ?
Hu(Y;Y1,Yd:) and 1*: H"(Y;Y,'y2;O) - ? W(X;XI,X,;G).
Note that the analogs of Axioms 1 and 2 are satisfied: (identity). =
identity, (gf). = g.f.,
Now consider the homomorphisms

.r.:

i'

j'

induced by inelusions. Since i' may be factored into

where ii is the Noether isomorphism, and since the maps iz,j' form a
direct couple, it follows that (t',j') form a direct couple.

SINGULAR HOMOLOGY THEORY
DEFINITION 11.2.
of (X;X X 2 ) over G
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The triadic homology and cohomology sequences

"

i~

... ~ H.(X,X 2 ;G) ~ H.(X"X ,

n

a
X 2 ;G) ~ H.+ 1(X;X 1 ,X2 ;G)
j~
~

i'*
.•• -+

H·(X;X 2 ;G)

-+

1I.+,(X,X2 ;G) ~

0
H·(X"X,

n

X 2 ;G)

H·+ I (X;X X 2 ;G)
"
j'*

-+

-+

H·+ I (X,X 2 ;G)

-+

are defined as the appropriate sequences of the couple (i',j').
A map j: (X;X1>X 2 ) -+ (Y;Y Y 2 ) induces a map f: (i',j'h-+
"
(i' ,j') y of the appropriate couples. Therefore the homomorphisms
j * [f*] yield a map f ** [1**] of the triadic homology [cohomology]
sequences.
It should be noted that, although the homology groups of the triads
(X;X X 2 ) and (X;X 2 ,X,) are the same, their triadic homology sequences
"
are distinct.
If, in the triad (X;X ll X 2), we have X, ~ X 2 , then the triadic homology sequence of (X;X\,X 2 ) is easily seen to coincide with the horpology sequence of the triple (X,X\,X 2 ).
THEOREM 11.3.
For each triad (X;X ll X 2 ) and each coefficient group
G the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The triad (XjX X 2 ) is proper in the singular homology theory w,ith
G as coefficient group. "
(ii) The inclusion map k 2 : (X"X\ n X 2 ) -+ (Xl U X 2 ,X2 ) induces
isomorphisms k 2 *: H.(X"X\ n X 2 ;G) = H.(X\ U X 2 ,X2 ;G) for all q.
(iii) The homomorphism S(X)/S(X 1) U S(X 2 ) -+ S(X)/S(X I U X 2 )
induced by inclusion induces isomorphisms H.(XjX\,X 2 ;G) =
H.(X,X\ U X 2 ;G) for all q.
(iv) H.(X\ U X 2 ;X\,X 2 ;G) = 0 for all q.
(v) The inclusion map S(X,) U S(X 2 ) -+ S(X 2 U X 2 ) induces
isomorphisms of all the homology groups over G.
A similar statement holds for the cohomology groups over G.
PROOF.
Throughout this proof we shall omit the symbol G in all
formulas.
(ii) +-+ (iii). Consider the inclusion map (J: (X;X X 2 ) -+ (X;X\ U
" triad coincides
X 2 ,X2 ). The triadic homology sequence of the second
with the homology sequence of the triple (X,X I U X 2 ,X2 ). This yields
the diagram
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H.(X,X 2)

-/

-/

H.(Xt>X 1 n X 2 )
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d
__

1k

2•

'\

a
H.(X 1 U X 2 ,X 2 )

__

where the upper edge is the triadic homology sequence of (X;X h X 2)
and the lower one is the H.B. of the triple (X,X 1U X 2,X2). An application of the "five lemma" (1,4.3) yields the equivalence of (ii) and (iii).
(i) - (ii). The condition that the triad (X;X 1,X2 ) be proper consists of (ii) and the condition (ii)' obtained from (ii) by interchanging
the indices 1 and 2. Therefore (i) - (ii). On the other hand (ii) is
equivalent to (iii) which is symmetric in the indices 1 and 2. Thus
(ii) - (iii) - (ii)'. Hence (ii) - (i).
(iii) +-+ (iv). Consider the direct couple

o-

S(X1 U X 2)/S(X 1) U S(X 2) -

S(X)/ S(X1) U S(X 2)
-

S(X)/S(X1 U X 2 )

-

0

induced by inclusions. The H.B. of this couple is
'"

+- H._1(X 1 U X 2;X1,X2) +- H.(X,X 1 U X 2) +- H.(X;Xt>X 2 )
+- H.(X 1 U X 2;X1,X2 ) +- '"

Thus (iii) +-+ (iv) by exactness.
(iv) +-+ (v). The proof is the same as the preceding using the direct
couple

0- S(X 1) U S(X2) - S(X 1U X 2) - S(X1U XZ)/S(X 1) U S(X2) -0.
We return for a moment to the diagram used in the proof of (ii) +-+
(iii), and assume that (X;X 1 ,X 2 ) is a proper triad. Then both k2 •
and e. are isomorphisms. Usin~ either k;; or e;1 we may insert the
homomorphism H.+1(X;X 1 U X 2) - 1I.(X1,X 1 n X 2 ) in the diagram.
In this way the ahove diagram contains also the homology sequence of
the proper triad (XiXhX2) as defined in 1,14.3.
The fact that a given triad (X;X 1 ,X2) is proper in the singular
theory may depend on the coefficient group and whether homology or
cohomology is employed. The following theorem shows that, in a sense,
homology groups with integer coefficients are universal:
THEOREM 11.4.
If the triad (XiXI,X2) is proper in the singular
homology theory with integer coefficients, then it is also proper in the singular
homology and cohomology theory for arbitrary coefficients.
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PROOF. By 11.3 (i) and (iv), the triad (XjX"X 2 ) is proper for
homology with integer coefficients if and only if the chain complex
S(X, U X.)/ S(X,) U S(X 2 ) has vanishing integral homology groups.
Since the complex in question is a free chain complex, it follows from
v,13.5 that all the homology and cohomology groups H.(X, U X.;
X"X 2 ;G) and H·(X, U X 2 ;X"X 2 ;G) vanish. Thus, again by 11.3, the
triad (X;X"X 2 ) is proper for singular homology and cohomology with
any coefficients.
For the use of triads in homotopy theory, see note below.

NOTES
The development of the singular theory. Perhaps the basic idea of
the singular theory is that a singular chain on X is a collection consisting of a complex K, a map K -> X, and an ordinary chain on K.
This can be found in the book of Veblen [Analysis Situs, Colloq. Pub.
Amer. Math. Soc. v (1921)]. Elaborations of this approach have been
given (Hurewicz, Dowker, and Dugundji, Annals of Math. 49 (1948),
391-406) j but they have the defect that the homology groups are not
obtained from chain complexes; for the chains do not form groups.
It was Lefschetz [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 39 (1933), 124-129] who
first defined a group of singular chains. He considered only the maps
of oriented simplexes into X. Two maps j: s, -> X, g: 8 2 -> X were
called equivalent if there exists a barycentric equivalence h: 8, -> S2
preserving orientation such that gh =.f. An equivalence class is called
a singular oriented simplex. Each such has a negative obtained by reversing the orientation of the original simplex. Generators for the chain
groups are found by choosing one of the two orientations of each singular
simplex.
It was Cech who pointed out a difficulty in this approach: the two
orientations of a singular simplex could coincide. An example is obtained
by folding a I-simplex about its midpoint and then mapping it into X.
This meant that the groups of chains contained elements of order 2,
and so were not free abelian. As we have seen, the free abelian character of the chain groups is very useful in proving that the functor S
is an h-functor. We defined homomorphisms of S(X) by prescribing
their values on the generators, namely, the singular simplexes. If S(X)
were not free abelian, one would have to verify that each such assignment could be extended to a homomorphism.
The final step in the development was the substitution of the ordered
simplex for the oriented simplex [So Eilenberg, Annals of Math. 45
(1944),407-447]. The intuitive justification is contained in the theorem
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(vI,6.1O) that the ordered chain complex and the alternating chain
complex assigned to a simplieial complex are chain equivalent.

Homotopy groups oj triads. The groups and sequences of §11 have
a natural counterpart in homotopy theory. Given a triad (X;X"X 2 )
with base point xo • BJakers and Massey [The homotopy groups oj a
triad I, Annals of Math . .13 (19.11), 101-205] introduce homotopy groups
1T.(X;A ,R) based upon the consideration of maps (En;E:-"E:- 1) ~
(X;X"X 2 ). The !!:roups are defined for n > 2 and are abelian for n > 3.
In analogy with the triadic sequences of 11.2, they construct an exact
sequence

In particular, if X = X I U X 2, it follows that the "excision" homomorphism

belongs to an exact sequence in which it if> preceded by 1T.+l(X, U
X 2 ;X 1,X 2 ) and followed by 1T.(X, U X 2 ;X"X 2 ). Thus the latter groups
measure the extent by which the Excision axiom fails for homotopy
groups. Using the homotopy groups of a triad, Blakers and l\Iassey
have proved the suspension theorems of Freudenthal (see Note to
Chapter I on homotopy groups) and various other results of the same
general nature.

ProoJ oj theorem 8.2. The proof given in the text uses v,13.3 to
deduce the fact that T/ is a chain equivalence from the fact that T/. is
an isomorphism (for inte!!:ral homology groups). We shall give here a
somewhat longer but more direct proof, not using v,13.3. The advantage of this proof is that it applies in some situations (e.g. for local
coefficients) in which the proof of the text hreaks down.
For a givC'n singular simplC'x '1' in X, let ! To 1 be the family of
singular simplexes consisting ofT, its faces, their faces, and so on. Let
n(T) be the least integer such that Sdn(T) (To) is in S(X,F) for every
To in 1'1'0 I. This integer exists and has the following properties:
~ n(T).
T is in S(X,F).
IJ T is in S(X,F), then n(T) = 0,
IJ T is in A, then Sdn(TJ T is in S(A,F).

n(T('»)
Sdn(TJ
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Now define for every singular q-simplex Tin X
•

(1)

T1' =

Sdft(T)

l'

+L

ft(T)-l

L

(-1)'

.-0

R

Sd'

(1'(0)),

j-n{T<')

ft(T)-l

(2)

D1'

=

L
,-0

R

Sd

i

1'.

We observe that T1' is a q-chain in S(X,F) and D1' is a (q
in S(X). Thus homomorphisms
T:

C.(X) ~ C.(S(X,F)),

D:

+

I)-chain

C.(X) ~ C.+1(S(XF))

are obtained. Further
r[C.(A)] C C.(S(A,F)),

D[C.(A)] C C.+1(S(A,F)).

From (2) we deduce
•

aD1'

= l' -

Sdft(T)

ft( T)-l

L

l' -

(-1)'

L

,-0

Da1'

=

L

R

Sd'

1'('\

J-O

n( r ( I )

q

(-1)

,-0

L

R Sd' T(').

1-0

Adding these two formulas and comparing with (1), we find
aD1'

+ Da1' =

l' - T1'.

Hence for every singular q-chain c in X
aDc = c - TC - Dac.

(3)

This implies
aTC

=

a(c - aDc - Dac) = ac - aaDc - aDac
= ac - ac + TaC + Daac = TaC,

which proves that T is a map S(X)
into S(A,F), it defines a map
T:

S(X)jS(A)

~

~

S(X,F).

Since T carries S(A)

S(X,F)jS(A,F),

and the composition T'1 is the identity map of S(X,F)jS(A,F). On the
other hand '1TC = TC, so that formula (3) may be rewritten as aDc +
Dac = c - '1TC. Thus 'IT is homotopic to the identity map of S(X)j S(A).
Hence T is a homotopy inverse of '1.
Spaces with operators. Let X be a topological space operated on by a
group W (see II, Exer. C for a definition). Since each w € W yields a
homeomorphism w: X ~ X, it induces an isomorphism Ws: S(X) ~
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8(X) so that the chain complex has lV as a group of (left) operators.
If A is a subspace of X such that the operators of lV carry A into A,
then we say that lV operates on the pair (X,A). Then lV operates also
on 8(X)/8(A).

Let G be an abelian group with Was a group of right operators. We
define the tensor proouct G ®w8(X)/S(A) as the factor group of G ®
S(X)/8(A) obtained by identifying gw ® c with g ® wc. The homology
groups of this tensor product over TV are called the equivariant homology
groups Hr; (X ,A ;G).
If G is an abelian group with lV as left operators we consider the
cochain complex Homw(S(X)/S(A),G) which is the subcomplex of
Hom(S(X)/S(A),G) consisting of equivariant homomorphisms (i.e.
operator homomorphisms). The cohomology groups of this subcomplex
are called the equivariant eohomology groups H':v(X,A ;G).
If!: (X,A) --> (Y,n) is an equivariant map of pairs each having lV
as operator group, then the map Is: S(X)/S(A) --> S(Y)/S(B) is
equivariant and induces homomorphisms !* and f* of the equivariant
homology and cohomology groups. The operators
iJ.:

Hr;(X,A;G)

--> Il:~I(A;G),

8*:

ll"w(A;G)

--> H~;I(X,A;G)

can also be d£'fin£'d in th£' usual fashion.
With the basic concepts ddin£'d, it is possible to prove that one obtains in this way homology and cohomology theories on the category ct w
defined as follows: the objects are pairs (X,A) with lV as operators;
maps are equivariant mappings; couples are i,j: A --> X --> (X,A);
homotopies are provided by maps P: (X X I, A X I) --> (Y,B) which
are equivariant, i.£'. satisfy F(w~....t ) = wF(x,t); excisions are inclusions
(X - U, A - U) --> (X,A) where U C Int A and w(U) = U for all w € lV;
a point is a discrete space X on which lV operates transitively and without fixed points (in particular, lV itself is a point). Of course, the resulting cate!!;ory ct w is not an admissible cat£'gory in the sense of I,l.
If lV operates simplicially on the simplicial pair (K,L) (see II,Exer. C),
then equivariant homology and cohomology groups may be defined
using either the compl£'x£'s G ®w K./L., Homw(K./L.,G) or the complexes G ®w K./ L., lIomw(K./ L.,G). The resulting groups are isomorphic with the £'quivariant homology and cohomology groups of the
pair ([K\'IL\) defined using the singular theory.
EXERCISES

A.

PATHWISE CONNECTEDNESS.

DEFINITION.

Let Xu,X,

€

X. A mapping!:

I

-->

X of the closed unit
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interval I into X such that f(O) = X o and f(1) = Xl' is called a path
in X joining x o and x"
1. Show that each space X decomposes into disjoint pathwise connected sets {X a J, called the pathwise connected components of X, such
that two points belonging to distinct components cannot be joined by
a path in X.
2. Establish the isomorphisms
H.(X;G) =

L

H.(X a,G),

JI·(X;G) = flJI·(X,,;(})
a

a

where {Xal are the pathwise connected components of X.
3. Compute the groups Ho(X;G), flo(X;G), Ir(X,G), and IlO(X;G).
4. Carry out an analogous discussion for the groups of a pair (X,A).

B. INFINITE COMPLEXES.
1. Let K be an infinite complex. In analogy with the transformation 13 of §1O, define chain transformations

where IKltD and IKlm have the weak and the metric topology respectively
(see II, Exer. F). Show that both f3tD and f3m induce isomorphisms of
the homology and of the cohomology groups.
2. Consider the map i: IKltD -+ jKlm induced by the identity map
K -+ K. Show that this map defines 8(IKlu,) as a subcomplex of
S(IKlm), and that the inclusion map S(IKlu') C S(IKlm) induces isomorphisms of the homology and the cohomology groups. Show by
examples that S(IKltD) may be a proper subcomplex of S(IKlm).
C. THE MAPPING CYLINDER.
DEFINITION. Let f: X -+ Y be a continuous map. In the join
X 0 Y (sec II, Exer. D6) consider the set C consisting of X, Y, and all
intervals joining X € X with f(x) € Y. The set C is called the mapping
cylinder of f.
1. Establish the exactness of the sequence

f.
•.. -+

j.

a

H.(X) -+ H.(Y) -+ H.(C,X) -+ H._I(X) -+ ••.

where j: Y -+ (C,X) is the inclusion map.
2. Show the existence of homomorphisms D.: C.(X) -+ C.+I(C)
such that aDx + Dax = fx - X for X € C.(X).
3. Consider the map f s: S(X) -+ S(Y) induced by f: X -+ Y,
and consider the complex j s as introduced in v,13.3. The groups H.(f s)
will be called the homology groups of f and will be denoted by H.(f).

B11
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Using a homotopy operator D: SeX) 4>:
s - 8(C)jS(X) by setting

J

=

4>(x,y)

Show that
diagram

4>.:

Dx

+ y mod SeX)

H.(f)

= H.(C,X)

f.
'"

---+

H.(X)

1m•
... - - - +

II.(X)

8(C) as in 2, definc a map

---+

~
---+

for x

In.
H.(C)

C._l(X), y

is an isomorphism.

k.
H.(}')

E

---+

C.(Y).

use the

l.
H.(f)

14>·
~
---+

Hint:

E

1l.(C,X)

---+

a
---+

H.-l(X)

- - - + ...

1m•
H._I(X)

- - - + ...

where the upper row is thc exact sequence of v, Exer. DI , the lower
row is the homolo!!:y sequencc of (C,X), the map m is the identity, and
n: Y C C is thc inr1usion map.
4. Carry out a l'iimilar discussion for a map f: (X,A) - (Y,B).

CHAPTER VIII

Systems of groups and their limits
1. INTRODUCTION

The material of this chapter is preparatory for the second existence
proof of Chapter IX. It is concerned almost entirely with the algebraic
aspects of the limiting process used in that proof. The notions of direct
and inverse systems of groups are due to Pontrjagin. In Cech's original
construction of his homology theory, these ideas appeared only in
implicit form. There are several advantages to their explicit use. First,
the algebraic and geometric difficulties are separated. Secondly, the
reasons for the various limitations on the Cech theory become apparent.
Finally, direct and inverse systems are of use in other connections, so
that an independent treatment is not amiss.
2. DIRECT AND INVERSE SYSTEMS
DEFINITION 2.1. A relation ex < f3 in a set ~[ is called a quasi-order
if it is reflexive and transitive. In general ex < f3 and f3 < ex does not
imply ex = f3. A directed set M is a quasi-ordered set such that for each
pair ex,f3 EM, there exists a'Y E M for which ex < 'Y and f3 < 'Y. A directed
set M' is a subset of M (M' C M) if ex E M' implies ex E M and ex < f3
in M' implies ex < f3 in M. A subset M' is cofinal in M if, for each
a E M, there exists a f3 E M' such that ex < f3. If M and N are directed
sets, a map ljJ: M - N is an order-preserving function from M to N
(i.e. ex < f3 in M implies ljJex < ljJf3 in N).
DEFINITION 2.2.
A direct system of sets {X,1I"} over a directed set M
is a function which attaches to each ex E M a set xa, and, to each pair
a,f3 such that a < f3 in M, a map

such that, for each a EM,

11":
and for ex

identity,

< f3 < 'Y in M,
.,.

8

11"811"0

=

!UfJ

.,.

11"0-
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An inverse system of sets IX, 11" lover a directed set .11 is a function which
attaches to each a e M 11 set X a, and to each pair £1,{3 such that a < {3
in M, 11 map

such that
11":
~

~

7r a7r ~

= identity,
=

7r

~

a,

£1eM,
a < {3

<

'Y

in M.

For both inverse and direct systems, the maps 11" ~ are called projections of the system. If each X a [X a] is a topological space, or an
R-module, or a topological group, and each projection i:-, respectively,
continuous, or an R-homomorphism, or a continuous homomorphism,
then {X,1I"1 is called a direct [inverse] system of, respectively, spaces,
R-modules, or topological groups.
A directed set M hecomes a category if each relation a < {3 is regarded as a map a - {3. Then a direct [inverse] system over J1 is
simply a covariant [contravariant] functor from M to the category of
sets and maps, or to the catpgory of R-modules and homomorphisms,
etc.
DEFINITION 2.3.
Let lX,1I"J,IX',7r'j be direct systems over },f and
},f' respectively. Then a map
4>:

consists of a map c/J:

M -

IX,7rj -. {X',7r'1
.1/', and, for each a e J/, a map

such that, if a < {3 in J/, then commutativity holds in the diagram
x~

Now let IX,7rI,IX',7r'1 be inverse systems over M,M' respectively.
Then a map

consists of a map c/J:

ill' -

M, and, for each a' eM', a map
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such that, if a'

< {3' in M',
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then commutativity holds in the diagram
1r

X</>a' _ Xw

l¢

l¢

-

1r'

X~.

X~.

Whenever both of the direct [inverse] systems are systems of topological
spaces, or groups, etc., the components ¢a [¢a'] of the map <I> are required to be continuous, or homomorphic, etc. In case
eJ>':

lX',1T'1 -. lX",1T"1

are two maps of direct [inverse] systems, their composition
<I>'eJ>:

lX,r.1 -. lX",1T"j

is defined to consist of the compositions ¢'¢ and ¢,</>u¢", a eM [#' and
eM"].
It is a simple exercise to verify that direct or inverse systems of any
specified type and their maps form a category. The category of direct
[inverse] systems of R-modules is denoted by DirgR [InvSR]' Similar
notations are used for the other categories (e.g. InvSc = category of
inverse systems of compact groups).
It is to be noted that the identity map <I> of I X,1T I is compospd of
the identities ¢: M -. M and ¢a: XO> -. Xo>.
DEFINITION 2.4. If M,M' are directed sets, M' C M (see 2.1), and
lX,1TJ is a direct [inverse] system over M, then the sets and maps of
IX,1T I which correspond to clements and relations in M' form a direct
[inverse] system lX',1T'J over M', and is called the subsystem of lX,1T!
over M'. If M' is cofinal in M, the subsystem is called cofinal. The
identity map ¢: M' -. M and identity maps

¢~"¢</>'a'" a"

a eM'

form a map
<1>:

IX',1T'1 -. lX,?rl,

called the injection of the subsystem into the system [system into the
subsystem].
It is clear that the identity map of I X,1T J is an injection. Also the
composition of two injections is itself an injection.
It is to be observed that, if the indexing set M reduces to It single
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element, the inverse or direct system indexed by M reduces to a single
set or group. Conversely, every set or group may be regarded as an
inverse or direct system indexed by a set M consisting of a single
element. In particular, if in 2.3 we select M ' to reduce to one element,
we see that a mapping
<1>:

I X,7r I

~

X'

of a direct Hystem I X,7r I indpxed by set J[ into the set X' is a family
of maps ¢a: X" --; X' such that
¢P7r~

Similarly, if in

2.:~

=

¢a.

JI rpduces to a point, we obtain a mapping
<1':

X --; [X I ,7r ' I.

If IX' ,7r ' 1 is an im'erl"e systPIn, tllPn <I> is a family of maps cPa:
such that

X

~

X~

rPa 7r ~ = rPp·
We could also com;ider maps IX,7r1 --; X' with IX,7rj an inverse system,
and maps X -. IX I ,7r ' 1 wll('re lX ' ,7r ' 1 is a direct system. However,
these two typps of maps are not of much interest to us.
3. INVERSE LIMITS
Ih;F1;-';ITIO~ 3.1.
Let IX ,7r 1 he an inverse system of sets over the
diwetpd Ret JI. The 1111'1'1'8(' III/lit X= (hripfl~': limit) of lX,7rJ is the
suhspt of t hp product
X a (sPP v,fl,]) cOllf'isting of those functions
.r = Ix" I such that, for pach rdation a < (3 in J/,

n

(I)

Definp tlIP projpet ion

(2)

by

so that 7r p is the sanl(' as thp fund ion prJ of v,5.1 reRtricted to the ~5\I bset
X"". 1£ I X,7r I is an ill\'('J'se syHtpll1 of spaces, then X"" is assil/;ned the
topology it has as a suhspacp of
X a' If I X,7r I is an inverse system
of R-modull's, it is easily sepn that X"" is a subgroup of
X a ; and
X"" is IlRsil/;npd this structurp of an R-modulp. Similarly, an Inverse
limit of topological gl'Oups is a topological group.
Lt:MMA 3.2.
If a < (J, t!len 7r" = 7r ~7rrJ'
PHOOF.
By (2), 7rrJ(.r) = .rp• By (1), 7r~(.rrJ) = x". Hence 7r~7rp(x) =
X" = 7r a (x) by (2).
LEMMA 3.3.
If {X,7r1 is an inverse system of spaces [R-modules or

n

n
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topological groups], then each
tinuously homomorphic].

11" a

[CHAP. VIII

is continuous [homomorphic or con-

These follow from the corresponding properties of the projection Pa
(see v,5.2,5.4).
REMARK. If the directed set M is enlarged to a directed set M' by
adjoining an element CD greater than each a E 111, then the inverse
system 1X,1I" 1 together with X and the projections 11" a form an inverse
system of M'. The inverse limit of this enlarged system is in a natural
1-1 correspondence with X oo •
EXAMPLE. As it stands the notion of inverse limit is derived from
that of product. Conversely, the product of an infinite number of sets
can be represented as an inverse limit of finite products. Let 1X, 1 be
a collection of sets, indexed by an infinite set J. Let M be the collection
of finite subsets of J ordered by inclusion. For each a E ]If define
Y a = TIlI a X,. If Y E I'll' then y is a function defined over {3. If
a < {3, the function y defines a function on a, denoted by 11" ~(y), and
the latter is in Y a • Thus 11"~: I'll -> Y a • It is easily seen that the
inverse limit 1'00 of 11',11"1 coincides with TI X,.
THEoREM 3.4. If IX,1I" 1 is an ir1l'erse system over 111 and, for each
relation a < {3 in M, 11"~ is a 1-1 map of XII h~to (onto) X a, then, for each
a EM, 11" a is a 1-1 map of X - into (onto) X a'
PROOF. Suppose x,y E X oo , ancl, for some a, X a = Va' Since 11"~ is
a 1-1 into, it follows, for every {3 > a, that XII = Yli' Since M is a directed set, for any '"'I E lIf, there is a {3 > '"'I ,a. Then XII = y~ implies
x'\' = y'\" Thus x = Y, and 1I"a is ]-1 into. Suppose now that each
11"~ is 1-1 onto, and for a fixed a, X a E X a • For {3 > a, define XII =
(1I":)-1(X a ). For any '"'I EM, choose a (3 > a,'"'I and define x'\' = 11":(.(11)'
It remains to prove that X = 1x'\' 1 lies in X
Suppose '"'II < '"'12' Let
{:31 > a ,'"'I 1 and {32 > a ,'"'I 2 he the elpments used in defining x,\,. ,X,\, "
Choose {3 > (31,{32' Then Xa = 1I"~(XIi) = 1I"1I;1I"~,(XII)' and Xa = 1I"1I;(XII,)
(i = 1,2). Since 11"11; is 1-1, it follows that 1I"~.(XIi) = XII,' Therefore
II. II ( ) _
F'InaIIy, 11"''\'.
'1'. Ii ( ) _
II ( ) _
11"'II1'. ( XII ) -_ 11"'1'.11"11.
XII - '"'I..
1'. (x'Y' ) -_ 11"'1'.11"'1'.
XII - 11"'1'. XII X'Y" and the proof is complete.
REMARK. If the hypothesis of 3.4 is weakened by requiring that
each projection be only a mapping onto, one might hope to prove that
each 11" a is a mapping onto. If M is a countable set, or if M has a
countable cofinal subset, this can be proved. It is also proved for
inverse systems of compact Hausdorff spaces in 3.9. That the result
does not hold in the general case is shown by an example found by
L. Henkin [Proc. ArneI'. Math. Soc. 1 (1950), 224-225].
LEMMA 3.5. If 1X, 11" 1 is an inverse system of Hausdorff spaces, then
the limit space X.. is a closed subspace of
X a'
00

00'

TI
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PROOF. Suppose x E
X is not in X~. Then for some relation
(3 in M, 1f'~(x~) .,c. Xo' Since X is a Hausdorff space, there are
disjoint open sets U o,v containing X o and 1f'~(x~) respectively. Let
U~ = (1f'~)-IVo. Replace Xo,X~ by Utl,U~ in the collection {XI.
The product of the resulting collection is a rectangular neighborhood
X 0 (see v,5.2). This open set contains x, but no point of X 00'
in
Thus X 00 is closed since its complement is open.
TH~;OREM 3.6. The limit space of' an inverse system of compact spaces
a

tI

<

0

tI

IT

is a compact space. If each space of the inverse system is nonvacuous,
then the limt't space is nonvacuous.

IT

II

PROOl<'. Since X 00 is closed in
X (3.5), and
X a is a compact
space (v,5.4), it follows immediately that X~ is a compact space.
(Recall that "compact" includes "Hausdorff"). For the second part,
define, for each (3 E M, the subset Y~ of
X a to consist of those elements x such that 1f'~(x~) = X-y for all "y < (3. Now YI! is nonvacuous;
for X~ can be specified arbitrarily in X~, then set X-y = 1f'~(x~) for"Y < {3,
and finally use the choice axiom to extend x over all other sets of the
system. I\ext, Y~ is closed. The proof of this is similar to that of 3.5,
and is omitted. If a < {3, then Y ~ Y~. This follows immediately
from 1f'~ = 1f'~1f'~ where "Y < a < (3. Since !If is a directed set, it follows
now that ! Y a I is a collection of closed sets in a compact space and
any finite number of them ha\'e It nonvacuous intersection. It follows
that their intersection is nonV:1Cllous. Clearly, any point of this intersection belongs to X 00, and the proof is complete.
THEOREM 3.7. If IX,1f'1 1'S an inverse system of compact spaces over
Al, a E M, and U is an open set of X a containing 1f'o(Xoo), then there
0

IT

0

a slich that 1f'~(X~) C U.
For each {3 > a, let Y~ = X~ - (1f'!)-I(U). Otherwise,
Y~ = X~. If {3 < "Y let P~: Y-y ---4 Y~ be the map defined by 1f'~. Then
{ Y~.P ~ I is an inverse system of compact spaces. If the conclusion of

exists a (3

>

PROOF.

3.7 were false, each Y ~ would be nonvacuous. Hence Y 00 eX", would
be nonvacuolls (3.6). If y E Y oo , then Ya = Pa(Y) = 1f'a(Y) would lie
in hoth Y a and U. As this is a contradiction, 3.7 is proved.
COROLLARY 3.8. Under the hypotheses of 3.7,
1f'a(X",)

= (\

1f'~(X~).

a<~

PROOF. If X a E X is not in 1f'a(X 00), tlwn its complement U contains 1f'~(X~) for some (3. Therefore X o is not in the intersection. This
shows that the left side contains the right side. By 3.2, 1f'tI(Xoo) C
1f' ~(X/l) for each {3 > a. This proves that the left side is included in
the right.
0
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3.9. If, to the hypothes1's of 3.7, we adjoin the condition
is a mapping onto, then each 11" a is a mapping onto.
This follows immediately from 3,8.
DEFINITION 3.10. Let <1>:
lX,1I"!-IX',1I"'! be a map of one inverse
system into another (see 2.3). The inverse limit cp~ of <I> is a map
COROLLARY

that each

11" ~

defined as follows: If x l; X~ and a eM', Ret x~ = CPa(X</>(al)' If a < f3
in M ' , it follows from the commutativity condition of 2.3 that 1I"'~(x~) =
x~. Therefore x' = lx~1 is an element of X~. Define cp",(x) = x'.
LEMMA 3.11.
If cI>: IX,1I"! - IX',1I"'1 and a eM', then comm71tatillity
holds in the diagram

X~

_X~

This follows immediately from the definition.
3.12. If I X,1I" 1 is an inverse system of spaces, then the sets
11I":I(U)1. where U runs over all open sets of X a and a over M, form a
LEMMA

base for the open sets of X~.
PROOF. Let W be open in X~ and x € lV, By v,!i.2, there exists a
rectangular neighborhood V of x in
X a sueh that l' (\ X~ C lV,
Now V is determined by specifying open sets V. C X a, (i = 1, ... , n),

n

yen

and consists of all
X a such that Ya. € F.. Sinec M is a dircct('(}
set, there exists a f3 > a. (i = 1, ... , n). Since 11'~. is eontinuow,;,
and 1I"~,(XII) € V it follows that
t ,

U =

n.-1 (lI'~.)-I(V.)
l

is an open set of XII containing Til' IIC'nce x € 1I"ii (U). Suppose
y € 1I"ii 1 (U). Then YB € U. This implies Va. € V. (i = 1, ... , n); and
this in turn implies Y € V (\ X~ C W. Thus x € 1I"ii 1 (U) C W, and
the lemma is proved.
THEOREM 3.13. If <1>: IX,1I"! IX',1I"'1 and IX,1I"1.IX',1I"'1 arc both
inverse systems of spaces [R-modules or topolo(Jiral groups), then the lim1't

cP", of <I> is continuous [homomorphic or continuously homomorphic).
PROOF. To prove continuity it suffices to show that cp:l maps each
open set of a base for the open sets of X:. into an open set of X"'. By
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3.12, the sets 1I"~-1(V), where a E !II', and V is open in X~, form such a
base. By 3.11,
A.-I ,-I(V)
-1
A.-l(U) •
'1'",11"01
= 11"4>(01)'1'01
Since q,a and 11"4>(01) are continuous, this is an open set. The proof that,
in the ca10le of R-modules, q,a is homomorphic is left to the reader.
THlWREM 3.14.
Let a be anyone of the following categories: sets
and maps, spaces and continuous maps, compact spaces and continuous
maps, R-modu~s and homomorphisms, or compact groups and continuous
homomorphisms. Let Inv(a) denote the category of inverse systems and
maps of such all of whose elements belong to a. Then the operations of
assigning. an inverse limit X", to each inverse system {X,1I" 1 and an inverse
limit q,,,, to each map 1>: (X,1I"} ----> IX',1I"'1 form a covariant functor from
Inv(Ct) to Ct.
PROOF. The fact that X", E Ct is trivial in all cases except those
involving compactness, and this was proved in 3.8. That q,,,, E Ct is 3.13.
Condition 1° of IV,4 for a covariant functor requires that q,,,,: X", ----> X:',
and this follows from its definition. Condition 2° reads: If 1>:
{X,1I" 1 ----> 1X,1I" I is the identity, so also is q,,,,. But 1> is composed of
identity maps, so this is immediate. The final condition 3° requires
that the limit of a composition of maps 1>, <1>' shall be the composition
of their limits. This follows readily from the fact that q,,,,(x) is defined
by mapping the coordinates of x by means of the coordinate functions
q,a, and the fact that the composition <1>'1> was defined by composing
coordinate functions.
Propositions 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13 can be applied in the special case
when the system lX,1I"1 = X is a system indexed by a set consisting of
a single point. The limit of a system consisting of a single set being the
set itself, we 10lee that a mapping 1>: X ----> lX',1I"'j induces a mapping
q,,,,: X ----> X:' such that 11" :q,,,, = q,a.
THEORl';M :3.15.
Let 1X, 11" I. IX',1I"'1 be inverse systems over directed
sets lIf,lIf', and let <1>: lX,1I"} ----> lX',1I"'j be a map. If there exists a
directed subset N of lIf' sllch that (10) N is cofinal in AI' (see 2.1), (2°)
q,(N) is cofinal in 1If, and (3°) q,~ is a 1-1 map of X.(~) onto X~ for each
{3 EN, then q,,,, is a 1-1 map of X'" onto X:'.
PROOF. If (3 EM', abbre\'iate q,({3) by {3'. Suppose x,y E X .. are
distinct. Then, for some a E "I, X a ~ Ya' By 2°, there is a {3 EN such
that a < (3'. Then x~. ~ y~.; and by 3°, q,~(x~,) ~ q,~(y~.). But these
are the (3-coordinutes of q,,,,(x) and q,,,,(y). Thus q,,,, is 1-1 into. It remains to prove that q,,,, is onto. Suppose x' EX:'. For each a E M,
choose a {3 E N such that a < (3', und define
(3)

Xa

= 1I"1!~q,il(:r~).

~tO
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commutativity in the diagram
11"

X~,_X."

and the 1-1 properties of CP~,CP., yield 11" rcP;l(x~) = cPil(X~). It follows
that (3) with 'Y in place of {3 yields the same value of x". Since N is
directed, it follows that (3) is independent of the choice of {3. We must
show that x = Ix ~ I lies in X~. Suppose a < 'Y in M. Choose {3 E N
such that'Y < {3'. As just shown

Since 11"~~ = 11"~11"~;, it follows that 1I"~(X.,) = x". Finally, cf>~(x) = x'.
To prove this it suffices to show that they have the same {3-coordinate
for each {3 EM'. By 1°, it suffices to prove this for each {3 E N. By
definition, (cP~(x»~ = cP~(x~,). As shown above, x p ' = 1I"rcf>il(x~) =
cPil(X~). Therefore cP~(x~,) = x~, and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 3.16. Let Al' be a cofinal subset of the directed sel M.
Let IX,1I"1 be an inverse system over !Il, I X',1I"' I the subsystem over M'
(see 2.4), and <I> the injection of IX,1T1 into {X',1I"'}. Then, the inverse
limit cP~ of <I> is a 1-1 map of X", onto X~.
This follows from 3.15 with N = lIf'.
COROLI,ARY 3.17, Let M' be cofinal in AI, and let IX,1I"1 be an inverse
system over M. Then two elements x,y E X", coincide if and only if x" = y"
for each a EM'.
LEMMA 3.18.
Let <I> and 'J1 be maps {X,1T1 --+ IX',1I"'j such thai, for
each a EM', we have cP(a) < !f(a), and!f" = cP,,1I"~~:;. Then cP<o = !f~.
PROOF. By 3.11 and 3.2, we have

Since this holds for each

a

EM', we have cP~ =

y;~.

4. DIRECT LIMITS
DEFINITION 4.1. Let {G,1I"1 be a direct system over the directed set
M where each G" is an R-module, and each 11" ~ is homomorphic. Let
L G denote the direct sum (v,5.5) of the R-modules of IG,1I" I. If
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g E G", we shall agree to identify g with its image in L G under the map
i" of v,5.6. For each a < f3 in M and each ga E G a the element

(1)

of L G is called a relation. Let Q be the subgroup of L G generated
by all relations. The direct limit of IG, 'II" I is the factor group
G'"
The natural map

L

G-

= (L

G)/Q.

G'" defines homomorphisms

called projections.
Since each relation (1) is mapped into zero, we have
LEMMA 4.2.
If Cl < f3, then '11"6'11" ~ = 'II" a'
LEMMA 4.3.
If U E G"', then there exists an Cl and a ga E G a such that
'II" aga = ll.
PROOF. This is the first place where the directedness of M is needed.
Now U is an image of
G, and v =
gao where gao E Ga.. Since
!If is directed, there exists an Cl > Clk for k = 1, ... ,n. Let (Jk =
'II":.g"', and let I" =
gk' Since g. - g'" E Q, it follows that Vi - V E Q.
Hence Vi also maps on 1/. But Vi E G".
LEMMA 4.4.
If 9 E G~ and '11">(/ = 0, then there is a [j > 'Y such that
'II"~g = 0.
PROOF.
By hypothesis the element (/ of L G is a linear combination
of elements of the form (1). Since a multiple of (1) also has the same
form, g is a sum of elements of the form (1). Choose a 0 > 'Y and all
a,f3 entering such a sum. Then

VEL

L;

L;

'II"~(J = ('II"~(J -

g)

+

g

is also such a sum and 0 exceeds all a,f3 entering the sum. Since

it follows that 'II"~(J is a sum of terms (1) where each {3 = 0.
with a common Cl can be lumped into a single term. Thus

All terms

Since L G is a direct sum, any relation is a consequence of relations in
the individual summands. It follows then that g" = for each Cl ~ 0.
Clearly 'II"~~ - l = 0, so 'II" ~g = O.
LEMMA 4.5.
'II" ag" = 'll"6l if and only lJ there exists a 'Y > Cl,f3 such
that'll" :(( = 'II" ~!l.

°
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PROOF. If such a 'Y exists, then 1T' ~g" - g" and 1T';l - l are in Q.
Hence their difference gfJ - g" is also in Q. But this implies 1T'"ga
fJ
1T'fJg . Conversely, if 1T'"ga = 1T'fJl, choose a'Y > 0:,{3 and let g :; 1T' ~g"
1T';l. By 4.2. 1T'..,g = O. Then by 4.4 there exists a 0 > 'Y such that
&
1T'.,g

6 "
= 1T'ag

- 1T'&..ft
fJ!J

= 0.

It is to be observed that the directedness of 111 is not used in the
definition of the direct limit. As a consequence of 4.3 and 4.5, we have
the following theorem, which provides an alternative definition of G'"
using the directedness of 111.
THEOREM 4.6. Let {G,1T'1 be a direct system of R-modules. We shall
fJ
say that ga e Ga is equivalent to l e G if there exists a/,> 0:,{3 such that
1T' ~ga = 1T';gfJ. This relation divides the elements ga € G a, for all a, into
g2 = g of two equivalence
disjoint equivalence classes. The sum g\
classes is obtained by choosing a G" in which gl,g2 have representatives
g~,g~ and defining g to be the class of g~
g~. The product rg is defined
to be the class of rg a where g" is in the class g. Then the equimlence classes
form an R-module isomorphic to G'" under the correspondence which
attaches to each class the image in G'" of its representatives.
THEOREM 4.7 If {G,1T' I is a direct system over 111, and, for each
fJ
0: < {3 in 111, 1T'!:
G" ~ G has kernel zero [is a homomorphism onto]
a
then, for each 0:, 1T' a: G ~ G'" has kernel zero [is a homomorphism onto].
PROOF. The first half is an immediate consequence of 4.4. Suppose
u € G"'. and 0: € 111. By 4.3, there exists a (3 and a gfJ such that 1T'fJ(l) = u.
Choose a'Y > a,{3. Since 1T' ~ is onto, there exists a ga such that 1T' ~ (ga) =
1T' 'P(l). It follows that 1T'" (g") = u; hence 1T'" is onto.
COROJ,LARY 4.8. If each 1T'! is an isomorphism, so also is each 1T'".
The results of 4.7 should he compared with the corresponding ones
for inverse systems (see 3.4 and the subsequent remark; also 3.9).
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let G be a group and 111 the collection of all finite
subsets of G. For each 0: € 111, let G" be the subgroup of G generated
fJ
by the elements of 0:. Define 0: < {3 to mean that G" C G , and let
fJ
1T'!: G" ~ G be the inclusion. It is easily proved that 111 is directed,
{G,1T'1 is a direct system, and G'" = G. Thus, any group is the direct
limit of its subgroups on finite bases.
EXAMPLE 4.10. Let {H, I be a family of groups indexed by a set J,
and let H be their direct sum. Let 111 be the collection of finite subsets
of J ordered by inclusion. If 0: e 111, define G" =
H,. If 0: C fl,
fJ
define 1T'!: G" ~ G in the obvious way (the coordinates of 1T'!(g) are
those of g for j e a and are 7.ero for j e (3 - 0:). It follows quickly that
G'" = H. Thus, a direct sum is a direct limit of finite direct sums.
DEFINITION 4.11. Let 4>: {G,1T'1 ~ {G',1T"1 be a map of one direct

+

+

L""
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system of R-modules into another.
The homomorphisms c!>a;
Ga -> G,4>(a) are the components of a homomorphism~: L G -> L G'.
Because of the commutativity condition of 3.3, ~ maps each relation of
L G into a relation of L G'. Hence ~ induces a homomorphism (linear
map) of the factor group

called the direct limit of <1>. It satisfies

aeM.
Referring to the alternative definition of 4.G, note that ga ......., .g'J
implies q,aga ......., q,~l. lienee <I> maps an equivalence class in IG,1I"j
in to one in !G', 11"'1. This mapping of classes is precisely q/'.
Definition 4.11 may be applied in the special case of a map <1>:
IG,7l' I -> (;' of a direct system lG,7l'1 into a single R-module G'.
The proof of the following theorem is straightforward and is left
to thC' reader.
THEuHEM 4.12.
Let Dir(SR) be the category of direct systems and
maps all of 1chose demel/ts belong to SR' Then the operations of assigning
a direct limit to c(/ch dlreel system and a direct linnt to each mal) of one
sllch Into allothcr IS (/ Co/'W'Wllt flll/ctor from Dir(SI/) to SR'
REMAHK.
It is to be noted that we do not attempt to assign a.
topolo!!::,! to a <lirect Illuit of topolo/l;ical groups. This can be done in a
natural way usin~ tlw topology of the product space. However the
group Q of rC'lations is usually not closed in L G evpn in the case of
compact groups. As a consequence the topology induced in G'" is not
a Hausdorff topolo!!:y. This nwans that no analog of 4.12 would hold
for any reasonab!C' eategory of topological groups.
Tm;oHEM ·1.1:3.
Let lG,1I"LIG',7l"1 be direct systems ot'er J[,M' res/h'ctll'cly, and let <1>: I (;',7l"j -> IG,7l'1 be a map. If there exists a
dlrccted subset .\' of .1[' slIch that (1 0 ) N is cofinal in .1[', (2 0 ) q,(N) is
cofillal ill M, alld (:3 0 ) q"l; ali! = (;4>(13) for carh 13 e X, then q,"': C'''' = G"'.
PHOOF.
If 13 e .1l', ahbrC'viate q,(/3) by /3'. Suppose 9 e a'''' and
q,"'(g) = O. ~in('(' N is cofinal, there exists a {3 e lv' and ale G'~ such
that 1I"~g13 = 9 (sC'C' 4.:3). By 4.11, 7l'~,q,~;J
(g) = q, '" (g) = O. By 4.4,
therC' exists a 0 > 13' in M such that 1I"~'4>i\tl) = O. Since q,(N) is cofinal,
there ('xists a ')' e N such that ')" > o. Then 7l' rq,;J(g~) = O. By the
commutativity condition of 2.3, we have q,~1I"r(gd) = O. Since q,~
is isomorphic, 7l'r (g13) = O. lIence 9 = 7l'~(l) = 1I"~1I"r (l) = O. This
proves that q,'" has kernel zero. Suppose now that 9 e a"'. Since q,(N)
is cofinal, there exists 11 {3 e Nand 11 9~' e a~' such that 1I"{J,(g{J' ) = g.
Since q,P is onto, there exists a g'P e G'~ such that q,~(g'~) = l'. Let
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Then g' e G'''', and by the commutativity condition of

= g.

COROLLARY 4.14. Let},I' be cofinal in},I, IG,7I" 1 a direct system over
M, IG',7I"'I the subsystem over M', and <1>: IG',7I"'1 - t IG,7I" 1 the injection (see 2.4). Then cP"': G''''' = G"'.
This follows from 4.13 with N = M'.
LEMMA 4.15.
Let <I>,'It be maps IG,7I" 1 - t IG',7I"'1 such that, for each
a eM, we have cP(a) < 1/I(a) and if/' = 7I"~t~~)cPu. Then cP'" = 1/1"'.
PROOF. If g E G"', choose an a and a g' e G such that 71" ag' = g.
U

By 4.11, we have
cP"'g

= cP"'7I"ag' =
=

7I"~(alcPag'

7I"f<al1/la g, = 1/I"'7I"ag'

=
=

7I"f<a)7I"~t~~)cPag'

1/I"'g.

5. SYSTEMS OF EXACT SEQUENCES
DEFINITION 5.1. An inverse system of lower sequences IS,1r! over the
directed set M is a function which attaches to each a e JI a lower
sequence

(8ee 1,2), and to each relation a < {3 in M, a homomorphism 11"::
S~ - t Sa such that 71": = identity, and, if a < {3 < 'Y, 71":71"1 = 7I"~.
Then, for any fixed q, the groups and homomorphiiSms lG a •• ,7I":.• 1
form an inverse system of groups over M. I ts limit group is denoted
by G",... Again, for a fixed q, the homomorphism IcPa .• 1 together with
the identity map of M form a map <1>.: lG a •• ,7I"!.• 1- t lG a .• - 1 ,7I"!.•-d.
The limit of <1>. is denoted by cP"".: G", .• - t G", .• _I' The lower sequence
S"" = IG..... ,cP"' .• } so obtained is called the inverse limit of the system
IS,7I" I. A direct system of upper sequences and its limit sequence are
defined in an analogous manner.
In the above definition it is to be understood that all groups and
homomorphisms in an inverse system of lower sequences belong to a
fixed one of the standard categories SR,Se. That the limit sequence is
of the same type is proved in the preceding sections. In the case of a
direct system of upper sequences we shall use only the categories SR'
DEFINITION 5.2. A lower [upper] sequence is said to be of order 2
if the composition of any two successive homomorphismH of the sequence
is zero: i.e. kernel:> image. Although this notion coincides with that
of chain [cochain] complex (v,2), we shall prefer the "order 2" language
whenever the sequences are not to be treated as chain complexes.
THEOREM 5.3.
If each sequence of an inverse [direct] system of lower
[upper] sequences is of order 2, then the limit sequence is also of order 2.
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IG" .• ,7I": .1 into IG" .• -2'

'11": .• -21 consists of the identity map of M and the mapsq,,, .• _,q,,, .• =

o.

Hence the inverse limit of <1>.-1 ,p. iH zero. By 3.14, this is the composition q,m .• _,q,m... The corresponding proof for a direct system of upper
sequenceH is left to the reader.
THEoRBM 5.4.
1/ each sequence of a direct system of upper sequences
is exact, then the limit sequence is also exact.
PnooF. One half of exactness follows from 5.3. Suppose U E
and cPm··(u) = 0 in G~··+l. By ·1.3, there existH an a and 1I. u a EGa .•
such that 7I":(u") = u. By 4.9,

am .•

By 4.4, there exiHts a (3

>

a Huch that

Let u~ = 7I"~··(u"). It follows from the commutativity of 71" and cP that
O. By exactness of 8'\ tlwrp pxiHts a v~ E C;~ .•-' such
m
cP~··-'(v~) = u~. Let I' = 7I"rl(v~) E Gm .• ~l. Tlwn cP .• -,(l') = u. This
proves the other half of exactneSH.
EXAMPLE 5.5.
The limit sequence of an im'erse system of exact
lower sequences Iwed not he pxact as the following pxample shows.
C'onsiller the diagram
cP~··(ll) =

,.,

T

J

----+

l~

J

----+

l~
----+

J

lE

,.,

T

J

J2J

----+

J/2J

where J is the group of integers, T(n) = 2/1, ~(n) = 3n,
map, lind,., is t.he natural map. It. is easy to "pe that
T

S: 0

~

J

~

E

is thp identity

,.,

J

~

J /2J

~

0

is an exact sequence, ami that the homomorphisms ~,~,E together yield
a homomorphism cP: S -> S.
Let AI be the spt. of positive integers with the usual order. For
each a E AI define S" = 8 and 71": +, = q,. Define all other 71" : for {3 < a
by composition: '11": = (q,)~-". Then IS",7I":} is an inverse system of
exact lower sequences, Let
8m :

0

~

G

~

G

~

H

~

0
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be the limit scqucncc of this inverse system. Since E is the identity
map, it follows that H = J /2J. An elemcnt of G is a sequence Ina},
a EM of integers such that n a = 3n a + l • It follows that n a is divisible
by arbitrarily high powers of 3; i.e. n a = 0 and G = O. Thus S", is
the sequence 0 ---t 0 ---t 0 ---t J /2J ---t 0 which is not exact.
THEOREM 5.6.
Let I S,lI' I be an inverse system of exact lower sequences
over M where all groups and homomorphisms of ! S,lI' I belong to the category
SC of compact groups. Then the limit sequence S", of I S,1I"] is also exact.
PROOF.
One-half of exactness follows from 5.3. Suppose g E G", .•
and ¢", .•(g) = O. Let ga = 1I"a .• (g) be the coordinate of g in Ga .•.
Since ¢", .•(g) = 0, it follows that ¢a .•(ga) = 0 for each a. Since Sa is
exact, X a = (¢a .• +\) - I (g a) is a closed non vacuous subset of (] a .• +I'
From the relation ¢a"+111"! .• +1 = 1I"!.•¢P.• +l, it follows that 1I"!"+1 maps
X~ into X a' Let p! be the map so defined. Then {X a,p!l is an inverse
system of compact spaces. Since each space is nOI1\'acuous, it follows
from 3.6 that the limit space X", is nonvacuous. It is easily seen that
X", C G", .• +1 and ¢",.o+1 maps X., into g. This provps the other half
of exactness.
1'm,oREM 5.7.
Let I S,1I" J be an imwse system of exact lower sequences
over M where all terms of IS,1I"l belong to the category of finzle dimensional
vector spaces over a fixed jield F. Then the limit sequence S., of {S,1I" I is
also exact.
PROOF.
If G is a vector space over P, a variety Y in G means a coset
of some linear subspace II of G. The dimension of T' is that of II. [t
is easily seen that, unc!pr a linear map, the imagc (inverse image) of a
variety is a variety. It is also clear that the intersection of a collection
of varieties, if not vacuous, is also a variety. \Ve interrupt the proof
for a basic lemma.
LEMMA 5.8.
If G is a finite dimensional vector space over F, and I V, I
is a collection of varieticii in (] (j E J) such that any finite number have a
nonvacuous intersection, then n, J V, .,e O.
Since G has finite dimension, any subspace has a finite dimension,
and therefore the same holds for any variety. By hypothesis, any finite
subcollection of I V j I has an intersection of dimension ~ O. Since all
such dimensions are integcrs, there is a smallest such integer, k, and a
corresponding V = n~_1 V" with dim V = k. For any j E J, V n
V j .,e 0 by hypothesis. Also dim V n V, = k by the minimal property
of k. Thus dim V = dim V n V, which implies V = V n V" and
this in turn implies V C V,. This proves the lemma.
We return now to the proof proper of 5.7. As bcfore, one-half of
exactness follows from 5.3. Suppose g E G", .• and ¢", .• (g) = O. If
ga is the coordinate of g in Ga .•, then ¢a .•(ga) = O. Define V~ =
I
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(cPa .•+I)-I(Ya)' Since Sa is exact, V~ is not vacuous. As a coset of the
kernel of cPa .•+I, V~ is a variety. Consider now the family 'It of all
functions v = I Val defined for cr e M such that Va is a variety in
Ga .• + 1r Va C V~, and, if cr < (3, 1I'!(V13 ) C Va' Clearly VO = lV~1
belongs to 'It. If u,v e 'It, the relation u C v means U a eVa for each
cr eM. This defines a partial order in 'It. By Zorn's lemma, the partially
ordered set 'It contains a maximal simply ordered subset 'It'. For each
cr, define V ~ to be the intersection of all Va for V e 'It'. Since 'It' is
simply ordered, any finite subset has a smallest element. Hence, by
5.8 and the assumption that G a .• + I has finite dimension, V ~ is not
vacuous. It is ea..<;ily proved that 11'! (n) C V ~ whenever cr < (3.
Therefore VI = I r ~ I lies in 'It. Since VI C v for each v e 'It' and 'It' is
maximal, it follows that VI e '1". Thus we have found an element
VI e 'It such that v C VI in 'It implies v = VI. It remains to show that
each V ~ is a single element of G a .• + I' Consider any fixed element
cr e M. The collection l'll"!(r~) I for all {3 > cr has the property that
any finite suhcollection has a nonvacuous intersection (Jf is a directed
set). Hence by 5.8 there is an element g~ in their intersection. For
any')' eM, choose a (3 > cr,')' and define
V~ = r~

n

('II"~('II"~)-I(g~)).

The choice made' of g~ insur('s that r ~ is not. vacuous. Clearly V ~ is
independent of the choice of (3. From this it follows that V'Y C r~,
Va = g~, and 'II"~(l'I) C r~ if'Y < O. Thus t' = lV~1 belongs to 'It
and v C 1,1. By the minimal property of t't, we have v = VI; hence
g~ = V~. Thus Y = Ig~1 is an element of Ga> .• +1 and cPa> .+I(Y') = g.
This complrtes the proof of 5.7.
REMARK.
The failure of exactn('ss under inverse limits can be
oesrril)('d with grputpr pre'cision. Lf't 4>: lG.'II"1 -> 1G' ,'11'"1 be a map
of one inverse' syHtem of groups into another. Then the following relations always hold:
kernel cPa> = lim Ikernel cPa I,
image cPa> C lim pmage cPa I.
In the s('cond case equality holds if all groups are compact or finite
dimensional vector spaces over a field. The example 5.5 shows that
equality does not hold in general. In the case of direct systems equality
holds in both ca..c;;es.
6. COMMUTATIVITY OF THE OPERATIONS OF LIMIT AND FACTOR GROUP
DF.FINITION 6.1.
Let lG,'II"j be an inverse system of groups over lIf.
Suppose, for each a e M, that H a is a subgroup of G a, and suppose,
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for each a < {3 in M, that 'II"~ maps H~ into H", Let p~: H~ ~ H" be
the map defined by 'II"!. Clearly {H,pl is an inverse system over M.
It is called a system of subgroups of {G,'II"l. For each a 'E M, define
K" = G,,/H", and, for each a < {3 in M, define q~: K~ ~ K" to be
the map induced by 'II"!. Then {K,lT 1 is an inverse system over M called
the system of factor groups of lG,'II"l by {H,pl. The inclusion map
4>: {H,pl -+ {G,'II"1 and the natural map 'It: lG,'II"l-+ {K,ql are defined
in the obvious way. By definition, each element of the limit g;rollp H.,
of IH,p I is an element of G." and cf>.,: /I., -+ G., is the ineillsion. The
corresponding definitions for direct systems are left to the reader.
Tm;oREM 6.2.
Let lG,'II"l.IH,pl,{K,lTl be an inverse system of groups,
subgroups, and factor groups Ol'er M where all terms belong to the category
SC of compart groups or to the catcgory of finite dimensional l'cc/or spaces
over a fixed field F; thcn 1/;.,: G., -+ K", induces an isomorphism G"'/H., =
K.,.
PROOF.
For each a, adjoin an infinite set of trivial groups and
maps to

so as to obtain a lower sequence 8"
1/;
.. , -+ 0 -+ H" -+ G" -+ K" -+ 0 ~
cf>

It is clear that SCI is an exact sequence. For each a < {3 in M, adjoin
to 'II":,p~,q~ an infinite set of trivial maps so as to obtain a map T~:
8~ -+ 8". Then {S,T I is an inverse system of exact sequences. It is
also clear that the limit sequence S", consists of
cf>
1/;
... -+ 0 -+ II'" -+ G., -+ K., -+ 0 -+

By 5.6 and 5.7, 8", is an exact sequence. It follows that 1/;", must be
onto and its kernel is H "'. This completes the pruof.
It is to be observed that example 5.5 shows that 6.2 does not hold
if it is merely required that all terms belong to the category g.
THEOREM 6.3.
Let {G,'II" I. {H,pl,{K,lTl be a direct system of groups,
subgroups, and factor groups over M where all terms belong to the category
SR; then 1/;",: G", -+ K., induces an t'somorphism G",/H", = K",.
The proof is analogous to that of 6.2 and uses 5.4 in place of 5.6
and 5.7.
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EXERCISES

A.

INVEItSE LIMITS OF SPACES.

1. Prove that every countable dil'ecteu set contains a cofinal subsequence (sequence = uirecteu set isomorphic with the set of positive
integers).
2. Show that, if each X a,a E M, has a countable base for its open
sets, anu if ft[ is countable, then ITaiM X" has a countable base.
3. If IX",71' I is an inverse system inuexed by llf, each X" has a
countable base anu M has a cofinal subsequence, then the limit X" has
a countable base.
4. An inverse limit of compact connected spaces is connected. Exhibit an inverse sequence of connected spaces with a disconnected limit.
B. LIMITS OF GROUPS.
1. Let G be a ~roup and I ao I a system of ~mbgrollps such that
V 0" = G and for any a",G8 there is a G' with G" CO', (J8 C G'.
Show that G is naturally isomorphic with the limit of the direct system
10",7r~1 wlH're the 7r~ al'(, inclusions.
2. Let G be a compaet group and lG a I a system of (dosed) subgroups such that n G" is th(' id('ntity and for any G a ,G8 there is G,
with 0, C G" n (;8' L('t II" = G/G". and for each G a C G8 let
7r~: II" ---> II p be the natural map. Show that G is naturally isomorphic to the limit of the iJl\'prsp system IH".7r~1.
3. Show that the aho\'p rpsults remain \':did for nonab"lian groups,
provided til(' d('finitions of Chapter VIII an' suitably interpreted.

C. DIRECT seMS AND PHODUCTS.
1. Let 1a, 71' 1,1'0. '71' I, l' E r be direct systems of groups over the
same directed set ,If. Let 'cp: 1'0,'71'1 ---> lG,7r1 be maps such that,
for each a EM, the maps 'cp": 'G" ---> 0" form an injective representation of G" a,,'"1 a direct sum. Show the same holds for the limiting maps
'cp'" : '(J'" ---> (;"'.
2. In the above assume that 'p: 10,71'1 ---> I'G,''II'"I and that the
maps 'cp": 0" ---> '0" yield a projective representation of 0" as a
direct product. Show that the same holds for 'cp"': G'" ---> 'G"'.
3. Establish propositions similar to 1 and 2 for inverse systems.
D. SPLIT EXAcr SEQUENCES.
DEFINITION.

An exact lower sequence 1G.,cp.l and a sequence of

homomorphisms
1/;30+1'

G3 .+ 1

--->

G3 0+ 2 ,

i

= O,±I,±2, ... ,
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such that VtaO+I<I>a<+2 is the identity map of Ga ... for each i, is called a
split exact lower sequence. The homomorphisms Vtn (defined only for
n == 1 mod 3) are called the splitting homomorphisms of the exact
sequence. A map of a split exact sequence into another one is defined
in the obvious fashion.
1. Show that 1<1>.. 1 and 1 VtaO+l1 yield a split exact lower sequence
if and only if the following conditions hold (for all i):
(8) <1>3. = 0,
(b) <1>3.+1<1>30+2 = 0,
(c) Vt3o+I<I>3<+2 = identity,
(d) <l>a.+I: Ga., 1 ~ G3• and VtaO+I: G3,+1 ~ G30+ 2 yield a projective
representation of G3 .+ 1 as a direct sum.
2. Let 18,11" I be a direct [inverse] system in which each 8 is a split
exact sequence. Show that the limit is also a split exact sequence.
3. Reformulate the above results for upper sequences.
4. Let (X,A) be a pair and r: X ~ A a retraction. Show that
the homology sequence of (X,A) together with the homomorphisms r.
form a split exact sequence.

E.

P-ADIC GROUPS AND SOLENOIDS.

1. Let G.. be a cyclic group of order p" with generator g". Consider
the inverse system
<1>1

G1

-

<1>2

G2

-

<1>"

G.I

-

•••

-

Gn

-

Gn + 1

-

•••

where <l>n(gn:l) = g". The inverse limit Gw is called the p-adic group.
Show that Gw is compact, totally disconnected, and perfect. Show that
it has a countable base for its open sets, and, therefore, is homeomorphic
with the Cantor set. Show that for each integer n the subgroup p"G w
is open and closed and yields a fundamental sequence of neighborhoods
of zero.
1
DEFINITION. Let 8 be the multiplicative group of all complex
numbers z with Izi = 1. Consider the inverse sequence

<I>
8 1 _8 1

_

•••

<I>
_8 1 _8 1

_

•••

where <I>(z) = zp. The inverse limit ~f) is called the p-adic solenoid.
2. Show that there is a continuous homomorphism Vt: R ~ ~f) of
the addive group R of real numbers into ~p such that the kernel of Vt is
zero, and the image of Vt is dense in ~p,
3. Show that the p-adic solenoid contains a subgroup isomorphic
with the p-adic group.
2)2
4. In euclidean 3-space R3 consider the disc D = 1(XI

+

+
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X~ ~ 1,

= 01 and the solid torus l' obtained by revolving D around

X3

the xl-axis.

In D consider the disc

{(XI + ~) + X~
2

Do =

~ c2, X3 = o}

where

C

1 . 7f
< -sm2
p

and the discs D. obtained from Do hy revolving D around its center
by the anglc (27fi)jp (i = 1, ... , p - 1). The choice of c insures the
disjointness of the discs Do,D" ... ,D._I' Now assume that as D
revolves around the xI-axis it ah;o revolves around its own center in
such a fashion that, as one rp\'olution around the .£l-axis is complete,
Do becomes D" ]), hecomes ]), etc. Then the discs Do,D" '" , D p _ 1
sweep out a torus 7" which runs p times around the inside of the torus 1'.
To describe the situation arithmetically, represent 7' by means of pairs
of complex numbers (z,s),jzi ~ 1, lsi = 1 (z describes a point on D
and s describes the angle of revolution around the XI-axis). Then
define a mapping 0: T -> 7' by

O(z.s) =

(s(~ + ~),s.)

where 0 < c < ! :;;in 7f/7J. Then 1'1 = 0(1'). Show that the p-adic
solenoid is homeomorphic with the inwrse limit of the sequence

o 0
0
7 ' - 7 ' - ... - 1 ' - 7 ' - ...
which in turn is homeomorphic with the intersection
where 0°1' = T, 0"1' = 0(0"-11').

F.

n:_ o 0"7'

LIMITING GROUPS Fon I~FI"'ITE COMPI,EXES.

1. Let K be a (possihl~' infinitp) simplicial complex and L a subcomplex. Let I K a I be the family of all finite subcomplexes of K
ordered by inclusion. Show that the groups l/o(Ka,K a n L;G)
[IJO(Ka,K a n L;G)) together with the homomorphisms of these groups
induced by inclusions form a direct [i~erse) syste~ of groups. The
resulting limit groups are denoted hy Ho(K,L;G) (IIO(K,L;G)) and are
called the direct limit homology [int'Cl'se limit cohomology) groups of (K,L)
(cf. VI, Exer. B).
-+
2. Show that H.(K,L;G) and Ho(K,L;G) are isomorphic. Show that
.......
HO(K,L;G) and HO(K.L;G) arc isomorphic if G is compact or a vector
space over a field.
3. Let J( be a locally finite simplicial complex, and L a subcomplex.
A subcomplex K a of K is called counterfinite if K u contains all but a
finite number of simplexes of K. Show that with a suitable ordering
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of the counterfinite subcomplexes K .. , the groups JCo(K,L U K .. ;G)
[JCO(K,L U K,,;G)] (see VI, Exer. B) with suitable homomorphisms induced by inclusions, form an inverse [direct] system of groups. The
<--+
resulting limit groups are denoted by JCGtK,L;G) [JCO(K,L;G)] and are
called the inverse limit homology [dil'ecllimil cohomology] groups of (K,L).
4. Show that JCO(K,L;G) and XG(K,L;G) are isomorphic. Show that
<JCo(K,L;G) and JCo(K,L;G) are isomorphic if G is compact or a vector
space over a field.

CHAPTER IX

The eech homology theory
1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the Cech homology and cohomology theories are
defined and the axioms for such are verified. The degree of generality
of the results has been greatly increased by the use of modifications
introduced by Dowker [Annals of Math. 51 (1950), 278-292].
The Cech cohomology theory is defined on the category a l of arbitrary pairs (X,A) and their maps. The coefficient group G is taken
to be an H.-module for any ring H, und the resulting H·(X,A) ure in bR.
The axioms are verified without exception. Cech cohomology groups
with compact coefficients are not defined.
The Cech homology groups are defined under the same circumstances
as thp Cpch cohomology groups. Further, if (X,A) is a compact pair,
then the homology J,!;roup H.(X,A) is also defined for G eSe, and is
itself in be. The axioms are valid without restrictions except for the
Exactness axiom, which is n\lid only after drastic restrictions. The
homoloJ,!;y sequence of any pair is dpfined, and it is proved that the
composition of any two homomorphisms is zero. To obtain the full
Exactness axiom, we must restrict (X,A) to be a compact pair and G
must be eithN compact or a \'ector space over a field. In case (X,A) is
trianJ,!;ulu.blp, pxactness is prm'p<! wit hOllt this restrietion on G. This is
accomplished by showinJ,!; din'elly that 1l.(X,A) is isomorphic in a
natural way to the group based on the chains of a simplicial division.
The failure of the Cech homology theory to satisfy the Exactness
axiom is directly traceable to the facts established in vlII,6 ooncerning
the interchangeability of factorization and inverse limits.
2. COVERINGS, NERVES, AND PROJECTIONS

DEFINITION 2.1.

An indexed family of sets in a space X is

lJ,

function

a defined on a set Va of indices such that, for each v eVa, a, (the value
of a on v) is a subset of X. If X =
a" then a is called a covering

U

of X. It is called an open (closed) cO\'ering of X if each a. is open
(closed) in X. The set of all open coverings of X is denoted by Cov(X).
f!S
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eVa.

If A is a subset of X, and V~ is a subset of Va such that A
for v e V~, then we say that a is a covering of the pair (X,A) with
(V a,v~) as indexing pair. The set of all open coverings of (X,A) is
denoted by Cov(X,A).
One should be careful not to confuse the sets Cov(X) and Cov(X,O).
However one may regard Cov(X) as the subset of Cov(X,O) consisting
of coverings a indexed by (Va,O).
DEFINITION 2.2.
Let a be an indexed family of sets in a space X.
Let Sa be the simplicial complf'x consisting of all simplexes whose
vertices are elements of Y a (if Va is finite, then Sa is itself a simplex).
If S is a simplex of Sa, the carrier of s, denoted by Cara(s), is the intersection of those sets a. which correspond to vertices v of s. The
nerve of a, denoted by X a, is the subcomplex of Sa consisting of all
simplexes with nonvacuous carriers. If a is a covering of the pair
(X,A) indexed by (V a, V~), then we denote by A a the suhcomplex of
X a consisting of all simplexes S with vertices in V~ such that A n
Car a(s) ;e O. The pair (X a,A a) is then called the nerve of a.
Note that a. is the carrier of the vertex v.
LEMMA 2.3.
If s' is afacc of s, then Cara(s') :) Cara(s).
PROOF. Since each vertex of s' is one of s, it follows that each term
of the intersection defining Cara(s') is a term of that defining Cara(s).
It follows from 2.3 that each face of a simplex of the nerve X a is
also a simplex of X a' Therefore X a is a simplicial complex.
DEFINITION 2.4.
Iff: (X,A) - 4 (Y,R) and (3 is a covering of (Y,B),
then
{3 is the covering a of (X,A) with the same indexing pair,
l
(Va,v~) = (V~,V~), and defined by a. =
({3.) for each v e V~. It
follows from the continuity of f that, if (3 is an open (closed) covering,
so a,\so is I (3.
1
I,I<;MMA 2.5.
If f: (X,A) - 4 (Y,R) and a =
{3, then the nerve
X a is a subcomplex of Y~ and A a is a subcomplex of B~. The inclusion
map (Xa,A a) - 4 (Y8,B~) is denoted by h
This follows from the fact that f(Cara(s)) C Car~(s) for each
simplex s of Sa = s~.
LEMMA 2.6.
If f: (X,A) - 4 (X,A) is che identity, and a is a covering
of (X,A), then
= a and fa is the identity map of (X a,A a).
LEMMA 2.7.
If f: (X,A) - 4 (Y,m, g: (Y,m·~ (Z,G), " is a
covering of (Z,G), and (3 = g-I", then rIg-I,), = (gj)-'')' and (gf)7 = g7h
DEFINI'I'ION 2.8.
Let a and {3 he two coverings of (X,A). The
covering {3 is called a refinement of a (notation: a < (3) if every set of
{3 is contained in some set of a, and every set of (3 indexed by an clement
of V~ is contained in some set of a indexed by V~. If a < {3, a function
p: (V~, V~) - 4 (V a, V~) is called a projection if ape ::::> {3. for each

r'

r

r

r

rIa
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The vertpx mapping p extends uniquely to a simplicial map
Sa which is also denoted by p.
LI~MMA 2.9.
The relation < is a quasi-order, i.e. a < a, and a <
f3 < 'Y implies a < 'Y.
This follows from the corresponding properties of the relation C.
Note that a < f3 and f3 < a do not imply a = f3. For example
a < f3 and f3 < a holds if A = V~ = V~ = 0 and both a and f3 have
a set = X.
Ll~MMA 2.10.
The set Cov(X,A) of open coverings of (X,A) is a
directed set with respect to the relatinn <.
PROOF.
By 2.9 a.nd vIII,2.1 it is sufficient to prove that, for any
a, f3 E Cov(X,A), there exists a 'Y E Cov(X,f1) such that a < 'Y and
f3 < 'Y. Define V~ = Va X V p and V~ = V~ X V~. If v € V~, then
v = (V 1 ,V2) where v, EVa, V2 E Vp. Define

V €

S/l

V/l.

~

'Y, = a ..

n

f3".

I t is clear that 'Y has the desired properties.
N ate that the covering 'Y is a "smallest" common refinement of a,{3.
That is, if 0 is any common refinement of a,f3, then'Y < O.
LI';MMA 2.11.
For any a, the identity map Sa ~ Sa is a projection.

If p: Sp ~ s,,, p': s~ -, Sp are projections, then their composition
pp': s~ ~ Sa lS a projection.
The first statement follows from a, J a,. For the second it suffices
to note that a""" J {3p" J 'Y, implies O'pp', J 'Y,.
LgMl\IA 2.12.
If a < f3 are coverings of (X,A), then a projection
p: Bp ~ Sa 11/aps (Xp,A p) into (.\a,A a). This simplicial map of the
nerve of 13 wto that of a is also called a projection and is denoted by the
same symbol p.
PUOOF.
~ince a,,, J f3" any intersection of {3,'s is contained in
the intersection of the corresponding sets of a. Hence, for any face s
of Sp, Carp(s) C Cara(p(s)). Consequently if the Carp(s) is nonvacuous
(meets A), so also Cara(p(s)).
THE01UCM 2.1:1.
If a < {3 are two coverings of (X,A), then any two
projections p,p': (Xp,A p) ~ (X a,A a) are contiguous simplicial maps
(see vI,3.1).
PnooF.
Let s be a simplex of Xp, and let x E Carp(s). Then, for a.ny
vertex v of s, we have x E f3.. Since f3, Cap, and f3, Cap'" X lies
in both O'p, and O'p',. Hence the simplex s' of Sa spanned by the
two images of the vertices of s has a nonvacuous carrier. Thus, p(s)
and p' (s) are faces of s' in X". If s is in A p, choose x E A n Car/l(s').
The same arll;ument shows that s' is in A".
COROLLAHY 2.14.
Using hOlltology and cohomology groups of com-
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plexes in the sense of VI,3.9, we have, for any coefficient group G, that the
homomorphisms

induced by a projection (X~,A~) --. (X a,A a) are independent of the choice
of the projection and are therefore uniquely associated with the relation
a

<

{3.

2.15. If f: (X,A) --. (Y,B), and a < {3 are coverings of
l
(Y,B), then, if a' = rIa, {3' =
{3, we have a' < {3'. If p: (Y~,Bp)--'
(Ya,B a) is a projection, then p maps (X~.,A~.) into (Xa·,A a·). If p' is
the map 80 defined by p, then p' is a projection and commutativt'ty holds
in the diagram
LEMMA

r

p'
(X a·,A a.) - - (Xp',A~.)

p
PROOF. By definition, V~. = V~ and, for each v e V~, p(v) = p'(v).
Therefore ap • : ) (3. implies
{3., Le. a;. :) {3:. Thus, p' is a
projection. It follows from now 2.14, that p' maps (X~.,A~.) into
(Xa.,A a.). Commutativity in the diagram follows from the fact
that f a,f~ are inclusion maps (2.5), and p defines p'. This completes
the proof.
Beginning with 2.4 the discussion of this chapter was limited to
coverings of pairs. However the definitions and results may be duplicated for coverings of spaces (without a distinguished subset) and to
indexed families of sets which are not necessarily coverings.

rlap. :) r l

3. THE CECH GROUPS

Weare now prepared to define the Cech homology and cohomology
groups of an arbitrary pair (X,A) over any coefficient group G in gR'
The homology groups of complexes, used in the definition, are those
defined in vI,3.9.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Cov(X,A) be the directed set of all open coverings of (X,A) (see 2.10). For each a e Cov(X,A), let (Xa,A a) be its
nerve (2.2), and let

§ 3]
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(3 in Cov(X,A), let

be the homomorphisms induced by any projection (X/hAil) ---+ (Xa,A a)
(see 2.14). The collections IH.,a,1I"!\,IH:,1I"id are called the qtb Cech
homology and cohomology systems of (X,A) over G.
THEOREM 3.2.
The qtb Cech homology [cohomology] system of (X,A)
over G is an inverse [direct] system of groups defined on the directed set
Cov(X,A).

By 2.11, the identity map of (Xa,A a) is a projection; hence
is the identity map of H •. a • Again, by 2.11, if a < {3 < y, the
projection (X ~,A~) ---+ (X a,A a) can be chosen as the composition of
prescribed projections (X~,A~) ---+ (XII,A II ) ---+ (Xa,A a). From this it
follows that 11"!11" 1 = 11"~ for homology, and 11"~11"~ = 11"~ for cohomology.
DEFINITION 3.3. The inverse [direct] limit of the qtb Cech homology
[cohomology] system of (X,A) over G is denoted by Il.(X,A;G)
[H·(X,A ;G)] and is called the qtb Cech homology [cohomology] group of
(X,A) over G. The group G may belong to anyone of the categories
SR, and by vIII,3.14 and vIII,4.12, the groups H.(X,A;G) and H·(X,A;G)
arc in the same category as G.
For G € Sc the situation is as follows: Each of the cohomology
groups H·(Xa,Aa;G) is in Sc and the groups form a direct system.
Since the limit of a direct system of compact groups is not defined (see
Remark vIII,4), the cohomology groups for G € Sc are not defined. For
homology, the tech system is an inverse system and the passage to the
limit is permissible. However the groups H.(Xa,Aa;G) themselves are
not defined for G € Sc since in general the complex X a is infinite. One
could try to avoid this difficulty by replacing the directed set Cov(X,A)
by its subset Cov/ (X,A) consisting only of finite coverings (i.e. coverings a with Va finite). The definitions and results of the preceding
section remain valid for the directed set Cov/ (X,A) so that 3.1-3.3
could be repeated with Cov(X,A) replaced by Cov/(X,A). Of course,
the resultin!/; limiting group H~(X,AiG) may not be isomorphic with
H.(X,A;G) (see x,g). However, if the pair (X,A) is compact, then (see
below) Cov/ (X,A) is a cofinal subset of Cov(X,A) and therefore by
vlII,3.16 the limits H~ and H. are isomorphic. Thus, for compact pairs,
we may limit our attention to finite coverings, and thereby define the
homology groups Il.(X,AiG) with G € Sc. Then the group H.(X,AjG)
is also in Sc. The situation resembles the one of Chapter VI where the
group H.(K,LiG) for G a Sc was defined only when K is finite.
To justify the above discussion we need
PROOF.

11":
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LEMMA 3.4.
If the pair (X,A) is compact, then the set Cov/(X,A)
consisting of finite coverings is a cofinal subset of Cov(X,A).
PROOF. Let a e Cov(X,A) be a covering indexed by the pair
(V a, V~). Since both X and A are compact, there exist finite subsets
U C V o , W C V~ such that

U
a.
•• u

=

X,

U

a.:J A.

lOW

Then the covering a defines a covering (3 with indexing set (U U W,W).
Since (3 is finite and a < (3, the proposition follows.
In the definition of Cov(X,A), the indexing pair (V a,V~) for a
covering a is any pair of sets. Since the set of "all" seL,> involves one
of the usual logical difficultieR, the same is true of Cov(X,A). We shall
now show how this difficulty can be avoided.
Let M be any infinite set. Consider the subset CovM(X,A) of
Cov(X,A) consisting of all coverings a with Va C M. We now ohserve
that the set M X M has the same cardinal as M, and therefore, as in
2.10, we can prove that CovM(X,A) is a directed set.
LEMMA 3.5.
Let w(X) be the least cardinal such that the space X has
a base for open sets of cardinal power w(X). If MeN and M has power
at least w(X), then the set CovM(X,A) is cofinal in CovN(X,A).
PROOF. Let a E CovN(X,A), and let (3 be a family of sets in X,
indexed by the set M, and such that (3"" m E M, runs through a base for
the open sets of X. Let V "I (V~) be the subset of M consisting of all
m e M such that (3.. C a. for some v EVa (v € V~). Then the indexed
family (3 defines a covering 'Y with (V'l" V~) as indexing pair and a < 'Y.
Since 'Y e CovM(X,A), it follows that the latter set is cofinal in
CovN(X,A).
The homology and cohomology groups of (X,A) may now be defined
as limits of appropriate directed systems defined on CovM(X,A) where M
is a set of cardinal power at least w(X). This definition seems to depend
on the choice of M. However, if N is another such set, then by 3.5
both sets COVM and COVN are cofinal in the set COVMVN. This yields
an isomorphism of the limit groups defined using M and those defined
using the set N. It is easy to see that these isomorphisms define a
transitive system of groups as defined in 1,6. Consequently the limit
groups may be regarded as independent of the choice of the set M.
We have carried out the discussion for a single pair (X,A); however
the same applies to any admissible category a such that the cardinals
w(X), X e a have an upper bound.
ThEOREM 3.4.
(Dimension axiom). If P is a single point, then
H.(P;G) :; 0 = HO(PjG) for q F 0 arul Ho(PjG) = G = lr(p;G).

INDUCED HOMOMORPHISMS
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PROOF. Let a be the covering of P consisting of the single set P
itself. Then a is a refinement of any covering of P. This means that
the set C' C Cov(P) consisting of the single element a is cofinal in
Cov(P). The inverse system H. a, a € C', has but a single term. By
the definition of inverse limit (vIII,3.1), the inverse limit of the single
term fl. a is itself H. a. By vIII,3.16, it follows that H. a is isomorphic
to // .(P;G). The nerve P" consists of a single vertex. The desired
l'(~sult follows now from vI,3.8 (see end of vI,4).
4. INDUCED HOMOMORPHISMS

r

l
:
THEOREM 4.1. Let f: (X,A) - (Y,R), let
Cov(Y.B) Cov(X,A) be the associated map of the coverings (2.1, 2.4), and, for each
a € Cov(Y,B) let fa:
(Xa·,A a·) - (Ya,R a) be the inclusion map of
l
the nerve of a' =
a into that of a (see 2.5). Then the induced homomorphisms
fa.: H.(Xa·,Aa·;G) -~ 1l.(Ya,Ba;G),

r

U:: JJ·(Ya,Ba;G) - JJ·(Xa·,Aa·;G)]
for all a € Cov(Y,B) together with r l form a map CPU) of the qlb Cech
homology [cohomology] system of (X,A) [(Y,R)] over G into that of (Y,R)
[(X,A)].
PROOF. By 2.15, r 1 is order preserving. Therefore, according to
vIII,2.3, CPU) is a map if commutativity holds in the diagram
B'

'If a'

H.(Xa·,A a·)

+----

IJ.(XB·,A B·)

+----

where a < (3 in Cov(Y,B). By 2.15, a projection p: (Y/l,R/l) - (Ya,R a)
defines a projection p': (XB·,R B·) - (Xa.,A a·). Hence faP' = pfB.
Therefore, by vI,3.8, f a.P~ = p.fB.' By 3.1, 'If~ = p. and 'If~: = p~.
DEFINITION 4.2. The limit of the map <I>(j) of the qlb Cech homology
[cohomology] system of (X,.1) [(Y,R)]. into that (Y,R) [(X,A)] is denoted by

f.:

H.(X,A;G) -

JJ.(Y,BjG),

[f.:

JJ·(Y,B;G) -

H·(X,AjG)]

and is called the homomorphism induced by f. The coefficient group G
belongs to one of the categories SR; then f. and f* belong to the same
category (see vIII,3.14,4.12). If the pair (X,A) is compact, then we
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replace COY by Cov' throughout, and as above derive the definition
of f * (homology only) for G in the category 9c.
THEOREM 4.3. (Axiom 1). If f:
(X,A) -'> (X,.1) is the identity,
then f * and f'" are identities.
It is only necessary to observe that <f!(f) is the identity.
THEOREM 4.4. (Axiom 2). Iff:
(X,A) -'> (Y,E), and g: (Y,E)-+
(Z,C), then (of)* = g.f* and (gf)* = I*g•.
PROOF. It is clear that (gf)-I: COY (Z,C) -+ Cov(X,A) is the
l
composition of g-I and l • If a E Cov(Z,C), {3 = g-Ia, and "y =
{3 =
(gf)-I OI , then gail/ = (gf)a because all three maps Oa: (YI/,BI/)-'>
(Za,C a), ff!: (X",A,,) -'> (Yf!,Bf!) and (gJ)a: (X",A,,) -'> (Za,C .. ) are
inclusion maps (2.5). Therefore <f!(gf) is the composition of <f!(g) and
<f!(f) (see vIII,2.3). The desired result follows now from the functional
properties of the limit homomorphism (vIII,3.14,4.12).

r

r

Ii. THE HOMOTOPY AXIOM

It will be convenient to establish the Homotopy axiom in the alternative form (Axiom 5') given in 1,3.
THEOREM 5.1.
(Homotopy axiom). Let go,OI: (X,A) -'> (X,A) X I
be defined by go(x) = (x,O), 01 (x) = (x,I); then 00. = 01* and g'll = o~for
any coefficient group G for which the appropriate Gech groups are defined.
The proof will be preceded by several definitions and lemmas.
LEMMA 5.2. If 01 is a finite open covering of I by connected sets, then
its nerve I a is acyclic (see vl,5.6).
PROOF. We shall first reduce the general case to the case when no
inclusion holds between the sets of the covering. Indeed sllppose
01., COl•• for some two indices V1,V2 E V...
Let {3 be the covering obtained by removing the element v. from Va' Then 01 < {3 and {3 < 01.
Let 11"1: If! -'> I .. and 11"2: I co -'> If! be projections. Then 11"211"1: III -'> If!
and 11"211"1: I .. -+ I a are projections and therefore induce identity maps
on the homology groups. It follows that I co and II/ have isomorphic
homology groups. Since the covering {3 has fewer sets than 01, it follows
by induction that we can limit our attention to coverings for which
no inclusion holds. If 01 is such a coverinl?;, an order Vo < VI < ... V n of
the elements of V .. can be chosen so that the left end points l. and the
right end points r. of 01., satisfy

o=

< '" < In,
Consider the simplicial maps f.:
lo ;:;; II

<

l2

1'0

I

<

a -'>

1'1

< ... <

r n _ 1 ~ r n = 1.

I .. defined for i = 0, ... , n by

f;(v;) = Vi
f.(I1;) = V;

for
for

j ~ i,
j ~ i.
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We assert that f'+1 and f, are contiguous. Indeed let s be any simplex
of I a' If all the vertices of s are less than V'+lJ then f'+I(S) = f,(s).
If some of the vertices of s are larger than v" then f,(s) has the form
8/V" and f'+I(S) is either of the form s'v,v'+1 or S'Vi+l where 8/ is a
simplex with vertices <v,. In the first case f,(8) is a face of f'+I(S).
Thus we may assume that f,(s) = s/v,,j,+.(s) = S/V'+I' Since all the
vertices of s' are <v" it follows that Cara(s') is a connected set with
end points l,r satisfying l ~ l., r ~ r,o Since Car,,(s') (\ a. H , ~ 0,
it follows that we have
l ~ l, ~ l'+1

<

r.

Consequently Cara(s') (\ a., (\ a •••• ~ 0 so that s/v,v'+1 is a simplex
containing both f,(8) and fi+l(S). Thus f'+1 and f, are contiguous. It
follows from vI,3.2 that f'+I. = f,.. However f" is the identity map
of I a while fo maps I a into the single vertex vo • Since fn. = fo., it
follows that I a is acyclic.
DEFINITION 5.3. A covering a of I indexed by the set N =
(0,1, ... , n) (n ~ 0) is called regular if the sets a, are open and con·
nected, and if

o € ao,

0 non
0
a, (\ a j = 0

ai (\ a,+t ~

€

aI,

for
for

1

€ an,
1 non € an-lJ
i = 0, .. , ,n - 1,
i<j-l.

LEMMA 5.4. The regular CQverings form a rofinal subset of Cov(I).
PROOF. Let a be any open covering of I. Consider the family
<I> of components of the sets of a. Then <I> is a family of connected open
sets covering I, and by compactness <I> contains a finite subfamily <1>0
covering I. In <1>0 select a minimal subset <1>1 such that no proper subset
of <1>. covers I. Then <1>. after suitable indexing constitutes a regular
covering which is a refinement of a.
DEFINITION 5.5. Let a € Cov(X,A) be Do covering indexed by the
pair (V a, V~). Suppose to each v € Va there corresponds a regular covering {3' of I indexed by N' = (0,1, ... ,n·). Consider the set W of
all pairs (v,i), v € Va, i € N' and let W' be the subset consisting of pairs
(v,i) with v € V~. The covering'Y € Cov(X X I, A X I) indexed by
(W, W') and defined by
'Y." = a. X

fJ:

is called a stacked covering over a. The coverings (3' are called the stacks
of 'Y.
LEMMA 5.6. Stacked coverings form a cofinal subset of Cov(X X I,
A'X I).
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PROOF. Let 0 E Cov(X X I, A X I) he indexed by (V&, V~). For
each (x,t) select open sets U(x,t) C X, V(x,t) C I such that U(x,t) X
V(x,t) contains (x,i) and is contained in one of the sets 0" and if x E A,
then U(x,t) X V(x,t) is contained in one of the sets O. with v E vt For
each fixed x E X, the sets V(x,t) constitute a covering of I, which therefore by 5.3 has a regular refinement 13~. For each set 13: there is an open
set U(x,i) in X such that U(x,i) X 13: is in one of the sets of 0" and if
x E A, then U(x,i) X 13: is in one of the sets O. with v E V~. Define
aa = n, U(x,i). Then a is a covering of (X,A) indexed by (X,A),
and the covering "I stackeu over a with l3 a as stacks is a refinement of o.
LEMMA 5.7. Let "I be a stacked covering over a E Cov(X). If the
nerve X a is a (ji.nite) simplex, then the nerve (X X I).., is acyclic.
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that none of the
sets of the covering of a is empty. Let V and W be the indexing sets of
a and "I, and let 13' be the stacks. Define a covering 0 of I indexed by
W as follows:

Let s be any simplex with vertices (vo,io), ... , (vn,i,,) in W. Then
Car..,(s) =

n,

'Y(.,.>,l =

=

ni

a' l X

ni

n,

0'1."

n,

X

a"

=

n

13::

a' l X Car&(s).

J

Since X a is a simplex, the set n,a" is not empty. It follows that
Car..,(s) is empty if and only if Car&(s) is empty. Thus (X X 1).., = 1,.
Since 1 6 is acyclic by 5.2, it follows that (X X I).., is acyclic.
We shall abbreviate (X X I).., by X XI..,.
LEMMA 5.8. Let "I be a covering stacked over the covering a of (X,A)
indexed by (V a,v~). Consider the simplicial maps

l,u:
defined for v

EVa

(Xa,A a) ~ (X X In A X I..,)

by
l(v) = (V,O),

U(v)

=

(v,n').

Then l. = u. and l* = u*.
PROOF. For each simplex s of X a consider the subcomplex C(s) of
X XI.., consisting of all simplexes whose vertices have the form (v,i)
where v is a vertex of s. The simplex s is the nerve of a covering a/ of
a subset X/ of X and C(s) is the nerve of a covering "I' stacked over a/.
Thus by 5.7, C(s) is acyclic. If 8/ is a face of 8, then C(s/) C C(s), and
if s is in A a , then C(s) is in A X I..,. If c is a chain in the simplex 8,
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then l(c) and u(c) are chains in C(s). Thus C(s) is a common acyclic
carrier for the maps land u and by vI,5.8 we have l. = u. and l· = u·.
PROOF OF 5.1.
Let D be the subset of Cov(X X I, A X 1) consisting
of stacked coverings. Since D is cofinal, we can use the set D to define
the Cech groups of (X X I, A X /). Let'Y E D be stacked over a.
Consider the coverings 'Yo = gol'Y, 'YI = g~I'Y of (X,A) and the inclusion
maps
gOl:
gIl:

(X 1 .,A 1 .)
(X 1 "A 1 .)

~ (X X
~ (X X

1 1 , A X 1 1 ),
1 1 , A X 1 1 ),

The map u defined in 5.8 may be factored into u = gllU' where u':
(Xa,A a) ~ (X 1 "A 1 ,) is an isomorphism defined by u'(v) = (v,n').
Observe that 'Yo < 'Yl and that the map

defined by 7I"(v,i) = (v,O) is a projection.
g0171"U'.
It follows that

Since hy .1.8, l.

u.' and since

u~

Further observe that l

=

is an isomorphism, it follows that

Thus by vIII,3.18 we have go. = g,.. For cohomology we prove similarly gt1 = 7I"·gcil and apply vIII,'1.l5.
6. INVARIANCE UNDER EXCISION

(Excision axiom). If U is open in X and its closure
V is contained in the inlcrior of ..t C X, then the inclusion map
f: (X - U, A - U) ~ (X,A) induces isomorphisms
THEOREM

6.1.

f.:
1*:

H.(X - U, A - U) = l/.(X,A),
H·(X,A) = H"(X - V, A - V),

for any coefficient group G for which the respective Cech groups are defined.
PROOF.

For notational brevity let X' = X - U, A' = A - U. Let

D be the subset of Cov(X,A) consisting of all coverings a indexed by
(V a, V~) such that
(1) if a, (\ V -:;e 0, then v E r~ and a, C A.

By vIII,:3.15, the conclusion of the theorem is a consequence of the
following three propositions:
(2) D is cofinal in Cov(X,A).
(3) rl(D) is cofinal in Cov(X',A').
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(4) If a ED and f3 = rIa, then
fa*:

H.(X~,A~)

= H.(Xa,A a),

f::

H·(Xa,A a)

= ~·(X~,A~).

To prove (2) consider any covering a of (X,A) with indexing pair
(V a, V~). Let V' be a set disjoint with Va and in a 1-1 correspondence
with V~. For each v E V~, the corresponding element of V' will be
denoted by v'. Consider the covering 'Y of (X,A) indexed by (Va U V',
V~ U V') and defined as follows
for
for

'Y. = a. - U
'Y.' = a. n lnt A

V

v'

EVa,
V'.

E

Since U C Int A, it follows that 'Y is a covering of (X,A). Clearly
a < 'Y and 'Y E D.
To prove (3) consider any covering f3 of (X' ,A') indexed by (V /I, V: ').
Define a E Cov(X,A) indexed by the same pair (V/I,vt') as follows:
a.

= f3. U

U.

Then f3 = rIa. Choose'Y ED so that a < 'Y. Then f3 = rIa
so that rID is cofinal in Cov(X',A').
To prove (4), it suffices, in view of vI,3.5, 3.6, to prove

Xa =

(5)

X~V

A~ = x~n

Aa ,

< rl'Y,

Aa•

Since (X~,A~) is a subcomplex of (X a,A a ) (see 2.5}, we have the inclusions

Xa

~ X~U

A~

Aa,

C

X~

n Aa•

It thus remains to prove

Xa C

(6)

X~V

Aa,

Let S be a simplex of X a which is not in X~. Then Cara (s) ~ 0
and Cara(s) n X' = Car/l(s) = O. Consequently 0 ~ Car(s) C U.
This implies that, for every vertex v of s, we have a. n U ~ 0, and
therefore, since a E D, that v E V~. Since U C A, it follows that
Car.. (s) n A ~ 0 so that s is a simplex of A a • This proves the first
part of (6).
Let 8 be a simplex of X~ n A a' It follows that the vertices of s
l1re in V~ and that
Cara(s)

n

X' = Car/l(s)

~

0,

n

A

~

O.

Car.. (s)

n

A

~

Cara(s)

If Car.. (s) C X', then

Car/l(s)

n

A'

=

Cara(s)

n

X'

n

A

=

0
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and S is in A~. If Cara(s) ("\ U ~ 0, then, since a is in D, it follows that
a. C A for every vertex v of s. Thus Cara(s) C A and
Carl/(s) ("\ A'
so that s is in

A~.

= Cara(s) ("\ A ("\ X' = Cara(s) ("\ X'

~

0,

This concludes the proof of 6.1.

7. THE BOUNDARY OPERATOR AND EXACTNESS

The Cech homology and cohomology groups of (X,A), A, and X are
defined as limits of suitable systems of groups defined over the directed
sets Cov(X,A), Cov(A,O), and Cov(X,O) respectively. In order to
define the boundary operator and discuss exactness, it will be convenient
to have equivalent definitions in which all these systems are defined
over the same directed set. It appears that the directed set Cov(X,A)
is most suitable for this purpose.
DEFINITION 7.1. If a e Cov(X,A), let Sa [sa] be the homology
[cohomology] sequence of (X a,A a) over G. If a < (3 in Cov(X,A), let
1r~: SI/ --+ Sa [1r~: sa --+ SI/l be a map induced by a projection
(XI/,AI/) --+ (X a,A a). The resulting limit sequence is called the adjusted
homology [cohomology] sequena of (X,A). The groups and homomorphisms of the adjusted sequences are written
j~
•.. +--

II.(X,A)

+--

--+

HO(X,A)

--+

a'

i~

Ho(X)(X.AJ

+--

Ho(A)lX.A)

+--

HO(A),x,A)

--+

i'·

j'.
HO(X)(X,AJ

--+

0'

H ot1 (X,A)

+-- ..•

H ot1 (X,A)

--+ , ••

To compare the groups with the subscript (X,.4) with the groups
without this subscript, we introduce two maps,
1jJ:

1/;:

Cov(X,A)
Cov(X,A)

--+
--+

Cov(A,O),
Cov(X,O),

Let a E Cov(X,A) be indexed by the pair (V a, V~). Then ljJa is indexed
by (V~,O) and (ljJa). = A ("\ a, for v E V~. The covering 1/;a is indexed
by (Va,O) and satisfies (1/;a). = a.. Observe that
The maps IjJ and 1/; and the appropriate identity maps of the homology
groups yield maps of inverse systems
<1>:

'¥:

{Ho(Aa;G),1r~1 (A.O)
{Ho(X a ;G),1r~1 (X,O)

--+
--+

{IIo(A a ;G),1r~1 (X,A)
{Ho(X a jG),1r~1 (X,A)

where the subscript indicates the directed set on which these inverse

v
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systems are defined.
homomorphisms

cP",: H.(AjG)

The inverse limits of the maps <I> and 'l1 are

~ H.(AjG)(X,A),

1/1",: H.(XjG)

~ 1I.(XjG)(X,A).

For cohomology, <I> and 'l1 are maps of direct systems and their limits
are

cP"': H·(AjG)(X,A)
LEMMA

7.2.

~

HO(A;G),

1/1"': HO(X;G)(X,A)

~

HO(XjG).

The homomorphisms cP"" 1/1"" ep"', and 1/1'" are isomor-

phisms.
PROOF. In view of vm,3.15 and vm,4.13, it suffices to show that the
image of ep is a cofinal subset of Cov(A,O) and that the image of y; is a
cofinal subset of Cov(X,O). Let a e Cov(A,O) be indexed by the pair
(V,W). Let V+ be a set consisting of V and a single element Vo not
in V. For each v e V select an open set f3. in X so that a. = A n f3•.
Define f3•• = X. Then (3 e Cov(X,A) and has (V+, V) as indexing set.
The covering ep{3 agrees with a but has (V,O) as indexing set, thus
a < ep{3 and the image of ep is cofinal.
Let a e Cov(X,O) be indexed by (V, W). Then a defines a covering
(3 e Cov(X,A) indexed by (V,V). The covering y;{3 then agrees with
a but is indexed by (V,O). Thus a < y;{3 and the image of y; is cofinal.
DEFINITION 7.3. The homomorphisms

a:

Ho(X,A;G) ~ Ho-l(AjG),

a:

Jr(A;G) ----. HO+\X,A;G)

are defined from the diagrams

a'

ep",

Ho(X,A;G) ----. Ho-l(A ;G)(X,A) ~ Ho-l(A;G)
HO(AjG)

as

cP",

a'

~

HO(A;G)(X,A) ----. HO+l(X,AjG)

a = ep;,la' and a = a(cP"')-\
THEOREM

UIA).a

=

7.4.

(Axiom 3).

aj * and aUIA)*

=

Let j:

(X,A)

----.

(Y,B).

Then

1*a.

PROOF. The formula for homology is an immediate consequence of
the commutativity relations in the diagram

a'
Ho(X,A;G)

---+

ep",
Ho-l(A;G)(X.A)

+---

lUIA)~

a'
II.(Y,B;G)

---+

Ho-l(AjG)

l(f!A)*
ep",

Ho-l(BjG)(Y.B)

+---

Ho-l(B;G)
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where U!A) ~ is defined as the appropriate limit map. The commutativity relations in each square are immediate consequences of the
definitions. The proof for cohomology is similar.
THEOREM 7.5.
The homology [cohomology] sequence of a pair (X,A)
over any coefficient group G is isomorphic with the adjusted homology
[cohomology] sequence. The isomorphism is given by the maps ¢~,"'~
[¢oo,,,,~] and the identzty map of H.(X,A;G) [H"(X,A;G)] onto itself.
PROOF.
We shall only carry out the proof for homology, the proof
for cohomology is quite similar. In view of 7.2 we need only verify commutativity relations in the diagram

'z'"
H.(A)

Y
//.+ I(X,A)

----+

H.(X)

1"'~

l¢~

"Z

.,

t",

H.(A)(x.A>

----+

~

/

H.(X,A)

J",

H.(X) (x. A>

Commutativit.y in the left-hand triangle is a direct consequence of
the definition of a. To prove commutativity in the middle square, we
discuss the maps ¢~i~ and i","'~ in greater detail. These maps are
limits of maps

where the subscript is used to indicate the directed set over which the
invf'rse systems arc defined. The map T carries each covering a €
Cov(X,A) indpxed by (IT a, r~) into the covering ra = ¢a € Cov(A,O)
indexed by the set CV~,O) and satisfying (ra). = A (\ a.. Further T ..
is the map H.(A,a;G) ~ H.(X,,;G) induced by the inclusion Au C X a
The map 71 assigns to each covering a € Cov(X,A) indexed by (IT a, lT~)
the covering T/a = i-1"'a € Cov(A ,0) indexed by (F,O) and satisfying
(T/a). = A (\ a.. Again 71" is the map H.(A,,,;G) ~ H.(X,,;G) induced by inclw~ion A,,, eX". Clearly T/a < Ta; furthermore the inclusion map A,,, C A,a is a projection. It follows that 11";: is the map
H.(Au;G) ~ l/.(A,,,;G) induced hy inclusion. Thus we ha\'e

Thus by vIII,3.l8 we have

Too

=

T/~, i.e. ¢~i~

=

i*"'~'
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The situation in the right-hand triangle is similar.
and j. are limits of maps
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The maps

j~",,,,

T,7/:

IH.(X,,;G),1r~1

(X,O)

-7

IH.(X",A,,;G),1r~1(X,A)'

For each a e Cov(X,A) indexed by (V ", V~) the coverings Ta, 7/a e
Cov(X,O) coincide with a but are indexed by (Va,o) and (V a, V~)
respectively. We have X." = X,a = X" and both T" and 7/" are the
map H.(X,,;G) - 7 H.(X",A,,;G) induced by inclusion. Again we have
7/a < Ta and the identity map X" - 7 X a is a projection of Ta into 7/a.
Thus again
7/a

<

Ta,

so that T", = 7/.,.
With the proof of 7.5 concluded, the question of the exactness of
the homology and cohomology sequence is replaced by the question of
the exactness of the adjusted sequences. The adjusted sequences are
however limits of systems of exact sequences defined over the directed
set Cov(X,A). Thus the results of vIII,5 may be applied.
THEOREM 7.6.
(Exactness axiom). For any pair (X,A) and any G
in a category SR, the cohomology sequence is exact while the homology
sequence is a sequence of order 2 (see VIJI,5.2). If (X,A) is compact and
G is either in Se or in Sl" (the category of vector spaces over a field F),
then the homology sequence is also exact.
PROOF.
The first part of the theorem is a consequence of vIII,5.3
and VIII, 5.4. If (X,A) is compact, then, in defining the groups occurring in the homology sequence, we may limit our attention to finite
coverings. If G is compact, then, for each finite covering a, the homology
sequence of (X",A a ) over G is composed of compact groups and therefore by vIII,5.6 the limit sequence is exact. If G is in Sl" and is finite
dimensional (over F), then the groups of the homology sequence of
(X a ,A a) over F are all finite dimensional and the exactness of the
limit follows from vIII,5.7. If G e Sy is not finite dimensional, then G
may be represented as a direct sum
G~ where each G~ ill finite dimensional. This decomposition yields a decomposition of the homology
sequence of (X,A) over G into a direct sum of the homology sequences
over G~. Since each of these is exact, it follows that the homol0gy
sequence over G is exact.
It will be shown later (9.4) that the homology sequence of a triangulable pair is exact without restriction on the coefficient group. In
x,4 we shall construct a compact pair for which the homology sequence
with integer coefficients is not exact.

L
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8. CLOSED SUBSETS
It will be shown here that the reason for using coverings a e Cov(X,A)
indexed by pairs (V a,v~) in the definition of H.(X,A) is due to the
fact that A was not assumed to be closed. If A is closed, we can use
the set Cov(X) consisting of coverings a indexed by a single set Va.
DEFINITION 8.1.
A covering a e Cov(X,A) indexed by (V a, V~) is
called pr07Jer if V~ is the set of all v e V with a. (\ A ~ O.
LEMMA 8.2. For each covering a e Cov(X) indexed by a set Va, consider the covering pa e Cov(X,A) defined by a and indexed by (Va,v')
where V' is the set of all v e Va with a. (\ A ~ O. The map p: Cov(X)Cov(X,A) is then a 1-1 order preserving correspondence between Cov(X)
and the set of all proper coverings in Cov(X,A).
The proof is obvious.
LEMMA 8.3. If A is a dosed subset of X, then the proper coverings
iorm a cofinal subset of Cov(X,A). If X is a Tt-space, then the converse
fs also true.
PROOF.
Let a e Cov(X,A) he a covering indexed by (V a,V~). Let
V' be the set of all v e V~ wit h a. (\ A ~ 0 and consider the covering
13 e Cov(X,A) indexed hy (V,,, V') and defined by

13. =

a. -

A

for
for

ve Va ve V'.

V',

Then {3 is proppr and a < (3.
SUPPOSl.' now that X is a Tt-spaec and A is not closed. Let x e
A - A. Consider the covering a conslstin!!; of the sets at = X, a2 =
X - (x) and indexed by Va = (1,2), V~ = (2). Let f3 e Cov(X,A)
be any refinement of a. Then for v e Y~ we must have {3. C X - (x).
Thus x e f3. for some v e 1'/1 - r~. Since {3. is open, it follows that
13. (\ A ~ 0 so that 13 is not a proper covering. Thus the proper coverings are not cofinal.
These lemmas show that, if A is closed in X, then, in defining the
adjusted homology sequence of (X,A), we may replace the set Cov(X,A)
on which the direct and inverse systems are defined by the subset
consisting only of proper coverings. By 8.2, this set may in turn be
replace by the set Cov(X) of coverings of X. For each covering a e
Cov(X) we then consider the homology [cohomology] sequence of the
pair (X a,A a) where A a consists of those simplexes of X a whose carriers
meet A. This is precisely the nerve of the covering pa e Cov(X,A).
The groups of the thus modified adjusted homology sequence will be
indicated by the subscript X.
If the pair (X,A) is compact, we can, in addition to the above
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changes, restrict ourselves to finite coverings. Thus the homology
[cohomology] sequence can be defined as a limit taken over the directed
set Cov/(X) of finite coverings of X.
9. ~ECH GROUPS OF TRIANGULABLE SPACES
DEFINITION 9.1. Let (X,A) be a pair with a triangulation
T = {t,(K,L)}. For every vertex A of K consider the open star st(A)
of A in K as defined in II,3.6 and define

TA

= t(st(A)).

There results a covering T of (X,A) with V. = {A} = IKol, V~ = IT}I.
We shall say that T is the covering associated with the triangulation T.
LEMMA 9.2.
The nen'e of (X,A) in the covering T is (K,L), i.e.
X. = K and A. = L.
PROOF.
The vertices of K and of X. are the same; thus K and
X. are subcompl('xcs of the same simpl('x. Let A 0, ••• , A· be distinct
vertices of K. Then, since I is a homcomorphism,
(1)

C'"
o "
= ~) t(st(A '))
T A'

=

(C'o

)

t " st(A ') .

It follows that n TA' ~ 0 if and only if n st(A i) ~ 0, and, hy II,3.7,
this holds if and only if A 0, ••• , .Ii" are vertices of a simplex s of K.
Thus X. = K. From (1) we deduce that

(00

TA')

n

A =

t(00 ILl n st(A'))

so that the simplex s with vertices A 0,
, A" are vertices of L, and
A 0,
(2)

n,-0 ILl n

•••

st(A')

~

,

A" is in A. if and only if

O.

Now it follows directly from the definition of st(A ')

ILl n

st(A ') = stL(A ')

where sheA ') is the open star of the vertex A' constructed relative to
the complex L. Thus, hy II,3.7, condition (2) is equivalent to s heing
a simplex of L. Thus A. = L.
THEOREM 9.-3.
Let T = {t,(K,L)} be a triangulation of the pair
(X,A). The homology [cohomology] sequence S(K.r,) of (K,L) (in the
simplicial theory) and the adjusted homology [cohomology] sequence S of
(X,A) (in the Cech theory) are isomorphic. The isomorphism is obtained
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by taking the covering T associated with T and regarding S(K,Ll as the
homology [cohomology] sequence oj the nerve oj T. This yields maps

[7r T:

ST

~

S]

which are isomorphisms.

This result is valid for all coefficient groups G for which the appropriate Cech groups are defined.
COROLLARY 9.4. The Cech homology sequence oj a triangulable pair
(X,A) is exact Jor any coefficient group G.
The proof of 9.3 will he preceded by a definition and two lemmas.
Ql)EFINITION 9.5. The mesh of a covering a of a metric space X is the
maximum of the diameters of the sets a , .
LEMMA 9.6. A subset C oj the directed set Cov(X) oj all open coverings
oj a compact metric space X is cofinal iJ and only iJ Jor every E > 0 the
set C contains a cOI'cring oj mesh < E.
PROOF. The condition is clearly necessary. To prove that it also
is sufficient, condider a covering a of X. Let E be the Lebesgue number
of this covering (see 11,8.5) and let fJ E C be a covering with mesh fJ < f.
Then a < fJ and C is cofina\.
LEMMA 9.7. Let 1" = {t',(K',L') I be the barycentric subdivision oj
the triangulation T = {t,(K,L) I oj (X,A).
ciated with 7" is a rcfinement oj the c01!ering
projcctions

T

Then the covering T' assoassociated with 1', and the

are isomorphisms.

PROOF. We recall that (K',Ii) = (Sd K, Sd L). Let l: (K',L') ~
(K,L) be the linear map connected with this subdivision. Then t' = tl.
Any vertex B of K' is the barycenter of some simplex 13 of K. Let
A 0, ••• , A' be the vertices of s. Then, from the definition of 1 and the
open starR, it follows that
l(st(B»

(\ st(A ').
,-0

Consequently
(1)

T;

=

t'st(B)

=

tlst(B)

= (\

,-0

tst(A')

= (\

TAl.

,-0

This implies that T' is a refinement of T.
Let 11": (K',L') ~ (K,L) be a projection as defined in vl,7,6, i.e.
1/' is a simplicial map which to every vertex B of K' assigns a vertex
of the simplex of K whose barycenter is B. Hence (1) implies that 11'
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also is a projection of the covering T' into T. Thus the last part of
the lemma is a consequence of vI,7.2.
PROOF OF 9.3. Let "T = !"t,CK,"!") I be the nth barycentric subdivision of the triangulation T, and let I"T I be the corresponding
sequence of coverings of X. It follows from 11,7.5 that
lim mesh

"T

= O.

n ....'"

Thus, if we regard Inri as coverings of X, they form a cofinal subset of
Cov(X). Consequently, if we regard C = InTI as coverings of (X,A),
they will form a cofinal subset of the set R of proper coverings of (X,A).
By 8.3, the set R is cofinal in Cov(X,A). Thus C is cofinal in Cov(X,A).
Let S' be the inverse [direct] limit of the system {STl1l"~1 [{sr,1I"~lJ
defined over the directed set C. The homomorphism 11", [1I"'J can then
be represented as the composition
Y;m
7I"~
"'en
7r'T
[S ~ S' ~ S'J
S - S' - S,
where y;", [y;"'J is the limit map of the injection of the system defined
over Cov(X,A) into the subsystem defined over C. Since C is cofinal
in Cov(X,A), it follows that y;", [y;"'J is an isomorphism (vIII,3.16, 4.14).
In the system over C, all the maps are isomorphisms by 9.8. Thus
vIII,3.4 implies that 11"~: S' - S, [11"": S' - S'J is an isomorphism.
This shows that the map in 9.3 is an isomorphism.
10. PARTIALLY EXACT HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY THEORIES

As we have seen, the Cech homology groups satisfy all the axioms
except for the Exactness axiom, which holds only in very special circumstances. Nevertheless the Cech groups are very useful (particularly for compact pairs) because of various features that will be discussed
in the following chapters. In later chapters we shall encounter systems
other than the Cech homology theory which fail to satisfy the Exactness
axiom in its present form. It is therefore useful to generalize the concept of a homology theory so as to include the Cech theory as well as
the other theories that we shall encounter.
We begin by modifying the axioms for an admissible category <.t
(see 1,1) by replacing condition (5) by the following:
(5') If (X,A) is triangulable, then (X,A) E <.t. If f: (X,A) - (Y,B)
and (X,A), (Y,B) are triangulable, then f E <.t.
This axiom asserts that the category ~ of triangulable pairs is a subcategory of <.t: this is satisfied by all the admissible categories that we
have encountered.
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N ow we replace the Exactness axiom by a weaker one:
AXIOM 4' (Partial Exactness axiom).
If (X,A) is admissible, the
homology [cohomology] sequence of (X,A) is a sequence of order 2 (see
vIII,5.2). If (X,A) is triangulable, then the sequence is exact.
A system II = lII.(X,A),J.,aj [II = {H·(X,A),J·,o}] satisfying
axioms 1-3, 5-7, and 4' is called a partially exact homology [cohomology]
theory. The Cech homology theory (on the category at) is a typical
cxample of a partially exact homology theory. Others will appear later.
In applying the results of Chapter 1 to a partially exact homology
theory, we must check the extent to which thc exactness axiom is used
in the proof. For instance in proving that H .(X,X) = 0 (1,8.1) the
first proof makes full use of exactness: however, the alternative proof
uses only the order 2 property of the homology sequence. Thus this
proposition remains valid for partially exact theories. An inspection of
the proof of 1,10.2 shows that the homology and cohomology sequences
of a triple arc of order 2 even for a partially exact theory. Similarly,
inspertion of the proof of 1,8.6 shows that the reduced homology and
cohomology sequences of a pair are of order 2.
NOTE

The development of the Cech theory. The first definition of homology
groups of the Cech type was made hy Yietoris [Math. Ann. 97 (1927),
454-472]. lIe restricted himself to compact metric spaces and used a
specific metric 10 define his cycles. About the same time Alexandroff
[Annals of Math. ;)0 (1928), 101-18i] introduced the concept of approximating a compact metric space hy an inverse sequence of complexes (called: a projection spectrum), and successfully dl.'fined Betti
numbers. Pontrjagin [Math. Ann. 105 (1931), 165-205] added to this
the notion of an inverse Sf'quence of groups, and obtained homology
groups. It was Cech [Fund. l\1uth. 19 (1932), 149-183] who first defined
the nerve of a finite covering by opf'n sets, and used such complexes as
approximations to a space. By using inverse systems instead of sequences, he defined homology groups of arbitrary spaces. \Vhen it
became clear that the Cech definitions for noncompact spaces did not
give a fully satisfactory theory, Dowker [Annals of Math. 51 (1950),
278-292] found the satisfactory modification based on pairs of infini"te
coverings.
A parallel developn1f'nt has taken place based on an idea of Alexander
[Proc. Nat. Acad. Hci. 21 (H135), fiO!l-fi12] that a q-cochain may be
defined as a function from ordered sets of q + 1 points in the space to
the coefficient group. lIe subsequcntly modified this approach by in-
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troducing the notion of a grating [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 53 (1947),
201-233]. Using another modification suggested by Wallace, Spanier
[Annals of Math. 49 (1948), 407-427] showed that the cohomology
theory obtained from such cochains satisfies our axioms on compact
spaces and is isomorphic there to the Cech theory. The advantage of
this approach lies in the simplicity of the definition of cochain. A disadvantage is that there appears to be no equally simple and dual construction of chains and their homology groups.
EXERCISES

A. CONNECTEDNESS AND QUASI-COMPONENTS.
DEFINITION. Let X be a topological space and let X o EX. The
component of X o in X is the union of all connected subsets of X containing X o• The quasi-component of X o is the intersection of all the
simultaneously open and closed subsets of X containing x o•
1. Show thai: (1) components are closed, connected, and disjoint;
(2) qUa.'!li-components are closed and disjoint; (3) eash quasi-component
is a union of compor.ents; (4) a quasi-component is a component if and
only if it is connected; (S) if X is compact or if the number of quasicomponents is finite, then each quasi-component is a component. Show
by an example that a quasi-component need not be connected.
2. Let XO,X\ E X, g E G, and g -,= O. Show that the elements (gxoh
and (gxlh of the Cech group Ho(X;G), as defined in 1,7.1, are equal if
and only if Xo and Xl belong to the same quasi-component.
3. For each element h of the Cech group IlO(X;G) where G is in
the category SR, consider the function X - G a.'!l defined in 1,7.1c.
Show that this establishes an isomorphiRm between Ir(X;G) and the
R-module of all continuous functions X - G, where G is taken with the
discrete topology. Describe the group l1 o(X;G) in a similar fashion.
4. Show that Ho(X;G) is isomorphic with Hom(lr(X;J);G) where
J is the group of integers.
B. O-DIMENSIONAL SETS.
DEFINITION. A space X is called O-dimensional if every open covering of X has a refinement consisting of disjoint sets.
1. Show that a compact space is O-dimensional if and only if it is
totally disconnected (i.e. each component reduces to a single point).
2. Show ihat eVNy compact O-dimensional space is the limit space
of an inverse system of finite sets.
3. Show that, if X is O-dimensional, then H.(X;G) = 0, H·(X;G) = 0
for q > 0 (Cech groups).
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4. Let (XiXI,X2) be a proper triad (with respect to the Cech groups)
where X = XI U X 2 , and let A = XI n X 2 be O-dimensional. Show
that H.(XiG) = /I.(XliG) + II.(XdJ) for q > 1. If Xl and X 2 are
connected and III(X,;G) = 0 = II,(X 2 ;G), then III (X;G) = fl o(A,G).

C. LIMITING GROUPS.
We shall consider here the category all of pairs (X ,A), where X is
a Hausdorff space and A is a suu8pace of X, and of all map8 of such
pairs.
1. Given a (partially exaet) homology [cohomoloj!;Y] theory H on
the category a r of compact pairs, define an extension H [il] of II to the
category (til using direct limits of the groups /I.(Xa,A a) [H·(Xa,A a)]
where (X a,A a) is any compact pair contained in (X,A). Verify the
axioms for the limiting theory Ii [H].
2. A8:mme in 1 that H is given on the category all. Define a natural
map Ii ~ H [H ~ Il].
3. 8h~' that, if H is the singular homology theory on the category
all, thcn H ~ H is an i80morphism. Show that, if the coefficient group
is compact or a vector space over a field, then, for singular cohomology,
H ~ H is an isomorphism.
4. Show that, if (X,A) is in (til and A is closed, the groups Ii .(X,A)
[II·(X, ..l)] may be defined equivalently as limits of the groups
II.(X a"l n X a) [II·(X a,A n X a)] where X a is any compact subset of X.
5. Let K be a (possihly infinite) simplicial complex and L a subcomplex of K. Show that the inverse limiting cohomology group
fj·(K,L;G) (8eo VIII, Exer. F) is naturally isomorphic with the limiting
group fj·(\KI,ILliG) using singular cohomology and using the weak
topology in IKI.
D. HOMOLOGY WITH CO:lI\'ACT CAHHlEHS.
DEFINITION. A partially exact homology theory H defined on the
category aH is said to have compacl carriers if, for each U E H.(X,A),
there is a compact pair (X',A ') C (X,A) such that 11 is in the image of
the homomorphism H.(X',A') ~ H.(X,A) induced by inclusion.
1. Assume that H is exact llnd has compact carriers. Let (X,A)
be a pair in aH and (X',A') a compact pair contained in (X,A). If
U E H.(X',.1') is in the kernel of the homomorphism H.(X',A') ~
H.(X,A) induced hy incluRion, show that there exists a compact pair
(X",A") such that (X',A') C (X",A") C (X,A), and that u is the
kernel of H.(X',A') ~ II.(X",A"). (Hint: consider the triple (X,A,A')
to reduce the general case to the cuse A = 11', then consider the triple
(X,X',A')).
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2. Show that for any exact homology theory 1I on a H the following
eonditions are equivalent:
(a) 1I has compact carriers,
(b) the map Ii ~ 1I of C,2 is an isomorphism,
--->
(c) the map 1I ~ 1I of C,2 is onto.
3. Show that singular homology has compact carriers.

E.

ADMISSIBLE AND UNIQUENESS CATl<:OOJUES.

1. Let 1I be a partially exaet homology [cohomology} theory on an

admissible category a. Let a' be the (full) subcategory of a determined by those pairs (X,A) for which the homology [cohomology}
sequence is exact. Show that a' is an admissible category and that 1I
is an exact homology [cohomology} theory on a'.
2. Let ,gH be the category consisting of all compact pairs (X,A)
which have the homotopy type of a triangulable pair and of all maps
of such pairs. Show that ,gH is an admissible category.
3. Show that any partially exact homology [cohomology} theory on
the category a c is an exact theory on the subcategory ,gH.
4. Show that ,gH is a uniqueness category for homology and cohomology. (This result will be generalized in Chapter XII, of the
second volume.)

CHAPTER X

Special.features Of the Cech theory
1. INTRODUCTION

The discussion in this chapter is centered around the continuity
property of the Cech groups. Roughly speaking this property may be
stated as follows: If the compact pair (X,A) is the inverse limit of the
compact pairs (X a,A a), then the Cech groups of (X,.1) are limits
(inverse for homology, and direct for cohomology) of the groups of
(X a,A a). At the end of the chapter it is shown that among all the
partially exact theories (Ix,lO) on the category etc, the Cech theory is
essentially the only one satisfying this "continuity axiom." Thus a
complete axiomatic description of the tech groups is obtained (for
compact pairs) despite the lack of exactness.
As an application of the continuity property, we show that the
Cech groups sati.'\fy a much stronger form of the Excision axiom. In
particular, in the Cech theory, every compact triad is a proper triad
(see I, H.l). This fact is very useful in applications.
Sections 0-9 deal with homology theories for noncompact spaces
obtained by compaetifying the spaces (in some standard fashion), and
then taking the (~e('h groups of the compactified space. Two methods
of compactillcat ion are discllsscd. The first is the compactification of
a locally compact space by adding a point at infinity; the other one is
the TychonofT compactification of a normal space. The first yields a
theory on the category ti LC of locally compact pairs. This theory is
especially inter('sting for two reasons: (1) In the case of a locally finite
infinite simplicial complex, the groups are isomorphic with those based
on finite cochains and infinite chains. (2) The theory does not admit
a reduced theory because in the category tiLe only compact spaces are
collapsible (in the sense of I,i .:3). The theory for normal spaces obtained
by using the Tychonoff compactif1cation turns out to be isomorphic
with the Cech theory based 011 finite open coverings.
Throughout the chapter, the tech groups will only be applied to
compact pairs (X,A) and therefore (see Ix,8) we may assume that the
set Cov' (X) of finite open coverings of X is the directed set used in the
definition of the Cech groups of (X,A).
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2. FORMULATION OF CONTINUITY

Let a denote a category of pairs (X,A) and maps, and let Inva
denote the category of inverse systems having values in a. Elements
of Inva will be denoted by boldface symbols. Thus, (X,A) E Inva
means

is an inverse system over some directed set M with values (X""A",),1r:::
in a. Similarly, if (Y,B) = {(Yn,Bn),p::1 is an inverse system over N
and belongs to Inva, a map

f:

(X,A) ~ (Y,B)

of Inva is composed of a map f: N ~ M and maps fn: (Xfn,A fn ) ~
(Yn,B n) as in the definition vm,2.3.
The operation of taking the inverse (or direct) limit will be denoted
by lim. Thus lim (X,A) is a pair (X,A) where X i8 the limit of the
inverse system {X",,'lr::: l, and A is the limit of the system of suhspaces
{A""'lr:::IA,,,,}. Likewise, if f E Inva, then lim f: lim (X,A) ~ lim
(Y,B) is defined as vm,3.10.
We shall assume that the category a is such that the operation of
inverse limit maps Inva into a:
lim:

Inva

~

a.

For example, this is true if a is the category of compact paIrs. As
observed in VIlI,3.14, lim is a covariant functor.
Suppose now that a partially exact homology [cohomology] theory
H is defined on a with values in SR or Sc [Sit]. Then H can be applied
to (X,A) E Inva to yield inverse [direct] systems

and maps
[IJ:

H O- 1 (A) ~ HO(X,A)].

defined in the obvious way. Similarly, if f:
maps f "'* [f:] form a map
f*:

Ho(X,A) ~ Ho(Y.B),

(X,A) ~ (Y,B), then the

[f*: HO(Y,B)

~

HO(X,A)].

We have thus a kind of "homology theory" on the category Inva. Its
values are, corresponding to those of H, in InvSR or InvSc [DirgRl.
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It follows that the two composite functors H. lim and lim II. are
both defined on Inva and boih have values in SR or Sc. They are
comparable as follows:
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X,A) = lim (X,A) and let 7I'"m: (X,A) .(Xm,A m) be the projections. Then 7I'"m = 7I'";::'7I'"m' for m < m' and 7I'"m.
7I'":~ 71'" m'.' Thus the homomorphisms 171'" m.l constitute a homomorphism

II.(lim (X,A))

-+

II .(X,A).

This defines, by vIII,3.1O,3.13, a limit homomorphism
l(q,X,A):

I1.(lim (X,A))

-+

lim H.(X,A).

This is a natural transformation of II lim into lim II in the following sense:
If (X,A) E Inva then commutativity holds in the diagram

H.(lim (X,A))

-----+

lim II.(X,A)

0

1lim 0

1
H._I(lim (A))
Likewise, 1J f:
the diagram

(X,A)

-7

-----+

lim H._I(A)

(Y,B) is in Inva, then commutativity holds in
1

1I.(lim (X,A))

-----+

lim Hq(X,A)

1(lim f).
II.(lim (Y,B))

pim (f.)
-----+

lim l!.(Y,B)

The proofs follow from vIII,:3.11. A similar result holds for cohomology:
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X,A) = lim (X,A) and 71'"",: (X,A) -+ (Xm,A ..)
be the projections. Then the maps 171'": I constitute a homomorphism
II·(X,A) -+ II·(lim (X,A))

thereby defining a limit homomorphism
l(q,X,A):

lim H"(X,A)

-7

Ha(lim (X,A)).
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The homomorphism l so defined is a natural transformation of lim H info
H lim in the sense that commutativity holds in the two diagrams

l
lim HO(X,A)
llim

----+

H°(lim (X,A))

1a

a
l

lim HO-I(A)

----+

lim HO(X,A)

----+

Ho-1(lim (A))

l

H"(lim (X,A))

1

pim (f*)

(lim f)*

l

lim HO(Y,B)

----+

HO(lim (Y,B))

DEFINITION 2.3. A partially exact homology [cohomology] theory
H with values in gR or go [gR] is said to be continuous on the category
<l if the transformation l of 2.1 [2.2] is a natural equivalence, i.e. for
each (X,A) € Inv<t

= lim Ho(X,A)
= H°(lim (X,A))].

l(q,X,A);

Ho(lim (X,A))

[l(q,X,A):

lim HO(A,A)

We emphasize that the concept of continuity is not defined for cohomology theories with values in the category go.
DEFINITION 2.4. An inverse system I (X a,A a),1r! I is called a nested
system if each X a is a subspace of some fixed space Z and each 1r~ is
an inclusion map (X/l,A/l) C (X",A a). The intersection (X,A) =
(n X a,n A a) is called the intersection of the nested system.
THEOREM 2.5. If (X,A) is the intersection of the nested system
I(X",A,,),1r!j, then each point x € X regarded as an element of each X a
yields an element cP(x) of the inverse limit (X""A",). The mapping cP
established a homeomorphism cP: (X,A) = (X""A.,).
Obviously cP is a 1-1 correspondence. The verification that cP and

cP- 1 are continuous is left to the reader.
THEOREM 2.6. Let H be a continuous and partially exact homology
[cohomology] theory with values in gR or gc [gR]' Let (X,A) be the intersection of the nested system I(X a,A,,),1r!1 of compact pairs in a compact
space Z. Let i a: (X,A) C (Xa,A a). Then each system {ual where
U a € Ho(k ",A a) and 1r~*U/l = U a determine,~ a unique element u € Ho(X,A)
Buch that Ua = ia*u, and vice versa. [Each u € HO(X,A) is of the form
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i:u" for some c< and some U" € H.(X ",A ,,), If i:u" = 0, then 1I"~*u" = 0
for some {3 > a].
PnOOF. If we
identify (X,A) with the inverse limit of
I (X a,A ,,),11" ~ I using the mapping 4> of 2.5, the conclusion of 2.6 becomes

a direct consequence of the continuity of the homology [cohomology]
theory II.
3. CONTINUITY OF THE tECH THEORY

3.1.

The Cech homology theory based on a coeffu;ient group
which is in SR or So is continuous on the category of compact pairs. The
same conclusion holds for the Cech cohomology theory based on a coefficient
group in SR'
THEOREM

A number of lemmas, useful later, will precede the proof.
Since we deal with compact pairs, we can limit our attention to
finite coverings only. Since the subset A of a compact pair (X,A) is
always closed, we may assume (see IX,8) that the Cech groups of (X,A)
are defined as limits of inverse or direct systems of groups defined over
the directed set COy' (X) of finite open coverings of X rather then on
on the set Cov' (X,A).
D}<;FINITION 3.2. If a,{3 are families of sets in X defined on the same
indexing set Va = V~, and, for each v € Fa, a. ~ {3., then a is called
an enlargement of {3, and {3 is called a reduction of a. If a is an indexed
family of sets in X, a denotes the family of closures of sets of a.
LEMMA 3.3. If X is a normal space and a is a finite open covering of
X, then there exists a closed eovering {3 of X which is a reduction of a.
PROOF. If Va has but one clement v, then a. = X. Let {3. = X.
Then {3 is the desired covering. Proceeding by induction, assume the
lemma holds in any normal space if Va has k elements. Let a be a
covering of X such that Va has k + 1 elements. Select a fixed Va € V"
and let A = X - U a. for v ~ Va. Since X is normal, there is an open
set U such that A C U and U C a... Let X' = X - U, and let
a~ = a. n X' for v ~ Va. Then 0" is an open covering of the normal
space X' defined on a~et of k elements. Let {3' be a closed reduction
of 0". Define {3 •• = U, and {3. = {3~ for v ~ Va. Then {3 is clearly a
closed reduction of a.
LJ<JMMA 3.4. Let X be a normal space, a € Cov' (X), and let {3 be a
finite indexed family of closed sets in X such that a < {3. ,Then there
exists an open enlargement 'Y of {3 such that a < ;Y < 'Y < {3 and the nerves
of ;Y,'Y and {3 coincide: X'Y = X., = X~.
PROOF. For convenience, we can suppose that V~ consists of the
integers 1,2, ... ,k. Choose a v € Va such that {31 C a.. Let B be
the union of those intersections of sets of {32, ••• , {3t which do not
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meet f31' Since X is normal, there is an open set 'YI such that f31 C 'YI,
171 C a" and ;Y, (\ B = 0. (If f3, = 0, we mUl;t choose 'YI = 0). It
follows that the indexed family ;Y, ,f32' ••• , {3k is > a, and its nerve
coincides with Xfj. Hepeat the foregoing process on the element {32 of
the family 17"f32' .,. , f3k obtaining 'Y2 and a new indexed family ;Y,,172,f3a,
••• ,f3k' An obvious induction completes the proof.
DEFINITION 3.5. If a is an indexed family of sets in X and A C X,
then a is said to be regular relative to A if the following two conditions
are satisfied: (1) if a, (\ A = 0, v eVa, then ii, (\ A = 0, and (2) if
a •• (\ A ~
for i = 1, ... , k, and D = a" (\ .. , (\ a •• ~ 0, then
D (\ A ~ 0.
The two conditions can be restated in terms of nerves as follows:
(10) if v is a vertex of A Ii, then v is a vertex of A a, and (2°) if a simplex s
of X a has all its vertices in A a then it lies in A a, or, using the terminology of II,9.I, A a is a full subcomplex of X a •
LEMMA 3.6.
If X is a normal space, and A',X' are closed sets in
X with A I C X', then the finite open coverings of X which are regular relative
to both A' and X' form a cojinalfamily in Covf(X).
PROOF. Let a e Covf(X).
By 3.3, there is a closed covering
f3 of A' (consisting of closed sets of A') such that a < f3. By 3.4, there
is an enlargement 'Y of f3 consisting of open sets of X' such that a < 17
and Xi = X., = Xfj. Let U be the union of the sets of 'Y. Then B =
X' - U is a closed set. By 3.3, there is a covering of B by closed
sets of B such that a < 0. Form the composite covering E = 117,o} of
X' by closed sets of X'. Clearly a < E. By 3.4, there is an enlargement
1'/ of E consisting of open sets of X such that a < 1'/ and X. = X •. We
require in addition that 1i. (\ A' =
for each 1'/, which is an enlargement of a set of 0. If this is not the case, choose an open set W :J B
such that W (\ A' =
and replace 1'/, by 1'/, (\ W. The properties
a < 1'/ and X. = X. still hold. In addition, condition (1) holds for
regularity relative to A' of 1'/.
Suppose s is a simplex of X. and its vertices lie in A~. Then, for
each vertex v of s, 1'/, (\ A' ~ 0. Thus 1'/. is an enlargement of a set of
17. Since X. = X., it follows that s belongs to Xi' Since Xi = Xfj,
s belongs to Xfj. Therefore Carfj(s) ~ O. But Carfj(s) CA' (\ Car.(s).
It follows that Car.(s) meets A'. Therefore s lies in A~.
Suppose now that s is a simplex of X. and its vertices are in X~.
Since X. = X., s belongs to X •. Therefore Car,(s) ~ 0. But Car,(s) C
X' (\ Car.(s). It follows that Car.(s) meets X'. Therefore s lies in X~.
Thus 1'/ is regular relative to A' and satisfies condition (2) for regularity relative to X'. Let U ' be the union of the ..QPen sets of 1'/. Let
W' be an open set such that W' ::> X - U ' and W' (\ X' = O. Let

°

°

°

°
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a' he the covPring; a cut down to IV'. If we adjoin a' to T/, we obtain
a composite covering> a which is regular relative to A' and X'.
LEMMA 3.7. Let IXm,7I':: I be an inverse system oj compact spaces, and
let X = lim IX m,7I'::}. Then the clements oj Covl(X) oj the Jorm 71':t({3),
where mE M, (3 E Cov/(X m), form a cofinalJamily.
PnOOF. Ruppose a E Cov/(X).
Since sets of the form 71':t(U),
where U is o!){'n in X m, form a base fOJ' the open sets of X (vIII,3.12),
it follows from the compactness of X (vIII,3.6) that there is a covering
a' consisting of sets 71'::(U,) (i = 1, ... , k) such that a < a'. Since
!If is dirt'cted, there is an m > m, for i = 1, ... ,k. Define a covering
{3 of X m by {3, = (7I':yl(U,) for i = 1, '" ,k, and (3ktl = X m - 71'm(X).
Then 71':l({3,) = 71'~,:(U,) (i = 1, ... , k) and 71':'({3k+,) = O. It follows
that 71':'({3) > a.
LI'cMMA ;j.8. Let I (Xm,11 m),7I':: I be an inl)erse system oj compact pairs,
and let (X,A) = lim I (X m,11 .. ),7I'::}. Then elements oj Cov/(X) oj the
Jorm a = 71':'([3) (m E M, (3 E Cov/(X m)) and such that (X a,A a) =
(Xm~,11 m~) Jorm a cofinal Jamily.
PnooF. Suppose'Y E Cov/(X). By 3.7, there is an m" and a 0 E
Cov(XmJ such that 71'::(0) > 'Y. Let X' = 71'm,(X) and A' = 71'm.(A).
By :j.l3, thert' is an t E Cov(X.,J which is rpgular relative to both X'
and A' and 0 < e. Let U (11') be the union of the sets of E which do
not mpct X' (A'), and Id, l",If" he tht'ir complements in X m,. Then
U', W' art' open, X' C [T', A' C 11", and, if a set of e meets U' (W'),
it also me'ets X' (A'). By two applications of vIII,:3.7, there is an
m > m o such that 71'::,(X.,) C U' and 71':,(:1.,) C IV', Define (3 =
(7I':J- l (t). Then
a

= 71':'({3) = 71'::(e) > 71'::(0) > 'Y.

Since a = 71':'([3), wr have', by Ix,2.fi, that (X a,A a) C (X.,~,A.,~).
Suppose s is a simpl('x of X .,~. Then Car~(s) ~ O. Since Car,(s) => 71':::.
(Car~(s)) C U', we haw that Car,(s) mf'ets U'. lIence for each vertex
v of s, E, meets X'. Rince e is regular relative to X', Car,(s) meets X'.
But Cara(s) = 71'::(Car,(s)). It follows that ('ara(s) ~ O. Therefore
s belongs to Xu' This proVe's that X" = Xm~' The same argument
with X, X m, X.,., U' replaced by A, Am, A ••• , 11" shows that A a = Am~'
This proves the lrmma.
PnOOF OF 3.1. The proof will be given only for the case of homology;
the case of cohomology is left to the reader.
Suppose tJIPn that (X,A) = 1(X..,A .,),71':: I is an inverse system of
compact pail'll. Let (X,A) = lim (X,A). We must prove two propositions concerning thp homomorphism l(q, X,A) of 2.1. First, its kernel
is zero; and, second, it is onto.
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Suppose U e H.(X,A) lies in the kernel of l. Since 7r",*(u) is the
coordinate of l(u) in H.(X""A",), it follows that 7r",.(u) = 0 for each
m eM. If (3 e Cov(X",), then the coordinate of 7r",.(u) in H.(X",~,A",~)
is zero. If a = 7r;/({3) and (Xa,A a ) = (X",~,A",~), it follows from the
definition of 7r",. (Ix,4.2) that the coordinate of u in H .(X a,A a) is zero.
By 3.8, such a's form a cofinal family in Cov' (X). Therefore, u = O.
Suppose now that v e lim H.(X,A). Let v", be the coordinate of v
in H .(X""A",). For any (3 e Cov' (X",), let v",p be the coordinate of v",
in H.(X",~,A",p). We must find a u e H.(X,A) such that l(u) = v. It
suffices to construct the coordinates U a of u for a in some corinal family D
in COy'(X). Let D be the cofinal family described in 3.8. For each
such a choose an m eM and a (3 e COY'(X",) such that a = 7r;;;\({3) and
(Xa,A a) = (X",p,A",~). Define U a = v",~.
Suppose a\ < a2 in D, and ml,{3\ and m2,{32 are the choices for
al and a2' Choose m 3 > m. and define {3: = (7r:::)-I({3.) (i = 1,2).
By 3.6, there exists an E e COY' (X",,) which is a refinement of {3; and
(3~ and is regular relative to both 7r",,(X) and 7r",,(A). It follows, as in
the proof of 3.8, that there is an m. > m3 such that, if (3 = (7r::) -\(E),
and a = 7r;;;~({3), then (Xa,A a ) = (Xm.~,Am.P)' Let 'Y, = (7r::;)-I({3.)
for i = 1,2. Then (Xa.,AaJ = (X""'Y.,A",.'Y.) = (X... ~.,A"'.pJ for
i = 1,2, because each is contained in the following and the first equals
the third. Therefore u a , = V""'Y.. Since E > {3U3~, we have (3 > 'Yl,'Y2
and a > al,a2' Let u~ = V",.~. Since commutativity holds in the
diagram
H.(X",.p,A",.~)

H.(Xa,A a )

1
H.(Xa"A a.)

1
=

H.(X""'Y.,A ",.'Y,)

it follows that u~ projects into U a • (i = 1,2). Therefore U a • projects
into U a ,. This proves that the elements U a for a E D are the coordinates
of an element U e H.(X,A). It shows also that U a is independent of
the choice of m and (3.
It remains to show that l(u) = v, or that 7r",.(u) = v", for each
m e M. This follows if (7r",.(u)), = v",. for E in a cofinal family in
Cov(X",). Let E be regular relative to 7r",(X) and 7r... (A). By 3.6, such
coverings form a cofinal family. As in the proof of 3.8, there is an
m l > m such that, if (3 = (7r::,)-l(E) and a = 7r::({3), thcn (Xa,A a ) =
(X",,~,A ... ,~). Because U a is independent of the choice of the m,{3 uscd
in its definition" it follows that U a = v",~. Therefore U a and v""~ have
the same image in H.(X....,A"'.) under the inclusion map (X",.~,A",.jl) (X....,A....). These images are (7r",.(u)). and v",. respectively. This
completes the proof of 3.1.
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4. CONTINUITY VERSUS EXACTNESS

It will be shown that the Cech "homology theory" with integer coefficients is not exact on all compact pairs. The proof is based on the
continuity of the Cech theory. This and Theorem 12.2 below imply
that the (essentially unique) homology theory with integer coefficients
on triangulable pairs does not admit an extension to compact pairs
which is simultaneously continuous and exact.
EXAMPLE 4.1.
Let (E,S) be the 2-cell and its boundary defined in
the complex plane by the conditions Izi ~ 1 and Izi = 1 respectively.
Consider the maps
I/J:

S ~ S,

f:

E

~

E

defined by
I/J(z)

= -z,

If for each z E S we identity z and I/J(z), the pair (E,S) becomes a pair
(P,C) where P is the projective plane and C is a projective line in P.
Since N(z) = (_Z)3 = _Z3 = I/Jf(z), it follows that the map f induces
a map]: (P,C) ---+ (P,C). In XIV, Example 9.7, the reduced homology
sequence with integer coefficients of (P,C) will be calculated, and also
the endomorphfsm of this homology sequence induced by]. It will be
shown that the only nontrivial groups are H 1 (P), H 1 (C), and H 2 (P,C)
and that the diagram

a
Tf 2 (P,C)

F·
H 2 (P,C)

--+

a
--+

i.
H 1 (C)

F·
H 1(C)

--+

i.
--+

H 1 (P)

F·
H1(P)

is isomorphic with the diagram of vIII,5.5.
Let M be the set of positive integers with the usual order. For
- Define all other 'lI" a~
each ex E M define (P a ,C a) = (P,C) and 'lI": + 1 = f.
for {3 < ex by transitivity: 'lI"! = 'lI"~_I'lI":-I. Then {(Pa,Ca),'lI"~1 is an
inverse system of spaces indexed by M. Let (P""C",) be the limit pair.
By vIII,a.6, (P ""C"') is a compact pair. If we employ integer coefficients
and the Cech homology theory (or any other continuous homology
theory), then the (reduced) homology sequence of (P",,c"') is isomorphic
with the inverse limit of the homology sequences of (P,C) under the
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maps (71'~) **. This limi 1, sequence is then precisely the sequence 0 btained as the limit in vIII,5.5. Thus in the reduced homology sequence
of (P""C",) the group H 1 (P",) is cyclic of order 2 while all the other
groups are trivial. Thus the reduced homology sequence of (P""C",) is
not exact. The nonreduced homology sequence differs only in the positions HoW",) and llo(C",) (which are cyclic infinite) and also is not exact.
The pair (P",;C..,) may be described alternatively as follows: Consider the pair (E,S) where S is the 3-adic solenoid and E is the join of
S with a point. Using the antipodism of S\ define an antipodism on S
by a passage to the limit. Identifying antiporlic pairs of points on S,
one obtains a pair homeomorphic with (P .."C..,).

6. RELATIVE HOMEOMORPHISMS AND EXCISIONS
DEFINITION 5.1. A map f:
(X,A) ~ (Y,B) is callfld a relative
homeomorphism if f maps X - A homeomorphically onto Y - B.
LEMMA 5.2.
If f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) is a map of compact pairs and f
maps X - A in a 1-1 fashion onto Y - B, then f is a relative homeomorphism.

We need only verify the continuity of the map g: Y - B
1
X - A defined by g(y) =
(y). Let U be any open subset of
X-A. Then
PROOF.

r

~

g-I(U)

=

f(U)

=

Y - B - f(X -

U).

Since X - U is compact, f(X - U) is closed, and therefore g-I(U) is
open. Thus g is continuouH.
DEFINITION 5.3. A homology [cohomology] theory H (exact or
inexact) is said j,o be invariant under relative homeomorphisms if for every
admissible relative homeomorphism f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) the homomorphisms f * [f*] arc isomorphisms in all dimensions.
THEOREM 5.4.
The Cech homology and cohomology theories on the
category

a c of compG,ct pairs are invariant under relative homeomorphisms.

Let f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) be a relative homeomorphism of
compact pail s, and let I B a I be the collection of all closed sets of Y
such that Be Int B a • If B a amI B p arc in the collection, then B a ( \ B p
is also in the collection. Thereforc I (Y,B a),P~ I whcre P~: (Y,B p) C
(Y,B a ) form a nestcd system with (Y,B) as intersection. Let A a =
1
(B a ). Then I(X,Aa),T~1, where T~: (X,A p) C (X,A a), is also a
nested system with (X,A) as intersection. Let fa: (X,A a) ~ (Y,B a)
be the map defined by f. We show first that .r a* is an isomorphism.
PROOF.

r
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Let V be an open set of Y such that B eVe V C Int B a • Let
V

= rl(V). Then A eVe V C Int Au. Consider the diagram

where i and i' are excision maps, and 9 is defined by f. Since f is a
relative homomorphism and A C V, B C V, it follows that g is a homeomorphism. Thus y* is an isomorphism. The maps i* and i~ are
isomorphisms by the excision axiom. Thus commutativity in the
diagram implies that f u* is an isomorphism.
The commutativity relations in the diagram

where the horizontal maps are indueed by inclusions, together with 2.6
imply that f * is an isomorphism.
An analogous proof applies to cohomology.
REMAHK.
The above proof did not make any appeal to the specific
definition of the Cech groups and remains valid for any partially exact
homology or cohomology theory satisfying the continuity axiom. This
gain in generality is however to a large extent illusory, since it will be
shown in 12.2 that any such theory is isomorphic with the Cech theory.
Theorem 5.4 is of course a generalization of the excision axiom for
compact pairs. This theorem becomes the excision axiom itself if we
redefine an excision to be a relative homeomorphism.
In general in the categories a 1 or a c or aLC we may consider the
following types of exeisions:
(E) Inclusion maps f: (X - U, ;1 - V) C (X,.1) where V is
open in X and V C Int A.
(E I ) Inclusion maps f: (X
V, A
V) C (X,A) where V is
open in X and V CA.
(E 2 ) Inclusion maps f: (X
V, A
V) C (X,A) where V C
Int A.
(E 3 ) Relative homeomorphisms.
Type (E) consists of the excisions introduced in Chapter I. Type
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(E 2 ) in the categories a c and aLC coincides with type (E) since the map

f is not admissible unless V is open. Excisions of type (E 2) in the
category a 1 are applicable in the singular homology and cohomology
theory (see vII,9.1). Theorem 5.4 asserts that excisions of type (E a)
are applicable in the Cech theories on the category <t c .
The following example shows that excisions of type (E 1) are not
applicable in the singular homology theory (even in the case of compact
metric spaces).
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let R be the region in the (x,y)-plane defined by

.1
smx
1

<
<

y

<2
<2

-1

~

y

for

o < Ixl <

for

x = O.

2
311"'

Let X be the rectangle given by

Ixl

~ 3:'

y

~

2,

and let C be the boundary of X. Clearly ReX. Set A = X - R.
It is easy to see that C is a strong deformation retract of A. This
implies H.(C) = H.(A) (induced by the inclusion map), and therefore
by 1,10.5 H.(X,C) = H.(X,A). Since (X,C) is a 2-cell, it follows that
H 2 (X,A) = C!.:.
Let B = R ('\ A be the ~undary of R. ~ e shall show that, in the
singular theory, we have H 2 (R,B) = 0; since (R,B) = (X - V, A - V)
where V = A - B = lnt A, it will follow that excisions of type (E))
are not aP..Elicable in the singular theory.
~nce R is contractible over itself to a p~nt, we have H1(R) =
H 2 (R) = O. Therefore, by exactness, i:J: H 2 (R,B) = H1(B). Thus it
remains to show that H1(B) = 0 (in the singular theory.)
Let D be the part of B on the y-axis with -1 ~ y ~ 1, and let
D' = B - D. By a simple argument involving local connectedness,
any singular simplex in B lies wholly in D or wholly in D'. Thus the
total singular complex of B divides into two disjoint singular complexes-that of D and that of D'. Hence H)(B) decomposes into the
direct sum H)(D) + H 1 (D'). Since D is a closed line segment, it is
contractible to a point. So H 1 (D) = O. Similarly D' is homeomorphic
to an open line segment; so it too is contractible to a point, H1(D') = O.
Thus H1(B) = 0 as required.
The above analysis of the singular complex of B implies also that
Ho(B) = G + G, fJo(B) = G. Thus we have
fJo(B) = G,
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in the singular theory. In order to compute the groups of B in the Cech
theory we assume that G is a field, thus insuring exactness. We have
H,(E) = HiR,B) by exactness and HiR,B) = H 2 (X,A) by 5.4. Thus
HI(B) = G. Since B is connected, the nerve B a for any finite open
covering a of B also will be connected. Thus Ro(B a ) = 0 and Ro(B) =
O. This yields
Ro(E) = 0,

This exhibits the difference between the Cech and singular theories.
Incidentally it shows that the singular theory is not continuous on the
category a c . In the above discussion we assumed that G was a field
in order to compute the Cech group HI(B) using exactness. A direct
argument using continuity could be used to establish RI(B) = G for
any coefficient group.
6. HOMOLOGY THEORIES FOR LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES

We recall here that in 1,2, the category aLe was defined to consist
of pairs (X,A) such that X is a locally compact (Hausdorff) space,
and A is closed in X, and to consist of maps f such that the inverse
image of any compact set under f is compact.
DEFINITION 6.1. A subset A of a locally compact space (abbreviated: LC-space) X is called bounded if A is compact. A subset U of
X is called countercompact if X - U is compact.
DEFINITION 6.2.
Let X be an LC-spa.ce and let w be a point not in
the space X. We define a topological space X + w to consist of the
set X U wand the open sets (i) the open sets of X, and (ii) the union
of w with the countercompact sets of X. It is easy to see that X + w
is a compact (Hausdorff) space.
LEMMA 6.3.
Suppose (X,A), Y, and f: X - A -c> Yare in aLe,
and w is not in Y. Set g(x) = f(x) for x e X - A and g(x) = w for
x eA. Then g: X -c> Y + w is a continuous extension of f. If f is a
homeomorphism, then g is a relative homeomorphism. If f is a homeomorphism, X is compact, and A is a single point, then g is a homeomorphism.
PROOF. To prove that g is continuous observe that g-I(U) = rl(U)
for U C Y, and if U = W U w, then
g-I(U)

=

rl(W) U A

= X -

rl(y - W).

Thus, if W is countercompact, rl(y - W) is compact and g-I(U) is
open.
The second part of the lemma is obvious. To prove the last part

y
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observe that, if f is a homeomorphism and A is a single point, then g
is 1 - 1; thus, if X is compact, g is a homeomorphism.
It will be convenient to pick a fixed point wand assume that w is
not contained in any space of the category aLe. This actually amounts
to replacing aLe by a subcategory. With this assumption it is possible
to "compactify" all the spaces of aLC by adjoining w. We shall abbreviate X + w by X. If (X,A) is a pair in a I• C , then (X,A) is a pair
in a c. If f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) is in aLC, then by 6.3 the map j:
(X,A) ~ ("Y,E) , defined by j(x) = f(x) for x e X and j(w) .= w, is in
a c. It is clear that· is a covariant functor on aLC with values in a c.
We shall refer to this functor as "the single point compactification."
Note that (} = w, so that A is never vacuous in the symbol (X,A).
To show that· is an h-functor (Iv,9), we convert a c and aLC into
h-categories a6 and atc in the following way: Couples (i,l) are inclusions
i
J
(A,B)

~

(X,B)

~

(X,A)

where ~,A,B) is a triple, i.e. where X is in a e (or aLC), B CAe X,
and B and A are closed in X. Excisions are defined to be the relative
homeomorphisms. Two maps fo,fl: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) are homotopic if
there is a map F: (X X L A X 1) -~ (Y,E) in a c (or aLC) such that
F(x,O) = fo(x) , F(x,l) = fl(x). Points are defined to be pairs (X,A)
where X - A is a single point.
THEOREM 6.4. Let 1I be a homology [cohomology] theory on a c or aLC
which is invariant with respect to relative homeomorphisms. If we regard
the boundary [coboundary] operator of triples as the basic boundary [coboundary] operator, then H becomes a homology [cohomology] theory on a6
or atc respectively. The same holds for partially exact homology and cohomology theories.

PROOF. The validity of Axioms 1, 2, 3 is clear. The Exactness
axiom is the statement of the exactness of the homology [cohomology]
sequence of a triple. If the givcn theory is partially exact, i.e. the
homology [cohomology] sequence of a pair is a sequence of order 2, then
the same holds for the sequence of a triple (see IX,lO). The Homotopy
axiom is satisfied since the homotopies in a c (or aLC) coincide with
those of a6 (or aLc). The Excision axiom holds since, by assumption,
the given theory is invariant under relative homeomorphisms. Finally,
if the pair (X,A) is a "point", then X - A is a single point, and the
inclusion map i: X - A C (X,A) is a relative homeomorphism. Thus
i. [i*] are isomorphisms, which implies the Dimension axiom.
THEOREM 6.5. The single point compactification is a covariant hfunctor .:

atc

~

a6.
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PUOOF.
It is clear that· carries couplcs into couples and thus is a
c-functor. Let fa,!l: (X,.1) ----? (Y,B) be in at,· and let F: (X X I,
A X I) ----? (Y,B) be a map in ate such that F(x,O) = fo(x), F(x,l) =
fl(x). Extend F to a map F: (X X I, A X I) ----? CY,B) be setting
F(w,t) = w. Then F is continuous by 6.3, and F(x,O) = io(x), F(x,l) =
il(x). Thus io and J\ are homotopic. If f: (X,A) ----? (Y,B) is a relative homomorphism, then, since X - A = X - A and Y - B =
Y - B, it follows that
is also a relative homeomorphism. If (X,A)
is a "point" in atc, then X - A = X - A is a single point and (X,A)
is a "point" in GI
DEFINITION 6.G.
Let H be a partially exact homology [cohomology]
theory on the category Ctc invariant with rcspf>ct to relative homeomorphisms. Regard H as a theory on et~ and denote by Ii the composition of H with the h-functor .: aic ----? a~. There results a partially
exact homology [cohomology] theory on aic or, what amounts to the
same, a theory on a LC invariant with respect to relative homeomorphisms. The theory if will be called the LC-Iheory associated with H.
If H is exact, so also is Ii.
Note that, if (X,A) in Ct Lc is a compact pair, then the inclusion map
i: (X,A) C (X,A.) is admissible and is a relative homeomorphism.
Thus we have

i

. .

'/,.

H/X,A) = H,,(X,A).

Thus iI = II on etc, and Ii may be regarded as an "extension" of H.
From now on we shall limit ourselves to the case when H is the Cech
theory on etc. The objecti\'e will be to give a direct description of the
associated I.e-theory if in terms of coverings.
DEFINITION 6.7.
Let (X,A) be a pair in (he and a E Cov'(X) a
finite open covering of X. Let n a be the subcomplex of the nerve X a
consi8ting of simplexes s whose carrier Car a (s) is not bounded (i.e. the
closure of Car a (s) is not compact). We 8hall con8ider the groups of
(X a,A a Una)' If (3 is a refinement of a and 11": X~ ----? X a is a projection, then 11" maps A ~ U n~ into A a una'
DEFINITION 6.8.
Let COVI(X) denote the subset of Cov'(X) consisting of those coverings a such that each set a. is either bounded or
countercompact. Clearly Cov1(X) is a directed subset of Cov'(X).
The inverse [direct] limit over the directed set Cov 1 (X) of the group3
H.(Xa,A a Una) [H·(Xa,A a Una)] with the homomorphisms induced
by projections is denoted by II~(X,A) [H~(X,A)]. The provision concerning the categories in which thc coefficient group may lie are the
same as for the Cech groups of compact pairs (see IX,3.3 and the subsequent remarks).
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For every locally compact pair (X,A) we have

H.CX,A) = H~(X,A),

H·(X,A) = H~(X,A),

where the groups of (X,A) are the Cech groups.
PROOF.
In Cov'(X) we consider the subsets Cov'(X) of coverings
ex which are regular at w, i.e. coverings for which either w E a. or w non E
a. for each v (see 3.5). By 3.6, Cov'(X) is a cofinal subset of Cov'(X),
and therefore we may assume that the groups of (X,A.) are defined us
limits over Cov'(X). Next we define an order preserving map cP:
Cov'(X) ~ Cov.(X) as follows:

(cPa),

=

a, (\ X

=

a. - w.

For the nerves we then have the inclusion maps

cP,,: (Xq,,,,Aq,,, \.) 12q,,,) C (X",A.,,),
The system ep = IcP,cP". I constitutes a map of the inverse system of
groups H.(X~,A~ \.) 12~) indexed by Cov.(X) into the system of groups
H.(X",X,,) indexed by Cov'(X). The limit map

cPo>: H~(X,A) ~ H.(X,A)
is thus defined. Similarly for cohomology [CP,CP: I is a map of direct
systems, yielding a limit map

cPo>: H·(X,A) ~ H~(X,A)
We assert that cPoo and cP'" are isomorphisms. The proof breaks up
into two cases according as the pair (X,A) is compact or not.
If the pair (X,A) is compact, then Cov'(X) = Cov'(X). Further
the inclusion map i: (X,A) C (X,A) is a relative homeomorphism and
therefore i. and i* are isomorphisms. Comparing the respective definitions shows that i. = cPoo and i* = cP 00, which concludes the proof in
this case.
.
If (X,A) is not a compact pair, then it is easy to see that cP maps
Cov'(X) onto Cov.(X) and the inclusion maps cP" become identities.
Thus cPa. and cP: are isomorphisms, and it follows from vIlI,3.15 and
vIlI,4.13 that cPoo and cP'" also are isomorphisms.
REMARK 1. The discussion of the "'-groups was incomplete since we
did not define induced homomorphisms and boundary [coboundary]; the
missing definitions are quite analogous to those made for the Cech
groups. After these definitions are made it is trivial to check that the
isomorphisms cPoo obtained above commute with f. and a, thus yielding
an isomorphism between homology theories.
REMARK 2. Let X be locally compact but not compact.
Let
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a E Cov1(X). Since every finite number of countercompact sets has
an unbounded intersection, it follows that fl a is a simplex and consequently is homologically trivial. It follows then from the exactness of
the reduced homology sequence that 1l.(Xa,fl a) = fl.(X a). Thus in
defining the (absolute) groups H~(X) for a locally compact, noncompact, space we can. use the groups H.(X a ) rather then H.(Xa,fl a).
Note that, if X is compact, then fla = 0 and H.(X a,fl a) = H.(X a).
Thus in this case H~(Xa) uses the groups H.(X a) instead of H.(X,.).
The difference between these two cases is of course limited to the dimension zero. A similar remark applies to cohomology.
REMARK 3.
It is easily shown by examples that the functor . does
not preserve excisions of type (E). Thus the singular theory is not suitable for composition with this functor.
7. LC-THEORIES IN TERMS OF A SINGLE SPACE

Let H be a homology theory on a c which is invariant with respect
to relative homeomorphisms. Given a compact pair (X,A), the identity
map a of X - A has an extension
(X,A) ~ ((X - A) ',w)

a:

which is a relative homeomorphism. Consequently
a.

H.(X,A)

= H.((X

"

- A) ,w)

= H.(X - A).

This suggests that one can def""~ribe the original homology theory using
nonrelative homology groups alone, but defined over a suitable LC
category. This leads to a new type of axiomatic system which we shall
proceed to describe.
Let <B LC be the subcategory of aLC of all LC-spaces X and all maps
f: X ~ Y such that for every compact subset C of Y the set r1(C)
is compact.
Bya "single space" homology theory on CB LC we shall mean a system
H = IH.(X),j .,T,a I where the primitive terms are as follows:
H.(X) is an abelian group defined for each X E <B Lc and each integer
q.
If f: X ~ Y is in <B LC , then f.: 1I.(X) ~ H.(Y) is a homomorphism.
If U is an open subset of the LC-space X, then T: H.(X) ~ H.(U)
is a homomorphism. We shall sometimes use the notation T(X,U) to
indicate the spaces X and U.
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If U is an open subset of the LC-space X, then 0: Ho(U) ~
Ho-t(X - U) is a homomorphism.
The system H = {H.(X),j .,T,ol is subjected to the following
axioms:
AXIOM 1. If f:
X ~ X is the identity, then f. is the identity.
AXIOM 1'. Tex.x) is the identity.
AxIOM 2.
If f: X ~ Y, g: Y ~ Z, then (gj). = g.f•.
AXIOM 2'.
If V c U e X and V and U are open in X, then
T(U. V)T(X,U)

=

Tex. V)

3. If V CUe X and V and U are open in X, then commutativity holds in the diagram
AXIOM

T

H.(V)

l~

h.
H._t(X - U) -

H._t(X -

V)

X - U C X-V.
3'. Iff: X ~ Y, and U and V are open subsets of X and Y,
respectively, such that f(U) C V and f(X - U) C (Y - V), then commutativity holds in the diagram
where h:

AXIOM

U ~ V is defined by f.
3". Uruler the same conditions as in Axiom
holds in the diagram

where ft:

AXIOM

where f2:

X - U

~

Y - V is defined by f.

3',

commutativity
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AXIOM 4 (Exactness axiom).
If U is an open subset of X and
j: X - V C X, then the homology sequence

a
~ H._l(X -

T

i.

V) ~ H.(V) ~ H.(X) ~ H.(X -

V) ~ ...

(N ot~: for pcrtially exact homology theories, we assume only
that the homology sequence is of order 2, and is exact whenever (X,X - V)
is triangulable).
AXIOM 5 (Homotopy axiom).
If gO,gl: X --+ X X I are defined by
go(x) = (x,O), gl(X) = (x,I), then go. = gl.'
AXIOM 7 (Dimension axiom.)
If P is a point, then H.(P) = 0 for
q ~ O.

is exact.

Note the total absence of any analog of the excision axiom.
The main results about the connection between ordinary and "single
space" homology theories is incorporated in the following four theorems:
THEOREM 7.1.
Let H be a homology theory on the category a c invariant with respect to relative homeomorphisms. For each X E ffi LC define
H:(X) = H.CX,w). If f: X --+ Y is ~'n ffi LC and j; (X,w) --+ (Y,w)
is an extension of f, then define f;: H:(X) --+ II:( Y) by setting f; = j •.
Let U be an open subset of the I.e-space X, and let f: (X,w) --+ (U,w)
be defined by f(x) = x for x E V, f(x) = w for x E X - U. Then define
TO: H:(X) --+ II:(U) by TO = f.. Finally to define ao: H.( V) --+
H._l(X - V) considerthemapg: (X,(X - U)·) --+ (U,w) defined by f.
Then g is a relative homeomorphism and g. is an isomorphism. Define
aO = ag;l where a; H.(X,(X - ,u)') --+ H._l«X - U)' ,w) is the
boundary operator in the triple (X,(X - V)· ,w). Then the system
HO = IH:(X),f;,TO,aOj is a "single space" homology theory defined over
the category ffi loC '
THEOREM 7.'2.
Let II be a "single space" homology theory defined over
the category ffiI,c. For each (X A) in C1 c define H:(X,A) = H.(X - A).
Let f: (X,A) --+ (Y,B) (in a c ), let V = rl(y - B), and let fl: V--+
Y - B be defined by f. Then fl is a map in ffi LC and we define f;:
H:(X,A) --+ II:(Y,B) to be the composition

H.(X -

T
fl.
A) --+ H.(U) --+ H.(Y - B).

If (X,A) is an C1 c , then we define a+: H:(X,A) --+ H;_I(A) to be the
homomorphism a: H.(X - A) --+ H._l(A). Then the system H+ =
IH:(X,A),f;,a+ I is a homology theory on a c invariant with respect to
relative homeomorphisms.
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THEOREM 7.3. Let H be a homology theory on <to invariant with respect
to relative homeomorphisms. Then H + is again such a theory, and
O

H:+(X,A)

=

H:(X - A)

=

H.«X - A)' ,w).

Let.p: (X,A) -+ «X - A)' ,w) be defined by.p(x) = x for x eX - A
and .p(x) = w for x e A. Then.p is a relative homeomorphism and .p.:
H.(X,A) = H:+(X,A) yields an isomorphism H = H + of the homology
theories.
THEOREM 7.4. Let H be a "single space" homology theory on CB Le •
Then H+ o coincides with H.
O

The proof of the above four theorems is straightforward but lengthy
in view of the large number of propositions that have to be checked.
We therefore leave these proofs as an exercise for the reader. The
results remain valid for partially exact homology theories, and with
suitable reformulations also for cohomology. If H is the Cech theory
on <to then the "single space" theory H on CB[.o may be given a direct
description using finite open coverings.
O

8. TYCHONOFF IMBEDDING AND COMPACTIFICATION

DEFINITION 8.1. Given any set A consider the space I A of all
functions a: A -+ I, where I = [0,1] is the closed unit interval, with
the product topology defined as in v,5.2. The space lot is called the cube
indexed by the set A. By v,5.4, I A is compact. If B is a subset of A,
then we identify the cube r with a subset of I A by extending each
function a: B -+ I to a function a': A -+ I such that a'(x) = 0 for
x e A-B. With this convention we call In a subcube of I A • The
B
mapping PB:
-+ I which to each a: A -+ I assigns alB: B -+ I
is called the projection of I A onto lB. If the set A is finite, then r is
called a finite cube.
DEFINITION 8.2. A T1-space X is called completely regular if, for
every closed set A C X and every point Xo not in A, there is a continuous
function f: X -+ I such that f(x o) = 0, f(x) = 1 for x eA.
It follows from Urysohn's lemma that normal spaces are completely
regular.
LEM?1A. 8.3. Every subspace of a completely regular space is com-

r

pletely regular.

PROOF. Let Y C X, where X is completely regular. Let A be a.
closed subset of Y and Yo e Y - A. Then the closure A of A in X is a
closed subset of X an~yo eX - A. Thus there is an f: X -+ I such
that f(yo) = 0 and f(A) = 1. The function g = flY: Y -+ I satisfies
g(yo) = 0 and g(A) = I, thus showing that Y is completely regular.
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DEFINITION 8.4. Given a topological space X consider the set
X --. I. Define the TychonojJ map T: X --. It by
setting
T(x)(j) = f(x),
for x E X, f E ~.
~ of all maps f:

The continuity of l' follows from v,5.3.
LEMMA 8.5. If X is completely regular and A C X is closed, then
there is a subeubc Q of It such that T(A) = Q n T(X).
PROOF. Let a be the subset of ~ consisting of all maps f: X --. I
which are not identically zero on A. Let x E Xj the condition T(x) E r
is equivalent to f(x) = 0 for all f: X --. I such that f(A) = O. By
complete regularity this is equivalent to x E A. Thus T(A) = r n
T(X).
THEOREM 8.6. For evcry topological space X the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) X is complctely rcgular,
(ii) the TychonojJ map 1': X --. It defines a homeomorphism of X
with T(X),
(iii) X is homcomorphic with a subset of a compact spacc.
PROOF. Suppose X is completely regular. If xo,x l are two distinct
points of X, then there is an f: X --. I with f(x o) = 0, f(xI) = 1.
It follows that T(xo)(f) r£ T(xl)(f) so that T(x o) r£ T(x l). Thus l' is
1-1. If A is any closed subset of X, it follows from 8.5 that T(A) is a
closed subset of T(X)~ Thus the inverse of l' is continuous and T is
a homeomorphism. Thus (i) --. (ii). Since It is compact, it follows
that (ii) --. (iii). Finally, since a compact space is completely regular,
it follows from 8.3 that (iii) --. (i).
LEMMA 8.7. If X is any space, then any map f: T(X) --. I can be
extended to a map 1': It --. I.
PROOF. Clearly g = fT: X --. I is an element of~. For each
y E It define f'(y) = y(g). Then 1': It --. I. If y E T(X) , then y =
T(x) for some x E X, and we have
f'(y) = y(g) = T(x)(g) = g(x) = fT(x) = f(y).

Hence I' is an extension of f.
DEFINITION 8.8. Let r be a. compact space and X e r a subspace
of r . We shall say that r is a Tychonoff compactiji£ation of X if
X is dense in r (i.e. X = X~), and if every map f: X --. I admits
an extension f~: r --. I.
LEMMA 8.9. Let rand r be Tychonoff compactiji£ations of X and
Y respectively. Then every map f: X --. Y admits a unique extension

r:

r--. r.
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PROOF.
In view of 8.6, we may assume without loss of generality
that Y" is a subset of some cube r t • Then the map f is described by
means of coordinate maps fG: X -+ I for a EA. Each fG admits an
extension f::
r
-+ I, and together they yield an extension F:
r -+ r t of f. Since X = r , it follows that F(r) = f-(X) = f(X) c
Y = Y-. Thus F: X- -+ Y-. The uniqueness of F also follows
from X = r .
THEOREM 8.10.
Every completely regular space X admits a TychonojJ
compactification X-. The compactification is unique in the following
sense: If rand X+ are two Tychonoff compactifications of X, then there
is a unique homeomorphism h: X- = X+ which is the identity on X.
PROOF.
LetT: X -+ IE be the Tychonoff map of X. It follows
from 8.7 that T(X) is a Tychonoff compactification of T(X). Since X
is completely regular, T(X) and X are homeomorphic, so that X also
has a Tychonoff compactification.
Let X- and X+ be two Tychonoff compactifications of X. By 8.9,
the identity map i: X -+ X admits extensions h: X- -+ X+, g:
X+ -+ X-. Then gh: X- -+ rand hg: X+ -+ X+ are both the
identity on X. Thus gh = identity and hg = identity. Hence g =
h- 1 and h is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof.
In view of 8.10, we may regard the Tychonoff compactification r
of a completely regular space X as a well defined space. Then it follows
from 8.9 that the functions r,j- form a covariant functor ,-,., on the
category of completely regular spaces and continuous maps with values
in the category of compact spaces and continuous maps.
LEMMA 8.11.
If X is a normal space and A C X is closed, then the
closure A of A in X- is the TychonojJ compactification A-of A.
PROOF.
Let f: A -+ I. By Tietze's extension theorem, there is
an extension g: X -+ I of f. The map g in turn admits an extension
g- : X- -+ I. This extenoR (to A so that A = A -, and the proof is
complete.
If X is normal and A C X, then we shall use the notation A for the
closure of A in X and the notation A-for the closure of A in X-, which,
in view of 8.11, coincides with the Tychonoff compactification (A)-.
Clearly
A = XnA-.

If A is a closed subset of the normal space X, then the pair (X,A)
will be called a normal pair. The category of normal pairs and their
continuous maps is denoted by aN' If (X,A) is a normal pair, then by
8.11, (r,A -) is a pair. If f: (X,A) -+ (Y,B) is a map of normal
pairs, then also F: (r,A -) -+ (Y",B-). Thus'-'" may be regarded
as a covariant functor'-"': aN -+ a e .
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9. HOMOLOGY THEORIES FOR NORMAL SPACES

Our next objective is to convert the category aN of normal pairs
into an h-category in such a manner that the Tychonoff compactification
becomes an h-functor (see IV,9). Several preliminary results are needed.
LEMMA 9.1. If A and B are closed subsets of the normal space X,
then A- n B- = (A n B)- and A- U B- = (A U B)-.
PROOF. Sincc A nBC A - n B-, it follows that (A n B)- C
A - n B-. Suppose X o is not in (A n B)-. Let V be a closed neighborhood of X o in X- such that V n (A n B)- = O. Then V n A and
B are disjoint closed sets in X. Let f: X ~ I be a Urysohn function
such that f(V n A) = 0 and feB) = 1. Then
r ~ I satisfies
r((V n A)-) = 0 and rUr) = 1. If Xo E A-, then Xo E (V n A)and f-(x o) = 0, thus X o is not in B-, and consequently X o is not in
A- n B-. This proves A- n B- C (A n B)-. The second part of
the lemma is a general property of the closure operation.
THEOREM 9.2. If the inclusion map i: (X"A , ) C (X,A) of normal
pairs is an excision (type (E) of §5), then the same is true of r.
PROOF. By definition, X1,A , are closed in X, and

r:

X

=

lnt Xl U lnt A

The last condition is equivalent to
X - Xl

n

X - A

=

O.

We will show that the same relations hold for the compactified sets.
By 9.1, we have

Since A is closed in X, we have X n A- = A, and this implies
X - A C X- - A-. Since X is dense in r, we have that X - A is
dense in X- - A -. Therefore

Since the same holds with A replaced by XI> we have

Thus r is an excision.
LEMMA 9.3. If X is normal and i:
Cov' (r) ~ Cov' (X) is onto.

X C

r , then

the map i-

1

:

y
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Let a be a finite open covering of X indexed by the set V.
V define {3. =
(X - a,)~. Then, by 9.1,

V 13,

r -

=

X~

- /\ (X - a,)-

, .
= X- -

=

X- - (/\ (X - a,))-

,

(X - Va,)- = X-.

r

Therefore 13 is an open covering of
indexed by V. Since X /\ 13, =
X - X /\ (X - a,)- = X - (X - a,) = a" it follows that i- l {3 = a.
DEFINITION 9.4. If a E Cov(X) and (3 I! Cov(Y) are coverings indexed by the set V and W respectively, then we define the covering
a X (3 € Cov(X X Y) indexed by the set V X Was follows:
(a X (3L •. ",)

= a, X

{3",.

9.5. If X and Y are compact, then coverings of the form
Cov/X, (3 € Cov'Y form a cofinal subset of Cov(X X Y).
PROOF. Let'Y € Cov(X X Y). Since X X Y is compact, and sets
of the form V X W, V C X, W C Y, V and W open, form a base for
LEMMA

a X 13, a

E

the open sets in X X Y, there is a finite covering 0 of X X Y such that
< 0 and each set 0, is of the form o. = V, X W,. For each x E X and
Y I! Y define

"y

Vex) = /\ V,
W(y) = /\ W,

where
where

X I!

V"

YEW,.

The distinct sets among the Vex) and W(y) form finite coverings a and
13 of X and Y respectively. Each set Vex) X W(y) is contained in
some set V, X W. = 0, so that 0 < a X {3. Thus'Y < a X (3.
LEMMA 9.6.
Let i: A C X be an inclusion map where A is a dense
subset of the space X. Let f: A --7 Y where Y is compact. The map f
has an extension F: X --7 Y if and only if, for every covering 13 E Cov/(Y),
l{3 < i-lao
there is a covering a € Cov/(X) such that
PROOF. Assume that the extension F: X --7 Y of f exists. Given
any 'Y E Cov/(Y), define a = F-I('Y). Then, since f = Fi, we have
f-I'Y = rIF-\ = i-Ia. Thus the condition is necessary.
To prove the sufficiency of the condition, consider for each x I! X
the family N(x) of all neighborhoods of X. For each V E N(x) define
By = f(V /\ A). If V Il ••• , V,. E N(x), then V = VI /\ ... /\
V,. I! N(x), and Sy C Sy. /\ ... /\ By.. Since Sy ,,-!- 0, it follows that
By. /\ ... /\ Sy~ ~ O. Thus any finite number of subsets of {Sy}

r

has a nonvacuous intersection. Since the sets Sv are closed in Y, and
Y is compact, it follows that the intersection F(x) = /\Sy for V I! N(x)
is nonvacuous. We shall prove that F(x) consists of a single point.
Indeed let YI,Y2 € F(x). Select a covering {3 I! Cov ' (Y) consisting of
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two sets {3.,{32 such that Y. E {31 - ~2' Y2 E (32 - ~ •. Let a E Cov'(X) be
{3 < i-'a. Let x E a,; then a, = V is an element of the
such that
family N(x), and
Sy = f(a, n A).

r'

Since f(a, n A) is containec!. in either {31 or (32' we may assume
f(a, n A) C {31' Then Sy C (31 so that Y2 is not in 81" and therefore
Y2 is not in F(x). Thus F(x) is a single point.
If x E A, then f(x) E Sy for all V E N(x) so that f(x) E n Sv, and
therefore F(x) = f(x). Thus F is an extension of f. It remains to
be proved that F is continuous.
Let U be any open set in Y containing F(x). Choose a covering
(3 E Cov' (Y) consisting of two sets {3. and (32 such that F(x) E (31 - ~2'
and ~I C U. Let a E Cov'(X) be such that
{3 < i-1a and let x E a,.
Since a. = V E N(x) and Sy = f(a, n A), it follows that F(x) E
f(a, n A). Since f(a, n A) is contained in either {31 or (32' since
F(x) E f(a, n A), and since F(x) E (31 - ~2' it follows that f(a, n A) C
(31' For every x' E a" we have a, = V E N(x') so that F(x') E Sy =
(fa, n A) C ~. C U. Thus F(a,) C U, which proves that F is continuous.
LEMMA 9.7.
Let X,Y be completely regular, let Z be a normal space,
and let f: X X Y -+ Z. An extension F: X~ X
-+ Z"' of f exists
if and only if for every "I E Cov ' (Z) there exist a E Cov' (X) and (3 E Cov' (Y)
such that r 1"1 < a X (3.
PROOF. Consider the inclusion maps

r'

r

i,:

X

-+

r,

i 2:

Y

-+

r,

i:

Z

-+

Z-.

r

Assume that an extension F: X- X
-+ Z"' is given. If "I E Cov'(Z),
then by 9.3 there is a "I' E Cov'(Z-) such that "I = i-''Y' By 9.5 there
exist coverings a' e eov'(r), (3' E Cov'(r) such that F-1'Y' < a' X {3'.
Let a = i~'a', (3 = i;I(3'. Then a E Cov'(X), (3 E Cov'(Y), and since
if = F(i l X i 2 ), we have

r

1

'Y

=
=

1
(i~' X i;I)P- 'Y'
i~'a' X i;I{3' = a X (3.

r'i-''Y'

=

<

(i~l X i;l)(a' X (3')

Conversely, assume that the condition of the lemma is satisG.ed.
Consider the map 9 = if; X X Y -+ Z-, and let "I E Cov'(Z"'), then
i-\ E Cov'(Z), and there exist coverings a E Cov'(X) and (3 E Cov'(Y)
such that r'i-''Y < a X {3. Then g-I'Y = r\-''Y < a X {3, and by
9.6, the map 9 admits an extension F: X- X
-+ Z-. Clearly F
is also an extension of f, which concludes the proof.
DEFINITION 9.8. Let (X,A) and (Y,B) be normal pairs. A homo-

r
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topy F: (X X I, A X I) ~ (Y,B) is called umform if, for every finite
open covering 'Y E Cov/(Y), there exist coverings a E Cov/(X) and (j E
Cov/(I) such that rl'Y < a X (j.
As an immediate consequence of 9.7 we obtain
THEOREM 9.9.
Let fO,/I: (X,A) ~ (Y,B) be maps of normal pairs.
A homotopy F: (X X I, A X I) ~ (Y,B) between fo and fl is uniform
if and only if F can be extended to a homotopy G: ( r X I, A ~ X I) ~
(Y~,B~) between the maps f~,f-;': (r,A~) ~ (r,B~).
Theorems 9.2 and 9.9 indicate clearly how to convert the category
(IN into an h-category.
The couples in Gw are inclusions i: A C X,
j: XC (X,A) where (X,A) is a normal couple. Excisions are defined
as usual, namely, type (E) of §5. Homotopies are defined to be uniform
homotopies. Points are defined in the ordinary way. We now can state
THEOREM 9.10.
The Tychonoff compactification is a covariant hfunctor"': (IN ~ a c ·
DEFINITION 9.11. Let H be a partially exact homology [cohomology]
theory on the category a c . Regard H as a theory on a c and denote by l r
the composition of H with the h-functor "': (IN ~ (lc. The result is a
partially exact homology [cohomology] theory on aN, called the normal
space theory associated with H. If II is exact, so also is Jr.
Since a c is clearly a subcategory of aN and since (X~,A~) = (X,A)
for compact pairs, it is clear that Ir is an extension of H from (lc to aN'
If H is the Cech theory on a c , then the associated theory H~ on
aN may be given a direct description in terms of nerves of coverings.
We recall that in IX,3, in addition to the Cech groups H.(X,A), we
defined also the groups H~(X,A) using the finite coverings Cov/(X,A)
for the' pas~age to the limit. We will show that, if the pair (X,A) is
normal, this group is essentially identical with H:(X,A) = H .(r,A ~).
THEOREM 9.12.
Let (X,A) be a normal pair and let H~(X,A)
[H;(X,A)] be the homology [cohomology] groups defined using the Cech
method and finite open coverings. Then the inclusion map i: (X,A) C
(r,A l induces isomorphisms
i.:

H~(X,A)

= H.(X~,A-)

[i·:

H·(X-,A~)

= H;(X,A)].

PROOF.
Since the subset A is closed, and in view of the discussion
in IX,8, we may replace the directed set Cov/(X,A) by the directed set
Cov/(X). By 9.3, the map i-I: cov/(r) ~ Cov/(X) is onto. If
a E cov/(r) and (j = i-Ia e Cov/(X), then, since X is dense in r
and A is dense in A-, it follows readily that (X:,A':') = (X/l,A/l) so
that H.(X:,A:) = H.(X/l,A/l). Thus the fact that i. [i*] is an isomorphism is a consequence of vIII,3.15 and vIII,4.13.
If we combine the above result with the obvious fact that the
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isomorphism i* commutes with J* and a we obtain an isomorphism
El' == H~.
THEOREM 9.13.
Let J: (X,A) ~ (Y,E) be a relative homeomorphism
of normal pairs. Then
(X" ,A-) ~ (Y~ ,B-) is a relative homeomorphism if and only if f(C) is closed in Y for each closed set C of X such
that C C X-A.
PROOF: Suppose
is a relative homeomorphism, and C eX - A
is closed in X. By 9.1, C- n A- = O. Hence
maps
topologically
into r - B-. Since

r:

r

C = X
and r

r

n

C- = (X - A)

n

c-

C-,

is I-Ion X - A and C-, we have

c-

As
is compact, r(C-) is closed in Y-. lIenee f(C) is closed in Y.
This proves the necessity of the condition.
is a relative
Assuming the condition fulfilled, we will show that
homeomorphism. Since Y is dense in Y- and B C B-, it follows that
Y - B is dense in Y- - Jr. Therefore Y- - B- C r(X-). As
r(A-) C B-, we have

r

Y- - B- C r(X- - A-).
Suppose Xo,X, € X~ - A~, and Xll rf XI' Let No,N 1 be closures of
neighborhoods in ..\ of Xo,X" respeetively, sueh that A,Nll,N, are pairwise disjoint. LetC. = N.nXandD. = fW,) fori = 0,1. SinceXis
dense in X-, it follows that C, is dense in N., and, therefore
= N,.
Since N, is closed, C, is closed in X. Then, by hypothesis, D, is closed
in Y. Thus B,Do,Dl are closed disjoint sets of J". By 9.1, B-,D~,D~ are
disjoint. Since

c:

i = 0,1,
it follows that r(x o) and r(x\) are distinct points of Y- - B-. This
combined with the result of the preceding paragraph shows that
defines a 1-1 map of
A- onto Y- - B~. Then 5.2 states that
is a relative homeomorphism.
REMARK.
If the homology theory H on ac is invariant under relative homeomorphisms, e.g., the Cech theory, then we may use in aN
the larger dass of "excisions" described in 9.13. Also, if H is invariant
under excisions of type (E\), the same holds for W.

r -

r
r
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10. COMPACT PAIRS AS LIMITS OF TRIANGULABLE PAIRS

The objective of this section is to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 10.1. Every compact pair is homeomorphic with the inverse
limit of an inverse system of triangulable pairs.
The proof will be preceded by two lemmas.
LEMMA 10.2. If Q is a finite cube, R is a subcube of Q, then the pair
(Q,R) is triangulable.
PROOF. Since Q is a finite product of intervals an iterated application of 11,8.9 yields a triangulation of Q in which R is a subcomplex.
LEMMA 10.3. Let Q be a finite cube, R a subcube, X a closed subset
of Q, and V an open set such that X eve Q. Then there exists a set
Y C V such that X C Jnt Yand the pair (Y,Y (\ R) is triangulable.
PROOF. Let T be a triangulation of (Q,R) and let iT denote the
i tb barycentric subdivision of T. Select a closed set X' such that
X C Jnt X' C X' C V,
and choose i large enough so that every closed simplex of 'T intersecting X' is in V. Such an i exists by 11,6.5. Let Y be the union of
all those simplexes of 'T which meet X'. Then Yand Y (\ Rare subcomplexes in the triangulation 'T, hence (Y, Y (\ R) is triangulable.
Since X' C Y, it follows that X C Jnt Y, and the lemma is proved.
PROOF OF 10.1. Let (X,A) be a compact pair. By 8.6 and 8.5, we
may assume that X is a closed subset of a cube IE, and that A = X (\ R
where R = r is a subcube of If, a C ~.
For each subset a of ~ we shall consider the subcube r and the
projection Po: If --+ r.
Let M denote the set of all pairs m = [a,N] where
(1) a is a finite subset of ~,
(2) NCr,
(3) PoX C Jnt N (relative to r),
(4) the pair (N,N (\ R) is triangulable.
A quasi-order is defined in M as follows: If mt
[a"N I] and
"'-2 = [a2,N 2], then m 1 < m 2 provided
(5) a l C a2,
(6) Po,N2

C Nt.

To prove that M is directed, let m 1 = [a"Nd, m2
define
Then
poX

C Jnt B C

=

[a2,N 2], and

r,

and by 10.3 there is a set NCr such that m = [a,N] is an element of
M. Then m 1 < m and m 2 < m; hence M is directed.
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We now define an inverse system of triangulable pairs I (X""A ",),11":::}
indexed by the set M as follows: If m = [a,N], then (X"".1",) =
(N,N II R). If m\ = [a\,N\], m2 = [a2,N 2] and m\ < m2, then 11"::: is
the map of (N 2,N2 II R) into (N1,N\ (\ R) defined by the projection
Po.: I~ ~ r·. The verification that this defines an inverse system of
spaces is immediate. Let (Xro,A ro ) be the limit of this inverse system.
For each m = [a,N], consider the map f m: (X,A) ~ (X""A",) defined
by the projection Po:
I~ ~ r which carries X into N = X"" and
A = X II R into N II R = Am. The system of maps {j",l constitutes a
map of the pair (X,A) into the system (X""A m ), and Jefines a limit map
fro: (X,.1) ~ (Xro,.1 ro ) (see vIlI,2 and vIII,3).
We shall prove that fro is a homeomorphism. Let a be any finite
subset of~. Since, by 10.1, the pair (r,rr'lO) is triangulable, it follows
that m = [a,r] is an element of M. Let x eX ro and set x(a) = 1I"",(x)
where a is any finite subset of ~, and m = [a,r]. We prove the following properties of x(a):
(7) x(a) e poX.
(8) If x e A ro , then x(a) e R.
(9) If Q, C a 2 , then Po.X(ll2) = x(a]).
(10) If m' = [a,N], then 1I"",.(x) = x(a).
To prove (7), assume that x(a) is not in poX. Then, by 10.2, there is
an m' = [a,N] with x(a) not in N; but x(a) = 1I"::'x m , = Xm ' eN which
provides a contradiction. Propositions (8), (9), and (10) are obvious.
Condition (9) implies the pxistence of an element x' e I~ such that
Po (x') = x(a) for all finite subsets a of~. It is easy to see that x' eX,
f ",(x') = x, and that x' e A if x e A",. This shows that f", maps (X,.1)
onto (X""A",).
Suppose that XI ,X 2 e X and XI ~ X~. Then, for some finite subset
a of~, paX\ ~ PnX2' Hence 1I"",X 1 ~ 1I"",X2 where m = [a,r], and therefore
f ",(XI) ~ f ",(x 2). This concludes the proof.

11. CANONICAL MAPPINGS OF SPACES INTO NERVES
DEFINITION 11.1. Let a be a covering of X with nerve X a • For
every x e X, the vertices v of X a such that x e a, form a simplex of X a
that is denoted by ~a(x) and is called the simplex determined by X in X a.
Clearly ~a(x) is the largest simplex s of X a such that x is in the carrier
of s.
LEMMA 11.2.
Let f: X ~ Y, let (3 be a cOllcring of Y, llnd let a =
j-\{3. For every x eX,
~a(x)

~fJ(f(x)).
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This follows from the fact that, for every vertex v of y~, the rela1
tions f(x) e f3. and x ea. =
(f3.) are equivalent.
DEFINITION 11.3. Let a be a covering of X with nerve X".
A
mapping

r

called canonical relative to a if, for every x € X, the point c/>(x) is in
the closed simplex ~,,(x).
LEMMA 11.4.
If f: X ---+ Y and c/>: Y ---+ IY~I IS a canonical map
1
and a =
(f3), then c/>f maps X into X" (recall that X a C y~), and
c/>f is a canonical map relative to a.
This follows directly from 11.2. As a corollary of 11.4, we have
LEMMA 11.5.
If c/>: X ---+ IX al is canonical and A C X, then c/>
defines a canonical map of A into A a • We then speak of the canonical
map c/>: (X,A) ---+ (IXal,IA a!).
LEMMA 11.6.
Let a,{3 be coverings of X, and let f3 be a refinement of
a.
If c/>: (X,A) ---+ (IX~I,IA~I) is canonical (relative to (3) and
p: (X~,A~) ---+ (Xa,A a) is a projection, then PcP: (X,A) ---+ (IXal,IA a!)
is canonical (relative to a).
PROOF. Let x e X and let v he a vertex of A~(x). Since x e (3. C
a p (.), it follows that p(v) is a vertex of ~a(x). Hence p maps the
(closed) simplex A~(x) into the (closed) simplex ~a(x), so that P<t>(x) e
~a(x), and PcP is canonical.
LEMMA 11.7.
Any two canonical maps c/>O,c/>i: (X,A) --> (IX "I,IA al)
are homotopic.
This follows at once from the observation that, for every x € X (or
x € A), the points c/>o(x) and c/>i (x) are in the same simplex of X a(or A a).
THEOREM 11.8.
For every finite open covering a of a normal space
X there exists a canonical map c/>: X ---+ IX al.
PROOF. By 3.3, there exists a closed covering {3 of X which is a
reduction of a. By Urysohn's Lemma there exists, for each v eVa =
V~, a continuous function f.: X ---+ I (I
closed unit interval [0,1])
such that

6

r

f.(x)
f.(x)

=0
= 1

L.

for
for

x e X - a.,
x € f3 •.

Since V f3. = X, the sum f(x) =
f.(x) is positive. Define c/>. =
f.lf. Then c/>.(x) ~ 0,
c/>.(x) = 1, and c/>.(x) = 0 for x not in a•.
Therefore
c/>(x) =
c/>.(x)v

L

L.

is a cltnonical map c/>:

X

---+

IX..I.
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Using the concept of a canonical map we prove the following approximation theorem that will be used in the next section:
THI<:OIH:M 11.9.
Let (X,A) be the inverse limit of the inverse syswm
of compact pairs !(X...,A",),1I":::I. Por every mapping f: (X,A) ~ (Y,B)
where (Y,B) is a triangulable pair, there exists an index m and a map
f",: (X""A",) ~ (Y,B) such that the maps f and f",11"", of (X,A) into
(Y,B) are homotopic.
PROOF.
Let T = !t,(K,L)j be a triangulation of (Y,B), and let T
be the associated covering of Y as defined in IX,9.1. Then (Y.,B.) =
(K,L), and the map t- I : (Y,B) ~ (IKI.ILi) is canonical. Let 0: =
rlT; then (Xa,A a) is contained in (K,L), and, by 11.4, the map elf
is canonical. We now apply 3.8, and find an index m and a covering
{3 of X... such that the covering 'Y = 1I"-;.1{3 of X is a refinement of 0:, and
(X~,A~)
(X",,,,A ...,,).
Let
p: (X~,A~) ~ (Xa,A a )
be a projection, and let

be a canonical map which exists by virtuc of 11.8 and 11.5. It follows
from 11.4 and 11.5 that the map

4>11"",:
IS

(X,A) ~ (IX~I,IA~,I)

canonical (relative to 'Y), and therefore, by 11.6, the map

is canonical (relative to 0:). Since elf is also canonical (relative to 0:),
11.7 implies that the maps p<P1I"", and elf of (X,A) into (IKI,ILI) are
homotopic. Since t is a homeomorphism, the maps tp</>1I"... and f of
(X,A) into (Y,B) are homotopic. Thus the map f m = tp</> satisfies the
conditions of the theorem.
12. THE CONTINUITY UNIQUENESS THEOREM

It will b~ proved in this section that the Cech theory is essentially
the only one satisfying the continuity requirement.
THEORI<:M 12.1.
Let Hand H be two parf.ially exact homology [cohomology] theories defint;!!: on the category etc of compact pairs, and let H
be continuous. Let G,G be the coefficient groups of H,H respectively.
Then any homomorphism

[hoi

G~

G]
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can be extended in just one way to a homomorph£sm
h:

H

~

H

[h:

H

~

H]

If H is also continuous and ho: G = G rho:
then h is also an isomorphism

[h:

h: H::::: H

H::::: H]

etc.

on

G = G] ,is an isomorph£sm.
on

Taking H to be the Cech theory, one obtains
THEOREM 12.2. Any continuous partially exact homology [cohomology] theory on the category etc of compact pairs is isomorphic with the
Cech theory over the same coefficient group.

In this theorem the values of the homology theory are either in SR
or Sc. The cohomology theory has values in SR' The Cech cohomology theory with values in Sc are in general not defined, and the concept of continuity for a cohomology theory with values in Sc was not
defined either (see §2).
PROOF OF 12.1. The proof will be restricted to homology. The
proof for cohomology is dual.
On the category ::! of triangulable pairs, both Hand H are exact
theories. By the Uniqueness theorem IV,10.2, we may assume that the
homomorphism
h:

H

~

H

on

is already given.
Let (X,A) be a compact pair. By 10.1 there exists an inverse
system (X,A) in Inv::! and a homeomorphism t/>: lim (X,A) ~ (X,A).
The pair consisting of (X,A) and of t/> will be called a development of
(X,A) and will be denoted by the letter D.
If M is the indexing set of (X,A), then, for every m € M, we have a
homomorphism
h(q,X""A",):

H.(X""A",) -) H.(X""A ..).

Their totality is a homomorphism of inverse systems
h(q,X,A):

(1)

as defined
diagram

III

§2.

H.(X,A) -) H.(X,A)

Using the homomorphisms of 2.1, we obtain the

t/>.
l(q,X,A)
H.(X,A) _ _ H.(lim (X,A)) ----+ lim H.(X,A)

_

_

1

h",(q,X,A)

_
t/>. _
l(q,X,A)_
H.(X,A) _ _ H.(lim (X,A)) - - + lim H.(X,A)
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where hm(q,X,A) is the inverse limit of the map (1). Since cP is a homeomorphism, cP. and ¢. are isomorphisms. Finally I is an isomorphism by
virtue of the assumption that II is a continuous homology theory.
Define the homomorphism
h(q,X,A,D):

II.(X,A) ~ H.(X,A)

by setting

We shall establish the following properties of h(q'x,A,D):
(2) If (X,A) E 3, then h(q,X,A,D) = h(q,X,A).
(3) If D' is another development of (X,A), then h(q,X,A,D) =
h(q,X,A,D').
(4) If f; (X,A) ~ (Y,B) and D and D' are developments of (X,A)
and (Y,B) respectively, then commutativity holds in the diagram
h(q,X,A,D)
H.(X,A)

---~. 1I.(X,A)

H.(Y,B)

------+. H.(Y,B)

h(q, Y,B,D')

(5) Let D' denote the development of A induced by the development
D of (X,A), then commutativity holds in the diagram
h(q,X,A,D)
II.(X,A)

-------+)

H.(X,A)

h(q - 1,A,D')

Propositions (2)-(5) imply tha!-setting h(q,X,A) = h(q,X,A,D) does
yield a homomorphism h: H ~ H extending ho•
Without any loss of generality we may assume that (X,A) and
(Y,B) actually are ·the inverse limits of (X,A) and (Y,B), and therefore
that the homeomorphisms cP and cPl are identity maps. We begin by
proving two auxiliary propositions.
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(6) If ."...: (X,A)
holds in the diagram

~
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(X..,A ..) is a projection, then commutativity
h(q,X,A,D)

H.(X,A)

I

H.(X,A)

1i ...

1."...•
h(q,X ..,A..)
H.(X..,A ..)

I

H.(X..,A ..)

I

lim H.(X,A)

Consider the diagram
h~(q, X,A)

lim H.(X,A)

Y
H.(X,A)

lT~

1

T ••

~.

h(q,X~,A ..)

'Z
H.(X,A)

;/

Ho(X~,A ••)

HJX •. ,.1 •.)

in which T .. and T.. are the projections of the limit groups lim H. and
lim H. into their m th coordinates. Commutativity in the square is a
consequence of the definition of h~, an_d commutativity in the triangles
follows from the definition of l and of l. Hence

i ... h(q,X,A,D) = i ... l-lh~l = T..h~l

= h(q,X..,A.. )T.. l = h(q,X..,A ..).".....

This proves (6).
(7) If f: (X,A)
holds in the diagram

~

(Y,R) and (Y,R) is in ::I, then commutativity
h(q,X,A,D)

H.(X,A)

---..-07)

H.(Y,R)

----tl

H.(X,A)

h(q, Y,R)

ll.( Y,R)

By 11.9 we may select an element m of the indexing set M of the
system (X,A), and a map

f ..:

(X..,A ..) ~ (Y,R)
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such that

where

11".. :

(X,A)

~

(Xm,A m) is the projcetion. Consider the diagram

fm.

"Tr rn •

H.(X,A)
h(q,X,A,D)

-->

1l.(Xm,A m)

1 _

_

7r

H.(X,A)

II.(Y,B)

1h(q, Y,B)

lh(q,X m,A~

.f m. _

m* _

-->

-->

I1.CX m ,A m )

-->

H.(Y,B)

Commutativity in the left square fullows from (6); and, in the right
square, commutat ivity is a ronsequencl' of t he fact that h: If ~ H
is a homomorphism on 3 and hoth (X m,A m) and (Y,B) are in 3. Since,
by the Homotopy axiom,
-

!m. 7r m. = (fm1l"m). =

-

f.,

proposit ion (7) follows.
PHom's OF (2)-(5). Proposition (2) follows f~om (7) hy taking
(X,A) = (Y,H) and f = identity. Then f. and!. are identities so
that (7) implies h(q,X,A,D) = h(q,X,A).
Next we provp (4). Let n he an element of the indexing set N of
D', and let p,: (Y,B) ~ (Y"B.) he the projection. Since (Yn,B n)
is in 3, proposition (7) applied to the maps Pn and pnf yields
p,.h(q, Y,B,D') = h(q,l""Bn)p,.,
Pn.f.h(q,X,A,D) = h(q, Y.,Bn)p,.!.-

Consequen tly
Pn.f.h(q,X,A ,D) = Pn.h(q, Y,B,D')f•.

Since this holds for every n E N, tIll' above relation holds with Pn. replaced by I. Since, by assumption, II is a continuous homology theory,
I is an isomorphism, and therefore

f .h(q,X,A,D) =

h(q, Y,E,D')!.

which proves (4).
To prove (3) apply (4) with (X,A) = (Y,B) and! = identity_ Then
f. and f. are both identities and (4) yields h(q,X,A,D) = h(q,X,A,D').

NOTES
Proposition (5) is a consequence of the commutativity relations in
the diagram
h",

l
H.(X,A)

--+

1°
H._ 1(A)

lim H.(X,A)

1°'"
--+

l

--+

la",

h",

lim H._ 1 (A)

lim H.(X,A) _

--+

H.(X,A)

l

lim H.- 1(A) -

la
H._ 1 (A)

~here

0", is the limit of 0: H.(Xm,A m ) ~ H._ 1 (A m ) and similarly for
0",. This concludes the proof (2)-(5).

We now show that the homomorphism h: H ~ H extending ho is
unique. Let then h': H ~ H be another such homomorphism. Then,
by IV,lO.2, we have h = h' on;}. Let (X,A) be a compact pair. Without
loss of generality we may assume that (X,A) is the inverse limit of an
inverse system (X,A) = I(X m,A m),1I"::1 of triangulable pairs. Let 1I"m:
(X,A) ~ (Xm,A m) be the projections. Since (Xm,A m) is triangulable
and hand h' are homomorphisms of homology theories, we have
im.h(q,X,A) = h(q,X... ,A m)1I"m. = h'(q,X... ,A ...)1I"m. = im.h'(q,X,A).

Since this holds for every element m of the indexing set, it follows from
the definition of the map l(q,X,A) that
.
l(q,X,A)h(q,X,A)

=

l(q,X,A)h'(q,X,A).

Since H is continuous, l is an isomorphism, and therefore h(q,X,A)
h'(q,X,A).

Finally assume that H is also a continuous theory and that ho:
Let ho : G = G be the inverse of ho and let
h: H ~ H be the homomorphism on <i c extending ho• Then hh:
H ~ H is a homomorphism e~tending the identity map ~ ~ G. Thus
by the uniqueness condition, h!!: = identity. Similarly hh = identity.
Thus h is an isomorphism and h is its inverse.
G

= Gis an isomorphism.

NOTES

The Cech process. The method used in defining the Cech homology
and cohomology groups is not restricted to these two instances. The
general situation may be described somewhat as follows:
Suppose that a functor II (covariant or contravariant) on the category of simplicial pairs and simplicial maps with values in the category
of groups and homomorphisms is given. Suppose further that, if fO'!I:
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(K,L) -+ (KIlL.) are contiguous, then H(Jo) = HU.). Then the definitions of §§2-4 of Chapter IX can be applied to yield a similar functor
H on the category of pairs (X,A). For compact pairs the functor iI
satisfies the homotopy axiom (i.e. H(Jo) = HU.) if fo and f. are homotopic) and the continuity axiom. This procedure was used by Spanier
to show that the cohomotopy groups satisfy the continuity axiom (see
note to Chapter I).

Compactifications. In defining the compactification X of a locally
compact space X, we required in §6 that the compactification be made
by adding a point w which does not belong to any of the spaces in the
category aLe. This actually amounts to replacing the category by a
subcategory. This highly artificial convention was caused by the requirement that the compactification (X,A.) of a pair (X,A) again be a
pair; this forces us to compactify A using the same point as for X.
The proper solution in this situation calls for the generalization of
the concept of a pair. Let a generalized pair be defined as a triple
(X,A,¢) where X and A are topological spaces and ¢: A ~ X is a
homeomorphism of A onto a subset of X. If X,A and ¢ are in (tLe,
then we say that (X,A,¢) is in (tLe. Now the compactification (X,A.,¢)
is a generalized couple even if distinct points are used to compactify
X and A.
There remains the question of a suitable natural choice of a point
w for each locally compact space X. To this end we remark that, in the
von Neumann-Bernays-Godel axiomatics, a set may be an element of
another set but never is an element of itself. Thus if IXI denotes the
set whose only element is X we have IXI n X = O. Thus we may set
X = XU IXI with the topology of 6.2.
An analogous discussion can be carried out for the Tychonoff compactification.
EXERCISES

A. WEAK CONTINUITY.
1. Show that every compact pair may be represented as a nested
intersection of pairs in the category :J ll , i.e. pairs having the homotopy
type of triangulable pairs. (Hint: Use method employed to prove
10.1.)
2. The conclusion of 2.6 will be referred to as the weak continuity
property of a homology [cohomology] theory. Prove 12.1 assuming that
H is weakly continuous. (Hint: use preceding exercise and the fact
that ~H is a uniqueness category (IX, Exer. E4).)
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3. Use the preceding exercise to prove that continuity and weak
continuity are equivalent properties.
4. Show that, in the category U c , the Homotopy axiom is a consequence of Axioms 1, 2 and continuity. (See J. W. Keesee, Annals of
Math. 54 (1951), 247-249.)

B. DIRECT SUM THEOREMS.
1. Show that the direct sum theorem 1,13.2 remains valid in the
Cech theory (arbitrary pairs).
2. Let (X;X I ,X2 ) be a compact triad with X = Xl U X 2 , A =
Xl (\ X 2 • Show that the maps
H.(X"A)

~

i

H.(X,A)

= 1,2

yield an injective representation of H.(X,A) as a direct sum, while the
maps
H.(X,A) ~ 1l.(X,X,)
i = 1,2
yield a projective representation. (All maps are induced by inclusions,
and Cech groups are used.) Establish similar results for cohomology.
3. Let X be a compact space, and let I U a 1, a E M, be a family of
pairwise disjoint open subsets of X with union U. Show that the maps
H.(X,X - U)

~

H.(X,X - U a )

induced by inclusion yield a projective representation of the Cech
homology group H.(X,X - U) as a direct product. Similarly show that
H·(X,X - U a)

~

H·(X,X -

U)

yield an injective representation of H·(X,X - U) as a direct sum.
4. Transcribe 3 into the "single space notation" of §7.

C. EXACTNESS.
1. Let A be an open and closed subset of a space X. Show that
the Cech homology sequence of the pair (X,A) is exact and is split (see
VIII, Exer. D) by the homomorphisms y;: H.(X) ~ H.(A) where
'" = k;ll., l: X C (X, X - A), k: A C (X,X - A).
2. Let (X;X.,X 2 ) be a compact triad with X = X, U X 2 , A =
Xl (\ X 2 • Show that the Cech homology sequence of the triple (X,X 2 ,A)
is exact and is split by the homomorphisms y;: H.(X,A) ~ H.(X 2 ,A)
where'" = k;ll*, l: (X,A) C (X,X.), k: (X 2 ,A) C (X,X I ).
3. Formulate similar results for the Cech cohomology sequences.

D.

LC-GROUPS

1. Show that, in the definition of H~(X,A), the directed set

COVI(X)
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may be replaced by any of the directed sets listed below and that the
resulting limit group is isomorphic with H~(X,A).
(a) Cov 2(X) = the set of all finite open coverings a of X such that
at least one of the sets a, is countercompact.
(b) Covo(X) = the set of all finite open coverings a of X such that
all the sets a. exc<,pt perhaps one arc bounded.
Hint: Show Cov o C Cov. C Cov 2, and Cov o is cofinal in Cov2.
(c) Cov 3 (X), the set of all finite open coverings of X but with the
ordering « defined as follows: a« {3 means a < {3 and thE' union of the
bounded sets of {3 contains the union of the bounded sets of a. (Hint:
set up a map Cov3 (X) ~ Covo(X)).
(d) Cov'(X).
(e) The sets Covo(x), Covl(X), COV2(X) with the ordering «.
2. Given a E Cov'(X,A) define, in addition to the subcomplex n",
the suhcomplex n~ which is the full suhcomplex of X" determined by
the vertices v for which a, is not bounded. Thus n~ is the least full
subcomplex of X" containing n". Show that, for any of the families of
coverings named above, one may replaee the groups H.(X a,A" Una),
used in the limitinj:!; process, by the groups H.(X a,A" U n~) without
altering (up to an isomorphism) the limit groups.
REMARK.
The limit groups of II.(X ",A" U n~) over the directed set
Cov' (X) are those treated in detail by Alexandroff [Trans. Amer. Math.
Soc. 49(1941), 41-105]. Thus the Alexandroff groups are isomorphic
with the A_groups.
3. Let (X,A) be a locally compact pair. Let I X a I be the family
of all countercompact suhsets of X. Show that the Cech groups
Il.(X,A U X ,,;G) [H·(X,A U X a;G)] together with the homomorphisms
induced by inclusions form an invNsc [direct] system of j:!;roups with a
limit group isomorphic with ll~(X,A ;G) [II ~(X,A ;0)].
4. Let]( be a locally finite simplicial complex and L a suhcomplex
of K. Show that the pair CIKI,IL\) is locally compact and establish the
natural isomorphisms

II~(IKI, ILI;O)

ll:(IKI,ILI;G) = X.(K,L;G),

x.

= X·(K,L;G)

X·

with
and
as defined in VIII, Exer. F3.
5. Transcrihe the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence of a compact
triad (X;A h A 2 ) into the single spaec language of §7.

E.

TYCHONOFF COMPACTIFICATION.

1. Show that, for any topological space X, any map j:

X

--t

I can

T(X) ~ I. Show that this
be factored uniquely into maps X
property describes T(X) among compact spaces lip to a homeomorphism.

!
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2. Replace the interval I in exercise 1 by any completely regular
space.
3. Let X be a normal subset of a compact spaceY such that X = Y
and for any two subsets A,B of X the relation A n B n X = 0 implies
A n Ii = O. Show that Y is a Tychonoff compactification of X.
4. Let X be normal and Y compact metric with a metric p. Show
that a homotopy F: X X I -+ Y is uniform if and only if for each
E > 0 there is a IS > 0 such that t l ,t2 E I, It I t2 1 < IS implies
p(F(x,t l ),F(x,t2 )) < E for all x aX.
5. Let X be a normal space and let w(X) denote the set of those
points x E X such that x has a countable set N of neighborhoods with
the property that any neighborhood of x contains an element of N.
Show that w(X) = w(X'').
6. Show that the Cech homology and cohomology theories of normal
pairs obtained using finite open coverings is isomorphic with the theory
obtained using finite closed coverings.

F.

SOLENOIDS.

In these exercises use the fact (established in xI,4.5) that the map
1
1
1
!k: 8 -+ 8 defined by !k(Z) = Zk satisfies !k.U = ku for u e HI (8 ;G)
1
and !t(u) = ku for u E H I (8 ;G).
1. Let 2:1' be the p-adic solenoid (see VIII, Exer. E). Show that
for the Cech groups
f!o(2: p ;G) = 0,
H.(2: p ;G) = 0,

f!0(2: p ;G) = 0
H·(2: p ;G) = 0

for

q

>

1.

H I (2: p ,G) is isomorphic with the limit of the inverse system

q,

q,

q,

q,
where

G - G - · · · - G - .. ·

q,(g) = pg.

I

H (2: p ;G) is isomorphic with the limit of the direct system

q,

q,

q,

q,

G-+G-+ .. · -+G-+ .. ·.

Using the above results, prove that H.(2: p ;J) = 0, H I (2:p,;J) is
isomorphic with the group of all rational numbers of the form mlp"
where m and n are integers, and that H 1 (2: p ;8 1) = 2:1' where 8 1 is the
multiplicative group of complex numbers of absolute value 1 (or
equivalently, the addive group of real numbers reduced modulo integers).
2. Let p and q be two integers. Consider the exact sequence
S: 0

-+

J

.,

-+

J

" J IqJ

-+

-+

0
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where T(n) = qn and T/ is the natural map. Consider the mapping
S ~ S defined by 'Y(x) = px. Analyze the inverse limit S", of the
inverse sequence

'Y:

'Y

'Y

S+-S+-

For what values of p and q is S", an exact sequence? (see Example
vIII,5.5).
3. Let (E,S) be a 2-cell and its boundary defined in the complex
plane by the conditions Izi ~ 1 and Izi = 1 respectively. Consider the
map eJ>: S ~ S defined by eJ>(z) = Zi~·/Q. Let (P,C) be the pair obtained from (E,S) by identifying each z € S with eJ>(z). Show that the
homology sequence (integer coefficients) of the pair (P,C) is isomorphic
with the exact sequence S of the preceding exercise. Show that the
map f: (E,S) ~ (E,S), fez) = z1> induces a map f: (P,C) ~ (P,C)
such that f.(u) = pu. Let (P."C",) be the limit of the inverse sequence
(P,C)

J
+-

(P,C)

J

J

+- ... +-

(P,C)

J
+- •••

Show that the homology sequence of (P ."C.,) (Cech group with integer
coefficients) is isomorphic with the sequence S., of the preceding exercise
(see Example x,4.1). Show that C., and 2:1> are homeomorphic.

G.

MISCELLANEOUS.

1. Let (X,A) be a compact pair, and let u be in the kernel of the
natural homomorphism HO(X) ~ HO(A) (Cech cohomology groups).

Show that there exists a closed neighborhood V of A such that u is in
the kernel of HO(X) ~ H"(V).
2. Let a be a covering of X. Show that a map eJ>: X ~ IX al is
canonical relative to a if and only if, for each v € Va, we haveeJ>-'(st(v)) C

CHAPTER XI

Applications to Euclidean Spaces
1. INTRODUCTION

The objf'ctive of this chapter iR twofold. FirAt we derive a nnmber
of theorems concernin~ Euclidean Rpace among which are Rome of the
most classical and widely used ones such as the Brouwer fixed-point
theorem and the invariance of domain. Secondly we show how such
theoremR can be derived using the axiomR without appeal to any concretely defined homolo~y or cohomology theory.
The first five articles depend only on ChapterR I and II. The last
section (0) uses, in addition, the continuity axiom of Chapter x.
The notations of 1,16 are uRed throughout the chapter: R n =
earteRian n-space, En = the n-cell Ij.rll ~ 1, S,-1 = the (n - l)-Rphere
Ilxll = 1, etc. These spaceR appear in most of the theorems. The
theorems are still valid 1f un,En,sn-l arc rpplac('(l by homromorphs. For
example, the Brouwer fixed point theorem 3.3 holds for any set X
homeomorphic with En. 1"01' let f' he It map X -----> X, and h a homeomorphism X -----> En. Then f = hf'h- ' maps En into itsclf. By :3.:3,
there is a fixed point, say x, of I. Then h-I(x) is a fixed point of 1'.
The pl'oof:-; of invariance of the othcr t hcorem:-; of this chapter are
equally trivial.
2. MAPPINGS INTO SPHERES
LEMMA 2.1.
IJ (X,A) is a normal1Jah' (i.e. X 1'S normal, and A is
closed in X) and f: A -----> .'r, then there is an open set U oj X containing
A and an extension f': U ----->
of I.
PROOF.
Regard J as a map of A into R n + 1 • Then, by Tietze's
exten:-;ion theorem, there exists an extension g: X -----> U n + 1 of f. Define
U = X - g-\O) where 0 is the origin of R" H and set

sn

f

'(

x)

g(x)

= Ilg(xffi

x e U.

This yields the desired extension of .f.
LEMMA 2.2.
Let (X,A) be a normal pair such that X X I is normal.
Every map f: X X 0 U A X I -----> S" admits an extension P: X X I
----->

sn.
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2.'1.'1

°

PROOF.
Let B = X X U A X I. Since the pair (X X I,B) is
normal, there is, by 2.1, a neighborhood [1 of B and an extension cfJ:
U ~ S" of f. Since A X I C U aIllI I is compact, we may construct
a neighborhood V of A in X :mch that V X leU. Select a Urysohn
function e: X ~ I such that e ill 0 on X - V and is 1 on A. Then
for cach x E X and tEl, we have (x,O(x)/) E U. Define P(x,/) =
cfJ(x,O(x)t). Then F(x,O) = cfJ(x,O) = f(x,O), and for x E A, we have
e(x) = 1 so that F(x,t) = cfJ(x,t) = j(x,t). Thus F is the desired extension.
LEMMA 2.3.
l"ct (X,A) be a nO/'mal pair such Ihat X X I is normal,
and lei j: X ~ S". 8/'cry homotupy of flA can be cxtended to a homolopy

of f.
PHOOF.
Let h: A X I ~ S" be a homotopy offlA. Extend h to a
map h': X X 0 U 11 X I by setting h(x,O) = f(x) for x E X. Then,
by 2.2, h' admits an cxtcIU-;ion II: X X I ~ S", which is the desired
homotopy.
D}<~FINITION 2.4. A map f:
X ~ S" is called inessential if f is
homotopic to a map of X into a single point of ,'l". Otherwisc f is
flailed csselliial.
LEMMA

2.;).

Tf f:

X

~ ,'l"

is rsscnliallhclI f(X)

= 8".

Suppose yO'S" - f(X). Since S" - y is contractible to a
point und f(X) C 8" - 1/, it follows that f is in('ssential.
LEMMA 2.6.
Lcl (X,.'1) bc a lIormal ]Hur surh that X X I is normal.
PIWOl<'.

Evcry incssr/ltial map
X~

f:

A

~

S" anmits an inclilicntial extel/liion

1':

So.

PROOF.
Let h: X ~ S" be a map of X into a single point of S".
Then hlA is homotopic with f. The ('xilltence of .f' follows now from 2.3.
LEMMA 2.7.
Lcl l' = (t,l{ I be a triangulation of X surh Ihat dim
J( < n. Thrn ('I'cry mal) f:
X ~ 8" is inessenlial.
PUOOF. Relect a triangulation 1" = {t',K'1 of S" with dim K' = n.
By the theorem on simplicial approximation there exists a map
g: X ~ S" homotopic with f and whieh is simplicial relative to the
triangulations kT,1" where kT = lkt,kKI is a suffieientIy high barycentric subdivision of 1'. Since the dinwnsion of a simplicial complex
does not change under barycentric subdivision, we have dim kK < n.
Since g is simplicial, it follows that g docs not map X onto S". Thus,
by 2.5, g is inc';dential, and therefore f is inessential.
COHOLL} sty 2.8.
If m < n, every map f: S" ~ S" is inessential
and mimi's an extension f': E'"+\ ~ S".
PRCOF. The fact that f is inessential follows from 2.7. The existence
of an ex "ension f' follows from 2.6.
LEMMA 2.9.
Let T = {t,K I be a triangulation of X with dim K ~ n,
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let A be a closed subset of X, and let f: A ~ S". Then f admits an
extension f': X ~ S".
LEMMA 2.10. Let 7' = It,KI be a triangulation of X with dim
K ~ n
1, let A be a closed subset of X, and let f: A ~ S", There
exists a finite set F C X - A such that f admits an extension 1': XF~ S".
PROOF OF 2.9 AND 2.10. By 2.1, there is an open set U in X containing A, and an extension 1': U ~ S" of f. If we replace T by a
sufficiently high barycentric subdivision k7' = {kt,kKj, we can find a
subcomplex A' of X (relative to kT) such that A C A' C U. Since
dim K = dim kK, it follows that we may assume in 2.9 and 2.10 that
A is a subcomplex of X relative to T.
Let X· denote the q-dimensional skeleton of X relative to T. Clearly
f: A ~ sn admits an extension
XO U A ~ S". Suppose inductively that an extension 1": X· U A ~ S" is already given for
I)-dimensional simplexes of
some q < n. Let Sl! '" , Sr be the (q
X-A. Then I" is defined on 81! ... , 8., and, by 2.8, I" may be extended over everyone of the simplexes Sl, ••• , Sr, thus yielding 1"+1:
1
X·+ U A ~ S" extending f. Therefore there exists an extension
X" U A ~ S" of f. If dim K ~ n, then X" = X, which proves
2.9. If dim K ~ n
1, let Sl, ••• , Sr be the (n
I)-simplexes of
X - A, and let F = Ibl! . , . , br I be the set of their barycenters. A
radial projection in each simplex 8 1 , ••• , Sr yields a retraction h: XF ~ X" U A. The map j"h: X - F ---> S" is then an extension of
f: A ~ S". Thus 2.10 is proved.
LEMMA 2.11. Let A be a closed subset of S" and let B be a set containing exactly one point out of each f}omponent of S" - A. Then, for
every f: A ~ sn-t, there exists a finite subset F of B and an extension
1': S" - F ~ S.. - I of f.
PROOF. By 2.10, there exists a finite subset (Xl' ... ,Xk) of sn - A
and an extension S" - (Xl' ... , Xk) ~ S.. -l of f. For each x" let bi
denote the point of B in the component of S - A containing x" and
let F be the set (b 1 , • • • ,bk ). To prove that f admits an extension
S" - F ~ S.. -t, we shall prove inductively that, if f admits an extension sn - (b 1 , • • • , b'_1! X" '" , Xk) ~ S .. -t, then f also admits an
extension S" - (b 1 , • • • , b" X'+l, ... , x k) ~ S.. -l. Since x, and bi
lie in the same component of S" - A, there is a finite sequence

+

t:

+

r:

+

+

X, = Yo, ... , Yl

of points and a sequence of convex n-cells

= bi
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in 8' - A such that Yj_I,Yj EE, for j = 1, ... , l, and the boundary
Sj of E j contains none of the b's, x's, and y's.

It clearly suffices to show that, if f admits an extension

then

f also admits an extension

Let r:

8' - Y,

~

S" - E, be a retraction. Then setting

f .. ,(x) = f;';-Ir(x) for x

yields the desired extension

E

8' - (b l ,

••• ,

bi-I,Yj,xi+l, •••

I

Xl)

f .. ,. This concludes the proof.

3. THEOREMS OF BROUWER AND BORSUK

THEOREM 3.1. The n-sphere S" is not contractible (over itself) to a
point, i.e. the identity map of S" is essential.
PROOF. Let H be any homology (or cohomology) theory defined on
the category :J of triangulable pairs and with a coefficient group G ~ O.
Then, by 1,16.6, S" is not homologically trivial. Thus, by 1,11.5, 8'
is not contractible to a point.
REMARK. The above statement is the only one of this section that
requires the use of homology theory in the proof. All the other propositions follow from 3.1 using the results of §2 and other simple geometric
arguments.
THEOREM 3.2. S"-I is not a retract of E".
PROOF. Let r: E" ~ 8'-1 be a retraction. Then
F(x,t)

=

r«1 - t)x)

X E

8'-\

tEl

yields a homotopy contracting S"-I to a point, contrary to 3.1.
THEOREM 3.3. (Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem). Each map f.
E" ~ E" has at least one fixed point, i.e. a point x E E" such that f(x) = x:
PROOF. Assume f(x) -:;e x for all x E E". Let r(x) be the point of
S"-I such that x lies on the line segment from f(x) to r(x). The continuity of r is proved using that of f and some elementary geometry.
Since r(x) = x when x E 8", r is a retraction E" ~ 8'-1 contradicting 3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. Let T = {t,K} be a triangulation of a space X. In
order that dim K ~ n, it is necessary and sufficient that for every closed
subset A of X, and every map f: A ~ So, there exists an extension
1': X ~ So.
PROOF. The necessity of the condition follows from 2.9. Suppose
that dim K > n, and let s be a simplex of X of dimension n
1. Let

+
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A = is and let f: A -. S" be a homeomorphism. Suppose that f admits
an extension.f': X -. P/. Then f-If': X -. A is a retraction. Therefore .~ is a retract of the closed simplex s contrary to 3.2.
THEOREM 3.5. (lnvariance of Dimension). If '1'1 = (tl,Kd and
'1'2 =
{t 2 ,K 2 1 are triangulations of the same space X, then dim [(I =
dim K 2 •
This is an immediate consequence of 3.4.
THEOREM 3.6. (Borsuk's Separation Criterion). Ll}t X be a compact
subset of cartesian space R" and let X o E R" - X. In order that X n lie
in the unbounded component of n" - X, it is necessary and sufficient that
the mav 1): X -. S,,-I given by

x -

p(x) = ~_

Xn

xoll

X E

X

be 1:nessenl1'al.

PROOF. By a translation and a similarity transformation of R", it
can he arranged that X lies in the interior of E", and X ll is the origin.
The map p is then defined hy p(x) = x/llxll.
Suppose Xo lies in the unbounded component C of R" - X. Since
C is arcwise eonnected, there exists a mapping f: I -. C such that
f(O) = xoJ(l) = X, ERn - W. Consider the mapping F: X X 1-. S,,-1
defined by
_~(tL

F(x,t) -

Ilx _ f(t)11

x

E

X, t

E [.

Then F(x,O) = p(x) and F(x,l) = (x - x,)/llx - x& Since x E E"
and XI is not in E", it is easy to see that F(x,l) ;e x,/llx,ll. It therefore
follows from 2.5 that p iH inel'iscntial.
ASRume now Jhat the component C of R" - X containing Xll is
bounded. Then C C En and C V X is clOlied. Suppose p is inessential.
Then, by 2.6, p admits an extension p': C V X -. 8"-1. Define a
map r: E" -. S,,-I by setting
rex)
r(x)

=
=

p'(X)

for x

<:

C V X,

n;n

for x

E

E" - C,

X

The two definitions agree on X, hence r is continuous. When x E S"-\
we have rex) = 'x, so that r is a retraction of E" onto S"-I. This contradicts 3.2.
THEOREM 3.7 (Borsuk's Theorem). Let X be a clo.~ed subset of S",
The set S" - X is connected 1f and only 1f every map f: X -. 8",1 is
ines.~cntial.

PROOF.
points of

Suppose S" - X is not connected and let Xo,X, be two
X lying in distinct components of S" - X. If we regart--l

sn -
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S" - XI as the cartesian space R", it follows that X o lies in a bounded
component of R" - X. Thus, by 3.6, there exists an essential map
p: X --> S"-I.
Suppose now that S" - X is connected and let f: X --> S"-I. Let
X o e S" X. By 2.11, f admits an extension.f': S' - X o --> S·-I.
Since S" - X o is contractible, it follows that f' is inessential. Thus f
is also inessential.
LEMMA 3.8.
Let (X,A) Ill' a pair in S' homemomorphic with (E",S"-I).
Then S" - A decomposes into two component.~, namely 8" - X and X-A.
In particular, X - A is an open subsrt of S".
PltOOI'''
Since E" does not admit essential maps into S·-J, it follows
from 3.7 that.'-i" - X is eonnpded. On til(' other hand 8,,-1 does admit
an essential map into 8"-1 (e.g;. the identity map), thus S" - A is not
eonnceted. The spt X - A is homeomorphic with En - S"-\ and is
therefore connected. Since

sn -

A

=

(S" -

X) V (X - A),

and sn - A is not connected, and sn - X, X - A are connected, it
follows that the latter two lids are the components of sn - A.
THEOHEM 3.9 (lnmrianfe of Dumain).
If F I 'C'2 arc homeomorphic
subsets of So, and [', 1'15 oprll, thell ('2 is also open.
PROOI".
Let f: U, --> U 1 be a homeomorphism. Let X 2 e U 1 and
x, =
I(X 2 ).
f;;plpe( a sph('rical nci!!:hhorhood 1', of x, such that VI C
U I . Let VI = VI - 1'" thpn (V" i'l) and (E",S"-l) are homeomorphic
pairs. Let (X,:l) = (fl',,fV I ). Then (X,A) and (E",S,,-I) arc homeomorphic, and, by 3.8, X - A is open. Since X2 e X - A C U 2 , it
follows that (/2 is open.
DEFINITION 3.10.
A space JI will be called locally euclidean of
dimension n if ('very point x e ill possesses a neighborhood homeomorphic with it'.
Tm;oREM 3.11.
Let [il and U 2 be homeomorphic subsets of spaces
AI I and M 2, resprctively, both of which are locally euclidean of dimension
n. If VI is open, then U 2 is also open.
PROOF.
Let f: VI --> U 2 be a homeomorp}usm. Let X2.e U 2 , and
l
let XI
(x 2 ). Select neighborhoods l'1,l'2 of X I ,X2 respectively such
that

.r

r

e VI CUI'
X 2 e V 1 C AI 2 ,
V I, V 2 are homeomorphic with R

Xl

B
•

3ince R" is homeomorphic with an open subset of S", we may select a
map ¢I: V, --> S", ¢l: V 2 --> S" mapping VI and V 2 homeomorphically
onto open subsets WI and W 1 of S". Then ¢d¢~' maps WI homeomorphically onto a subset of W 2 • Thus, by 3.9, the set ¢d¢~I(WI~ is
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open in S" and therefore also in W 2 • Therefore the set f<t>-t(W t ) =
!(V t ) is open in V 2 and therefore also in M 2 • Since X 2 E !(V t) C U 2 , it
follows that U 2 is open.
COROLLARY 3.12.
Two locally euclidean spaces M t and M 2 of different
dimensions are not homeomorphic.
PROOF.
Let m J ,m2 be the dimensions of M t and M 2 respectively and
let m l = m 2
n, n > O. Then M 2 X R" is locally euclidean of dimension m l , and contains a nonopen subset homeomorphic with M 2 • Thus,
by 3.11, M I and M 2 cannot be homeomorphic.

+

4. DEGREES OF MAPS

In this section and the following one, we assume that a homology
theory H is given with a coefficient group G isomorphic to the group
of integers J. Analogous results also hold for a cohomology theory
with a coefficient group G = J.
DEFINITION 4.1. Consider a map f: S" ~ S .., n > O.
Since
H .. (S") = J (see 1,16.6) there is an integer d such that f.u = du for
all u E H ..(S"). This integer d is called the degree of f, written d =
degree(f).
Clearly two homotopic mappings of S" - S" have the same degree.
The converse is also true but will not be proved until Chapter xv. It
is easy to see that the degree of the composition of two maps is the
product of their degrees.
LEMMA 4.2.
A mapping f: S" ~ S" of degree ."e 0 is essential, and
therefore maps S" onto S".
PROOF.
Suppose f is inessential. Then we may replace f by a
homotopic map f' such that f'(S") is a single point X o E S". Since
H.. (xo) = 0, it follows that f ~ = O. Thus the degree of ! is zero.
LEMMA 4.3.
Let n > 1, and let! be a map of the triad (S"jE:,E::')
into itself:
f: (S"jE:,E~) ~ (S"jE:,E~).
Let fl:

S" ~ S", f2:

S.. - t

~

S..-I be the maps defined by f.

Then

degree(ft) = degree(f2)'
PROOF.

By 1,16.2, the triad (S"jE:,E::') is proper.

diagram
.6.

H ..(S")

1ft •
H ..(S")

--+

H .. _I(S"-t)

.6.
--+

H .. _I(S"-I)

Consider the
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where .1 is the boundary operator in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the
triau. By 1,15.4, commutativity holds in this diagram. Further, by
1,16.5, .1 is an isomorphism. Let u e II,,(S"), u r! O. Then
degree(f2).1u

=

f2 • .1u

=

.1fl.u

=

degree(fI).1u.

Since .1u r! 0, it follows that degree (f2) = degree(ft).
LEMMA 4.4.
Suppose that a function r: S" X S" ~ S", n > 0,
is given such that there exists an element e e S" (unit element) satisfying
(i)

r(e,x) = x = r(x,e)

for all xeS" (see note at end of this chapter).
S· -> SA, define f: S· ~ S" by setting

Given two maps ft,!2:

Then

degree (f)
PROOF.

=

degree(ft)

+ degree(f2)'

We first replace fl,!2 by homotopic maps ghg2 such that

(ii)
To show that such maps exist, consider fIlE':. Since E': is contractible
to a point, there is a homotopy P: E~ X I ~ S" of ftlE~ such that
P(x,l) = e for x e E~. By 2.3, this homotopy may be extended to a
homotopy F: S" X I ~ S" of It. Set al(X) = P(x,I). The existence
of g2 is proved similarly. The map f is now homotopic with the map
g: S" ~ S" defined by
(iii)
so that it suffices to prove that

in the dimension n.
From (i)-(iii) it follows that
for x e

E:,

forxeE~.

If we denote by g',gLg~ the maps (S",S"-I) ~ (S",e) defined by g,gl,g2
respectively, then the conditions of 1,14.6 are satisfied; and therefore
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Consider the inclusion maps i: 8" C (S",8"-I) and J: 8" C (8",e).
Since Jg = g'i and similarly with subscripts 1 and 2, it follows that

= J.gl. + J.g2.'
Since n > 0, we have H"(e) = 0. Hence, by exactness, J. has kernel
zero in the dimension n. This implies g. = gl. + g2. in the dimension n.
J.g.

Izi

THEOREM 4.5. Regard 8 1 as the set of all complex numbers z w£th
1
1
= 1. For any integer k, the map fk: 8 --+ 8 defined by fk(Z) = l

has degree k.

PROOF. Define r: 8 1 X 8 1
any two integers k,l, we have

--+

8 1 by setting r(x,y) = xy.

For

Thus 4.4 yields
degree(fk+l) = degree(fk)

+ degree(h).

Since f 1 is the identity map, it has degree 1. Thi~ implies that f k has
degree k.
REMARK. The proof above actually yields a stronger result, namely;
fk.U = ku for each u E H 1 (8 1 ) in any homology theory. Similarly
ftu = ku for u E H 1 (8 1 ).
THEOREM 4.6. For any n > 0 and any £nteger k there exist maps
f: 8" --+ S" of degree k.
PROOF. The proposition has been established for n = 1. Assume
inductively that g: 8 n - 1 --+ 8 n - 1 (n > 1) is a map of degree k. Extend
n
g to a map f: sn --+ 8 such that f(E;) C E; and f(E~) C E~(such
extensions obviously exist). Then 4.3 implies that f and g have the
same degree. Thus f has degree k.
6. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF ALGEBRA

Consider the compactification k: of the cartesian space R n obtained
by adjoining a point w at infinity (see x,6.2). A mapping f: R n --+ R n
is admissible (in the category aLe of locally compact pairs) if its extension j: k: --+ k: defined by j(w) = w is continuous.
DEFINITION 5.1. The degree of an admissible map f: R n --+ R n is
defined as the degree of the map j: k: --+ k:. The latter degree is
defined since it' is homeomorphic with the n-sphere 8".
LEMMA 5.2. If f: R n --+ Rn has degree :;r. 0, then f maps R n onto R".
PROOF. 4.2 implies that j maps k: onto k:. Thus f(R") = R n.
LEMMA 5.3. Let Dn = Rn - En. Thus Dn £s defined by the condit£on

Ilxll

~ 1.

Iff:

n
R --+ R", n

> 1, £s an admissible map such that f(E") C
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EA, f(D A) C DA, then the degree of f coincides with the degree of the map
g: 8 I ---t 8 I defined by f.
PROOF. The result follows from 4.3 since the triads (RA;E',DA)
and (8 ;E:',E::) are homeomorphic.
LEMMA 5.4.
Let fO,!I: R A--+ R A and let F: R A X I --+ W be a
homotopy between fo and fl such that, for every real number A, there is a
real number B such that
A

A

-

-

A

IIF(x,t)11 >

Ilxll >

if

A

B,

T hen the maps f 0 and f I are both admissible and have the same degree.
PROOF. The condition of the lemma implies that setting F(w,t) = w
yields an extension F: R X I --+ R of F. This implies that fo and
fl are admissible and that F is a homotopy between
and il' Therefore fo and fl have the same degree.
THEOItEM 5.5.
A polynomial of degree k > 0
A

A

io

fez) = atzt

+ at_lzt- + ... +
1

alz

+

at

ao,
2

~ 0

2

with complex coefficients is an admissible map f: R --+ R which has
topological degree k.
COROLLARY 5.6 (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra). The equation
fez) = 0 has at least one solution.
1
PROOF. Let g(z) = at_ll- + ... + alz + ao and a = lat-d +
2
... + jaol. Define F: R X [ --+ R 2 by setting
F(z,t) = atl

+

(1 - t)g(z) ,

z e: R2 , t e: [.

Let A be any real number, and let
1

Izi > "jaJ (A +
Since k

a),

Izi >

1.

> 0, we have

\F(z,t) I ~

latll -

Ig(z) I ~

latZtl - aizHI > latllzl -

a

>

A.

Thus the homotopy F satisfies the condition of 5.4. Consequently f
is admissible and has the same degree as the map 1': R 2 --+ R 2 where
1'(z) = F(z,l) = atzk.
Let 0: [--+ R 2 - (0) be such that 0(0) = at, 8(1) = 1. The homotopy G: R 2 X I --+ R 2 defined by G(z,t) = O(t)Zk again satisfies the
condition of 5.4. Therefore l' has the same degree as the map
j"(z) = G(z,l) = i. Since If"(z) I = Izl\ the conditions of 5.3 are
satisfied and f" has the same degree as the map f k: Sl --+ 81 defined
by f". Since, by 4.5, fk has degree k, the proof is complete.
We now proceed to establish an analog of the fundamental theorem
of algebra in a setting more general than that of complex numbers.
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We shall assume that a mapping r: R" X R" --+ R" is given. For
simplicity we shall denote r(x,y) by the product xy. This product is
subject to the following conditions:
(i) x F- 0, Y ;= 0 imply xy F- O.
(ii) There exists an element e e R" such that ex = x = xe for all
x e R".
(iii) The relation (tx)y = t(xy) = x(ty) holds of each real positive
number t. The last condition implies by continuity: Ox = 0 = xO.
These properties are satisfied if R" carries the structure of a real
division algebra. Typical examples are: real numbers (n = 1), complex numbers (n = 2), quatemions (n = 4), Cayley numbers (n = 8).
It is not known for what values of n a product such as described above
exists (see note at end of this chapter).
We define inductively a monomial m (in one variable) of degree k as
follows: A constant in R" different from zero is a monomial of degree
zero. The identity function x is a monomial of degree 1. If ml and
m 2 are monomials of degree k l and k 2 , then m l m 2 is a monomial of
degree k l + k 2 •
It follows that, if m is a monomial and x e R", then m(x) e R" and
m: R" --+ R" is continuous.
THEOREM 5.7. Assume n > 1. Let f be a polynomial of algebraic
degree k > 0 of the form m + g where m is a monomial of degree k and g
is a finite sum of monomials oj degree < k. Then the map j: R" --+ R"
is admissible and has topological degree k.
COROLLARY 5.8. The equation f(x) = 0 has at wast one solution.
Applying this to the equations ax - e = 0 and xa - e = 0, we find
COROLLARY 5.9. Each a F- 0 has at least one left inverse and at least
one right inverse.
Applying 5.8 to the polynomial xx + e yields
COROLLARY 5.10. There exists an element whose square is - e.
The proof of 5.7 will be preceded by some lemmas.
LEMMA 5.11.
There exist real numbers < A < B such that

°

Allxlillyll

~

Ilxyll

~

Bllxlillyll·

PROOF.
Let 'Y: f)-I X 8"-1 --+ R" be defined by 'Y(x,y) = xy.
Then 'Y(S,,-I X 8"-1) is a compact subset of R" not containing zero.
Thus there exist real numbers 0 < A < B such that A ~ Ilxyll ~ B
for x,y e 8"-1. Then (iii) yields the conclusion of the lemma.
LEMMA 5.12.
If m is a monomial of degree k, then there exist real
numbers 0 < A .. < B .. such that

A .. llxW ~

Ilm(x)11

~ B.. llxW·
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PROOF. The conclusion is obviously valid for a monomial of degree 0,
and for the monomial x. Suppose now that m = m 1 'm2 is a product of
monomials of degrees k 1 ,k 2 respectively with k = k 1
k 2 , and that the
conclusion of the lemma is valid for m 1 and m2 with the constants
A .... ,B..."A .... ,B.... respectively. Then, by 5.11,

+

~ Bll ml(X)11

Ilm(x)11

Il m2(X)11

~ BB....B.... llxW·llxW· = B ... llxW

where B = BB...,B..... Similarly A... llxW ~ Ilm(x)11 where A ... =
AA ....A .
PROOF OF 5.7. Consider the homotopy F: R" X I -+ I defined by
F(x,t) = m(x)

+ (1

- t)g(x),

X E

R", tEl.

+ ." +

Let g = m 1
m, be a decomposition of g into a sum of monomials
of degrees < k, and let

B' = B ....

+ ... + B.....

If A' is a real number, and

Ilxll >
then k

>

1..

(A'

+ B'),

Ilxll>

1,

0 implies

IIF(x,t) II

~

Ilm(x)ll- Ily(x)11 ~
> A ... llxll - B' > A'.

A ... llxW -

LB.. ,llxII

H

Thus the homotopy F satisfies the condition of 5.4. Consequently f is
admissible and has the same topological degree as the map m(x) =
F(x,I). This reduces the proof to the case when f = m is a monomial
of degree k.
With each monomial m of degree k we associate a function g: 8'-1-+
8"-1 defined by
m(x)

g(x) =

IIm(x) II'

It follows from 5.11 that m(x) ~ 0 for x ~ 0, thus g is a well-defined
continuous function. We shall prove that m and g have the same
topological degree. If k = 0, both m and g are constant and have topological degree O. Let k > O. Define a homotopy F: R" X I -+ R" by
setting
F(x,t) =

m(x)

Ilm(x) II

F(O,t) = O.

[(1 - t) IIm(x) II

k

+ tllxll I,

X E R" - (0), tEl,
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By 5.12
[(1 - t)A m

+ tlllxW

~

IIF(x,t)11

~ [(1 - t)B m

+ tlllxll\

and therefore
AI'

IlxW

~ IIF(x,t)!1 ~ BI'

IlxW

where AI' = min (l,A m ), BI' = max (l,B m ). This inequality shows
that F is continuous at x = 0, and that F satisfies the condition of 5.4.
Sill"£ F(x,O) = m(x), it follows from 5.4 that the map

=

M(x)

F(x,l)

°

M(O) =

=

Ilxll~
m(x) jjm(x) II'

x

¢

0,

is admissible and has the same topological degree as m. The function
M satisfies the condition of 5.3 and therefore has the same degree as
the map sn-l _ sn-I defined by M. Since M(x) = g(x) for x e sn-t,
it follows that m and g have the same degree.
Consider the mapping
"Y:

sn-l X sn-l _

sn-l

defined by
xy

"Y(x,y)

Setting e' =

e/llell

= Ilxyll'

x,ye

sn-I.

we have
"Y(e',x) = x = "Y(x,e') ,

Now consider the product m = m.m2 of two monomials and let
(J,(JI,g2 be the associated maps of sn-l into itself. Then

Since n - 1

>

0, 4.4 gives
degree(g)

=

degree((J,)

+ degree(g2)'

This implies that the topological degree of m is the sum of the topological
degrees of ml and m 2 • Thus the topological degree of a monomial obeys
the same additivity rule as the algebraic degree. Since for a monomial
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of algebraic degree zero (i.e. a constant ~ 0) the topological degree is
also zero, and the monomial x has both algebraic and topological degree
1, it follows that the algebraic and topological degrees coincide for all
monomials. This concludes the proof.
6. MANIFOLDS
DEFINITION 6.1. If X is a compact space, A is closed in X, and
X - A is locally euclidean of dimension n (see 3.10), then the pair
(X,A) is called a relative n-manifold. If there exists a relative homeomorphism f: (E,8) ~ (X,A) (see x,5.I), where (E,S) is an n-cell and
its boundary, then (X,A) is called a relative n-cell.
The objective of this article is to show that the homology and cohomology groups of a relative n-manifold (X,A) are zero for dimensions
greater than n, and to establish results concerning the structure of the
n-dimensional groups.
In case (X,A) is triangulable, the Uniqueness theorem of Chapter
III shows that the results are independent of the choice of the homology
theory. It has been proved that any compact, differentiable, absolute
manifold can be triangulated [So Cairns, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 41
(1935), 549-552]. It is an unsolved problem of long standing to determine if the result is valid without the assumption of differentiability.
It is easy to construct relative n-manifolds which are not triangulable.
For example, let X be an n-sphere, and let A be a closed subset of X
which is not triangulable, then (X,A) is a relative n-manifold and is
not triangulable. A less trivial example is obtained as follows: Let
Y be a locally-euclidean space which is not separable. Let X be the
compact space obtained by adjoining a point at infinity to Y, and let
A consist of this point. Since Y is not separable, X is not triangulable.
We shall use the Cech homology-cohomology theory. Its continuity
will playa vital role in the computations. We repeat that the results
are independent of this choice if (X,A) is triangulable. If the singular
theory were used, there would be no correspondingly simple re5ults
valid in the nontriangulable case.
Since the results we will obtain are more significant in the case of
cohomology, we restrict ourselves to that case. The corresponding results for homology are stated at the end of this article.
LEMMA 6.2.
Let Y be a space having a triangulation T of dimension
n, and let (X,A) be a compact pair in Y. Then Ha(X,A) is uro for each
q > n.
tb
PROOF. Let iT denote the i
barycentric subdivision of T. Let
X, and Ai be the least subcomplexes of Y, in the triangulation 'T, con-
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taining X and A respectively. Clearly H·(Xi,A,) is zero for q > n,
and (X,+I,Ai<l) C (X"A,). Since the mesh of 'T tends to zero as i
tends to infinity, it follows that (X,A) = (fl Xi' n A,). By applying
x,2.6, we obtain that H·(X,A) is zero, and the proof is complete.
Since a relative homeomorphism induces isomorphisms of the Cech
groups (x,5.4), it follows that the tech groups of a relative n-cell (X,A)
are those of an n-cell, Le. all groups are zero except Hn(X,A) = G.
LEMMA 6.3.
Ij (X,A) and (X,B) are relative n-cells such that (X,A) C
(X,B), then the inclusion map induces an isomorphism

PROOF. Consider first the special case where X is the euclidean
x~ = 1. Also, let
n-cell E: I:; x~ ~ 1, and A is the sphere S:
Xo be a point of E - S, let U be the interior of a sphere with center
X o such that U C E - S, and let B = E - U. Then (E,B) is a relative
n-cell containing (E,S). Radial projection from X o defines a retraction
r: B --+ S. If we set

E;

r(x,t) = (1 - t)x

+ tr(x),

we obtain a strong deformation retraction of B into S. Then I,10.5c
applies to give the desired result in this case.
For the next case, let (X,A) be a relative n-cell, let j: (E,S)--+
(X,A) be a relative homeomorphism, let U be the interior of a sphere
contained in E - S, and let B = X - j(U). Then (X,B) is a relative
n-cell, and j defines a relative homeomorphism jl: (E,E - U) --+
(X,B). Let j: (E,S) C (E,E - U) and h: (X,A) C (X,B). Since
jlj = hj, we have j*j~ = j*h*. As jl,! are relative homeomorphisms,
j~ and j* are isomorphisms. By the preceding case, j* is an isomorphism. It follows that h* is an isomorphism.
Consider now the general case. Let j: (E,S) --+ (X,A) and g:
(E,S) --+ (X,B) be relative homeomorphisms. Now rl(X - B) is open
in E - S; hence it contains a sphere with interior U. Let A' = X j(U). Then g-I(X - A') is open in E - S; hence it contains a sphere
with interior V. Let B' = X - j(V). Inclusion relations induce
homomorphisms
j*
Hn(X,B')

--+

~

k*
Hn(X,A')

--+

Hn(X,B)

--+

Hn(X,A).

By constmction, the preceding case applies to the inclusions jk and kl.
Hence k* j* and l*k* are isomorphisms. It is easily seen that this
implies that l* is an isomorphism. This completes the proof.
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DEFINITION 6.4. Let (X,A) be a relative n-manifold.
pair of relative n-cells (X,B),(X,B') such that

(X,A) C (X,B) C (X,B'),

An ordered

(X,A) C (X,B') C (X,B)

or

will be called a step in X-A. By 6.3, the inclusion map induces an
isomorphism H~(X,B) = H"(X,B') called the isomorphism of the step.
A finite sequence P of relative n-cells

such that each pair of adjacent terms is a step in X. - A, will be called
a path in X - A from (X,B,) to (X,B k). The composition of the isomorphisms of the successive steps is an isomorphism H~(X,Bl) =
H~(X,Bk) called the isomorphism p* of the path. In case (X,R 1 ) =
(X,B.) the path is said to be closed, and thp. isomorphism of the path
becomes an automorphism. The manifold (X,A) is said to be orientable
if the automorphism of each closed path in X - A is the identity;
otherwise (X,A) is called nonorientable. (Note that this concept depends on the coefficient group).
LEMMA 6.5.
Let (X,A),(X',A') be relative n-mamfolds such that
X' C X, and X' - A' C X-A. If (X,A) is orientable, so also is
(X',A').
PROOF. Let (X',BD, '" , (X',BD be a closed path in X' - A'. Set
i = 1, ... , k.

B i = B: U (X - X'),

Since X' - B: = X-B. is open in X' - A', by 3.11, it is also open
in X - A; hence B, is closed. It follows that g,: (X',B:) C (X,B,)
is a relative homeomorphism, (X,B,) is a relative n-ccll, and (X,B.),
, (X,B k ) is a closed path in X-A. We obtain the diagram
H~(X,BI)

L gt
HR(X',B;)

= H"(X,B

2)

=

= HR(X,B.)

=

= Ir(X',BD

L gf

L g:

= H"(X',B~)

The isomorphisms of the upper [lowN] line compose to give the automorphism q, W] of the path in X - A [X' - A ']. Since g, is a relative
homeomorphism, g~ is an isomorphism. Since all isomorphisms are
induced by inclusions, commutativity holds in each square. It follows
that gtq, = q,'gt Since the oriJ!:inal path is closed, B~ = B~j hence
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= gt. Since (X,A) is orientable, q, is the identity. It follows that q,'
is the identity; therefore (X',A') is orientable.
LEMMA 6.6. If P is a path in X - A from (X,B) to (X,B'), and p*
is the isomorphism of P, then commutativity holds in the diagram

gl

R"(X,B)

p*
==

H"(X,B')

A
H"(X,A)

where j,j' are the indicated inclusions.
PROOF. If P consists of a single step, commutativity is obvious since

all homomorphisms are induced by inclusions. In the general case,
we enlarge the diagram by inserting the individual steps and the homomorphisms H"(X,B.) ~ H"(X,A) induced by inclusions. Commutativity in each small triangle implies the desired result.
LEMMA 6.7.
Let (X,A) be a relative n-manifold with X - A connected. Let (X,B),(X,B') be relative n-cells such that A C B and A C B'.
Then there exists a path in X - A from (X,B) to (X,B').
PROOF. Let F be the family of those relative n-cells (X,C) which
are the end terms of paths in X - A starting from (X,B). Let W be
the union of the sets X - C for (X,C) E F. Clearly W is an open
connected set in X-A. Let x EX - A be a limit point of W. As
X - A is locally euclidean, there is a relative n-cell (X,D) such that
D ::> A and x EX - D. As X - D is open, it contains a point YEW.
Then y EX - C for some (X,C) E F. As X - A is locally euclidean,
there is a relative n-cell (X,C') such that C' ::> C V D and y E X - C'.
Then (X,C),(X,C'),(X,D) is a path in X - A from (X,C) to (X,D).
Combining this with a path from (X,B) to (X,C), we obtain a path
from (X ,B) to (X,D). Thus x E W, and W is also closed in X-A.
As X - A is connected, we must have W = X-A. Therefore
X - B' contains a point Z E W. Treating (X,B'),z in the same manner
as we treated (X,D),y above, we obtain the desired path from (X,B)
to (X,B').

We are now prepared to state and prove the main results of this
section.
THEOREM 6.8.
Let (X,A) be a relative n-manifold with X - A connected; let (X,B) be a relative n-cell containing (X,A), and let j: (X,A) C
(X,B).

Then we have the following five propositions:
(i) H"(X,A) = 0 for q > n.
(ii) j* maps Ir(X,B) onto H"(X,A).
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(iii) The kernel of j. contains all elements of the form u - p·u where
H"(X,B) and P is any closed path in X - A starting with (X,B).
(iv) If (X,A) is orientable, then j.: H"(X,B) = H"(X,A).
(v) If the coefficient group G is the group of integers, and (X,A) is
nonorientable, then H"(X,A) is cyclic of order 2.
PROOF. To prove (iii) we apply 6.6 withj = i', to obtainj·P· = j.;
hence j·(u - p·u) = O.
We shall say that (X,A) is finite if there exists a finite set (X,B l ),
... , (X,B t ) of relative n-cells such that X - A = U~_l X - B •.
The propositions (i), (ii), (iv), (v), restricted to the case (X,A) finite,
will be denoted by (i)', (ii)', (iv)', (v)' respectively. We will show first

u

E

that the finite case implies the general case.
Let I (X,B a ) j,a EM, he an indexed collection of relative n-cells such
that A = (lasM B a • The existence of such a collection is implicit in
the assumption that X - A is locally euclidean. Let Va = X - B a •
For each finite set ~ C M, define We = U a•e Va and A e = X - WE'
Let N be the set of those fs such that We is connected. Inclusion
"elations in M provide a partial order in N. We will show that N is a
directed set with respect to this order. If x EX - A, let C(x) be the
union of all We such that ~ EN and x E We. Then C(x) is open. If y
is a limit point of C(x) in X - A, choose a Va containing y. Then
Va (l C(x) contains a point of some We which contains x. Hence
V" U We is connected, contains x and y, and is a W. for." EN. Therefore y E C(x). As C(x) is open and closed in X - A, and X - A is
connected, we have C(x) = X-A. If ~,." EN, choose x E We. YEW•.
Since C(x) = X - A, there is arE N such that x,y E W r. Let w =
~ U '1 U r. Then W .. = We U W. U W r is a connected set. Hence
wEN, and W contains ~ and.". This proves that N is directed.
It follows that (X,A) is the intersection of the nested system
{(X,A e) l,~ EN. By x,2.6, and the continuity of the tech groups, the
group H'(X,A) is the limit group of the groups IH'(X,A e) I.
Now (i)' asserts that each H'(X,A f ) = 0 for q > n and each ~ EN.
Then the limit group H'(X,A) is also zero; hence (i)' implies (i).
If u EH"(X,A), then by definition of direct limit, there is an clement
v E H"(X,A f ) such that g·v = u where g: (X,A) C (X,A e). Let
(X,B') be a relative n-cell such that (X,A f ) C (X,B'), and let i'denote
the inclusion map. Then (ii)' asserts the existence of w £ H"(X,B')
such that j/·w = v. Thus the image of (j/g).: H'(X,B') ~ H'(X,A)
contains u. By 6.7 and 6.6, the image of (j/g). coincides with the image
of j.. As u is arbitrary, it follows that (ii)' implies (ii).
Choose ao E M, let ~o £ N consist of the single element Qo, and let
N' be the subset of those ~ £ N such that ~ :) ~o. Clearly N' is cofinal
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in N; hence H"(X,A) is the limit group of IH"(X,A E)
1/ in N'. Then we have the diagram

J
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for tEN'. Let

t C
(1)

1*
(1*
h*
II"(X,B a .) ---+ W(X,A E) ---+ II"(X,A.) ---+ II"(X,A)

where f,(I,h are inclusions. Suppose now that (X,A) is orientable. By
Then (iv)' asserts that 1* and
g*1* are isomorphisms. It follows that (1* is an isomorphism. Thus all
projections of the direct system IH"(X,A E) U EN', are isomorphisms.
It follows from vIII,4.8 that (fgh)* is an isomorphism. If we apply 6.6
with B a • = B', it follows that j* is an isomorphism. Thus (iv)' implies
(iv).
Suppose (X,A) is nonorientable relative to integer coefficients. Let
P be a path such that p* is not the identity. We may suppose that
the collection {(X,B a ) I includes the relative n-cells of P (adjoin them
otherwise), and let to C M denote the set of indices of these cells.
Clearly WE. is connected, so hEN. Let N' be the set of those tEN
such that t ::) to. Proceed now as in the preceding paragraph, and
obtain the diagram (1) where Cio E to. Now P is a path in X - A E
for each tEN'; hence (X,A E) is nonorientable. Then (v)' asserts that
IIn(X,A E) and II"(X,A.) are cyclic of order 2; and (ii)' asserts that
1* and (1*1* are onto. It follows that g* is an isomorphism. By vIII,4.8,
h* is an isomorphism. Hence II"(X,A) is cyclic of order 2. Thus (ii)'
and (v)' imply (v).
It remains to establish the propositions in the finite case, i.e. X A = V~.I (X - B.). If k = 1, then (X,A) is a relative n-cell; so (i)
holds, and 6.3 implies that j* is an isomorphism. Hence (ii) hold::;.
Since (iii) ha& been proved, and the kernel of j* is zero, it follows that
(X,A) is orientable, and then (iv) holds. Proposition (v) does not apply
if k = 1.
Suppose inductively that (i), (ii), (iv), (v) have been proved for
finite (X,A) such that k ~ m. Consider now the case k = m + 1.
Since X - A is connected, the union of some m of the sets X-B. is
connected. Let the indexing be such that V"; (X - B.) is connected.
Set A' = (\"; B., and B' = B m +l • Then X - A' is connected, and the
inductive hypotheses apply to (X,A'). The relative Mayer-Vietoris
sequence (1,15.6) of the triad (X;A',B') contains the portion

6.5, (X,A E) and (X,A.) are orientable.

IjJ

(2)

H·(X,A' VB') ---+ II·(X,A')

+
1/1
---+

II·(X,B')
~

II·(X,A) ---+ H·+1(X,A' VB').
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To prove (i) for (X,A), choose a relative homeomorphism f:
(E,S) ~ (X,B'). Let C = r'(A' \.J B'). Then C is closed, and f
defines a relative homeomorphism g: (E,C) ~ (X,A' \.J B'). By 6.2,
HQ+l(E,C) = 0 for q ~ n. By x,5.4, y* is an isomorphism. IIence
HQ+'(X,A' \.J B') = 0 for q ~ n. Then the exactness of (2) implies
that HQ(X,A) is the image of 1/;. By the inductive hypothesis, HQ(X,A')
and HQ(X,B') are zero for q > n. Therefore HQ(X,A) = 1/;(0) = OJ
and (i) has been proved.
H"(X,A')

1f~*

Y

-h*a

H"(X,D a)

(3)

H"(X,C a)

~

ly~*
H"(X,B')

"<

--

H"(X,A)

~

For each component a of X - A' \.J B', let C a = X - a; and let
(X,D a) be a relative n-cell stich that D a ~ Ca' We obtain the diagram
(3) in which all homomorphisms are induced by inclusions. By 6.3,

g* is an isomorphism.

(4)

By the inductive hypothesis (ii) on (X,A'),
II"(X,A')

(5)

= image f:.

As shown in the preceding paragraph,
H"(X,A)

(6)

= image 1/;.

Then, if w e lI"(X,A), we can choose u e H"(X,A') and v e II"(X,B')
such that
w = 1/;(u,v) = f*u - y*v,
see 1,15.6.
By (4) and (5) we can choose u',v' e Il"(X,D a) such that f:u'
g:v' = v. Since f af = gag, we have

= u and

y*g:(u' - v') = f* f:u' - y*g:v' = f*u - g*v = w.
This proves
(7)

H"(X,A) = image g*.

By 6.7 and 6.6, II" (X,B') and H"(X,B) have the same image in Il"(X,A).
Thus (7) implies (ii).
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Having proved (ii), it follows that h: is onto. Since
yields

g~*h:

=

g:, (4)

h: is an isomorphism.

(8)

According to x, Exer. B3, H"(X,A' U B') is the injective direct sum
H"(X,A' U B') =

L

H"(X,C a )

a

= La

Referring to the definition of cf>, it follows that
of components of a homomorphism
cf>':

L

H"(X,D a )

-)

H"(X,A')

a

H"(X,D a ).

I U:,g:) I is the collection

+ H"(X,B')

having the same image as cf>. Since the sequence (2) is exact,
kernel y; = image cf> = image cf>'.
Hence by (6)
H"(X,A) = [H"(X,A')

+ H"(X,B')l/image cf>'.

Let uS regard H"(X,B') as imbedded in the direct sum. Using (7) and
the fact that y;(O,v) = -g*v, we obtain
H"(X,A)

(9)

= H"(X,B')/K

where
K = H"(X,B')

La

n

image cf>'.

L a

a)

Now an element of
H"(X,D is a sum
U where U
is nonzero for only a finite number of a's. By definition
cf>'(

Hence

U E

L u a) = (L f:u a, L

K if and only if

(10)

U

g:u

a

E

H"(X,D

a)

a).

has the form
U

=

L

where

g:u a

Choose a fixed component 'Y of X - A' U B'; and, for any component
be a path in X - A' from (X,D to (X,D.,) . . The path
(X,D.,),(X,B'),(X,D followed by
is a closed path Pain X - A
beginning and ending with (X,D.,). Set

a, let

Qa

a)

Va

a)

Qa

= g~-lg:Ua

E

H"(X,D.,).

Using 6.6 we have

L

f:u a =

L nQ:g:-lg~va

=

n L P:v a.

Then (10) becomes
(11)

where
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To prove (iv), let (X,A) be orientable. Then

L

P:va

=

L

Va'

By 6.5, (X,A') is orientable. By the inductive hypothesis (iv) for
(X,A'), f~ is an isomorphism. Hence (11) reduces to u = O. By (10),
we have K = 0, so g*: H"(X,B') = H"(X,A). Using 6.6 and a path
P from (X,B) to (X,B'), it follows that j* is an isomorphism. This
proves (iv) for (X,A).
To prove (v), let G = integers, and (X,A) nonorientable. The only
nontrivial automorphism of G is the reversal of sign; hence P~va = ±va.
Let x be the sum of those Va such P~va = Va, and y the sum of those
Va such that P~va
-Va' Then (11) becomes
u = g~(x

(12)

+ y)

where

g(x - y) = O.

If (X,A') is orientable, the inductive hypothesis (iv) for (X,A') gives
x - y = 0; hence u = 2g~x. If (X,A') is nonorientable, the inductive
hypothesis (v) for (X,A') states that x - y has the form 2z. Hence
u = 2g~(x - z). In either case u == 0 mod 2. Thus K consists of the
even elements of H"(X,B'). It follows that H"(X,A) is cyclic of order
2. This proves (v) for (X,A), and thereby completes the proof of the

theorem.
REMARK. The restriction to integer coefficients in proposition (v)
is not necessary: If (X,A) is nonoricntable, then, for any G, H"(X,A)
is isomorphic to G reduced mod 2. The proof just given holds in general
if we know, for any closed path P, that p* = ±I where I = identity.
This is true by virtue of the universality of integer coefficients which
we have not proved (see v, Exer. G3). Specifically, if p* = I, respectively - I, for integer coefficients, then p* = I, respectively -I,
for any G. It is therefore customary to use the terms orientable and
nonorientablc always in the sense of integer coefficients.
THEOREM 6.9. The n-sphere S" is orientable relative to any coefficient
group.
PROOF. If X o E 8", a sterographic projection shows that (8",xo) is a
relative n-ccll. Since H"(S",x o) = H"(S") under the inclusion, it follows
from (6.8) (iii) that S" is orientable.
THEOREM 6.10. Let (X,A) be a relative n-manifold such that X is
homeomorphic to a subset of the n-sphere. For each connected component
a of X - A, let A a = X-a. Then each (X,A a ) is orientable, so that
H"(X,A a)
G; and ihe homomorphisms H"(X,A a) --+ H"(X,A) induced
by inclus1'ons provide an injective direct sum representation

=

H"(X,A)

=::

1: H"(X,A
a

a ).

NOTE
The orientability of (X,A a) follows from 6.9 and 6.5. The direct
sum d.ecomposition follows from x, Exer. B3.
We turn now to the corresponding results for homology. Up through
6.7, the exactness property was not used. Hence all statements and
proofs through 6.7 hold with cohomology replaced by homology.
The proof of 6.8 uses exactness. The Cech homology theory on
compact pairs is not generally exact. To obtain exactness we add to
the hypotheses of 6.8 that G is compact or a vector space over a field.
Then the duals of (i)-(iv) of p.8 are valid. These are
(i) H.(X,A) = 0 for q > n.
(ii) The kernel of j.: Hn(X,A) ........ Hn(X,B) is zero.
(iii) If u is in the image of j., then u = P*u where P is any closed
path in X - A starting with (X,B).
(iv) If (X,A) is orientable, then j*: Hn(X,A) = Hn(X,B).
The duals of 6.9 and 6.10 hold with the same restriction on G. The
dual of the conclusion of 6.10 reads: The homomorphisms Hn(X,A) ........
Hn(X,A a) provide a projective representation of Hn(X,A) as a direct
product
Hn(X,A) =
Hn(X,A,,).

rIa

Without restricting G, the Cech homology theory is exact for triangulable pairs. This suggests an alternative procedure; namely, add
to 6.8 the hypothesis that (X,A) is triangulable, th~n show that the
proof carries through using only triangulable pairs at each stage. One
would use triangulable relative n-cells having triangulable unions and
intersections. For this it would suffice to use a single triangulation of
(X,A) and its barycentric subdivision. Then the duals of (i) to (iv),
as stated above, would hold; and, in addition, the dual of (v), which is
(v) If G = integers, and (X,A) is nonorientable, then Hn(X,A) = O.
NOTE

The existence of multiplications. In §5 we assumed the proposition:
(A) There exists a multiplication r: R n X R n ........ W satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of §5.
We also remarked that examples of such a multiplication, for n =
1,2,4, alld 8, were provided by the real, complex, quaternionic, and
Cayley number systems respectively. No other examples are known.
If we require in addition that r(x,y) be bilinear and \r(x,y)j = Ixllyl,
then Hurwitz has proved [Nachr. Ges. d. Wiss. Gottingen (1898), 309316] that·n = 1,2,4, or 8, and r is isomorphic to the corresponding abovementioned number system. If we drop the norm condition, but retain
bilinearity, then Hopf has shown [Comm. Math. Helv. 13 (1941), 219239] that n must be a power of 2.
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It can be shown that (A) is equivalent to each of the propositions
(B), (C), and (D) listed below. For the equivalence of (C) and (D)
as well as the definition of the terms involved see S. Eilenberg, Ann. of
Math. 41 (1940), 662-673.
(B) There exists a multiplication sn-l X S·-1 _ sn-l with a twosided unit e: ex = x = xe for all x e S·-I.
(C) There exists a map sn-l X S·-1 _ 8n-l of type (1,1).
(D) There exists a map s2n-l _ S" having Hopf invariant 1.
Proposition (D) is of considerable importance in the study of homotopy groups of spheres, and much effort has been expended in trying
to determine the values of n for which it is valid. Hopf has shown
[Fund. Math. 25 (1935), 427-440] that, if n > 1, then (D) implies that
n is even. G. W. Whitehead has proved [Ann. of Math. 51 (1950),
192-237] that, if n > 2, then (D) implies that n is divisible by 4. J.
Adem has announced [Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 38 (1952)] that (D) implies that n is a power of 2. H. Toda has announced [C. R. Acad. Sci.
Paris 241(1955), 849-850] that D is false for n = lU.
EXERCISES

A. DEGRERS OF MAPS.
1. Define the degree of a map f: S' - S' by using the reduced
group Ho(8°). Show that this degree is always 0, 1, or -1. Show
that 4.3 remains vulid for n = 1.
2. Define the degree of a map f: (E",S·-I) _ (E',S'-I), and show
that it is equal to the degree of the map g: S·-1 - S"-1 defined by f.
3. Show that a map f: (E\S') - (E\So) has degree 0, 1, or -1.
4. Prove that, for each n > 1 and each integer k, there exists a
map f: (En,S·-I) - (En,S·-I) of degree k.

B.

INVARIANCE OF DOMAIN.

1. Let X be a closed subset of S' and let x o E X. Show that, if
x o e lnt X, then 1l"(X,X - U) ~ 0 for all sufficiently small neighborhoods U of x o•

2. Prove the converse of 1 assuming both continuity and exactness.
C. CARTAN'S MATCHING PROCESS.

Let X be a compact space and {A Q} a family of closed subsets of X.
Let A = C A a and i,,: (X,A) C (X,A
Assume that an exact and
continuous homology theory (on the category a c of compact pairs) is
given and that, for a fixed integer q,
Q ).

H.+ 1 (X,B U A

Q )

= 0

where B is any finite intersections of the sets {A a

for all a
}.
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1. Prove that, if
U

U

e 1I.(X,A) is such that ia.u = 0 for all a, then

= O.

2. Each U e: H .(X,A) determines a family {U a I where U a =
ia.u e: H.(X,A a) satisfying ka,pu a = kp,aup where ka,p: H.(X,A a) H .(X,A a V A~) is induced by inclusion. Show that each family {U a I
satisfying ka~ua = k~au(j is obtained in this fashion from some U e
H.(X,A a ).
3. Assume that the open sets X - A a form a base for X - A and
that U a e H .(X,A a) are such that kapu a = U~ whenever A a C A~.
Show that there is some U e: H.(X,A) with ia.u = U a for all a.
4. Transcribe the results of §6 and of the preceding exercises into
the "single space notation" of x, 7.
5. Assume that the coefficient group G is a domain of integrity, and
deduce from §6 results concerning co-Betti numbers. In particular show
that if A is a proper closed subset of
then
A has W-1(A ;G) + J
components.

sn

sn -
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Index
abstract, category, 108; cell complex, 156
acyclic, carrier, 171; complex, 170
additive functor, 121
adjustcd homology sequcnce, 245
admissible, category, 5; map, 306
algebraic, homotopy, 170; map, 170
alternating chain complex, 174
associated LC-theory, 271
augmented, complex, 169; singular complex, 190
nutomorphism of a simplex, 82
axioms for cohomology, 14
axioms for homology, 10
barycenter, 61
barycentric, coordinates, 55; subdivision,
61,63, 177
hll_qe, 133; point, 17
Betti number, 52, 138
bihomomorphism, 1fJ0
Borsuk's separation criterion, 302
houndary, 56, 74, no
boundary of a chain, 88
boundary operator, 10, of n couple, 127;
of a traid, 35; of a triple, 24
bounded, 269
Brouwer fixed point thporem, 301
canonical, base, 139; imbeddinl!:, 55; map
into a Ill'rve, 286
carrier 170, 234; compact, 255
cartesian product, 67, 131
<mtegory, IOU; of all pairs, 5; of ('ompact
pnirs, 5; of locally compact pairs, 5;
of triangulnble pairs, 76
«:ategory with couplcs, 114
Cech homoloKY groups, 237; system, 237
cell, 44; relative, 311; complex, 156
c-functor, 11 4
chain, 84; complex, 124; homomorphism,
84; homotopy, 129
circuit, 106
closed, l'ovpring, 233; pnth, 313; set, 4
closurp, 4
cohounrlary, 92; of It cochain, llO
coboundary operator, 14; of a triad, 37;
of n triple, 29
cochain, 86; complex, 125
cocyc!e,92

coefficient group, 17, 18
cofinal, 212; subsystem, 214
cohomology functor, 112
cohomology group, 13; tech, 237; of a
chain complex, 153; of a complex, 92,
166; singular, 188
cohomology sequence of a, pair, 14;
triad, 37; triple, 29
cohomology theory, 13; tech, 237; of
chain complexes, 153; of complexes,
166; singular, 188
cohomotopy groups, 49
collapsible, 18
compact, 4; carriers, 255
compactification, 270, 277
complement, 74
completely regular, 276
complex, finite, 56; infinite, 74, 162,
locally finite, 75, 183
component, 254
composition of functions, 3
contiguous, 164
continuous, 4
continuous homology theory, 260
contractible to a point, 30
contravariant, functor, 11 1; o-functor,
116; il-fun('tor, 117
coordinate, 131
countercompact, 269
couple, 114, 126
covariant, functor, Ill; il-functor, 115;
o-functor, 116
covering, 233; of a pair, 234; theorem,
187
C.S., 14
cube, 276
cycle, \10
cylindl'r, 210
deformation, chain, 129; retract, 30
degenerate chain, 173
degree of a map, 304, 306
dl'vclopnll'nt, 288
diagonal form, 139; map, 67
dimension, axiom, 12; of a complex, 56
direct, couple, 126; homology groups,
184; limit, 220; product, 131; sum, 8,
10, 32, 132; system, 212; system of
upper sequences, 224
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INDEX

directed set, 212
distance in a simplex, 55
domain, 109; of integrity, 52
duality, 14
elementary, chain, 163; subdivision, 74,
75
enlargement, 261
equivalence, 109
equivariant, 73; homology groups, 209
essential, 299
euclidean complex and simplex, 73
Euler characteristic, 53
exact sequence of groups, 8
exactness axiom, 11; partial, 253
excision axiom, 11, 12
excision map, 12, 130; for complexes,
165; generalized, 117
excisions of various types, 267
Ext, 161
face, of a simplex, 55; of a singular simplex, 186
factor, complex, 125; sequence, 9
finite cochains, 183
five lemma, 16
fixed point theorem, 301
formal homology theory, 166
free, base, 133; module, 134
full, subcomplex, 70; subcategory, 110
functor, 111
fundamental theorem of algebra, 307
generalized excision, 117
generate, 133
grating, 254
group, 6; of homomorphisms, 147; of
operators, 73
Hausdorff space, 4
h-category, 117
hexagonal lemma, 38
h-functor, 118
Hom, 147, 152
homeomorphic, 17
homologically trivial, 22
homology functor, 112
homology group, 10; Cech, 237; equivariant, 209; of a chain complex, 125, 151;
of a chain mapping, 169; of a complex,
90, 166; of a triad, 203; singular, 188
homology sequence of a, pair, 11; triad,
35; triple, 25
homology theory, 10; Cech, 237; continuous, 260; equivariant, 209, for
locally compact spaces, 271; for normal
spaces, 282; singular, 188

homomorphism, 7; of a sequence of
groups, 9, 15
homotopic, 6; chain maps, 129
homotopy, 6; axiom, 11, 12; equivalence,
29, 117; groups, 48, 207; inverse, 117
II. S., 11
identity, 108; map, 3
image, 7, 9
imbedding, 61
incidence isomorphism, 79, 80; number,
156
inclusion map, 3
index, 169; of a singular chain, 190
indexed family of sets, 233
induced homomorphism, 10, 14, 239
inessential, 299
infinite, complex, 74; triangulation, 75
infinitely divisible, 159
injection, 8, 132, 214
injective representation, 8, 133
interior, 4
intersection of a nested system, 260
Inv, 258
invariance, 180
invariance, of dimension, 302; of domain,
303
invariant, 73; under relative homeomorphisms, 266
inverse homology group, 184
inverse limit, 215
inverse system, 213; of factor groups,
228; of lower sequences, 224; of subgroups, 228
isomorphism, 7,9
join, 74, 172, 192
kernel, 7, 9
lattice of a pair, 4
LC-theory, 271
Lebesgue number, 65
line segment, 72
linear, 6; imbedding, 61; independence,
52, 72, 133; map, 57, 60; metric, 61;
singular simplex, 192; subspace, 6
locally euclidean, 303
locally finite complex, 75, 183
lower cap, 44
lower sequence of groups, 8
main isomorphism, 94
manifold, 311
map, 3; linear, 57, 60; simplicial, 58, 60
map defined by a map, 3
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mapping cylinder, 210
mappings, 109
maps of inverse and direct systems, 213
Mayer homology groups, 182
Mayer-Vietoris, formula, 53; sequence,
37,39,42, 43
mesh, 60; of a covering, 251
metric topology, 75
module over a ring, 6
monomial, 308
multiplicative system, 108

!-eduction, 261
refinement, 234
rcgular, covering, 241; family relative
to a subspace, 262; neighborhood, 70,

natural, equivalence, 112; homomorphism, 7, 10; transformation, 112
nerve, 234
nestcd system, 260
nonorientable, 313; circuit, 106
norm, 44
normal pair, 278
normal space homology theory, 282

sequence of groups, 8; of order two, 224
sign changing trick, 117
single point compaetification, 270
single space homology theory, 273
singular, chain, 186; complex, 187;
homology groups, 188; prism, 193;
prismatic chain, 193; prismatic complex, 19-1; simplex, 186
simple circuit, 106
simplex, 5-1; singular, 186
simplicial, approximation, 64; complex,
56, map, 58, 60; product, 66
skeleton of a complex, 8-1
solenoid, 230, 296
sphere, -1-1
split exact sequence, 230
Rtaeked covering, 2-11
star, 57, 172
stpp, 313
RtrOnl/; deformation retract, 30
Rubeategory, 110
subcomplex, 51i, 125
subcube, 276
subdivision, 61, 63, 7-1, 75, 177
subfunctor, 113
subgroup, G
subsequence of I/;roups, fl
subsystpm, 21 t
Ruspension, 48

objects, 109
onto, 7, 9
open covering, 233
open set, 4
open simplex, 56
open star, 57
operator group, 73
ordered, chain complex, 163; complex,
67, simplex, 55
orientable, 313; circuit, 106
p-adic group, 230; solenoid, 230
pair of, sets, 3; groups, 10; sequences,
10; topological spaces, 4
partial exactness, 253
path, 210, 313
point of R. simplex, 55
pointlike, 130
principal idpal rinl/;, 13-1
prism, 192
product, 6G, 67, 131
projection, 8, 67, 131, 177, 234; spectrum, 253
projective, representation, 8, 132; SPUC(',
106
proper, coverings. 2-1!); triad, 3·1
quasi-component, 25-1
quasi-order, 212
quotient functor, 113
range, 109
mnk,52
reduced homology, group, 18, 19, 170,
191; sequence, 20

71

,

relative, cell, 311; homeomorphism, 266;
manifold, 311; Mayer-Vietoris sequence, 42; topology, 4
representation by generators and relations, 134
retract, 30

tensor product, 140, 150
theory, 282
topological, invariancc, 180; space, 4
Tor, 161
torsion number, 138
transitive system of groups, 17
triad, 34; homology groups, 203
triangulation, 60
triple, 2-1
TychonofT, compactification, 277; map,
277
types of excisions, 263
uniform homotopy, 282
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unimodular, 135
uniqueness, 179; category, 120; theorem,
100
unit, 108
unit simplex, 55
universal coefficient theorems, 160
upper cap, 44
upper sequence of groups, 8

variety, 226
vector space, 6
vertex, 54
Vietoris cycles, 253
weak, continuity, 293; topology, 75
zero dimensional, 254

